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Introduction
Diversity and innovation in Arabic Linguistics

Reem Khamis-Dakwar and Karen Froud

It is an ambitious mission to incorporate studies from different domains of Arabic 
linguistics in one volume. Since its inception, the Perspectives on Arabic Linguistics 
Series has provided a vehicle for the contributions of Arabic linguists to the study 
of human languages. This volume highlights the growth of Arabic linguistics and 
showcases the diversity of approaches that is driving forward this ever-evolving 
field. Fittingly, these papers were selected from the Arabic Linguistics Society An-
nual Meeting that was held in New York City in March, 2012 – the most diverse 
and innovative city in the world, hosting the foremost scholars and thinkers in this 
most varied and pioneering of fields. 

We believe that the study of Arabic linguistics is on the cusp of exciting chang-
es that will bring greater attention, collaboration, and recognition of the contribu-
tions made within this field to the broader study of human language. We are proud 
to be associated with this volume, which represents a collection of unique, varied, 
and wholly innovative approaches that will contribute to this emerging and evolv-
ing dynamic field of study. 

The key notions woven throughout this volume are innovation and diversity. 
The structure of this volume in itself represents an innovation, and we have care-
fully selected papers that reflect the diversity of approaches, opinions and analyses. 
Alongside several groundbreaking papers in key aspects of Arabic morphosyntax, 
semantics, phonology, and sociolinguistics, we are also pleased to include repre-
sentative contributions from language acquisition and neurolinguistics. The ap-
plication of these disciplines to the study of Arabic is growing, and the inclusion of 
papers from these fields is an indication of the importance of innovation for the 
Perspectives on Arabic Linguistics. The juxtaposition of papers from emerging dis-
ciplines with those from more established approaches illustrates innovation and 
diversity across domains; each of the contributions to this volume also demon-
strates the kind of within-domain innovation that has brought the study of Arabic 
linguistics to its present stage. 
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The volume is structured as follows. This introduction provides an overview 
and identifies some unifying themes between the papers. The first two papers are 
contributions from keynote speakers and field leaders, Jamal Ouhalla and Enam 
Al-Wer. These are followed by the Syntax papers, which represent a wide range 
of approaches and themes including perspectives from Optimality Theory and 
generative grammar, tackling issues including negation, prosody, agreement, 
and cliticization. The contributions from Phonology are next, including an ex-
amination of the vexed question of secondary stress in Arabic and a view of the 
interface between derivation and inflection. The next contribution is from So-
ciolinguistics and illustrates the application of a new kind of analysis to an ex-
amination of contact influences. This is followed by a paper on the Semantics 
and Pragmatics of terms of endearment and anger, which includes an analysis of 
these notoriously complex expressions. The penultimate paper in this volume 
presents some new data from child language acquisition, revealing the complex-
ity and diversity of acquisition of geminates and consonant clusters. Finally, we 
are pleased to include a paper describing approaches to the neurolinguistics of 
Arabic, which we hope offers a new direction for the study of Arabic languages 
at a different level of abstraction. 

In the first of our keynote papers, Lexical change and the nature of lexicon and 
word derivation, a narrowly defined linguistic phenomenon is used to focus a dis-
cussion that has implications for the very nature of human language. The article 
examines grammaticalization of motion participles such as Moroccan ġadi and 
Levantine rayћ into future tense markers on a par with English going to (e.g. Bill is 
going to go to college after all). Ouhalla shows how “semantic bleaching”, the pro-
cess whereby meaning components and arguments are diachronically removed 
from representations of the motion particle, provides insight into the internal 
structure of the human grammar. He derives a view of the language system as 
including both a Lexicon, that likely consists of abstract and morphosyntactic uni-
versal primitives, and a Vocabulary, that is, the repository of language-specific as-
sociations between phonological, semantic, and morphosyntactic features. On 
such a view, Lexical items are only (phonologically) realized to the extent that they 
spell out bundles of abstract features within a syntactic frame. This innovative 
work represents an extension of Ouhalla’s (2012) proposals and has implications 
not only for adding to our sparse knowledge of gramaticalization and functional 
morpheme derivation in Arabic but also for our understanding of the processes 
and representations involved in human language. 

In our second keynote paper, Yod-dropping in b-imperfect verb forms in Am-
man, Enam Al-Wer provides a framework for the discussion of sociolinguistic 
phenomena through fascinating data on yod dropping from Amman, where the 
spoken dialect has been examined over the past three generations. Al-Wer’s 
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groundbreaking work on dialect formation and contact has already revealed hith-
erto unsuspected systematicity in vowel shift and has pointed to the importance of 
adolescents and females in dialect individuation. Through the ongoing ‘Amman 
Project’, a large-scale sociolinguistic investigation of the formation of the Amman 
dialect (see Al-Wer, 2007), we are provided with a unique test case for current 
theories on dialect formation and contact. 

Having set the stage for consideration of linguistic and sociolinguistic phe-
nomena in Arabic with these two papers, each of which emphasizes the broader 
contributions of Arabic linguistics for the study of human language, we turn to 
papers on syntax. Hoyt provides data on negative concord, a phenomenon well 
known in Romance but hitherto little-documented in Arabic. In Levantine, nega-
tive concord can be a long-distance dependency, in which an “n-word” inside a 
subordinate clause can be licensed by negation in a higher clause. Though this 
long-distance licensing appears at first to be an idiosyncratic property of certain 
verbs, Hoyt’s novel analysis – a multi-dimensional approach that incorporates 
structural and acoustic analyses alongside a wealth of comparative cross-linguistic 
data – shows that this phenomenon really derives from constrained interactions 
between syntactic and prosodic constituency. 

Similarly, the paper by Benmamoun and Al-Asbahi presents some unusual 
data that appear superficially anomalous and shows that the observed pattern can 
really be derived through a deeper understanding of the underlying processes. They 
review negation data from San’ani Arabic, a process that depends on cliticization, 
and contrast this unusual pattern with data from Moroccan Arabic, where negation 
involves head movement. Through a detailed analysis of the negation structures in 
various Arabic varieties, they derive an account for San’ani Arabic negation as natu-
rally arising through parameterization. In the spirit of the grammaticalization 
hypothesis described by Ouhalla (2012 and current volume), Benmamoun and Al-
Asbahi also propose an account of cliticization as a possible mechanism for the 
diachronic emergence of the negative laysa in Classical Arabic. 

As pointed out by Benmamoun and Al-Asbahi (this volume, p.xx), “Arabic 
varieties provide fertile grounds for testing current linguistic approaches.” Soltan’s 
paper on negation in Cairene Arabic rises to this challenge, making use of Arabic 
data to evaluate the utility of current formulations for relative positioning of T and 
Neg heads in the functional domain, deriving a new perspective in the process. 
Theoretical problems associated with syntactic head movement are well known 
(for example, the lack of a clear motivation in terms of feature checking, failure to 
satisfy the extension condition, violation of the condition on chain uniformity, the 
so-called “traffic rule” problem, and the fact that head movement does not have 
semantic effects at LF; all discussed in Chomsky, 2001, inter alia). With respect to 
negation, Soltan argues for an account that is morphological rather than strictly 
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syntactic and shows how this perspective could circumvent many problems. 
Soltan’s account places Neg higher than T and splits the Neg domain into two dis-
tinct heads that encode semantic and formal negation. Through an examination of 
structures involving negative disjunction and negative concord, Soltan is able to 
show that a split-Neg approach permits an economical account of previously dis-
parate phenomena, such as the phenomenon of -š spell-out (or lack thereof) in 
particular syntactic contexts. Like all the best research, this paper asks more ques-
tions than it answers. Soltan lays a foundation for much future work on the cross-
linguistic implications of a split-domain account for Neg. 

Ouali’s paper on multiple agreement facts in Arabic is similar in approach to 
the papers by Soltan and Benmamoun & Al-Asbahi in that it evaluates an existing 
theoretical framework in the light of Arabic data and derives a more empirically 
favorable account in the process. Biclausal complex tense sentences that exhibit 
multiple subject verb agreement in Arabic present a challenge to the Feature In-
heritance approach put forward by Chomsky (2008, 2013), because they provide 
counter-evidence for a view of C as the locus of φ-features. In environments where 
T must carry φ-features, Chomsky has proposed that these features are inherited 
from C and cannot be inherently specified on T. Ouali shows that there exist mul-
tiple agreement contexts in Arabic where no C head is manifest and therefore pro-
poses that T can be lexically specified for φ-features. This proposal is shown to 
have utility for multiple agreement facts that otherwise resist a parsimonious anal-
ysis and also speaks to parameterization distinctions between languages like 
Arabic (where T can be lexically specified for φ-features) and English (where T 
inherits φ-features from C during the course of the derivation, prior to establish-
ing an Agree relation with the subject). Again, this proposal has implications for 
the study of other Arabic varieties as well as other languages. 

In another demonstration of the diversity of approaches represented in this 
volume, the final syntax paper also focuses on the operationalization of Agree-
ment but does so from a very different perspective and to account for a distinct set 
of cliticization facts. Walkow presents data on clitic restrictions in Classical Arabic 
and discusses how such restrictions can be derived without recourse to Last Resort 
interface conditions. Through a re-evaluation of the operation AGREE (as in 
Nevins, 2007), Walkow shows how Multiple AGREE (that permits one probe to 
agree with multiple goals) falls short of accounting for restrictions on third person 
clitics. However, these same facts are readily subsumed under an application of 
Cyclic AGREE (e.g., Béjar & ezáč, 2009), whereby a probe may AGREE with one 
goal when first merged but can access a second or subsequent one only through 
expansion of the phrase marker via Merge. Similarly to the other Syntax papers in 
this volume, Walkow’s approach permits greater parsimony in accounting for 
observed superficial variability, showing that alternative structures used when 
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cliticization is blocked are not mechanisms of Last Resort but instead are indepen-
dently motivated by the PF realization of syntactic relations. 

The drive for parsimony and clarity in theoretical frameworks is also much in 
evidence in the papers on Phonology in this volume. From an Optimality Theory 
perspective, Aquil discusses the commonly held view that secondary stress is not 
extant in Arabic, an anomalous but widely held view in the literature. Aquil pro-
vides a theoretically motivated account of secondary stress that shows it is readily 
motivated by interactions between bimoracity and externally motivated high-
ranked OT interface constraints. This is a theoretical paper that provides a frame-
work for future empirical work, in contrast to the second of our papers in 
Phonology, which is an empirical paper that presents data from Lebanese Arabic. 
Haddad and Wiltshire also take an OT approach, grounding their account in con-
straints that apply specifically to derivational or inflectional forms (McCarthy, 
2005). Their main evidence comes from a case of phonologically unmotivated 
gemination in a derivational paradigm, which, according to the authors, can only 
be explained by a requirement that stress be on the same syllable of all the paradig-
matically related forms in the derivation. However, the authors show that, with 
respect to segmental phonology, derivational forms need to respect Base-Output 
constraints that operate over inflectional forms. This is the reasoning behind their 
novel approach: in Lebanese Arabic, the derivational output appears to resemble 
both a Base (i.e., Base-Output constraints apply) and other members of a para-
digm (i.e., Optimal Paradigm constraints apply). As before, the drive is for a par-
simonious and independently motivated account of an otherwise idiosyncratic set 
of Arabic data; the approach is once again innovative and offers a way to account 
for diverse facts cross-linguistically. 

The offering from Sociolinguistics for this volume (in addition to the keynote 
paper by Al-Wer) comes from Miller, who provides a fascinating and in-depth ac-
count of data from Bukhara Arabic. Very much in keeping with the theme of in-
novation, Miller applies Principal Parts Analysis to the verbal system of Bukhara, 
in the process shedding light on contact effects between Semitic, Indo-Aryan, and 
Turkic varieties. The analysis reveals effects of concatenative contact on non-con-
catenative verbal derivative systems. Miller provides details of her analysis to an 
unusually generous extent, with the express aim of facilitating further application 
of this novel analysis to other varieties of Arabic. 

Such methodological innovation is a unifying factor for the final three papers 
in the volume, which constitute offerings from (broadly construed) Semantics 
and Pragmatics, Language Acquisition, and Neurolinguistics. The first of these, 
by Mohammad Mohammad, is in part a response to a challenge laid down by 
Ferguson (1997), who claimed that the constructions under scrutiny (so-called 
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“God-wishes”) would take years to analyze. Mohammad provides a comprehen-
sive description of God-wishes, including data from observed social exchanges 
and from Eid television shows. Again exemplifying the diversity of approaches 
that are instantiated here, Mohammad expands the initial description of the use 
of God-wishes in prescribed social interactions, including a description of their 
pragmatic uses and interpretations, and proposes a grammatical framework for 
this complex, socially-determined phenomenon. 

Ragheb and Davis provide data on the L1 development of final consonant 
clusters in Cairene Arabic, and in doing so they tackle an understudied aspect of 
Arabic phonological acquisition. Based on data collected from two typically devel-
oping siblings at the age of 2 years 8 months of age, these authors reveal that final 
consonant clusters are acquired relatively early. Errors in final consonant cluster 
production follow interesting patterns that shed light on the underlying knowl-
edge of these young children about the phonology of their L1. Consonant deletion 
(cluster simplification) is very infrequent, for instance, since the children instead 
opt to lengthen or geminate one of the elements in the cluster as a strategy to 
maintain the bimoraic structure. The data also reveal patterns of consonant pres-
ervation in cluster production that respect sonority distinctions: lower sonority 
consonants are more likely to be geminated, and falling sonority clusters are ac-
quired sooner than rising sonority clusters. Hence, this study is innovative in terms 
of both the data provided and in the way it addresses the distinction between clus-
ter reduction and gemination.

The final paper in this volume, on neurocognitive approaches to the study of 
diglossia, was written by ourselves, the volume co-editors. It was written with the 
intention that Arabic linguistics continues to move forward in terms of method-
ological innovation. By pointing out the possibilities for linguistic investigations 
that are emerging as neurocognitive methodologies become more and more ac-
cessible, and by providing examples of the applications for neuroscience in exam-
ining language representation and processing in Arabic diglossia, we hope to 
catalyze interest in neurocognitive approaches and lead the way for their incor-
poration in Arabic linguistics. The emphasis on converging evidence from lin-
guistics and neuroscience in recent years has been proving more productive, and 
in our paper we suggest a preliminary mental model of the cognitive inter-rela-
tionships between lexical and syntactic components associated with two language 
varieties in Arabic diglossia. It is our hope that this kind of approach, together 
with a new source of evidence about language representation and processing, will 
generate novel approaches, more testable hypotheses, and yet more questions in 
need of answers. 

Diversity and innovation are infused throughout the work presented here. 
The many studies included in this volume offer innovative data, provide details 
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of innovative analyses, address innovative questions, and apply innovative ideas 
to the field of Arabic linguistic studies. However, there is one more unifying 
theme that we wish to emphasize: all the contributors to the volume, and to the 
annual meeting of the Arabic Linguistics Society, are also united in the hope that 
the work on Arabic linguistics will catalyze future research, as well as drawing 
further attention to the potential contribution of Arabic linguistics for the broad-
er study of human language. We have shown the utility of our work in providing 
test cases for specific theoretical approaches, for refining existing theories, and 
for laying the groundwork for hypothesis-formation and empirical testing. We 
have each been able to contribute, in different ways, to the sparse knowledge of 
language representation and processing in Arabic. No discussion of Arabic lan-
guage varieties can ignore the variation, dialectal or diglossic, that is inherent; in 
itself this is a contribution, since linguistic variation is often not a topic of direct 
investigation in the traditional approaches to the study of human language. We 
argue that this inclusive approach, whereby diversity in Arabic dialects (and be-
tween the two language varieties of Arabic) forms part of the object of study, can 
ultimately inform our understanding of innate linguistic knowledge. Diversity 
and innovation are crucial for human languages, and Arabic linguistics leads the 
way in this respect. 
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The development of future participles and 
future tense markers from motion predicates
Semantic, morphosyntactic and structural reduction

Jamal Ouhalla
University College Dublin

In this paper I outline an analysis for the development of the Moroccan Arabic 
motion participles ġadi ‘going’ and maši ‘going’ into future participles and future 
tense markers, and explore the implications of this process for the nature of 
the lexicon and word-derivation. The analysis is framed in the context of the 
approach to grammaticalization outlined in Ouhalla (2012a & b), which assumes 
that words are derivational constructs with no existence outside the sentence-
contexts that include them. This approach entails a principled distinction 
between grammaticalization and lexical change: the former targets selected 
word forms such as the participle in sentence-contexts, while the latter targets 
roots in isolation and is reflected in all the words based on the root. I will argue 
for a distinction between Lexicon, that may consist of abstract semantic and 
morphosyntactic primitives that are uniform across languages, and vocabulary, 
consonantal roots and functional morphemes with phonological features. 
Instances of grammaticalization of the type discussed here affect vocabulary 
rather than Lexicon.

Keywords: grammaticalization, motion participles, future tense participles, 
Moroccan Arabic

1. Introduction

This article outlines an analysis for the development of the Moroccan Arabic mo-
tion participles ġadi ‘going’ and maši ‘going’ into future participles and future 
tense markers. This development parallels the development of the motion parti-
ciple rayḥ ‘going’ into a future participle and a future tense marker in some East-
ern dialects of Arabic, including Palestinian (Rice and Sa’id, 1960). The analysis 
is framed in the context of the approach to grammaticalization outlined in 
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Ouhalla (2012a & b), which assumes a root-based Lexicon and the concomitant 
outcome that words are derivational constructs with no existence outside the 
sentence-contexts that include them. Among other things, the approach makes a 
principled distinction between lexical change, which targets roots in isolation 
and is reflected in all the words based on the root, and grammaticalization, which 
targets selected word forms such as the participle in sentence-contexts. It also 
offers a principled account of the transformation of word forms such as motion 
participles into future participles and future tense markers in terms of the com-
mon morphological processes of Feature Copying and Feature Deletion. The 
main focus in this article is on the implications of the deletion of lexical semantic 
and morphosyntactic features for sentence structure and derivation, including 
structure-reduction.

The article is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the basic data, situates 
it in a broader context and isolates the characteristic properties of the change 
from a motion participle to a future participle to a future tense marker. Section 3 
outlines the lexical and morphosyntactic properties of Arabic participles in the 
context of the framework which assumes that the Arabic Lexicon is root-based 
and words are derivational constructs. Section 4 provides a summary of the ap-
proach to grammaticalization adopted and shows how it applies to the instances 
discussed here. Section 5 shows how the deletion of lexical semantic features 
(semantic bleaching) in the development of future participle forms turns the fu-
ture participle into a semantically impoverished raising predicate. Section 6 
shows how the deletion of morphosyntactic features in the development of the 
future tense forms results in structure-reduction from a bi-clausal to a mono-
clausal sentence-structure.

2. Motion participle > future participle > future tense 

Examples (1a–c) are from Moroccan Arabic. (1a) shows the use of the participle 
form ġadi ‘going’ as the directed motion predicate of a sentence. As is generally the 
case with participles, ġadi is specified for number and gender and agrees in these 
features with the subject of the sentence, and, when present, the auxiliary as well. 
(1b) shows the use of ġadi as a marker of future tense that co-occurs with a di-
rected motion verb in the imperfective form. The form lacks the directed motion 
meaning GO, but retains its participle status, including its agreement features and 
the agreement relation with the subject and the auxiliary. (1c) shows the use of 
ġadi as a future tense marker that co-occurs with a directed motion verb in the 
imperfective form. In this particular use, the form lacks not only the directed mo-
tion meaning GO, but also the number-gender features characteristic of participles 
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in Arabic. Moreover, it is often reduced to a smaller form consisting of an open 
syllable typical of functional vocabulary in the language. All three forms are re-
ported and analysed in Benmamoun (2000).1

 (1) a. l-bnat (kan-u) ġadi[y]-in (l-s-sinima). 
   the-girls (were.3.pl) going.pl (to-the-cinema)
   ‘The girls are/were going (to the cinema).’ 
  b. l-bnat (kan-u) ġadi[y]-in imši-w (l-s-sinima).
   the-girls (were-3.pl) going.pl go-3.pl (to-the-cinema)
   ‘The girls are/were going to go (to the cinema).’
  c. l-bnat ġa(di) imši-w (l-s-sinima).
   the-girls will go-3.pl (to-the-cinema)
   ‘The girls will go (to the cinema).’

A similar situation involving the participle ra[y]ḥ ‘going’ is found in some Eastern 
dialects of Arabic, including Palestinian (Rice and Sa’id, 1960). (2a) shows rayḥ in 
its function as a directed motion predicate of a sentence, inflected for number and 
gender. (2b) shows ra[y]ḥ in its function as a future tense participle, missing the 
directed motion meaning GO but not the number-gender inflection. (2c) shows 
rayḥ in its function as a future tense marker, missing both the directed motion 
meaning GO and the number-gender inflection. (2b&c) are cited in Rice and Sa’id 
(1960) and (2a) was kindly provided by Reem Khamis-Dakwar (personal 
communication).2

 (2) a. il-bana:t (ka:n-u) rayḥi:n (ςa-s-si:nama).
   the-girls (were.3.pl) going.pl.M. (to-the-cinema)
   ‘The girls are/were going (to the cinema).’
  b. ʔaddēš rāyḥ-īn tibʔu hōn?
   how.much go.act.ptcp.pl stay.2pl here
   ‘How long are you (plural) going to stay here?’

1.  A reviewer has pointed out that the future participle form in (1b) should perhaps be more 
accurately described as denoting prospective future in the sense of Comrie (1976: 64–67) on a 
par with English going to. I take this point on board and show below that prospective future, 
understood as future relative to sentence tense (as opposed to utterance time), receives a formal 
and transparent explanation in the context of the analysis outlined here. 
2. The Palestinian Arabic examples (2b&c) include a stative predicate, which contrasts with 
the motion, activity meaning of the source participle of ra[y]ḥ shown in (2a). A similar example 
from Moroccan Arabic is given in (i).
 (i) l-bnat ġadi ibqa-/iwqf-/istǝnna-w tǝmma.
  the-girls will stay-/stand-/wait-3.pl there
  ‘The girls will stay/stand/wait there.’
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  c. ʔaddēš rāḥ tibʔa hōn?
   how.much raḥ stay.2.M.S here
   ‘How long are you (singular) going to stay here?’

Assuming that the future participle form and the future tense form initially devel-
oped from the motion participle form, it is an interesting question if they did so 
independently of each other or one form developed first and then served as input 
to the other. According to the widely assumed cline repeated in (3), the future 
participle form is supposed to develop from the motion participle form first and 
then serve as input to the future tense form. If so, the more specific cline in (4) can 
be thought of as an instance of this general cline. It describes a path of change 
whereby a content word (the motion participle) develops into a grammatical, 
function word (future participle) and later into a grammatical, function mor-
pheme (future tense). Languages may differ as to which stage in the cline the rel-
evant change is at. For example, English going to (e.g. Bill is going to go to college) 
is at the future participle stage, and the French forms based on aller ‘go’ (e.g. Les 
filles vont/allaient aller au cinéma) at the auxiliary stage (Hopper and Closs 
Traugott, 2003). 

 (3) content item > grammatical word > clitic > inflectional affix
   (Hopper and Closs Traugott, 2003, p. 7)
 (4) directed motion participle > future participle > future tense

The question whether the future tense form can develop directly from the motion 
participle form without going through the future participle form arises in situa-
tions where a given dialect/language has the future tense form but not the future 
participle form. One such situation is reported in Ouhalla (2012a & b) to exist in 
the dialect of Arabic spoken in the northwestern region of Morocco overlooking 
the Strait of Gibraltar. This dialect has grammaticalized the motion participle form 
maši ‘going’ into a future tense marker, but lacks the corresponding future parti-
ciple form. It is conceivable that the future participle form existed in the past and 
later dropped out, in which case this situation does not necessarily amount to a 
counterexample to the cline shown in (4) (but see Ouhalla 2012b).3

3. Example (i) is a tongue twister from the northwestern dialect of Moroccan Arabic, which 
arguably casts doubt on the possibility that homophony and haplology serve as constraints on 
the development of functional vocabulary. The example includes the sentence negation markers 
ma and ši in addition to the future tense marker maši and the imperfective form of the motion 
verb mši. 
 (i) ma maši ši i-mši bwaḥdu.
  neg will neg 3.M.S-go alone
  ‘He will not go alone.’
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 (5) a. l-bnat (kan-u) maši[y]-in (n-s-sinima).
   the-girls (were-3.pl) going.3.pl (to-the-cinema)
   ‘The girls are/were going (to the cinema).’
  b. l-bnat maši ymši-w (n-s-sinima).
   the-girls will go-3.pl (to-the-cinema)
   ‘The girls will go to the cinema.’

However the path in (4) is interpreted, it is possible to demonstrate that the two 
stages it shows are a function of changes that affect distinct features, which, more-
over, are distributed over different constituents of the participle form. The first 
stage, which yields the future participle form, involves a change in the lexical se-
mantic features of the root and amounts to the loss of the motion-meaning com-
ponent GO and the arguments it selects (semantic bleaching) (6a&b).

 (6) Future participle (semantic bleaching)
  a. Loss of the motion meaning component GO.
  b. Loss of the arguments selected by GO.

The second stage, which yields the future tense form, involves change in morpho-
syntactic features associated with the participle morpheme, and amounts to the 
loss of the properties characteristic of participles, including number-gender fea-
tures (morphological reduction). In the case of ġa(di), this stage also involves an 
optional change in phonological features, which amounts to the optional loss of 
the second syllable of the participle form. To these should be added a further, less 
visible change, which can be described as structure-reduction. As will be shown 
below, while the future participle form in (1b) corresponds to a clause in a bi-
clausal sentence structure, the future tense form in (1c) and (5b) corresponds to a 
Tense node in a mono-clausal sentence structure. These changes are listed (7a–d) 
and discussed in more detail in Sections 4–6 below.

 (7) Future tense (morphosyntactic, structural and phonological reduction)
  a. Loss of number-gender features 
  b. Loss of participle features (category change)
  c. Loss of structure (bi-clausal > mono-clausal)
  d. Loss of phonological features

A proper understanding of how motion participles develop into markers of fu-
ture tense requires prior understanding of the semantic and morphosyntactic 
properties of participles, including their derivation. This task is carried out in the 
next section. 
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The morphosyntax of participles

The analysis of Arabic participles assumed here is the one outlined in Ouhalla 
(2011, 2012a), which builds on previous work on Arabic participles, including 
Benmamoun (2000), Fassi Fehri (1993) and Shlonsky (1997). The analysis is based 
on data from Standard Arabic involving various lexical categories, but it generalises 
to parallel data from the spoken dialects such as the Moroccan Arabic paradigm in 
(8a–e). The latter shows the basic paradigm based on the root √MŠ, which has the 
directed motion meaning GO in Moroccan Arabic rather than the original manner 
of motion meaning WALK it (still) has in Standard Arabic (Ouhalla 2012a & b).4

 (8) a. maši (active participle)
  b. mši (1st/2nd person perfective verb)
  c. mša (3rd person perfective verb)
  d. mši (imperfective verb)
  e. mši (imperative verb)
  f. mši (derived nominal)

The verb and derived nominal forms have essentially the same template and, 
moreover, share essentially the same melody, apart from the third person perfec-
tive verb form, the vocalic melody of which shows a 3rd versus 1st/2nd person 
distinction. However, the participle form has both a distinct templatic form and a 
distinct melody, thereby excluding the possibility that it derives from a common 
word (word-based derivation). Rather, the participle form is the product of a root-
and-pattern derivation (McCarthy, 1979, 1981). Its constituent structure includes 
the root √MŠ with the lexical meaning shown in (9) (event structure) characteristic 

4. This conclusion is based on, among other things, the fact that (verb) forms based on √MŠ 
are compatible with manner of motion PPs such as ‘by car’ in Moroccan Arabic, as shown in (i). 
Note that genuine manner of motion verbs such as English walk are incompatible with such PPs 
(e.g. They walked (!by car)). 
 (i) mša-w f-t-tomobil.
  went-3.pl in-the-car
  ‘They went by car.’
 In the northwestern dialect, the change in meaning undergone by √MŠ (√MŠ ‘walk’ > √MŠ ‘go’) 
exists in addition to the change undergone by the participle form based on this root into a future 
tense marker shown in (5a & b) (maši ‘going’ > maši ‘future tense’). The combination of the two 
changes yields a common path of change widely discussed in the literature in connection to 
Latin and French and often expressed as in (ii). These changes and their implications for the is-
sue of lexical change versus grammaticalization as well as the debate relating to the nature of the 
Arabic Lexicon are discussed in Ouhalla (2012a).
 (ii) Latin ambulare ‘walk’ > French aller ‘go’ > future auxiliary 
   (Hopper and Closs Traugott, 2003, p. 102)
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of directed motion predicates (Jackendoff, 1985, 2010; Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 
1992; Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 2010). The event structure includes the primitive 
motion predicate MOVE, its external argument x and a path component with the 
distal value interpreted relative to a reference point understood in discourse such 
as the speaker’s location. The distal-proximal values of the path component yield 
the distinction between roots with the meaning GO ([DISTAL] = ‘move away from 
the speaker’) and those with the meaning COME ([PROXIMAL] = ‘move towards 
the speaker’).

 (9) √MŠ: [x move [path: [distal]]

In addition, the participle form includes the component v(oice), which encodes 
the active-passive distinction in terms of the feature [act(ive)] and [pass(ive)] (Fassi 
Fehri, 1993). This component bears an intimate selectional relation to the root, the 
nature of which determines the voice value of v. While some roots are compatible 
with both the active and passive values, meaning they can feed both an active and 
a passive participle form, others are only compatible with the active value, meaning 
they only correspond to an active participle form. The latter type includes the di-
rected motion root √MŠ. The component v[act/pass] is shared with verb forms and 
derived nominals, and is in part intended to capture the widely known fact that 
participles and derived nominals incorporate a verb inside them (have internal 
verbal properties) (Fassi Fehri, 1993). Participles include a third component iden-
tified in Ouhalla (2011) as neutral aspect, meaning an aspect constituent that does 
not encode the perfective/imperfective distinction in view of the fact that Arabic 
participles do not show such a distinction. This constituent is also shared with 
verbs, except that in verbs it has the perfective-imperfective values. For current 
purposes, this constituent will be called simply Part[agr], and assumed to be the 
locus of the number-gender features characteristic of participles. Accordingly, the 
motion participle in (8a) has the constituent structure shown in (10), where the 
event structure of the directed motion root is represented as GO for brevity.

 (10) [Part[agr] [v[act] [√[GO]]]]

Each constituent of the participle form projects as an independent category in 
syntactic structure. In contexts where the participle is the predicate of the sentence 
such as (5a), the phrase structure of the participle functions as the complement of 
finite T along the lines shown in (11a). The derivational steps that take place in 
Syntax (as opposed to PF, see below) are as outlined in (11b–d). These include an 
Agree relation between Part[agr] and the subject, which results in the valuation of 
the number-gender features of Part[agr] based on those of the subject (participle-
subject agreement). This agreement relation does not result in the valuation of the 
Case feature of the subject so that the subject remains active and therefore free to 
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enter a second Agree relation with T[agr]. The latter, which includes the feature 
[person], results in the valuation of the agreement features of T[agr] and the Case 
feature of the subject to nominative (auxiliary-subject agreement). Whether agree-
ment with T/aux is what is responsible for raising of the subject to Spec, Part[agr] 
is unclear. For current purposes, it will be assumed that raising of the subject is 
motivated by an obligatory occurrence of EPP associated with Part[agr] and an 
optional occurrence associated with T[agr]. (11d) shows the derivation of the par-
ticiple form by Head-movement of the root to v and of the complex head [[√]-v] 
to Part[agr]. The auxiliary form, when present (in past tense sentences), is inserted 
directly under T[agr].

 (11) a. Initial structure
   [TP T[agr] [PartP Part[agr] [vP [DP the-girls] [v’ v[act] [√P √[GO]...

  b. Participle-subject agreement
   [TP T[agr] [PartP [DP the-girls] [Part’ Part[F.pl] [vP [dp the-girls] [v’ v[act] 

[√P √[GO]...

  c. Auxiliary-subject agreement
   [TP T[3.F.pl] [PartP [DP the-girls] [Part’ Part[F.pl] [vP [dp the-girls] [v’ 

v[act] [√P √[GO]...

  d. Head-raising
   [TP T[3.F.pl] [PartP [[[√[GO]]-[v[act]]]-Part[F.pl]][vP ... [v’ ... [√P ...

The output of the syntactic derivation in (11a–d) is subsequently submitted to 
Lexical Insertion and morphological derivation at PF. Lexical Insertion is preced-
ed by housekeeping morphological operations that include fusion of v[act] and 
Part[agr] into a single node along lines shown in (12a). They also include fission of 
Agr into a separate node of its own (Embick, 2000) along the lines shown in (12b). 
Lexical Insertion then inserts the appropriate root under √, the appropriate 
morpheme (vocalic melody) under the fused v-Part node, and the appropriate 
agreement morpheme under the Agr node (12c). The output is then submitted to 
root-and-pattern derivation, which maps the consonantal root and the co-occur-
ring morphemes onto the relevant template, deriving a linear form with no inter-
nal morphological structure (12d).5

5. The presentation here assumes the initial proposal in Halle and Marantz (1993) that roots 
lack phonological features in the Lexicon and are therefore subject to Late Insertion in terms of 
root exponents listed in Vocabulary. A different view is proposed in Embick (2000) and Embick 
and Noyer (2007) whereby roots have phonological features in the Lexicon and therefore are not 
subject to Late Insertion.
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 (12) a. Fusion of v[act] and Part[agr]
   ...[√[GO]-v[act]]-Part[agr]]... → ...[√[GO]]-v[act]/Part[agr]]... 

  b. Fission of Agr
   . . . [√[GO]-v[act]/Part[agr]] . . .  →  . . . [√[GO]-[v/Part[act]-

Agr[numb,gend].. 

  c. Lexical Insertion
   ...[√[GO]-v/Part[act]-Agr]... → [√[GO]:MŠ-v/Part:[a-i] Agr:[in]]...

  d. Root-and-pattern derivation and linearization
   [√[GO]:MŠ-v/Part:[a-i]-Agr:[in]] → [maši[y]in]

According to the analysis outlined in (11a–d) and (12a–d), the lexical features 
of words are distributed over their constituent parts in line with Distributed 
Morphology (Halle and Marantz, 1993) and the model it assumes (13). The 
lexical semantic features are supplied by roots. The morphosyntactic features 
are supplied by the functional categories that co-occur with roots responsible 
for parts-of-speech categorisation, v and Part in the case of participles. The 
phonological features are supplied by the exponents (vocabulary items) of each 
of these constituents. 

 (13) 

A significant consequence of this arrangement, relevant to the present con-
cerns, is that roots lack morphosyntactic features, which are a property of 
words, more precisely, the functional morphemes they include. Another equal-
ly significant consequence is that the participle form (8a) and indeed all the 
other forms listed in (8a–f) are essentially derivational constructs that have no 
existence outside the sentences that include them. They are not listed in the 
Lexicon nor can they be said to be derived in isolation and then inserted under 
appropriate nodes in syntactic structures. This arrangement raises obvious 
questions for the type of change discussed here (grammaticalization), including 
the question how precisely it can target word forms such as the participle maši 
‘going’ in (8a) that are not listed. This and related questions are addressed in the 
next section. 

Vocabulary PF/Morphology LF/Meaning

Lexicon  Syntax

→

→
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For the moment, it is useful to clarify that in the present context, the ex-
pression ‘the Arabic Lexicon is root-based’ should actually read ‘the Arabic 
Vocabulary is root-based’ or, more precisely, ‘the Arabic Vocabulary includes 
roots that are purely consonantal.’ The Lexicon in (13) is likely to consist of 
abstract semantic and morphosyntactic primitives that are uniform across lan-
guages, combinations, bundles of which correspond to specific predicates and 
functional categories. It is the Vocabulary component in (13) that includes 
consonantal roots and functional morphemes with phonological features in 
addition to semantic and morphosyntactic features. Moreover, instances of 
grammaticalization of the type discussed here affect Vocabulary rather than 
Lexicon by adding to it new items that correspond to (i.e. can spell out) appro-
priate bundles of abstract features in syntactic structures that previously may 
have been null. 

Grammaticalization as feature-copying and feature-deletion

The approach to grammaticalization adopted here is based on certain key prop-
erties identified in Ouhalla (2012a & b), four of which are listed in (14a–d). 
First, grammaticalization applies to words in sentence contexts rather than to 
individual lexical items. This is more evident in instances where it targets a se-
quence of two contiguous words situated in different clauses such as 
GO(ING)+TO in English (Hopper and Closs Traugott 2003) and Berber 
(Ouhalla 2012b) and WANT + SUBJUNCTIVE AUX in Greek (Roberts and 
Roussou, 2003). Secondly, grammaticalization can be highly selective with re-
spect to the words it targets such that only the participle form of an otherwise 
complete paradigm is selected, as is the case in Arabic and English. Thirdly, 
grammaticalization involves the creation of new functional vocabulary (par-
tially) homophonous with the source form such as the future participle ġadi and 
the future tense markers ġa(di) and maši. Fourthly, grammaticalization is 
largely reductionist in nature as indicated by commonly used descriptive termi-
nology such as ‘loss’ and ‘reduction’ of features. The first two properties are 
essentially a function of the organization of grammar as outlined above, in par-
ticular the conclusion that lexical words have no existence outside sentence con-
texts. The third and further properties indicate the involvement of the morpho-
logical processes of Feature Copying and Feature Deletion.

 (14) Key properties of grammaticalization
  a. It targets words in a sentence-context.
  b. It is highly selective with the respect to the words it targets.
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  c. It results in the creation of new functional vocabulary (partially) 
homophonous with the source form.

  d. It is generally reductionist in nature (feature-loss/reduction).6

To see how the approach works at a formal level, we will use the instance of 
grammaticalization that involves the participle ġadi for two main reasons. One 
is that it shows both stages of change, that is, the future participle stage and the 
future tense stage. The other is that it has a cognate that expresses future tense, 
namely the future adverbial ġәdda ‘tomorrow’ and its counterparts in other dia-
lects, including the nominal l-ġad ‘the-morrow’ in Standard Arabic. As pointed 
out in Ouhalla (2012a & b), the very existence of this particular nominal-adver-
bial form inevitably points to the root √ĠD shared by both words as the source 
of the component responsible for the future reference. Since roots only have 
semantic features, it follows that the component in question resides in the event 
structure of motion roots. The representation of the motion participle ġadi in a 
sentence context such as (1a) is shown in (15), modelled on the representation 
of maši above. The representation is supposed to be the one obtained subse-
quent to Lexical Insertion and root-and-pattern derivation and takes the form 
of bundles of semantic, morphosyntactic and phonological features. The lexical 
semantic features are summarised as GO and the phonological features are rep-
resented as ġadi. 

 (15) [TP ‘the-girls’ [T’ T[agr] [Part [ġadi]:[[go],[v[act]],[Part[agr]]]...]

The first step in grammaticalization involves a process that extracts the participle 
form from its sentence-context, which is to all intents and purposes similar to the 
process of root-extraction out of word-contexts assumed in the acquisition of the 
Lexicon of Semitic languages with root-and-pattern derivation (Berman, 2003). 
The process can be understood to take the form of the common and indepen-
dently motivated morphological operation of Feature Copying, which by virtue of 
targeting all the features that make up the participle amounts to a process of word-
copying. Applied to ġadi in a sentence context such as (15), it results in the creation 
of a new and homophonous vocabulary item along the lines roughly shown in 
(16), ignoring the phonological features. The word status of the extracted motion 

6. This is also true of instances of grammaticalization that involve a combination of two words 
such as GO(ING)+TO in English (Hopper and Closs Traugott, 2003) and Berber (Ouhalla, 
2012b) and WANT+SUBJUNCTIVE AUX in Greek (Roberts and Roussou, 2003). These in-
stances too involve substantial reduction in the feature-content of the verb/root-component of 
the complex (Ouhalla, 2012b).
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participle form ġadi is shown with the symbol ω and its representation to the right 
of the arrow shows the details of its event structure supplied by GO.7

 (16) Feature Copying (word-extraction out of a sentence-context)

  [TP ‘the-girls’ [T’ T[agr] [Part [ġadi]:[[go],[v[act]],[Part[agr]]]...] →

  [ω [ġadi]:[[x move [distal]],[v[act]],[Part[agr]]]

The next step takes the form of the equally common morphological process of 
Feature Deletion. The making of the future participle form, which, recall, lacks the 
directed motion meaning but retains the participle status, involves selective dele-
tion of the motion predicate MOVE and its external argument (17). The path com-
ponent of the event structure with the distal value remains and is (re)interpreted 
relative to utterance time as opposed to utterance place. This particular aspect of 
the analysis is consistent with the view that motion predicates in general have a 
spatio-temporal dimension, component the value of which is determined by vari-
ous considerations, including context (Kratzer, 1995). It is this component that 
enables words based on motion predicates such as GO to develop into future tense 
markers of various sorts. In addition to the path component of the event structure 
supplied by the root, the morphosyntactic features of the participle form supplied 
by v[act] and Part[agr] also remain.

 (17) ġadi ‘motion participle’ > ġadi ‘future participle’
  [ω [ġadi]:[[x move [distal]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]] →
  [ω [ġadi]:[[x move [distal]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]]

The making of the future tense form involves further deletion, this time of the 
morphosyntactic features associated with v[act] and Part[agr] and, optionally, the 
phonological features corresponding to the second syllable. The source form can 
in principle be either the directed motion participle itself or the new future parti-
ciple as the mechanisms of Feature Copying and Feature Deletion do not favor one 
or the other. The difference is the extent of deletion involved, and ultimately 
boils down to the issue whether change is necessarily always gradual, as is widely 

7. Agreement raises difficulties regarding Feature Copying, though not unique to the analysis 
here. According to Chomsky (1995), the uninterpretable agreement features of functional heads 
such as T[agr] and Part[agr] delete subsequent to evaluation under Agree in Syntax. With this 
mind, Embick (2000) and Embick and Noyer (2007) suggest that a whole new Agr node is cre-
ated at the level of morphological analysis and its content obtained by Feature Copying from the 
agreeing subject. What is required here is a scenario whereby the agreement features of Part[agr] 
(participles) remain, but in an unvalued form. This would be possible in the context of an analy-
sis where deletion erases the values of agreement features but not necessarily the agreement 
features themselves.
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assumed in the Gramamticalization literature (Hopper and Closs Traugott, 2003), 
or can be catastrophic, as argued in Lightfoot (1999). The former view implies the 
gradual scenario motion participle > future participle > future tense, while the lat-
ter allows for the catastrophic scenario motion participle > future tense. For the 
purposes of presentation here, we will assume that the future tense form develops 
from the future participle form. The process, initially, involves creating a copy of 
the future participle form by Feature Copying, which accounts for the existence of 
the future tense form as a new and additional vocabulary item. This is then fol-
lowed by deletion of all the morphosyntactic features that define participles and, 
optionally, the phonological features associated with the second syllable (18). The 
output is a vocabulary item that is specified for the feature [DISTAL] and which 
can correspond to the node T[FUTURE] in a sentence structure ([FUTURE] = 
[DISTAL] ‘away/forward from utterance time’).8

 (18) ġadi ‘future participle’ > ġadi ‘future tense’
  [ω [ġadi]:[x move [distal]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]] →
  [ω [ġa(di)]:[[x move [distal]]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]]

Deletion of the lexical semantic features and morphosyntactic features has con-
sequences for the structure and derivation of the sentences that include the 
future participle form and the future tense form that are explored in the next 
two sections.

3. The future participle as a raising predicate

We start with the structural and derivational implications of the deletion of the 
meaning component GO and its external argument in the creation of the future 
participle form. The discussion here assumes the background conclusions above 
concerning the constituent structure and derivation of directed motion participles 

8. A reviewer has inquired why the development of the future tense form necessarily involves 
deletion of the agreement features of the source participle in view of the fact that functional 
categories in general carry agreement features. What matters in the analysis outlined here is 
deletion of the features that make up the category Part[agr], assumed to exist over and above 
the agreement features, although their exact nature remains elusive. In this respect, Part[agr] is 
not necessarily different from v[agr], also assumed to include verbal features in addition to 
(object) agreement features. A future tense form that retains the agreement features of the 
source participle is consistent with the analysis, although this would require addition of the 
person feature characteristic of finite T[agr] in Arabic (Benmamoun, 2000). The presence and 
absence of the participial agreement features are treated here as overt indicators of the presence 
and absence of Part[agr].
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in contexts such as (1a), repeated in (19)–(21). The subject ‘the-girls’ in (19)–(20) 
realises the external argument of the motion predicate MOVE in the representa-
tion of the participle form (the vocabulary item) repeated in (21). The subject 
originates in Spec, v and subsequently raises to Spec, T[agr] along the lines shown 
in (20). 

 (19) l-bnat (kan-u) ġadi[y]-in (l-s-sinima).
  the-girls (be.3.pl) going.pl (to-the-cinema)
  ‘The girls are/were going (to the cinema).’
 (20) [TP [DP the-girls] [T’ T[3.pl] [PartP Part[F.pl] [vP [dp the-girls] [v’ v[act] [√P

  √[go] ...
 (21) [ω [ġadi]:[[x move [distal]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]]

The future participle form in contexts such as (1b), repeated in (22), has the mod-
ified, reduced representation repeated in (23), which lacks the motion predicate 
MOVE and its external argument. The question that needs to be addressed is what 
kind of syntactic structure the representation of the future participle in (23) im-
plies for sentences such as (22). A related question is how the future participle 
form contributes the future reading in (22) in view of the fact that the sentence 
includes an independent T[agr] node specified for present tense.

 (22) l-bnat ġadi[y]-in imši-w (l-s-sinima).
  the-girls going.pl go-3.pl to-the-cinema
  ‘The girls are going to go (to the cinema).’

 (23) [ω ġadi:[[x move [distal]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]]

Because the future participle form in (23) retains the semantic feature [DISTAL] 
associated with the root and the morphosyntactic features associated with the 
functional heads v and Part, it corresponds to a predicate in sentence structure, 
essentially as in (20). However, since the future participle form lacks an external 
argument, the subject ‘the-girls’ of (22) cannot be its argument. Rather, it is an 
argument of the motion imperfective verb mši in the embedded clause and its 
presence in the subject position of the future participle must be the result of sub-
ject-raising to the root clause. These observations amount to the conclusion that, 
as a consequence of the loss of the motion predicate MOVE and its external argu-
ment, the future participle form becomes a raising predicate that occurs in a bi-
clausal raising structure along the lines shown in (24), irrelevant details omitted. 
The word GOING in (24) is intended as shorthand for the representation in (23). 

 (24) [TP [DP ‘the-girls’] [T’ T[agr] [PartP going [TP [dp the-girls] [T’ T[agr] ... 
  [vP [dp the-girls] [v’ go ...
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The analysis is consistent with the fact that raising predicates in general are 
semantically impoverished, although they may bear the same amount of morpho-
syntactic features as other predicates. In the case of the future participle ġadi, the 
impoverished semantic content consists of the path component with the distal 
value, interpreted relative to the tense value of root T[agr]. In (22), root T[agr] has 
the tense value [present], that is, a value that overlaps with the value of utterance 
time, assuming the interpretive mechanism outlined in Fassi Fehri (1993, 2012). 
This means that the distal path component of the participle expresses future rela-
tive to present. When root T[agr] has the tense value [past] (i.e. when the tense 
value is anterior relative to utterance time), as in (25), the distal path component 
of the participle expresses future in the past.9

 (25) l-bnat kan-u ġadi[y]-in imši-w.
  the-girls were-3.pl going.pl go-3.pl
  ‘The girls were going to go (to the cinema).’

According to the analysis outlined, the component of the participles with the 
meaning GOING responsible for their ability to develop into future tense markers 
resides in the event structure of the root in the form of a path component with the 
distal value. This property has very little if anything to do with the participle form 
as such, which is defined by morphosyntactic features rather than semantic fea-
tures. The possibility that these features may play a role comes from the view often 
expressed in the literature on Arabic that participles can express future tense and 
are widely used to express future, especially in nominal sentences. As pointed out 
in Ouhalla (2012b), while this is true of participles based on motion, activity roots 
such as those in (26), it is not true of participles based on stative roots such as 
those in (27). The latter do not have a future reading, as shown by the fact that they 
are incompatible with a future tense adverbial.

 (26) l-bnat ġadi[y]-in/msafr-in (daba/ġǝdda).
  the-girls going-pl/travelling-pl (now/tomorrow)
  ‘The girls are going/travelling (now/tomorrow).’

9. The analysis amounts to a formal explanation of the concept of prospective future described 
in Comrie (1976, pp. 64–67), understood as future relative to the tense value of the sentence. The 
tense value of the sentence is encoded in root T[agr] and may be [present] or [past], the latter 
realised by the perfective form of √KN ‘be.’ Future is expressed by the feature [DISTAL] encoded 
in the root component of the participle form and interpreted relative to the tense value of root 
T[agr] to yield prospective future. In other words, prospective future is computed over two 
constituents, root T[present]/[past], which functions as the anchor, and the participle form with 
the path feature [DISTAL] ‘away/forward from T[present]/[future].’ As is explained below, when 
ġa(di) functions as a tense marker (i.e. a T-morpheme), its value is computed relative to utter-
ance time in root contexts, as with T-morphemes in general.
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 (27) l-bnat naςs-in/fayq-in (daba/*ġәdda).
  the-girls sleeping-pl/awake-pl (now/*tomorrow)
  ‘The girls are asleep/awake (now/*tomorrow).’

Morphosyntactic and structural reduction

We move on to discussion of the structural and derivational consequences of the 
deletion of the morphosyntatic features of the source participle form in the cre-
ation of the future tense form. The relevant example is repeated in (28) along with 
the representation of the future tense form arrived at above (29).

 (28) l-bnat ġa(di) imši-w (l-s-sinima).
  the-girls will go-3.pl to-the-cinema
  ‘The girls are going to go (to the cinema).’
 (29) [ω [ġa(di)]:[[x move [distal]]], [v[act]], [Part[agr]]]

The rump feature-content of the future tense form shown in (29) implies that it 
can be inserted under a node specified for a temporal feature, that is, a node of the 
type T[future]. In structural terms, this means that the form does not correspond 
to a participle predicate of a clause; rather, it corresponds to a T[future] node in 
the clause that contains the main verb. Accordingly, sentences such as (28) have 
the mono-clausal structure shown in (30).

 (30) [TP [‘the-girls’] [T’ T[future]:[ġa(di)] [vP [‘the-girls’] [v’ go ...

Compared to the structure of sentences that include the future participle form 
(24), which is b-clausal, (30) can be understood to mean that the change future 
participle > future tense results in structure-reduction schematised in (31). How-
ever, such descriptions are at best metaphorical in nature, bearing in mind that the 
relevant change affects individual vocabulary items rather than syntactic struc-
tures in combination with the fact that syntactic structures are merely projections 
of features. The reasoning also applies to the fact that future tense ġa(di) ceases to 
be a participle and becomes a tense constituent (reanalysis). This does not amount 
to a change in category features or class, but, rather, to the deletion of the morpho-
syntactic features that define participles, namely v[act/pass] and Part[agr]. The 
ability to express (future) tense is not restricted to vocabulary items of the T-class, 
and can be expressed by a variety of categories such as temporal adverbs, temporal 
PPs and temporal participles. 

 (31) [the girls are/were going [the girls go to the cinema]] →
  [the girls will go to the cinema]
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As far as the interpretation of the future tense form ġa(di) is concerned, the idea is 
that the feature [DISTAL] receives the temporal interpretation future in root con-
text such as (28) because it is interpreted relative to utterance time by virtue of the 
fact that it occupies root T[agr] as with T-morphemes in general. When ġa(di) co-
occurs with another, higher T[agr] in contexts that involve complex tense such as 
(32), it is interpreted relative to higher T[agr]. In (32), ġa(di) occupies lower 
T[future] and expresses future relative to past encoded in higher T[past] (future in 
the past) on the plausible assumption that such sentences with complex tense in-
volve two projection of T with different values along the lines shown in (33) rather 
than two clauses (see Fassi Fehri, 2012 and references cited therein).

 (32) l-bnat kan-u ġa(di) imši-w (l-s-sinima).
  the-girls were-3.pl will go-3.pl (to-the-cinema)
  ‘The girls were going to go (to the cinema).’
 (33) [TP1 [‘the-girls’] [T’ T[past]:[‘were’] [TP2 [T’ T[future]:[ġa(di)]
  [vP [‘the-girls’] [v’ go ...

3. Conclusion

The development of future participles such as ġadi + Agr and future tense markers 
such as ġa(di) and maši from related directed motion participles in Moroccan 
Arabic can be accounted for in terms of the independent morphological processes 
of Feature Copying and Feature Deletion. Feature Copying (word-extraction out 
of a sentence-context) yields a new vocabulary item that is (partially) homopho-
nous with the source participle form. Feature Deletion fashions the copy into a 
new functional vocabulary item by removing the semantic component responsible 
for the motion meaning GO and the arguments it selects (future participle) and 
the morphosyntactic components that define participles (future Tense). Feature 
Deletion can also reduce the copy to a shorter form by removing phonological 
features corresponding to prosodic units such as syllable as in the case of ġa(di). 
Because grammaticalization applies to words, its effects are to some extent the 
reverse of those familiar from word-formation. Word-formation is essentially a 
process of feature-composition and structure-building that culminates into per-
missible output forms, words. This is a function of the fact that the objects that 
word-formation makes use of and applies to are primitives in the form of features 
and feature-bundles. In contrast, grammaticalization largely involves feature-dele-
tion, which is a function of the fact that the objects it makes use of and applies to 
are words (output forms) rather than lexical primitives. 
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Yod-dropping in b-imperfect verb forms  
in Amman*

Enam Al-Wer

This article presents analysis of data from the emerging dialect of Amman within 
the framework of ‘dialect contact’ and ‘new dialect formation’ (Trudgill, 1986, 
2004). In particular, it focuses on the conjugation of 3rd person singular and 
plural verb forms with or without /j/. The dialect of Amman can be described as 
the output of contact between speakers of two major dialect groups: Jordanian 
and Palestinian. In both groups of dialects, the imperfective takes the form b + 
Imperfect form, but whereas in Jordanian dialects Yod is dropped from the stem 
in the b-imperfect form in all environments, in Palestinian dialects it is dropped 
in open syllables only. The analysis reveals two important innovative patterns 
of conjugation: (i) Yod is dropped everywhere except where it carries ‘person’ 
information, and (ii) in hamza-initial verbs (‘glottal-initial verbs’ such as /ʔakal/ 
‘to eat’) speakers with Jordanian heritage introduce a new form for 1st person 
singular and reallocate an existing form to the 3rd person singular masculine.

Keywords: sociolinguistics, contact, Jordan, Amman, dialect formation

1. Dialect contact and new dialect formation

The study of the linguistic outcome of face-to-face interaction between speakers of 
mutually intelligible dialects has been brought to the forefront of sociolinguistic 
research especially since the publication of Trudgill (1986). The model presented 
by Trudgill builds on the simple observation that speakers tend to modify their 
speech in inter-dialectal communications. The modification may involve conver-
gence, i.e. making one’s speech more similar to the speech of one’s interlocutors, as 
well as divergence from the speech of one’s interlocutors, as predicted by the 
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principles of the “accommodation theory” (Giles, Taylor & Bourhis, 1973). The 
model is expanded to account for cases of contact-induced long-term linguistic 
modifications, diffusion of innovations across space, and to cases of transplanted 
dialects and new dialect formation.

Since Trudgill’s seminal work in this field, a wide range of situations has been 
investigated, including cases of dialect boundary regions (Britain, 1991, 2001, 
2002), rural immigrant groups in the city (Kerswill, 1993), leveling in new towns 
(Kerswill & Williams, 2000), diffusion of innovations from large urban centers to 
smaller towns (Hernández-Campoy, 2003; Trudgill 1983, 1986), and multicultural 
settings (Cheshire, Kerswill, Fox & Torgersen, 2011).

New dialect formation is the topic of two important publications by Gordon, 
Campbell, Hay, Maclagan, Sudbury & Trudgill (2004) and Trudgill (2004), which 
focus in particular on the formation of New Zealand English. Both accounts are 
based on recordings collected between 1946 and 1948 by the New Zealand Broad-
casting Corporation, which provided samples of the speech of the first locally born 
non-aboriginal New Zealanders (descendants of the early immigrants from the 
British Isles). Gordon et al. (2004) present a detailed quantitative sociolinguistic 
account of the emergence and focusing of a new dialect. Trudgill (2004), on the 
other hand, is less conventional in that he sets aside social factors, such as ‘prestige’ 
and ‘identity’, which are claimed to play no role in tabula rasa conditions, and ac-
counts for the formation of New Zealand English within a deterministic model 
based essentially on the demographic representation of the linguistic features in 
the original mix of dialects, leveling out of localized/marked and minority features 
and drift.1 (Also see Trudgill 2008a).

In Arabic-speaking communities, rapid urbanization and various socio-polit-
ical developments have led to large-scale population movements and thus to dia-
lect contact situations. A number of such cases dealing with different cities in the 
Arab world have been investigated in recent years such as the ‘Amman Project’ on 
which this article draws (see Al-Wer, 2002, 2003, 2007), Hachimi (2005), Al-Essa 
(2008), and Al-Qouz (2009). The range of situations and settings that await inves-
tigation in Arabic-speaking communities is wide and varied2.

In analyzing linguistic features found in contact situations, it is sometimes dif-
ficult to ascertain whether the features are contact-induced rather than changes 
that would have occurred had contact not existed. In the case of Amman, this issue 

1. Trudgill (2004) has been widely debated and critiqued. In particular, see the discussion 
in Language in Society by Mufwene (2008), Tuten (2008), Schneider (2008), Coupland (2008), 
Bauer (2008), and Holmes & Kerswill (2008); and the rejoinder by Trudgill (2008b) in the 
same volume.
2. Potentially especially interesting situations are the countries of the Gulf where in many 
cases the expatriate Arabic-speaking groups are larger than the native populations.
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is immaterial since this is not a case of continuation of change in a dialect but the 
formation of a new dialect from scratch, as will be explained presently.

A historical sketch of Amman

Modern Amman was built roughly on the site of Rabbath Ammon, ‘the Great City 
of the Ammonites’, dated to 10th century BC. It was renamed ‘Philadelphia’ by the 
Ptolemies (3rd century BC). The Romans (1st century BC) kept the name 
‘Philadelphia’, and the city became part of their Decapolis. It was probably the 
Umayyad rulers of Damascus (7th century) who restored the city’s original Se-
mitic name, but Amman lay in ruins during the Umayyad era and remained so 
until the mid 19th century.

The first settlers in the modern history of Amman arrived in 1876. They were 
speakers of Adyge, or what is popularly known in Arabic as šarkasi ‘Circassian’, a 
northwestern Caucasian language.3 According to Ottoman records, in 1906 
Amman had 5,000 Circassian settlers and virtually no Arabic-speaking inhabit-
ants. The city therefore does not have a pre-20th century history of being an 
Arabic-speaking city.

Amman was resurrected in 1921 as the capital of the newly formed Emirate of 
Transjordan, which attracted immigrants from various locations. For the most part, 
the internal migrants came from the nearby city of Sult, at the time the largest urban 
settlement east of the River Jordan. From Palestine, the vast majority of the early 
settlers in Amman were from Nablus, many of whom had in fact been living in Sult 
for some time before moving into Amman. The early settlers also included a few 
merchant families and political activists from Damascus, which was then under the 
French mandate. The later migrants came from the south, particularly from Kerak 
and Madaba, and also from the Palestinian cities of Jerusalem, Haifa, and Jaffa. By 
the 1930s, the city’s population, including the Circassians, had grown to 10,000. In-
ternal migration continued steadily through the 1940s, but the most sudden popula-
tion increase occurred as a result of the 1948 and 1967 wars and the displacement of 
Palestinians. In the period between 1950 and 1990, the population of Amman in-
creased more than fifteen times. It is currently estimated to be 1.6 million.

2. The population

The third generation Circassians in Amman became native speakers of Jordanian 
Arabic. Currently, they make up roughly 2% of the city’s population. The majority 
of Amman’s inhabitants belong to two major groups: the ‘Jordanians’, i.e. the 

3. For details about the Circassian community and language in Jordan, see Al-Wer 1999.
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migrants from other East Bank locations; and the ‘Palestinians’, i.e. the migrants 
from Palestinian towns and villages. For convenience, I will simply use the labels 
‘Jordanian’ and ‘Palestinian’ to refer to these groups, although neither group is ho-
mogeneous. It is noticeable, nevertheless, that while the Palestinian society is 
sharply stratified in terms of urban (townsfolk) and rural (peasants), which might 
explain the persistence of the sharp linguistic distinctions in Palestinian dialects 
between town dialect and village dialect even where the villages are in close prox-
imity to the town, the Jordanian society is largely tribal, a semi-egalitarian system 
which cuts across social and linguistic distinctions between town and village to a 
large extent (cf. Salibi, 1993, chapter 6). The Palestinian system of social organisa-
tion was simply transplanted in Amman. One observes, for instance, that even 
though the Palestinian townsfolk and the villagers have become citizens of the same 
locality (Amman), they continue to form two sharply distinctive communities.

No official statistics are available on the current demographic representation of 
the two groups that make up the population of Amman.4The majority of the 
Palestinians in Amman come from two backgrounds: rural, speakers of fallaħi dia-
lects, and urban, speakers of madani dialects.5 The fallaħi dialects are marked by a 
number of localized linguistic features that are peculiar to rural Palestinian dialects 
(especially the central and northern rural dialects), notably [k] for /q/ and uncondi-
tioned affrication of /k/. On the other hand, the urban Palestinian dialects are very 
similar to other city dialects in the region, such as the dialects of Damascus and 
Beirut. The results from my research in Amman so far (details below) show very 
clearly that none of the features that have become characteristic of the new dialect are 
rural Palestinian in origin. The competition in Amman is between Jordanian linguis-
tic features and urban Palestinian features, and therefore it is the demographic 
representation of the Jordanian and the urban Palestinian dialects that is likely to in-
fluence the making of the new dialect. By a rough calculation, the Jordanian and ur-
ban Palestinian dialects probably have equal demographic representation in the city.

3. The research

The data presented in this article come from the Amman Project, on-going research 
that aims to trace the formation of the city’s dialect from the earliest stages. The data 
presented in this article were obtained in two stages using standard sociolinguistic 

4. If such statistics do exist, they do not seem to be publically available.
5. Both of these sub-groups of Palestinian dialects are akin to the Sedentary type of Arabic 
dialects. The Jordanian dialects are classified as southern Levantine dialects but they are consid-
ered to descend from the Bedouin type (see Cleveland, 1963).
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interviews. The first stage included three generation of speakers from four families 
(8 grandparents, 8 parents, and 14 of their children). Two of these families origi-
nally came from the city of Sult and two families originally from the Palestinian city 
of Nablus; this cohort of speakers was meant to represent speakers from the two 
major input varieties (Sult and Nablus). The second stage focuses on the third gen-
eration from both dialectal heritages (Jordanian and urban Palestinian). So far 
there are 35 speakers in this group, 20 female and 15 male. These data are supple-
mented by additional recordings from the following sources: 6 younger speakers 
(all 17–20 years of age, three female) from Sult, and two male speakers from Nablus 
who were visiting relatives in Amman when the research was being conducted but 
who normally live in Nablus. In addition, I drew on data from my earlier research 
in Sult, collected in 1987, and a follow-up smaller collection in 1997.6

For the purpose of the analysis of the feature presented in this article, 1150 
imperfect verb forms were extracted. Of these, 490 are 3rd person singular and 
plural masculine forms. Bearing in mind that free interviews, as opposed to elici-
tations, limit the possibility of obtaining the full paradigm of conjugations or 
enough tokens per speaker of certain conjugations, the data used in the current 
analysis show some clear and consistent patterns, as explained below.7

The informants all live in West Amman, which is the wealthier and more cos-
mopolitan part of the city, and they mostly come from the upper middle class. 
Strictly speaking, the findings should be understood to be applicable within the 
geographical and social limitations of the sample of speakers interviewed so far. In 
the less affluent areas of Amman, familial networks are considerably closer. Extend-
ed families often reside in the same neighbourhoods and the younger generations 
tend to spend most of their leisure time within the family circle. In West Amman, 
on the other hand, where leisure facilities are much more widely available, the 
youngsters form intimate peer group relations and spend most of their leisure time 
away from their homes and their families. The differences between East and West 
Amman may be compared to the differences between localized, tight-knit working 
class communities and middle class suburban communities in cities in the west.

4. The three generations and their overall sociolinguistic profile

Including the early migrants, Amman only has three generations of native 
inhabitants. The first generation arrived in the city as adults, the second generation 

6. For details about the data from Sult, see Al-Wer & Herin (2011).
7. Further research using elicitation methods is currently underway, which will supplement 
the data presented in this article and allow us to quantify the feature.
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includes the children who arrived with their parents (or were born in the city), and 
the third generation represents the first native-born generation in the city. In three 
generations, the dialect has undergone a considerable degree of focusing to the 
extent that it is now possible to speak of a distinctive Ammani dialect.

Trudgill notes that the outcome of dialect contact can be a new “relatively fo-
cused and discrete variety” (Trudgill, 1986, p. 91), and demonstrates this type of 
development by the case of Burträsk Swedish, investigated by Thelander (1979, 
cited in Trudgill, 1986: 91–93). The contact situation in Amman has resulted in a 
similar situation. The stages of the formation of the new dialect in Amman are 
summarized below (for further details, see Al-Wer, 2007).

First generation speakers arrived in the city as adults; they spoke the dialects 
of the Jordanian or Palestinian towns from which they migrated, and to a large 
extent they continue to do so. However, the dialects spoken by this generation do 
show some divergence from the original dialects by leveling out the most localized 
and most marked features, a process which Trudgill calls rudimentary leveling 
(Trudgill, 2004, pp. 89–93). The most obvious feature which undergoes leveling at 
this stage from the Jordanian side (Sult) is /k/ affrication, which is totally absent in 
the data from first generation male and female Jordanians. The traditional dialect 
of Sult affricates /k/ conditionally (mostly in the vicinity of front vowels such as /
ke:f/ > /ʃte:f/ ‘how’) (see Palva, 1994; Herin, 2010). Another localized feature that 
undergoes leveling at this stage is gender distinction in the third person plural 
pronouns, pronominal suffixes, and endings. The speakers tended to neutralize 
gender distinction in these forms. One of the examples of rudimentary leveling in 
the speech of Palestinians (Nablus) is lowering of /e:/ to /a:/ in items like /mbe:riħ/ 
> /mba:riħ/ ‘yesterday’ or /se:ʕǝ/ > /sa:ʕǝ/ ‘hour’. Extremely raised variants of /a/ in 
these examples are generally stereotypical features of Palestinian dialects (most 
notable in the dialect of Jerusalem), and the tokens with the lowered vowels in the 
speech of this generation of Palestinian speakers can be considered a convergence 
or accommodation to Jordanian dialects, which have a low vowel in these items.

The second generation exemplifying the second stage of dialect formation 
show extreme inter-speaker and intra-speaker variability as a result of using a mix-
ture of the two norms to the extent of appearing chaotic, although their speech can 
still be identified as either Jordanian or Palestinian, mostly through vocalic and 
morphosyntactic features. For example, in the data, the same speaker used three 
forms of the 2nd person suffix: Jordanian -ku, Palestinian -kon and the new 
Amman form -kum in /ki:f ħa:l-ku/, /ki:f ħa:l-kon/ and /ki:f ħa:l-kum/ ‘how are 
you’. The Palestinian male speakers and the Jordanian female speakers use a mix-
ture of Palestinian [ʔ] and Jordanian [g] for /q/.

The third generation, all of whom were born in the city, do not adhere to their 
parents’ dialects faithfully, but in some cases they focus the patterns that appear in 
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their parents’ generation, while for many features they set totally new patterns, and 
use new features which were not present in the original mix. The mixture and vari-
ability witnessed in the second generation is considerably reduced, and some or-
derly linguistic behavior is established. We find a high degree of stability of usage 
of certain linguistic features, for example: the use of the stop variants of interdental 
sounds, which is almost consistent in the speech of the third generation; use of 
fudged linguistic forms, such as raising of pausal /a/ along the pattern found in 
urban Palestinian (though the raised vowel is phonetically identical to the raised 
vowel found in Jordanian dialects); and many new patterns and new features, like 
the use of innovative -kum, which does not occur in the input dialects.8

5. The data and analysis

Yod in imperfect verb forms

This feature concerns the conjugation of verbs in the imperfect of 3rd person mas-
culine forms with or without /j/, as in /bjiʕmal/ vs. /biʕmal/ ‘he does’, /bjiʕrif/  vs. /
biʕrif/ ‘he knows’, /bjilʕabu/  vs. /bilʕabu/ ‘they play’. The Arabic dialects that use the 
b-imperfect form (principally Levantine and Egyptian dialects) vary with respect 
to this feature between dialects that maintain Yod in all cases, Cairene Arabic be-
ing an example, and those which drop it categorically, as in Jordanian dialects (see 
further below).

In the input dialects from the first and second generations in Amman, the 
patterns that were found most consistently in the data are summarized below. 
For the purpose of this section, I have omitted variations, but these will be ex-
amined later. 

Urban Palestinian9

 (1) hamza-initial (glottal-initial) verbs /ʔakal/ ‘to eat’, /ʔaxađ/ ‘to take’
   First generation Second generation
  3rd pers bja:kul/bja:xud bja:kul/bja:xud
  1st pers ba:kul/ba:xud ba:kul/ba:xud

8. Detailed analyses of these features can be found in Al-Wer (2003) & Al-Wer (2007).
9. I am aware that some Palestinian dialects, e.g. Jaffa and may be Haifa, have forms of the 
hamza-initial verbs that are identical to the forms found in Jordanian dialects (with /o:/ rather 
than /a:/ or /ja:/). The forms reported in this article are the ones recorded from 1st and 2nd 
generation speakers who originally come from Nablus.
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The forms under (1) show that /j/ carries person information, and there is no vow-
el distinction between the forms in the 1st and 3rd person. The presence of /j/ in 
these forms is therefore functional.

Urban Palestinian
 (2) other verbs: /ħaka/ ‘to speak’, /ʕirif/ ‘to know’
   First generation Second generation
  3rd pers bjiħki/bjiʕrif bjiħki/bjiʕrif
  1st pers baħki/baʕrif baħki/baʕrif

In the forms in (2), the presence of /j/ can be considered a redundant feature, since 
the person information is also signalled in vowel distinctions, /i/ versus /a/.

Jordanian
 (3) hamza-initial verbs /ʔakal/ ‘to eat’, /ʔaxađ/ ‘to take’
   First generation Second generation
  3rd pers bo:kil/bo:xið bo:kil/bo:xið or bo:xid
  1st pers bo:kil/bo:xið bo:kil/bo:xið or bo:xid

The forms in(3) are identical for both persons. The supplementary data from 
speakers in the city of Sult confirm that in the traditional dialect no morphological 
marking of person in the 3rd and 1st person singular in these verbs is present.

Jordanian
 (4) other verbs: /ħaka/ ‘to speak’, /ʕirif/ ‘to know’
   First generation Second generation
  3rd pers biħki/biʕrif biħki/biʕrif
  1st pers baħki/baʕrif baħki/baʕrif

In these forms, the person information is signalled in vowel distinctions, /i/ for 3rd 
person and /a/ for 1st person.

In the speech of the third generation, the forms listed below are found.

Ammanis of Palestinian parents (i.e. Palestinian input): 
 (5) hamza initial verbs /ʔakal/ /ʔaxad/
  3rd pers 1st pers
  bja:kul/bja:xud ba:kul/ba:xud
 (6) Other verbs: ħaka, ʕirif
  3rd pers 1st pers
  biħki/biʕrif baħki/baʕrif

The forms in (5) and (6) show that Ammanis of Palestinian parents maintain /j/ where 
it is functional only, i.e., in hamza-initial verbs, but they drop it where it is redundant. 
In the speech of this group, the forms they use in (6) are identical to the forms found 
in the traditional Jordanian dialects in that they rely on vowel distinctions only.
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Ammanis of Jordanian parents (i.e. Jordanian input):
 (7) hamza-initial verbs /ʔkal/ /ʔaxad/
  3rd pers 1st pers
  bo:kil/bo:xid or bo:kol/bo:xod ba:kul/ba:xod
 (8) Other verbs: ħaka, ʕirif
  biħki/biʕrif baħki/baʕrif

The examples in (7) show that Ammanis of Jordanian parents now diverge from their 
parents’ dialects by marking person morphologically through vowel change in the 
hamza-initial verbs. They use identical forms to those used by their parents in (8).

Variation in the data and discussion

To some extent, the patterns presented in (1)–(8) in the previous section are ab-
stractions, which represent the patterns found to be used most consistently. But, 
the data contained variations, which I will examine presently.

As shown in the examples in (5), third generation Palestinians drop Yod from 
the non-hamza initial verbs. There were only three exceptions to this pattern. Two 
were instances of the verb ħaka ‘to speak’, which was produced by one individual 
as /bjiħki/ ‘he speaks’; the other was an example of /bjilʕabu/ ‘they play’ in the 
speech of a different speaker.

Based on these data, it can be concluded that the third generation speakers of 
Palestinian heritage drop redundant /j/, and by doing so they converge to the 
speech of the third generation speakers of Jordanian heritage with respect to this 
feature. The data from the Jordanian speakers in Amman and from Sult provide 
evidence to the fact that Jordanian dialects are Yod-free.

Further examination of the data from the first and second generation 
Palestinians reveals some important patterns of variation. Already in the speech of 
the first generation there are examples of Yod-dropping, and more such examples 
occur in the data from the second generation Palestinians. Thus, there is an appar-
ent convergence to the Jordanian pattern on the part of the first and second gen-
eration Palestinians. However, by examining the lexical items in which Yod was 
dropped in the speech of 1st and 2nd generations, it can be noticed that in all of 
them the dropping of historical /j/ can be accounted for by a morphophonemic 
rule, according to which /j/ is dropped in an open syllable.10 Thus we find: 

10. I had initially analysed this feature as concerning a particular class of verbs, namely ‘hollow 
verbs’ ('ajwaf ’) since all occurrences of Yod-less forms in my data at that stage occurred in such 
verbs. Jonathan Owens (personal communication) suggested that the relevant feature is rather 
concerned with syllable structure, not a certain class of verbs. I thank him for bringing this to 
my attention. Further data, which were obtained through elicitation techniques and are currently 
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 (9) ji.ʔu:l → biʔu:l ‘he says’
  ji.ru:ħ → biru:ħ ‘he leaves’
  ji.γi:b → biγi:b ‘he vanishes’
  ji.ku:n → biku:n ‘he is/in the state of being’
  ji.bi:ʕ → bibi:ʕ ‘he sells’

On the other hand, /j/ is maintained consistently in the examples listed in 10 
(where /j/ occurs in closed syllables): 

 (10) jiʔ.dar → bjiʔdar/ ‘he is able to’
  jis.ʔal → bjisʔal ‘he asks’
  jiʕ.mal → bjiʕmal ‘he does’
  jiħ.ki → /bjiħki/ ‘he say’
  jil.ħaʔ → /bjilħaʔ/ ‘he follows’

It appears therefore that the Palestinian dialects which were transplanted in 
Amman had a morphophonemic rule which dropped /j/ in open syllables, yield-
ing /biʔu:l/, /biru:ħ/, etc. (without /j/), but /bjilʕab/, /bjiħki/, etc. (with /j/). It should 
be noted that the conclusion that the dialect spoken by the earlier generations of 
Palestinians in Amman already dropped /j/ in a certain environment is further 
supported by the data collected from the two Nablusi speakers, which contained a 
total of 7 examples of Yod-less items, all of which were forms of ra:ħ ‘to go’ and ka:n 
‘to be’, whereas all other verbs occurred with Yod.

In her account of the historical phonology of the Jerusalem dialect, Garbell 
(1958: 325) mentions dropping of /j/ in /biku:n/ < /bijku:n/ as a length feature 
which was lost in unstressed syllables (during the 18th-20th centuries). 11 She also 
mentions alterations between /bisʔal/ and /bjisʔal/ as a feature which could be 
found in the speech of “Christians and young people” (p. 325). In my data, which 
come from Nablusi Palestinians, the Yod-less items are confined to the environ-
ment mentioned above, but the observations provided by Garbell may be taken as 
further evidence that in the Palestinian dialects dropping of Yod was not alto-
gether absent.

To my knowledge, there is no information in the literature about the mainte-
nance/dropping of Yod in other Levantine dialects. Informal inquiries on my part 
about the forms used by the native speakers of the dialects of Beirut and Damascus 
indicate that the pattern used in these dialects is identical to the Palestinian pattern 

being analysed for a different feature, confirm that /j/ is indeed dropped in open syllables; more 
Yod-less examples include /biʒurr/ ‘he pulls’; /biħutʕ/ ‘he puts’; /biħibb/ ‘he likes/loves’; /bixar-
rib/ ‘he spoils’; /biʒallis/ ‘he fixes’.
11. This is the only reference I could find that mentions variation in the use of Yod in these verb 
forms in a Palestinian dialect.
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I found in Amman, i.e. Yod is maintained in closed syllables and dropped in open 
syllables. Outside the Levant, the b-imperfect form is a well-known feature of the 
dialect of Cairo. My informal inquiries with speakers of Cairene Arabic indicate 
that Yod is maintained in all cases.12 Thus in Cairo one finds forms like /bijʔu:l/ ‘he 
says’ and /bijgurr/ ‘he pulls’. It therefore appears that concerning Yod in the 3rd 
person verb forms the b-imperfect dialects of the Levant and Egypt can be ar-
ranged along a continuum: at one end are the most conservative dialects that do 
not drop Yod in any environment (Cairo); at the other end are the most innovative 
dialects that drop it in all environments (Jordanian); and in between there are dia-
lects that drop Yod variably (conditionally, in open syllable: Damascus, Beirut, 
urban Palestinian). Assuming that the b-imperfect is a shared innovation, which 
Levantine and some Egyptian dialects inherited from a common source, the pat-
tern found in Jordanian dialects, whereby Yod is dropped unconditionally, may be 
viewed as the continuation to completion of a change that had affected Levantine 
dialects at an earlier stage.

To conclude, the sequence of events in Amman can be reconstructed in the 
following way: 

i. At the time of migration to Amman, the Yod-less form in the Palestinian dia-
lects was the marked form, derived by a phonological rule.

ii. In Amman, speakers of such dialects came in contact with Yod-free dialects. 
In successive generations, and through exposure to and contact with the 
Jordanian dialects, the conditions that governed Yod-dropping in the original 
dialects were broken.

iii. As the frequency of occurrence of redundant Yod decreased, the third genera-
tion no longer had evidence for its usage among their peers.

iv. In the final stage, Yod-less forms became the unmarked choice. The factor that 
eventually led to the unmarking of these forms was the contact with Yod-free 
dialects, i.e. the Jordanian dialects.

As to the variation found in the data from the Jordanian speakers with respect to 
morphological person-marking in the hamza-initial verbs, recall that in the input 
dialects (example (3)), the forms for 3rd person and 1st person are identical: /
bo:kil/ ‘I eat/he eats’. There are no examples of this pattern at all in the third gen-
eration speakers from Jordanian backgrounds. So, the distinction /ba:kul/ ‘I eat’ 
versus /bo:kil/ or /bo:kol/ ‘he eats’ must have been established fairly quickly. 
The data show, however, that person-marking starts in the second generation of 
Jordanian speakers in Amman, and the variation found in this generation is 

12. I thank Ghada Khattab, Hanadi Ismail and Manfred Woidich for responding to my queries 
concerning the forms used in Beirut, Damascus and Cairo.
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inter-speaker only – i.e., the speakers either make the distinction consistently, or 
they do not make it at all. The supplementary data I have from the six younger 
speakers in Sult show that the traditional feature (i.e., no person marking) is 
largely the norm even among the younger speakers in Sult. It appears, therefore, 
that the emergence of person distinctions for these verbs in the speech of 
Jordanians in Amman was induced by contact with urban Palestinian dialects. 
One would expect for there to be some difficulty in acquiring a distinction (as op-
posed to losing one); but notice that the innovative derivation /ba:kul/ is already 
available in the environment.

Finally, four tokens of the Palestinian form /bja:kul/ were found in the 
speech of two third-generation female Jordanian speakers, and two tokens of the 
Jordanian form /bo:kil/ were found in the speech of one third generation male 
Palestinian speaker. Although the data are strongly suggestive that there is a cor-
relation between speakers’ choices and dialectal background with respect to this 
feature, the exceptions listed here are not insignificant. They are at least an indica-
tion that features which were originally peculiar to a certain dialect in the original 
mix are used by the third generation regardless of their dialectal heritage.13

3. Conclusion

Prolonged contact between closely related dialects, as is the situation in Amman, 
provided there is a degree of social integration of the various linguistic groups 
(cf. Siegel, 1985) can lead to linguistic leveling and simplification as part of a pro-
cess of koineization. Koineization normally results in: (i) reduction of the degree 
of variability which was originally present; and (ii) focusing and stabilization of a 
new linguistic system (see Kerswill & Williams, 2000; Trudgill, 1986).

The data on the development and stabilization of verb forms with and without 
Yod and the restructuring of constraints on its occurrence as a result of the contact 
situation in Amman can be understood as a case of simplification. The following 
diagrams re-state the findings in these terms:

 (a) 1st & 2nd generations 3rd generation
  

13.  These hamza-initial verbs are currently being analysed further using a larger pool of elic-
ited data.

bjiħki

biħki biħki
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Diagram (a) shows that the simplification process has resulted in reduction in the 
number of forms used in the new dialect.

 (b) Palestinians (1st, 2nd & 3rd)
  

What can be seen in diagram (b) is that the Jordanian ambiguous form /bo:kil/ is 
rendered unambiguous by adding a separate form to mark person distinctions. 
In this restructuring of the system, existing forms are used: the function of the 
heritage form is reduced to mark 3rd person only, and the form /ba:kul/, a form 
that is already available in the linguistic environment, is added to mark 1st per-
son. From the perspective of the traditional Jordanian dialects, this development 
appears to be a complication rather than a simplification since it resembles a 
‘split’ and adds a form (rather than reducing the number of forms). On the other 
hand, it can be argued that the traditional Jordanian system of assigning two 
persons to one morphological form is cognitively complex, given that the same 
dialects mark 1st and 3rd persons morphologically in all other categories of 
verbs. The traditional Jordanian system is all the more complex for the third 
generation Jordanians in Amman given that in this context it is a minority form 
and therefore not as frequently encountered. In semantic terms, the develop-
ment leads to regularization of person representation: each person is assigned a 
unique form; 3rd person form is maintained and assigned exclusively to 3rd per-
son; and the form /ba:kul/, which is already available in the community, is 
assigned exclusively to 1st person. Hence there is a reduction in meaning-form 
assignments.

The end result is a reduction in verb forms, from five forms (/bjiħki/, /biħki/, 
/bja:kul/, /ba:kul/, /bo:kil/) to four forms (/biħki/, /bja:kul/, /bo:kil/, /ba:kul/) as a 
result of the leveling out of the redundant form /bjiħki/. By reducing the number 
of morphological forms the meaning is not impacted (no change in referential 
meaning). Therefore, the informational value of these developments must lie in 
the extra-linguistic sphere and be represented at the level of the ‘community’. 
Koineization of the imperfect verb forms is simultaneously koineization of com-
munal dialect differences. 

bja:kul

Jordanians (1st & 2nd)

Jordanians (3rd)

ba:kul

bo:kil ba:kul

bo:kil 
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Prosodic constituency and locality  
in Levantine Arabic
Long-distance negative concord

Frederick M. Hoyt
University of New England

This paper examines negative concord sentences in Southern Levantine Arabic 
(Palestinian and Jordanian), providing evidence that locality restrictions 
on negative concord licensing are in fact restrictions on prosodic rather 
than syntactic locality. While negative concord is generally a clause-local 
dependency, a set of exceptions is examined in which the licensing relationship 
crosses subordinate clause boundaries. These examples involve a set of 
subordinating verbs with a high frequency in the Maamouri, Buckwalter, 
Graff, & Jin (2006a,b) corpus. Acoustic analysis of these data shows a strong 
correlation between the frequency of a subordinating verb in the corpus, 
its acceptability with non-local negative concord and reduced prosodic 
prominence in its pronunciation. This suggests that non-local negative concord 
licensing correlates with a subordinating verb structure being pronounced as a 
single prosodic constituent.
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1. Introduction

This paper explores the relationship between syntactic constraints on negative 
concord in Southern Levantine and the prosodic properties of negative concord 
sentences.1 Negative concord is well-known from the Romance languages, Slavic 
and others, but also occurs in Southern Levantine sentences such as in (1a):

1. I thank the organizers and participants of ALS 26. Particular thanks must go to Reem 
Khamis-Dakwar and Enam al-Wer for their comments and encouragement and to an anony-
mous reviewer for remarkably detailed and supportive notes on a draft of this paper.
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 (1) a. maː=ʔakalt wala iši l=yoːm.
   not=ate.1s not.even thing the=day
   “I didn’t eat even one thing today,” “I didn’t eat a single thing today.”
    (Elicited datum)
  b. maː=ʔakalt aiy iši l=yoːm.
   not=ate.1s any thing the=day
   “I didn’t eat ANYthing today.” (Elicited datum)

The sentence contains a sentential negation morpheme maː- “not” and a negative 
scalar focus particle wala “not even one, not a single.” It appears to contain two 
negation morphemes but has an interpretation equivalent to (1b) containing only 
one negation morpheme.

The paper begins with examples of negative concord sentences in which an 
“n-word” inside a subordinate clause can be licensed by a negation clause in a 
higher clause (long-distance negative concord, or LDNC). LDNC appears to be an 
idiosyncrasy of certain subordinating verbs from different syntactic and semantic 
categories, as shown in the following examples:

 (2) a. ʔana miš ʕaːrif [ afham
   I not knowing 1s.understand
   wala kilme min kalaam=ak.].
   not.even word.fs from speech=2ms
   “I can’t understand even one word of your speech.” (Elicited datum)
  b. maː=ḥaːwalt [in=ni aḥki wala maʕ ḥada].
   not=tried.1s that=1s 1s.speak not.even with one
   “I didn’t try to talk even with even one person.” (Elicited datum)
  c. maː=b=afakkir [ inn=ha bitḥibb
   not=ind=1s.think  that=3fs ind=3fs.like
   wala waːḥad min=hum.]
   not.even one from=3p
   “I don’t think that she likes even one of them.” (Elicited datum)

The verbs in question are shown to be syntactically and semantically heteroge-
neous and therefore not a natural class in grammatical terms. However, what they 
do have in common is that they occur with a high frequency in the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (LDC) Levantine Call-Home corpus (Maamouri, Buckwalter, Graff, 
& Jin, 2006a & 2006b), a corpus (810,324 words) of Levantine Arabic speech 
(including Jordanian, Lebanese, Palestinian and Syrian data). This suggests that 
frequency of occurrence may have something to do with these verbs’ transparency 
to long-distance negative concord.
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I review a set of related generalizations about data in languages such as Italian, 
German and Japanese.2 According to these, the scopes with which focus-sensitive 
items are interpreted correspond to the prosodic size of the constituents with 
which they combine. I follow Yamashita (2008) in referring to these generaliza-
tions collectively as the Prosody-Scope Correspondence. Sentences in which the 
Prosody-Scope Correspondence is observed are pronounced with focus intona-
tion consisting of pitch peaks on the focal item and on its licensor or associate 
and with a region of reduced prominence (Poser, 1984; Selkirk & Tateishi, 1991, 
Ishihara, 2003, 2007; inter alia) between them.

With this in mind, I examine the sentences in the LDC corpus that show long-
distance negative concord and show that the focus-intonation pattern can be ob-
served in them, suggesting that the Prosody-Scope Correspondence is a property 
of Southern Levantine Arabic. The paper concludes with a discussion what is to be 
done to confirm the hypothesis and to further the study of intonational phonolo-
gy in Levantine Arabic (El-Hassan, 1990; Chahal, 1999, 2001; Kulk, Odé, and 
Woidich, 2003) and other dialects (Abdalla, 1960; Hellmuth, 2006, 2011).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of nega-
tive concord sentences in Levantine Arabic. Section 3 introduces long-distance 
negative concord. Section 3.1 presents a range of verbs allowing long-distance 
negative concord and 3.2 discounts the possibility of treating it as an instance of 
restructuring. Section 4 presents the main hypothesis of the paper, that long-dis-
tance negative concord in Southern Levantine Arabic is subject to a locality 
restriction defined in terms of prosodic constituency and, in particular, that the 
constituent with which an n-word combines must be pronounced with an intona-
tion melody consistent with focal backgrounding. The section begins in 4.1 with a 
review of the literature on prosodic locality in languages such as Italian and 
German in 4.1.1 and Japanese in 4.1.2. In 4.2 the generalizations reviewed in 4.1.1 
and 4.1.2 are extended to Arabic. Section 5 concludes.

2. Negative concord in Southern Levantine Arabic

Southern Levantine Arabic is one of the many languages in which negative con-
cord takes place (Hoyt, 2006, 2010; Lucas, 2009; Al-Sarayreh, 2012), where nega-
tive concord is understood according to the following definitions (Giannakidou, 
2000; Watanabe, 2004):

2. See Hasegawa (1994), Deguchi & Kitagawa (2002), Ishihara (2003, 2007), Kitagawa 
& Fodor, (2003), Sugahara (2003), Blaszczak & Gärtner (2005), Kitagawa (2005), Kitagawa & 
Fodor, (2006), and Yamashita (2008) among others.
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 (3) Negative Expression: An expression the interpretation of which necessar-
ily entails the meaning of predicate negation.

 (4) N-word: A negative expression that can be used as a fragment answer.
 (5) Negative concord: The failure of an n-word X to be interpreted as contrib-

uting negative meaning when in syntagm with another negative expres-
sion N. We say that N licenses X .

N-words in Southern Levantine Arabic

The inventory of n-words in Southern Levantine Arabic according to these defini-
tions includes:

 (6) a. The negative scalar focus particle wala “not even (one), not a single”;
  b. The homophonous additive particle wala “nor”;
  c. The “never-words” ʔabadan, bilmarra “never, not once, not at all”;
  d. The negative minimizer hawa “nothing” (lit. “air”).

Of these, noun phrases and prepositional phrases prefixed with wala (“wala-
phrases”) have the widest syntactic distribution as they have both argumental and 
adverbial uses:

 (7) a. Noun phrases: wala iši “not one thing,” wala ḥada “not one person,” 
wala marra “not even once,” wala nitfe “not one bit,” etc.

  b. Prepositional phrases: wala maʕ ḥada “not even with one person,” 
wala la=waːḥad “not even to one person,” wala b=iši “not even with 
one thing,” etc.

For this reason the following discussion focuses on scalar-wala.
The form wala has several homophonous uses, including “and not,” “nor” and 

others. These are separate lexical items, given that they can co-occur with nega-
tive-scalar wala (for detailed discussion see Hoyt 2010):

 (8) a. l=yo:m wala ʔakalt wala iši.
   the=day not ate.1s not.even thing
   “Today I didn’t actually eat a single thing.” (Elicited datum)

In sentences in which scalar-wala is subject to the licensing requirement, mor-
phemes which are acceptable licensors for wala-phrases include the following:

 (9) Sentential negation morphemes: ma:-, ma:-...-š, -š, miš/mu, ma:ni/mani:š, 
etc.
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 (10) bidu:n “without,” biduːn-ma “without (doing)”:
  a. bnitḥan=o ʔawwal marra l=ḥaal=o
   ind=1s.grind=him first time to=self=his
   bidu:n wala iši min l=ʔidafaat.
   without not.even thing from the=additives
   “We grind it the first time by itself, without a single one of the addi-

tives.” (Elicited datum)
  b. ke:f b=aχally šabb yiʕtarif inno b=yiḥibb=ni
   how ind=1s.let boy 3ms.avow that ind=3ms.love=me
   bidu:n=ma ʔaḥki maʕ=o wala kilme?
   with=that 1s.talk with=3ms not.even word
   “How do I let a boy say that he loves me without my having spoken a 

single word with him?” (Elicited datum)
 (11) qabl “before,” qablma “before (doing):
  a. ʔana ḥammalit kull il=fayru:saat illi ʔinta ḥaatt=ha
   I load.1s all the=viruses rel you.ms put=3fs
   gabil wala waḥde štaɣalat.
   before not.even one.fs worked.2fs
   “I downloaded all the viruses that you uploaded before a single one 

ran.” (Elicited datum)
  b. gabilma ygu:l wala kilme gaalat=l=o
   before.that 3ms.say not.even word said.3fs=to-3ms
   ʔanqað=ni w=b=aʕti:=k bo:se.
   save=1s and=ind=1s.give=3ms kiss
   “Before he said a single word, she said to him ‘Save me and I’ll give you 

a kiss.’” (Elicited datum)
 (12) Subordinating verbs that entail the negation of their complements:
  a. manaʕ-yimnaʕ “forbid, prevent (someone from doing)”
   manaʕ wala wa:ḥad yiftaḥ is=sanduuq.
   forbade not.even one 3ms.open the=box
   “He forbade even one person to open the box.” (Observed datum)
  b. battal-ybattil “stop, cease, quit (doing)”
   χalaas, battalt aḥky wala kilme.
   finished, stopped.1s 1s.say not.even word
   “Fine, I have stopped saying a single word.” (Elicited datum)
  c. rafad-yurfud “refuse (to do)”;
   bess ʔana rafadt aakil wala gatʕa.
   but I refused.1s 1s.eat not.even piece
   “...but I refused to eat a single piece.” (Elicited datum)
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The bold-faced expressions in (9–12) are all interpreted as anti-morphic or, equiv-
alently, anti-veridical operators, in that they are equivalent in meaning to classical 
negation.3 Wala-phrases cannot be licensed by anti-additive or “merely” down-
ward entailments, which are able to license negative polarity interpretations for 
words such as the following:4

 (13) a. ʔaiy emphatic “any” (c.f. English emphatic “ANYthing”);
  b. iši (Jordanian/Palestinian), šiː (Syrian/Lebanese) “(one) thing, any-

thing”;
  c. ḥada, waːḥad “(one) person, anyone”;
  d. ʕumr “ever”

Anti-additive or merely-downward-entailing contexts include the following 
(see Hoyt 2010, 130–132 for detailed examples):

 (14) a The scope of pre-verbal wala-phrases
  b. Comparative adjectives
  c. Questions
  d. Antecedent clauses of conditional sentences
  e. Downward-Entailing Quantifiers (kull “each, every, all”; qali:l “few”)

As indicated in the glosses given above in (2) and in what follows, wala is glossed 
variously as “not even one,” “not one” or “not a single.” In theoretical terms, it is a 
negative scalar focus particle,5 interpreted as follows:

 (19) a. It selects or associates with a singular indefinite NP: wala iši “not even 
one thing, not a single thing” vs. *wala ʔašyaː “not even things”;

3. An antimorphic operator is an operator that is both anti-additive and anti-multiplicative, 
meaning that both of DeMorgan’s Laws apply to it:
 (1) i. OP (p ∧ q) ⇔ OP (p) ∨ OP (q) (Anti-additivity)
  ii. OP (p∨ q) ⇔ OP (p) ∧ OP (q) (Anti-multiplicativity)
 See Zwarts (1996) and Wouden (1994) for discussion of antiadditive and antimorphic operators. 
An anti-veridical operator is one for which the following inference holds:
 (2) OP (p) ⇒ ¬p
 See Zwarts (1995) and Giannakidou (1997, 1998) for discussion.
4. A downward entailing operator is one for which the following entailment holds: 
 (1) P ⊆ Q and ¬Q(x) ⇒ ¬P (x)
 Anti-additive and antimorphic operators are necessarily also downward entailing.
5. See Rooth (1992), Krifka (1995b), Israel (1996, 2001), Rullmann (1996), and Lahiri (1998) 
among many others.
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  b. It triggers a set of focal alternatives ranging over (non-null) cardinality 
values; 

   {I ate n things: n ≥ 1};
  c. It negates the minimum alternative in this set and implicates or entails 

negation of all higher alternatives: 
   {I didn’t eat one thing and I didn’t eat n things n ≥ 1}

For example, in (1) above, maː = ʔakalt wala iši waːḥad l = yoːm “I didn’t eat even 
one thing today” wala associates with the singular indefinite noun phrase iši “(a) 
thing,” triggering a set of alternatives {I ate n things today: n ≥ 1} and asserting 
that the speaker didn’t eat one thing and also didn’t eat any number of things great-
er than one. This follows standard analyses of focus semantics and the meaning of 
English even and its translation equivalents in various languages (see references 
cited above for discussion).

Typically, wala-phrases are pronounced with a strong stress accent on the first 
syllable of wala and with a strong accent on the most prominent syllable of the 
common noun with which it associates. In other words, wala waːḥad in (1) above 
would be pronounced as WA.la WAː.ḥad (with capitals indicating strong accen-
tuation). This suggests that wala-phrases are typically pronounced with strong fo-
cal accentuation, although it is not clear that they necessarily do so. 

An overview of negative concord

As shown in Hoyt (2010), wala-phrases occur in many syntactic configurations 
and are subject to the licensing requirement in only some of those. In brief, wala-
phrases at the left edge of a clause need not be licensed and do not undergo nega-
tive concord.

 (20) a. wala waːhad min=ku b=ifham=ni.
   not.even one from=you.mp ind=3ms.understand=me
   “Not a single one of you understands me.” (Elicited datum)
  b. wala ktaːb ʕirifit miːn kæːn illi katab=u.
   not.even book knew.1s who was rel wrote=3ms
   “Not one book did I know who it was who wrote [it].” (Elicited datum)

Native speakers generally express a strong preference for an n-word following the 
predicate to co-occur with negation marking on that predicate (21a), indicating 
that, in the absence of negation marking on the predicate, the sentence is unac-
ceptable (21b). The constrast in (21a-b) shows the typical pattern of negative con-
cord sentences in Spanish, Italian, Romanian, etc.:
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 (21) a. maː=kalt wala iši l=yo:m.
   not=ate.1s not.even thing the=day
   “I didn’t eat a single thing today.” (Elicited datum)
  b. *ʔakalt wala iši l=yo:m.

   ate.1s not.even thing the=day
   “I ate not a single thing today.” (Elicited datum)

In the acceptable example (21a) the wala-phrase wala iši “not even one thing, not 
a (single) thing” undergoes negative concord with and hence licensed by the nega-
tion morpheme maː- “not” on the clausal predicate akalt “I ate.” In contrast, the 
unacceptable example in (21b) shows wala iši occurring without negation-mark-
ing on the verb and is hence unlicensed.6

Negative concord licensing and locality

Negative concord in Southern Levantine Arabic (Blau, 1960; Cowell, 1964; Hoyt, 
2006, 2010; Lucas, 2009) is generally a clause-local relation: It is only acceptable 
between a negation morpheme preceding the clausal predicate and an n-word that 
is a dependent of the same clause. Native speakers generally reject sentences in 
which an n-word inside a subordinate clause or noun phrase is licensed by a nega-
tion morpheme scoping over it, as in the following schema:

 (22) neg ...V1 ...[IP/NP ...wala-NP ...]

For example, licensing fails when a wala-phrase is inside a relative clause (23a), 
inside a construct-state noun phrase (24a) or inside a subordinate clause (25a):

 (23) Inside Relative Clause:
  a. *ma:=fi: ḥada [RC ʕind=u wala maʕlu:ma].
   not=exist one  at=3ms not.even information
   “There isn’t anyone who has even one bit of information.” 

    (Elicited datum)
  b. ma:=fi: ḥada [RC ʕind=u ʔaiy maʕlu:ma ].
   not=exist one at=3ms any information
   “There isn’t anyone who has ANY bit of information.”
    (Elicited datum)
 (24) Inside construct state NP:
  a. *ma:=šuft [NP walad wala wa:ḥad min=hum].
   not=saw  child not.even one from-them
   “I didn’t see the child of even one of them.” (Elicited datum)

6. Exceptions to this generalization do arise (as detailed in Hoyt 2010) but are not relevant to 
the present discussion.
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  b. ma:=šuft [NP walad ʔaiy wa:ḥad min=hum].
   not=saw  child any one from=them
   “I didn’t see the child of any one of them.” (Elicited datum)
 (25) Inside Subordinate Clause:
  a. *maː=waʕatt [IP aḥki maʕ wala waːḥad min=hum].
   not=promised.1s 1s.speak with not.even one from=3p
   “I didn’t promise to speak with a single one of them.”

    (Elicited datum)
  b. maː=waʕatt [IP aḥki maʕ ʔaiy waːḥad min=hum].
   not=promised.1s  1s.speak with any one from=3p 
   “I didn’t promise to speak with ANY of them.” (Elicited datum)

As shown, all of these examples have acceptable paraphrases with the negative-
polarity-sensitive particle ʔaiy, translatable as the emphatic use of English “any” 
(glossed as “ANY” in all-caps by Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Krifka 1995a) in 
place of wala. However, in some sentences, n-words in the complements of certain 
subordinating verbs can in fact be licensed by main-clause negation. These include 
bidd- “want” (26a), ḥaːwal-yḥaːwil “try” (26b), fakkar-yfakkir “think” (26c) and 
qaːl-yquːl “say” (26d): 

 (26) a. biddi:=š [IP aḥki wala maʕ wa:ḥad fi:=hum].
   want.1s=neg 1s.speak not.even with one in=3p
   “I don’t want to speak even with one of them.” (Elicited datum)
  b. ʕumr maː=ḥa:walti [IP tiḥki wala maʕ ḥada fi:=hum].
   Ever not=tried.2fs  2ms.speak not.even with one in=3p
   “You didn’t ever try to speak even with one of them.” (Elicited datum)
  c. maː=b=afakkir [CP inn=ha bi=thibb wala hada fi:=hum.]
   not=ind=1s.think that=she ind=2fs.like not.even one in=3p
   “I don’t think that she likes even one of them.” (Elicited datum)
  d. ma:=ʔult [CP ʔin=ny dadd=kum fi=wala šiy ʔult=u].
   not=said.1s that=1s against=2p in=not.even thing said.2p=3ms
   “I didn’t say that I was against you in even one thing you said [it].”
    (Elicited datum)

I refer to these apparent exceptions to the locality of negative concord as long-dis-
tance negative concord (LDNC), where “long-distance” is intended in contrast to 
“clause-local”.7 

7.  Long-distance negative concord is a term used by Piñar Lurrubia (1996); Przepiórkowski & 
Kupść (1997a); Matos (1999); among others.
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Which verbs allow LDNC?

Not all subordinating verbs allow LDNC. Examination of elicited and corpus data 
shows that long-distance negative concord most typically occurs with a limited set 
of subordinating verbs:

 (27) bidd- “want,” qidir-yiqdar “can, be able,” ʕirif-yiʕraf “be able, know how to,” 
ḥaːwal- yḥaːwil “try,’ χalla-yχalli “let do, make do, have do,” læːzim “must, 
have to, necessary,” mumkin “can, might, possible,” qaːl-yquːl “say,” fakkar-
yfakkir “think, believe,” kæ:n-yiku:n “be,” sa:r-ysi:r “become,” rijiʕ-yirjaʕ or 
ʕaːwad-yʕaːwid “return, do again,” etc.

Some of these are auxiliaries (læːzim “must, have to, necessary,” mumkin “can, 
might, possible, kæːn-kæːn “be,” sa:r-ysi:r “become,” rijiʕ-yirjaʕ or ʕaːwad-yʕaːwid 
“return, do again”), and are expected to be transparent to local syntactic depen-
dencies. The others are Arabic analogues of verbs that allow long-distance negative 
concord in other languages (see references above).

To investigate which verbs are transparent to LDNC, an experiment was done 
in Irbid, Jordan in December 2007 with four native speakers from a village in the 
rural northern region of the Irbid Governate. They were between 25 and 30 years of 
age, had bachelor degrees from Jordanian universities, were from the same clan and 
spoke essentially the same local dialect. They were shown lists of sentences contain-
ing wala-phrases, ʔaiy-phrases and bare indefinites within the scope of a matrix 
negation morpheme and all within the complement of a subordinating verb:

 (28) neg V1 ...[V2 ...wala NP ...]

The speakers were presented with discourse contexts in which the sentences might 
be uttered and were asked to grade the acceptability of the sentences in these con-
texts using magnitude estimation (Bard, Robertson, & Sorace, 1996; Cowart, 1997; 
Keller, 2000; Featherston, 2005). The verbs used in constructing the sentences were 
taken from the Linguistic Data Consortium Levantine Call-Home corpus 
(Maamouri et al., 2006 a, b), a corpus of 810,324 words.

Table 1 shows the frequency of subordinating verbs in the LDC corpus (in 
terms of overall numbers) with their average acceptability with long-distance neg-
ative concord for the four speakers (as a z-score). The tale shows that the verbs 
with average acceptability z-score (–1.27 or higher) are a proper subset of the more 
frequent verbs in the corpus (shown in italics).

The reader should note that there is a great deal of variation in native speaker 
judgments regarding the acceptability of LDNC, both across speakers and longitu-
dinally for individual speakers. That being said, a strong correlation appears to 
exist between the relative frequency of subordinating verbs in the corpus and their 
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acceptability with LDNC. The question is therefore: What (if anything) does fre-
quency have to do with transparency to negative concord licensing?

Table 1. Subordinating Verb Frequency and LDNC z-score for Maamouri et al. (2006b).

Verb Gloss Frequency 
(out of 810,324 words)

Acceptability w/LDNC 
(avg. z-score)

bidd- want  7417 1
qaːm stand  2364 0.28
ʕirif be able 12125 0.25
χalla let  2726 0.15
rajaʕ return  1141 0.14
kaːn be  9483 –0.08
qidir be able   793 –0.08
šaːf see   915 –0.13
laːzim must   829 –0.55
twaqqaʕ believe    55 –1.01
ansa forget to   406 –1.01
kirih hate to   135 –1.01
mumkin can   586 –1.11
ḥabb like to  5700 –1.27
šakk doubt   101 –1.5
ʕirif know that 12125 -1.5
nakar deny    14 –1.5
manaʕ prevent   277 –1.5
ḥaːwal try   140 –1.5
jabbar make do    84 –1.5
nasaḥ advise   108 –1.5
tðakkar remember to   120 –1.5
samaḥ allow   111 –1.5
qarrar decide to    3 –1.5
tjannab avoid    3 –1.5
ʕazam invite   69 –1.5
χaːf fear to   360 –1.5
simiʕ hear  3019 –1.5
qaːl say  6072 –1.5
tnaddam neglect to   28 –1.5
iʕtaraf admit    5 –1.5
waʕad promise to   54 –1.5
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LNDC as syntactic movement?

A popular analysis of long-distance negative concord is that an n-word in a subor-
dinate clause undergoes syntactic movement out of the subordinate clause, adjoin-
ing to the clause containing its licensor. This allows the licensing mechanism 
(however that may be analyzed in particular proposals) to be established locally.8 
Long distance negative concord can therefore be treated as a special case of local 
negative concord and so allowing for a unified analysis.

 (29) a. maː=biddi ʔoːkil wala iši.
   not=want.1s 1s.eat not.even thing
   “I don’t want to eat even one thing.”
  b. 

A movement analysis of negative concord makes incorrect predictions regarding 
“split-scope” interpretations that wala-phrases can have (see Hoyt, 2010, for 
detailed discussion).

Another possibility is that LDNC in Southern Levantine is a kind of restructur-
ing. This is suggested by the observation that the verb meanings associated with 
high LDNC-acceptability are familiar from the literature on “restructuring” or 
“complex-predication formation,” familiar symptoms of which are “clitic-climbing” 
or auxiliary selection in the western Romance languages, long-distance scrambling 
in the western Germanic languages, or long-distance agreement in Hindi-Urdu. 
While analyses differ in their details, the intuition they try to capture is that re-
structuring is a subordination structure analyzed grammatically as a single clause.

Long-distance negative concord has been analyzed as restructuring in a num-
ber of languages, including Slavic languages such as Polish and Serbo-Croatian 
(Progovac, 1993; Dziwirek, 1998, inter alia). For example, the following Polish ex-
amples show that the n-word nikogo “no one” can be licensed inside an infinitival 
complement but not inside a subjunctive clause:

8. See Rizzi (1978), Aissen & Perlmutter (1983), Miyagawa (1987), Bayer & Kornfilt (1989), 
Butt (1995), Dziwirek (1998), Andrews & Manning (1999), Cinque (2001), Wurmbrand (2001, 
2005), Chung (2004), Stejapanović (2004), and Hoyt (2006) among many others.

IP

IP

IP〈wala iši〉

wala iši

ma�-biddi ʔo�kil

NP
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 (30) a. *Janek nie powedział [subj ze kocha nikogo].
   Janek not said that love no-one
   “Janek didn’t say that he loved anyone.”

  b. Janek nie kazał Ewie [inf zwrócić siȩ do
   Janek not orderedEve-dat  turn-infin ref to
   nikogo o pomoc].
   no-one for help
   “Janek didn’t tell Eve to turn to anyone for help.”

These analyses suggest the possibility that long-distance negative concord in 
Southern Levantine might be an instance of restructuring. This was explicitly ar-
gued by Hoyt (2006). However, corpus data and fieldwork conducted in Jordan in 
2007–2008 suggests that things are not so clear. In particular, there is much varia-
tion both in native speaker judgments regarding the acceptability of LDNC as well 
as in the classes of verbs with which it is acceptable.

This suggests that the verbs that allow LDNC cannot be defined as a seman-
tic natural class. They also cannot be defined as a syntactic natural class as they 
vary in terms of how much structure they allow in the subordinate clause, as 
shown in (2) above. Some (such as bidd- “want” or ʕirif “know, be able” allow 
only bare verbal complements while others (such as ḥaawal “try” or ʔiʕtaqad 
“believe”) allow subordinating conjunctions in LDNC sentences. This suggests 
that, contra Hoyt (2006), restrictions on long-distance negative concord are not 
a grammatical matter. The following theoretical questions therefore arise: (i) 
why is there so much inter-speaker variation in terms of the verbs that allow 
LDNC, and (ii) why does the acceptability of LDNC seem to correlate so strong-
ly with frequency?

Prosodic locality

I explore the possibility that prosodic constituency may play an important role in 
LDNC, and in particular that the verbs which allow it are also verbs which can 
undergo some degree of prosodic reduction (Monachesi, 2005) or are at least 
more susceptible to pitch weakening than are other verbs. I build on a claim by 
Blaszczak & Gärtner (2005) that the scopal domains of n-words in Italian and 
German correlate with prosodic contiguity of the constituents with which they 
combine. I hypothesize that Southern Levantine Arabic n-words are frequently 
pronounced with contrastive focus and, as such, must combine with a constituent 
containing a licensor and which is pronounced with some degree of reduced 
prominence, as is characteristic of constituents pronounced as “background” to a 
focal constituent.
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The connection between LDNC and high-frequency verbs then might be 
explained in terms of prosodic reduction of high-frequency lexical items (Heine, 
1993; Bybee & Schiebman, 1999). I present examples of LDNC in audio data from 
Maamouri et al. (2006a, 2006b) and annotated for intonational constituency 
(Hellmuth, 2006) supporting the generalization.

Prosodic conditions on scope interpretation

Before going further with Southern Levantine Negative Concord, I briefly review 
work on relationships between prosodic constituency, focus and prosodic locality 
in other languages.

Condition on extended scope taking

Blaszczak & Gärtner (2005) argue that Condition on Extended Scope Taking 
(Kayne, 1998) is a prosodic effect. One instance of this involves negative concord 
sentences in Italian as shown in (31). The generalization is that an Italian n-word 
such as nessuno “no one” must be separated from its licensing negation morpheme 
by a contiguous string of words (shown in brackets subscripted with σ) – including 
the verb of which it is an argument – in order to have the negative concord inter-
pretation (31a). If the word order is changed so that the verb of which the n-word 
is an argument is not part of the contiguous string, then the sentence can only have 
a “double negation” interpretation (31b):

 (31) a. (σ non voglio che venga) nessuno.
    Not want.1s that come no-one
   “I want someone to come.” Negative Concord
  b. (σ non voglio che nessuno (σ venga)
    not want.1s that no-one come
   “I don’t want no one to come.”
   “I don’t want anyone to come.” Double Negation

Likewise, German n-words such as niemanden “no one” can be interpreted as tak-
ing scope only over contiguous constituents. For example, in (32a) niemanden has 
two scope interpretations: one in which it scopes over the constituent zu grüssen 
versprach “promised to greet” with the meaning “she did not promise to greet any-
one,” and another in which it takes scope only over “to greet,” meaning “she prom-
ised not to greet anyone.” In (32b), however, niemanden is separated from zu 
grüßen “to greet” and only has the narrow scope reading: 
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 (32) a. daß sie niemanden (σ zu grüßen versprach)
   That she no-one to greet promised
   “...that she did not promise [to greet anyone].” 
   “...that she promised [not to greet anyone].”
  b. daß sie niemanden (σ versprach) (σ zu grüßen)
   that she no-one promised to greet
   “...that she promised [not to greet anyone].”

Blaszczak & Gärtner’s (2005) generalization is therefore that n-words in Italian 
and German are interpreted as taking scope over constituents that are pronounced 
as a single prosodic unit.

Similar generalizations involving question words and some negative polarity 
items are found in Japanese.9 In Japanese constituent questions, a question word 
such as dare “who” or nani “what” must be licensed by a question particle. The fol-
lowing sentence from Yamashita (2008) contains the question particles ka (in a 
subordinate clause) and no (in the main clause) and the question word nani “what” 
(question words and particles are indicated in boldface):

 (33) a. Naoya=ga Mari=ga nani=o (σ nomiya=de non=da ka) 
   N.=nom M=nom what=acc bar=loc drink=past Q
   Yumi=ni tsutae=ta no?
   Y.=dat tell=past Q
   “Did Naoya tell Yumi [what Mari drank at the bar]?”
  b. Naoya=ga Mari=ga nani=o (σ nomiya=de 
   N.=nom M=nom what=acc  bar=loc
   non=da ka Yumi=ni tsutae=ta) no? 
   drink=past Q Y.=dat tell=past Q
   “What was it that Naoya told Yumi [whether Mari drank it at the bar]?”

The question word that falls within the scope of two question particles (one of 
which is subordinate to the other) can be interpreted with scope associated with 
either. For example, if nani in (33a) and (33b) is associated with ka in the embed-
ded clause, the sentence is interpreted as a yes-or-no question (33a), while if nani 
is associated with the no in the main clause, the sentence is interpreted as a con-
stituent question (33b).

In either case, the sentence is pronounced with what Ishihara (2007) calls a 
focus intonation pattern, which consists of the following:

9. See Deguchi & Kitagawa (2002), Ishihara (2002, 2003, 2005, 2007), Kitagawa & Fodor, 
(2003, 2006), Hirotani (2005), Kitagawa (2005) and Yamashita (2008).
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 (34) a. A pitch excursion (or peak) in the F0 with which the focused constitu-
ent (in this case, a question word) is pronounced;

  b. Pitch compression or downtrend in the F0 with which the words fol-
lowing the focused phrase are pronounced (Poser, 1984; Pierrehu-
mbert & Beckman, 1988; Selkirk & Tateishi, 1991; Sugahara, 2003, 
inter alia);

  c. Pitch reset on the particle or morpheme with which the focus associ-
ated (in this case, a question particle).

Likewise, the exclusive particle shika “only” has to be licensed by a negation 
morpheme:10

 (35) a. John=ga Mary=to=sika awa=nakat=ta.
   John=nom Mary=with=npi meet=neg=tns
   “John met only Mary.”
   “John didn’t meet [anyone] but Mary.”
  b. *John=ga Mary=to=sika at=ta.
   John=nom Mary=with=NPI meet=TNS 

The shika-phrase and its licensing negation usually must be in the same clause: 

 (36) *Bill=ga Pam=ni [ John=ga Mary=to=shika atta=to] 
  Bill=nom Pam=dat John=nom Mary=with=only met=C
  tutae=nakat=ta.
  tell=neg=tns
  “Bill only told Pam [that] John met Mary.”

However, a shika-phrase can be licensed non-locally if and only if it occurs inside 
a non-finite control complement and if the non-finite complement is pronounced 
as a contiguous string with compressed pitch adjacent to the negation morpheme 
that licenses the shika-phrase (37b).

 (37) a. Naoya=wa Mari=ni sono ramu=shika (σ nomiya=de) 
   Naoya=top Mari=dat that rum=only bar=loc
   noma=nai=yoo=ni iwa=nakat=ta.
   drink=not=tns=C tell=neg=tns
   “Naoya didn’t tell Mari to drink [only the rum] at the bar.”
   “It was only the rum that Naoya told Mary not to drink at the bar.”

10. See Muraki (1978), Kato (1985), Hasegawa (1994), Aoyagi & Ishii (1994) and Hirotani 
(2005). Japanese shika resembles Arabic illa “only, except for, other than, but” in usage.
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  b. Naoya=wa Mari=ni sono ramu=shika (σ nomiya=de 
   Naoya=top Mari=dat that rum=only bar=loc
   noma=nai=yoo=ni) iwa=nakat=ta.
   drink=not=tns=C tell=neg=tns
   “Naoya didn’t tell Mari to drink [only the rum] at the bar.”
   “It was only the rum that Naoya told Mary not to drink at the bar.”

Based on these observations, Yamashita (2008) proposes the Prosody-Scope 
Correspondence:

 (38) The Prosody-Scope Correspondence: The scope of a focal phrase is deter-
mined and indicated by the extent of the post-focal reduction in promi-
nence between the phrase and the particle that licenses it.

The parallel with Blaszczak & Gaertner’s (2005) generalizations above should be clear: 
constituents pronounced with focal intonation and with scopal interpretations take 
scope over a sister constituent that is pronounced as a continuous prosodic unit.

Prosodic locality in southern levantine LDNC?

I hypothesize that a similar generalization can be made about long-distance nega-
tive concord sentences in Southern Levantine: namely, that n-words must be local 
to their licensors in terms of prosodic constituency. As was discussed above (9), 
wala is interpreted with focal semantics and the noun phrase with which it associ-
ates is frequently if not always pronounced with at least some degree of focal 
prominence. Accordingly, the generalizations above predict that focal intonation 
on a wala-phrase will correlate with reduced prominence on the string of words 
separating the wala-phrase from the negation morpheme that licenses it:

 (39) (σ neg ...reduced prominence ...) wala-NP

Examination of a selection of negative concord sentences found in the Maamouri 
et al. (2006a,b) corpus appears to confirm the prediction. The audio segments for 
the sentences were extracted from the corpus and analyzed using the Praat soft-
ware package and the ProsodyPro script, which extracted mean F0 and mean 
duration values for each prosodic word (i.e. each lexical word along with whatever 
clitics it hosts). The relative values for mean F0 and duration for the words in the 
sentence were then compared in order to determine: 

 (40) i. What the relative mean F0 and duration values were for the focused con-
stituent (the wala-phrase) and its licensor (the negation morpheme);

  ii. Whether words intervening between the licensor (and its lexical host) 
and the wala-phrase were pronounced with lower mean F0 or dura-
tion than were the licensor verb complex and the wala-phrase.
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The following are the examples of LDNC found in (Maamouri et al., 2006 a,b). 
Each shows pairs of mean F0 and duration for each prosodic word (in the format 
F0/DUR). Words are grouped according to trends in the F0 and duration values 
with high values in bold11:

 (41) a. (b=yismah=il=naː=š inšuːf)  (wala ʔišy.)
   ind=3ms.let=to=1p=neg 1p.see  not.even thing)
   334.2/.68 353.8/.32 354.9/.19 295.9/.42
    “He doesn’t let us see even one thing.” (fla_0100: 467.8-471.18: Lev, F)
  b. (maː=biddy ndayʕ)  (wala waʔt)
   not=want.1s 1p.lose  not.even time
   322.5/.47 295.1/.45  318.5/.29 324.1/.27
   “I don’t want us to lose any time.” (fla_0107: 482.28-493.87: Lev,F)
  c. (ma=haːwalt=iš tiʕtarid) (wala marra)?
   not=tried.2ms=neg 2ms.resist not.even once
   158.4/.61 157.9/.38 148.5/.28 154.4/.35
   “You didn’t try to resist even once?” (fla_0247: 155.43-159.36: Lev,M)
  d. (maː=haːwalt itsakkir il=χatt)  (wala marra)?
   not=tried.2ms 2ms.close the=line  not.even once
   128.2/.43 125.5/.36 125.2/.42  156/.17 131.1/.36
   “You haven’t tried to hang up even once?”
    (fla_0626: 459.46-464.06: Leb,F)
  e. (maː=ʕam=b=aʔdar aʕmil) (wala šiː)
   not=prog=ind=1s.be.able 1s.do not.even thing
   211.9/.65 207.5/.44 245./.25 349.5/.23
    “I’m not able to do a single thing.” (fla_1041: 97.22-107.87: Leb,F)
  f. (muš-mumkin tunʔuð) (wala waːḥad)
   not-possible 2ms.save not.even one
   280.6/.66 259.5/.25 299.1/.25 253.7/.36
   “You can’t save even one.” (fla_1139: 179.93-186.81: Leb,F)
  g. (maː=laːzim nfariʔ) (wala waːḥad) (min miyye)
   not=should 1p.leave not.even one from hundred
   126.5/.40 125.2/.34  151/.16 161.2/.25 293.4/.64
   “We mustn’t leave even one out of a hundred.”
    (fla_1524: 194.11-202.81: Leb,M)

11. Citations include: the name of the recording in which the datum was found; its time stamp 
within the file; the nationality of the speaker (where identified) and the speaker’s gender. The 
LDC data are transcribed impressionistically based on the audio for each example.
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Figure 2. Pitch Track for (41)b.
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Figure 4. Pitch Track for (41)d.
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Figure 5. Pitch Track for (41)e.
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Figure 7. Pitch Track for (41)g.

Table 2. Mean F0 for examples (41)a–(41)g (in Hz: high values for each  
phrase in bold).

Prosodic Constituency and Locality in Levantine Arabic

Example Source File neg (+host) embedded verb wala NP

(41a) fla_0100: 467.8-471.18 334.2 353.8 354.9 295.9
(41b) fla_0107: 482.28-493.87 322.5 295.1 318.5 32.4.1
(41c) fla_0247: 155.43-159.36 158.4 157.9 148.5 154.4
(41d) fla_0626: 459.46-464.06 128.2 125.5+125.2 156 131.1
(41e) fla_1041: 97.22-107.87 212 207.6 245.5 349.5
(41f) fla_1139: 179.93-186.81 280.6 259.5 299.1 253.7
(41g) fla_1524: 194.11-202.81 126.5 125.2 151.0 161.2

Table 3. Mean duration for examples (41)a–(41)g (in seconds: high values in bold).

Example Source File neg (+host) embedded verb wala NP

(41a) fla_0100: 467.8-471.18 .68 .32 .19 .42
(41b) fla_0107: 482.28-493.87 .47 .45 .29 .27
(41c) fla_0247: 155.43-159.36 .61 .38 .28 .35
(41d) fla_0626: 459.46-464.06 .43 .36+.42 .17 .36
(41e) fla_1041: 97.22-107.87 .65 .44 .25 .23
(41f) fla_1139: 179.93-186.81 .66 .32 .25 .35
(41g) fla_1524: 194.11-202.81 .40 .34 .16 .25

The results (shown in Tables 2 and 3) show that mean pitch and mean duration 
reliably fall upon the prosodic word consisting of the licensing negation and the 
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matrix subordinating verb. The only example in which a higher F0 mean occurs 
on the subordinate verb is (41a). However, in this example the negation-V1 com-
plex is pronounced with more than twice the duration of the subordinate verb. 
This suggests that pitch and duration may work together in signaling degrees of 
relative prominence. The results are consistent with the prediction that the de-
grees of prominence on the words falling between the wala-phrase and its licen-
sor are lower than the degrees with which the V1 complex or the wala-phrase are 
pronounced.

Is the reduction in mean F0 and duration on the subordinate clauses in the 
examples is an instance of reduced prominence? In the literature on languages with 
prominence (such as Japanese), the reduced prominence between a licensor and 
the question word or NPI it licenses is widely argued to be a prosodic constituent 
referred to as the Major Phrase or Intermediate Phrase (Poser, 1984; Pierrehumbert 
and Beckman, 1988; Selkirk and Tateishi, 1991, inter alia). If this is the true in 
Southern Levantine, then the generalization can be refined to the following:

 (42) (MaP neg ...reduced prominence ...) wala-NP

In other words, the locality condition would be that a wala-phrase must combine 
with a major phrase prosodic constituent containing its licensor.

One might ask whether the decreased prominence on the subordinate clauses 
involves de-accenting. Indeed, in (4) and (41) e., the subordinating verb baʔdar “I 
can” appears to lack a pitch accent altogether: The two syllables in the word are 
pronounced with peaks at almost the same pitch rather than with a higher pitch on 
the syllable that would typically be accented (the first in this case). The word there-
fore appears to be de-accented. De-accenting has also been identified in 
Lebanese Arabic by Mitchell (1993) and Chahal (1999, 2001).

However, while de-accenting (as in (41) e.) may be a sufficient condition for 
allowing long-distance negative concord, de-accenting appears to be entirely ab-
sent in Egyptian Arabic (Hellmuth, 2005, 2006, 2011), yet Egyptian also has long-
distance negative concord:

 (43) a. ma=šuft=iš [CP inn=u kal wala rɣiːf].
   not=saw.1s=neg  that=3ms ate not.even loaf
   “I haven’t seen that he ate a single piece of bread.” (Woidich, 1968, 153)
  b. ʔana miš ʕaawiz [IP titɣayyar wala ḥaaga].
   I not want 3fs.change not.even thing.fs
   “I don’t want a single thing to change.” 
    (Internet datum (accessed 7/2012))

I conclude that de-accenting is not a necessary condition for LDNC.
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Assuming that LDNC is subject to a prosodic locality condition; and that the 
domain of locality is the domain of reduced prominence (I follow the literature in 
calling this the Major Phrase), the following schema express the generalization 
about when LDNC is possible:

 (44) i. (MaP neg ...) wala-NP
  ii. *(MaP neg ...) (MaP ...) wala-NP

This hypothesis leads to the question: What is the connection (if any) between 
verb frequency (as reflected in Table 1) and transparency to long-distance negative 
concord?

Words that are used with a high relative frequency in speech are often 
pronounced with reduced prominence, meaning with reduced pitch or without 
pitch, they are pronounced with shorter duration, etc. (Heine, 1993; Bybee & 
Schiebman, 1999; Joan & Thompson, 2000; Ladd, 2008). As such, the question 
might be whether pitch is lowered or weakened more on high-frequency subordi-
nating verbs in Levantine Arabic than on others with a lower frequency. If trans-
parency to LDNC is correlated to prosodic weakening (in the form of greater 
reduction in prominence), then the prosodic locality condition hypothesized 
above would predict that verbs which block LDNC are pronounced with greater 
prominence and therefore resist being included in a prosodically subordinate po-
sition. Investigating this goes far beyond the scope of this paper. However, the 
following predictions need to be tested:

 a. i. Are the verbs which block LDNC subject to reduced prominence gen-
erally? The hypothesis would predict otherwise.

  ii. Do other focus-sensitive operators (e.g. other n-words such as ʔabadan 
or bilmarra “never” and ḥitta “even”) likewise trigger reduction in 
prominence on backgrounded phrases in the way that wala does? If 
so, are they subject to similar prosodic locality conditions? The hy-
pothesis would predict that they would be.

  iii. Are negative sentences with ʔaiy-phrases also subject to reduced 
prominence? If so, why aren’t they subject to the same prosodic re-
strictions that wala is subject to?

  iv. What is the domain of reduced prominence in Southern Levantine 
Arabic?

These questions need to be investigated in terms of the interaction of syntactic 
structure, pragmatics and prosody in Southern Levantine Arabic and in Levantine 
Arabic more generally.
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3. Summary

I have shown evidence that locality restrictions on negative concord in Southern 
Levantine Arabic are to be characterized in prosodic terms. Verbs that are trans-
parent to LDNC are syntactically and semantically heterogeneous but have a high 
rate of occurrence in naturally-occurring speech, suggesting that transparency to 
LDNC may be a frequency effect of the sort discussed by Bybee and others (Heine, 
1993; Bybee & Schiebman, 1999; Ladd, 2008).

Furthermore, examination of LDNC sentences from Maamouri et al. (2006 
a,b) are consistent with generalizations noted for Italian, German and Japanese, 
according to which the constituents over which certain operators are interpreted 
as taking scope correspond to prosodic rather than syntactic constituents. In par-
ticular, the prosodic constituent in question appears to be the domain of reduced 
prominence, which is observed to take place in German, Japanese and Italian (as 
discussed above) and which appears to be taking place in the Levantine Arabic 
data examined above. The question is therefore whether a correlation can be drawn 
between the frequency of a verb in speech and its succeptibility to appearing in 
prominence configurations.
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Negation and the subject position  
in San’ani Arabic*

Elabbas Benmamoun and Khalid Al-Asbahi

In this paper, we discuss a topic that has not received extensive attention 
within the lively debate about the syntax of sentential negation in Arabic 
varieties. The topic concerns the interaction between the subject of the 
sentence, particularly the pronominal subject, and the sentential negative. In 
most Arabic varieties, the pronominal subject precedes the sentential negative 
on a par with its lexical subject counterpart. San’ani Arabic, however, allows 
for the pronominal subject to follow the sentential negative. Assuming that 
the structure of sentential negation, and of the clause in general, is to a large 
extent uniform across dialects, we will provide an account that derives the 
somewhat peculiar pattern in San’ani Arabic and contrast it with a different 
pattern in Moroccan Arabic that illustrates a different manifestation of the 
interaction between negation and the pronominal subject. San’ani relies on 
cliticization (without movement) while Moroccan Arabic relies on head 
movement. In the course of the paper, we introduce data that have not figured 
prominently in the debate about sentential negation in Arabic varieties 
and also draw diachronic parallels between San’ani Arabic and Classical 
Arabic, where cliticization may have been the process that gave rise to the 
negative laysa. 

Keywords: Sentential negation, Moroccan Arabic,San’ani Arabic,cliticization

1. Morpho-syntax of sentential negation in Arabic varieties

Most of the research on sentential negation in Arabic varieties, including both 
the so-called colloquial varieties and Standard Arabic, has focused on the po-
sition of the sentential negative and its interaction with the verb and its ex-
tended functional domain, particularly tense (Ouhalla, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 
2002; Eid, 1993, Benmamoun, 1992, 2000; Fassi Fehri, 1993; Shlonsky, 1997; 
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Brustad, 2000; Onizan, 2005; Bahloul 2007, Lucas, 2007; Soltan, 2007, 2011; 
Hoyt, 2010; Aoun, Benmamoun & Choueiri, 2010; among many others). The 
paradigm cases of the intimate connection between sentential negation and 
the verb come from Standard Arabic, where the form of the sentential negative 
co-varies with tense.1

 (1) a. yanbaħu l-kalb-u
   bark.3ms the-dog-nom
   ‘The dog is barking/barks’
  b. nabaħa l-kalb-u
   barked.3ms the-dog-nom
   ‘The dog barked’
  c. sa-yanbaħu l-kalb-u
   fut-bark.3ms the-dog-nom
   ‘The dog will bark’
 (2) a. laa yanbaħu l-kalb-u
   neg bark.3ms the-dog-nom
   ‘The dog is barking/barks’
  b. lam yanbaħ l-kalb-u
   neg.past bark.3ms the-dog-nom
   ‘The dog did not bark’
  c. lan yanbaħa l-kalb-u
   neg.fut bark.3ms the-dog-nom
   ‘The dog will not bark’

The fact that the form of the negative varies according to tense even though the 
form of the verb remains relatively the same has led to the analysis whereby nega-
tion and tense merge with each other, assuming an analysis where tense and nega-
tion head their own phrases in the syntax as illustrated in (3).

1. As indicated below, some of our data were taken from the LDC Arabic corpora (www.ldc.
upenn.edu). 

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu
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 (3) 

Benmamoun (2000) argues that the reason the verb does not carry tense in stan-
dard Arabic is due to its inability to move across the negative head which is a 
closer host. On the other hand, in the spoken Arabic dialects, the verb does 
carry tense in the context of sentential negation. This is the case for example, in 
Moroccan Arabic and Jordanian Arabic in the present, past, and future tenses:2

 (4) a. ma-kǝydir-š lli ʕlih (MA: native speaker)
   neg-do.3ms-neg what on.him
   ‘He does not do what he is supposed to do’
  b. ma-ħdǝrti-š f-lwǝqt (MA: native speaker)
   neg-arrive.3ms -neg in-time
   ‘You did not arrive on time’
  c. ma-ɣadi-š yaʕqǝl ʕlik (MA: native speaker)
   neg-fut-neg remember.3ms on-you
   ‘He will not remember you’
 (5) a. maa-bnokil ʔilla beyd̩ baladi (LDC Levantine CallHome)
   neg-eat.1p but eggs organic
   ‘We do not eat but organic eggs’
  b. wallah maa-rtaħit yom (LDC Levantine CallHome)
   by god neg-rested.1s day
   ‘By god, I did not rest one single day’

2. The negative maa in SA does occur with finite verbs and thus patterns with the sentential 
negative in the dialects. maa, however, is not as frequent, particularly in the context of verbs as 
Benmamoun et al. (2014a) show based on a corpus study. The difference between maa and laa 
is that the latter may attract tense while the former does not. 

TP

Spec T′

Vlaa

T NegP

Spec Neg′

Neg VP
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Table 1. The distribution of the sentential negation in verbal contexts in Arabic varieties.3

Tense Standard Moroccan Jordanian/Levantine

Future lan ma-š maa or maa-š 
Present laa ma-š maa or maa-š 
Past lam ma-š maa or maa-š 
Imperative laa ma-š maa or maa-š

The Moroccan Arabic negative is interesting in that it is made up of two parts, a 
proclitic and an enclitic. The two occur together and independent of other hosts, 
which suggests that their realization as enclitic and proclitic on a head could be 
due to merger of the head with sentential negation. In Moroccan Arabic, this 
merger certainly applies to verbs and could also be due to the movement of the 
verb through the negative projection. Unlike Standard Arabic, the negative actu-
ally merges with the verb, and the whole complex ends up in tense. The main pat-
terns are summarized in Table 1.

In addition to the negation that occurs mostly in the context of verbs, there is 
another negation that occurs in the context of non-verbal predicates. This is illus-
trated by Moroccan Arabic in (6).

 (6) l-wǝld maši hna
  the-boy neg here
  ‘the boy is not here’

This pattern arises because there is no head that moves to sentential negation and 
merges with it.4 Table 2 summarizes the main distribution of negation in Standard 
Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, and Levantine Arabic.

Thus, the structure in (3) and the attendant syntactic analysis in terms of head 
movement and the related constraints help account for the distribution of senten-
tial negation in Standard Arabic and a number of spoken modern Arabic dialects. 
However, this is by no means the consensus within approaches to the syntax of 
sentential negation in Arabic varieties. For example, Soltan (2007) provides very

3. The patterns in Table I represent only a subset of the varieties that exist within each region. 
Within each country and region, there is significant variability.
4. Non-verbal predicates merge with negation in Moroccan Arabic and other dialects 
(see Benmamoun, 2000 and Benmamoun et. al., 2014b). We assume that there is no null head, 
such as a null copula, in verbless sentences. Benmamoun (2000) provides a number of tests 
based on Case, modals, locality, and head movement to argue against such a head. For example, 
in Standard Arabic, overt copulas in past tense, future tense, and imperative sentences assign 
accusative Case to the predicate (see (9) below), but in verbless sentences, the predicate is nom-
inative, which is the default Case that emerges when no syntactic Case assigner is present.
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Table 2. The distribution of sentential negation in Arabic varieties in verbal  
and non-verbal contexts.

Verbal  
Negation

Example Non-Verbal  
Negation

Example

Levantine maa...(š) ma-ʔižat(-š) Nadia
‘Nadia did not come’

miš huwe miš hon
he neg here
‘he is not here’

Moroccan maa...š(i) ma-žat-š Nadia maaši huwa maši hna
he neg here
‘he is not here’

Standard laa/ lam/ lan/ maa lam ta’ti Nadia 
neg.came Nadia
“Nadia did not come”

laysa huwa laysa huna
He not here
“he is not here”

plausible arguments that the negative projection is located higher than tense, an 
analysis adopted by Benmamoun et al. (2014a) as an alternative to (3) for all Arabic 
varieties. One such argument that Soltan provides comes from the location of the 
future marker in Egyptian Arabic, which clearly precedes the future tense marker 
as illustrated in (7):

 (7) miš ha-yiskut-u ʕala kida ʔabadan (Egyptian blog)
  neg fut-silent-3p on this ever 
  ‘They will never remain silent about it’

According to this analysis, the negative head precedes the temporal projection of 
the clause as illustrated in (8). 

 (8) 

In (7), Egyptian Arabic deploys the negative that we find in the context of non-
verbal predicates, but the temporal marker precedes sentential negation, contrary 
to the prediction of the structure in (3). Benmamoun et al. (2014) provide numer-
ous arguments to support the analysis that the negative projection is located high-
er than the tense projection across Arabic varieties (including Standard Arabic, 
Moroccan Arabic and San’ani Arabic). Suffice it to say that the interaction between 

NegP

Spec Neg′

Neg TP

Spec T′
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tense, the predicate, and negation requires an alternative account if it turns out 
that the structure in (8) is correct, which we assume it is. 

2. Sentential negation and the subject

In all previous analyses, the status of the subject did not figure prominently in the 
debate about the syntax of sentential negation. However, there is interesting 
evidence in Arabic that the subject does interact with negation and that this inter-
action can shed further light on the issue of the position of the subject and the 
location of sentential negation. Two pieces of evidence are critical in this regard. 
First, Standard Arabic has a negative laysa that agrees with the subject and assigns 
accusative Case to the predicate:

 (9) a. laysa l-bayt-u kabiir-an
   neg.3ms the-house-nom big-acc
   ‘The house is not big’
  b. lays-at l-madiinat-u kabiirat-an
   neg.3fs the-city-nom big-acc
   ‘The city is not big’

In fact, laysa patterns with verbs in that it agrees with the subject in number, per-
son, and gender and can license null subjects:5

 (10) a. lays-uu fii l-bayt-i
   neg-3mp in the-house-gen
   ‘They are not in the house’
  b. las-na fii l-bayt-i
   neg-3fp in the-house’
   ‘They are not in the house’

5. Benmamoun (2000) challenges the view that laysa is a verb and provides a diachronic ac-
count for its peculiar inflectional behavior, namely the fact that it carries agreement morphology 
that usually occurs in the context of past tense sentences though it occurs mainly in present 
tense contexts. See Benmamoun et al. (2014a) for a more detailed analysis that compares laysa 
with negative pronouns in the dialects. If laysa were a genuine verb, one would expect it to dis-
play imperfective morphology that is the expected pattern in present tense sentences. Moreover, 
verbs, including copular verbs, are not allowed in non-generic present tense sentences with non-
verbal predicates, such as adjectives, prepositions, and nouns (Benmamoun, 2000). Were laysa 
to contain a verbal element or to be a verb itself, it would be an exception to this generalization 
that as far as we know exists in all Arabic varieties. In short, there are no compelling empirical 
or conceptual reasons for positing a verbal element in the context of the negative laysa. 
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Second, in the so-called verbless sentences in Arabic dialects, such as Moroccan 
Arabic, the subject must precede sentential negation regardless of whether it is a 
lexical noun phrase or a pronoun.

 (11) a. l-wǝld maši hna
   the-boy neg here
   ‘The boy is not here’
  b. huwa maši hna
   he neg here
   ‘He is not here’
 (12) a. *maši l-wǝld hna
   neg the-boy here
   ‘The boy is not here’

  b. *maši huwa hna
   he neg here
   ‘He is not here’

In (9–12) we see a striking contrast between Moroccan Arabic and Standard 
Arabic. In Standard Arabic, the subject can follow sentential negation but it cannot 
do so in Moroccan Arabic. If the structure in (8) is correct, the movement of the 
subject in Moroccan Arabic may have nothing to do with tense, as argued in 
Benmamoun (2000). Rather, it could be due to some property of negation that 
requires its specifier to be filled by the subject; or to some property of the clause 
that prefers the highest specifier position to be filled by the subject, or for the head 
to carry subject agreement (so called EPP).6 This account would potentially pro-
vide an analysis for both Standard Arabic and Moroccan Arabic. In Moroccan 
Arabic, the subject must move to the highest subject position to fulfill the EPP 
requirement of the clause or sentential negation. On the other hand, in Standard 
Arabic, this requirement is fulfilled by the agreement on the negative, as argued in 
Benmamoun (2000) following Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou (1999).7 This could 
explain why laysa can precede or follow the subject, an optionality that has to do 
with the ability to satisfy the EPP property of the clause through an XP specifier or 
a head endowed with agreement features. It seems, then, that the only viable anal-
ysis is the one that allows for Standard Arabic to leave its subject lower (thanks to 
the agreement features on negation) but forces it to move higher in Moroccan 

6. Note that the status of the EPP (originally Extended Projection Principle) is still unclear with-
in the Minimalist Program. Originally, it was limited to the distribution of subjects but recently its 
scope has been expanded to include wh-constructions and other movement constructions. 
7. This could also account for why the Standard Arabic negatives, laa, lam, and lan, must be 
adjacent to the verb which carries agreement features (Benmamoun 2000). 
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Arabic – and possibly other modern dialects such as Egyptian Arabic, since the 
latter do not allow negation to carry agreement to satisfy the EPP requirement 
without XP movement to the higher Spec position.8 However, there is an Arabic 
variety that on the surface seems to contradict this neat distribution. The Sana’ani 
Arabic dialect of Yemen allows the pronominal subject to follow or precede sen-
tential negation. We will show that rather than contradicting the analysis, Sana’ani 
Arabic actually supports it as long as we allow for cliticization to also satisfy the 
EPP requirement. We turn to this variety next. 

Sentential negation in San’ani Arabic patterns to a large extent with its coun-
terpart in Moroccan Arabic and Egyptian Arabic. The sentential negative consists 
of a proclitic ma and an enclitic š (Watson, 1993). The verb and its aspectual mark-
ers are flanked by the two negative markers as illustrated in (13):

 (13) a. ma-bein-a-lʕab-š
   neg-asp.1s-play-neg 
   ‘I am not playing’
  b. ma-kunt-š daari
   neg-was.1s-neg knowing
   ‘I did not know’
  c. ma-ςa-yidra-š ba-l- makaan
   neg-fut-3ms.know-neg of-the-place
   ‘He will not know the place’ 

Unlike Moroccan Arabic, and on a par with eastern dialects, particularly in the 
Gulf region, San`ani uses laa or its reduced form la in negative imperative as an 
alternant with ma-š:

 (14) a. la-ti-gambir-š hana 
   neg-2-sit-neg here
   ‘Do not sit here’
  b. ma-ti-gambir-š hana 
   neg-2-sit-neg here
   ‘Do not sit here’

If we confine our attention to the above data, San’ani Arabic appears to pattern 
with the other Arabic dialects, particularly the Moroccan Arabic dialects where 
negation merges with the verbs in all tenses, and also with the imperative verb. 
San’ani also provides one of the strongest pieces of evidence for the structure in 

8. The lower position of the subject does not have to be the lexical projection but could be 
specifier of the tense projection itself. 
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(8), where negation is located above the projection of tense. The critical data are 
given in (15a, b) and the configuration of the clause with the ellipsis fragment of 
the sentence is given in (15c):

 (15) a. hu musaafir bass ʔana maʕ
   he travel but I neg
   ‘He will travel but I will not
  b. hu musaafir bass ʔana maši
   he travel but I neg
   ‘He will travel but I will not
  c. .........[bass [NegP ʔana maši [TP......]]]

In (15a, b) we see that the negative is stranded on its own with no host. In (15a) 
only the proclitic ma appears with a voiced pharyngeal as coda but in (15b) both 
components of negation, the enclitic and the proclitic appear as fragments of el-
lipsis after the subject. The interpretation of the elided constituent includes the 
predicate and its tense, which under any reasonable analysis would mean that at 
least TP is elided, thus giving further support to the idea that negation is higher 
than TP as in the representation in (8).

3. Interaction between the subject and negation in San`ani  
and Moroccan Arabic

With this brief description of San’ani sentential negation in mind, we can now turn 
to the distribution of the subject in the context of sentential negation. Consider the 
following sentences:

 (16) a. muš hum musafriin
   neg they traveling
   ‘They are not traveling’
  b. muš ʔant ba-l-beit ʔabadan 
   neg you in-the-house ever
   ‘You are never in the house’

The sentences in (16), where the pronominal subject follows the verb, are gram-
matical with no special intonation on the negative. In this respect, San’ani Arabic 
contrasts sharply with Moroccan Arabic, where the equivalent sentences are un-
grammatical. In the former, the pronominal subject is located in the specifier of 
NegP (17a), and in the latter, it is located in the specifier of TP (17b). 
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 (17) a. 

  b. 

A number of questions arise but we will focus on the following two:

i. Is the subject in the specifier of NegP, or is it in a higher projection?
ii. What drives the movement of the subject above TP? 

Starting with the first question, there is strong evidence that the subject is in the 
specifier of the negative projection. The evidence comes from negative quantifiers 
and negative polarity items in Arabic varieties. In San’ani Arabic, very much like in 
many Arabic dialects (Kenstowicz, 1989; Hoyt, 2010), a negative subject such as 
wala + NP precludes the presence of the negative head ma-š. 

 (18) wala-ћad haane
  no-one here
  ‘There is no one here’

NegP

Spec Neg′

musafriin

Neg TP

Subj T′

T Prehummuš

NegP

Spec Neg′

musafriin

Neg TP

Subj T′

T Pre

muš

hum
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The complementary distribution between the head of sentential negation and the 
negative subject when the latter precedes sentential negation follows from econo-
my conditions under the assumption that only one negative element can occupy 
the negative projection and license it.9 Support for this analysis comes from 
Moroccan Arabic, where the NPI ћətta + NP does not preclude the presence of the 
negative head ma.

 (19) ћǝtta wǝld ma-hna
  even boy neg-here
  ‘No boy is here’

The difference between San’ani and Moroccan can be attributed to the fact that the 
San`ani subject in (18) contains a negative element laa. This is not the case for the 
Moroccan Arabic subject in (19), which in turn requires the presence of the nega-
tive head.10 That is, the wala phrase in San’ani is specified for negative features 
thanks to laa, but the ћətta phrase in Moroccan is not. This is plausible because 
ћətta is not negative but rather a presuppositional and focus particle which can 
occur in non-negative contexts (Benmamoun, 1995). In San’ani, the wala subject 
is in the Spec of negation, which obviates the presence of the negative head.11 

Turning to the second question about the motivation for the movement of the 
subject to a position higher than TP, this movement is obligatory for Moroccan 
Arabic subjects and optional for San`ani Arabic subject pronouns. However, 
San’ani Arabic lexical subjects pattern with Moroccan Arabic subjects in that they 
must occur in the Spec of the negative projection (20).

 (20) a. ʔal-ħadiiga miš haliya
   the-park neg beautiful
   ‘the park is not beautiful’
  b. *miš ʔal-ħadiiga haliya
   neg the-park beautiful 

Therefore, the question must be refined to focus on why San`ani pronominal 
subjects can remain in a lower position on a par with lexical subjects in Standard 

9. The idea is that preferably only one position (head or specifier) needs to be overt.
10. Moroccan NPIs are in complementary distribution with the negative š, but that comple-
mentarity is not sensitive to grammatical function or syntactic position. It obtains regardless of 
whether the NPI is an NP in the pre-negative or post-negative position or whether it is a maxi-
mal projection or head (see Benmamoun, 1997, 2006).
11. When the wala phrase occurs in the pre-negative position with an overt negative head, we 
get a double negation interpretation. This could be due to the presence of two negative projec-
tions, with the wala phrase occupying one and the head occupying another, or alternatively we 
may be dealing with an instance of constituent negation. We leave this open.
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Arabic. It seems that the default option is for the subject to move to the specifier of 
negation, possibly to fulfill the (EPP) requirement that the negative projection 
host a nominal element, such as the subject, in its head position as in Standard 
Arabic, where the head carries subject agreement or must be adjacent to a verb 
inflected for subject agreement. The two options are illustrated below:

 (21) a. 

  b. 

Since the lexical subject is a maximal projection, merger with a head is presumably 
not an option due to whatever constraint blocks the movement of maximal projec-
tions to head positions (traditionally blocked under Structure Preservation). This 
leaves only one option open for lexical subjects, namely the (21a), where the sub-
ject moves to the Spec of NegP. If the subject is a pronominal, two options are 
possible. If it moves as a maximal projection (which would be the case if the whole 
DP moves), only option (21a) is available. On other hand, if the subject is a pro-
noun occupying the head of the nominal projection containing the pronominal 
subject, it can merge with the negative head via head movement and incorpora-
tion. This, we believe, is what happens to Moroccan Arabic pronouns in sentences 
such as (22):

 (22) ma-huwa-š hna
  neg-he-neg here
  ‘He is not here’

What other options can there be? The pattern in (22) is not possible in San’ani (23); 
but it seems that San’ani displays a third option whereby the pronominal subject 
stays in the Spec of TP and cliticizes onto the negative head. 

 (23) *ma-huwa-š haane
  neg-he-neg here 

NegP

Subj Neg′

Neg

NegP

Neg

Neg+subject
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The idea is that the representation in (17a) allows for the pronominal subject in the 
specifier of TP to cliticize onto the negative miš in NegP. That is, instead of head 
movement, San’ani Arabic opts for cliticization, which is essentially rebracketing. 
The cliticization option is most likely the reason why the negative seems to inflect 
for gender agreement in San’ani. Consider the sentence in (24):

 (24) ʔal-ħadiiga miš-i haliya
  the-park neg-2fs beautiful
  ‘The park is not beautiful’

The gender agreement on the negative is a vestige of the pronominal subject that 
cliticized onto the negative, a process that is most likely behind the historical 
development of the inflected negative laysa in Standard Arabic and the variants 
of the negative muu in some Gulf varieties (Holes, 1990). In this scenario, there 
are two paths for pronouns in Arabic varieties in the context of negation. Under 
one path, the negative merges with the pronoun, possibly as an instance of head 
movement. This is the Moroccan Arabic option that is also found in other variet-
ies such as Egyptian (Eid, 1993). Under another path, the pronoun stays in a 
projection lower than negation but cliticizes onto it. This is the San’ani Arabic 
option and possibly the option that led in part to the rise of laysa in Classical 
Arabic. These two options yield the two types of negative pronoun paradigms 
in Table 3.

The contrast between the two paradigms is striking, but under the present 
analysis, it appears that these are the only two options for pronouns because of the 
nature of the configuration from which they originate. Negation occupies a projec-
tion above the tense projection that hosts the subject. The merger between nega-
tion and the pronominal subject can only obtain in two ways: either through head

Table 3. Negative pronouns in Arabic varieties.

Pronoun Sana’ani MA

1sm mišana manaš
1sp mišeћne maħnaš
2ms mišant mantaš
2fs mišanti mantiš
3ms miššu mahuwaš
3fs mišši mahiyaš
2mp mišantum mantumaš
2fp mišantum/ mišantan mantumaš
3mp miššum mahumaš
3fp miššum/ miššan mahumaš
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movement of the pronoun to the head of negation, to create a complex head, or 
through encliticization, where no movement takes place but the two elements 
phonologically lean on each other and form a morphological unit in the morph-
phonological component.12 The two options, movement and cliticization, are il-
lustrated in (25) and (26) respectively.

 (25) Head Movement 

 (26) Cliticization 

Under the movement option in (25), the pronoun is adjoined to the head of the 
negative projection. By contrast, under the cliticization option in (26), the two ele-
ments are located in their respective projections throughout the syntactic compo-
nent and are merged (through cliticization) in the post-syntactic component.13 
The cliticization option maybe another way to satisfy the EPP requirement.14 If 
this is correct, the EPP requirement can be satisfied through XP movement to a 
specifier position, agreement on the head, or cliticization. The typology of the in-
teraction between sentential negation and subjects in Arabic seems to exemplify 
all three options. 

12. The third option, namely cliticization of the pronoun in the specifier of negation onto the 
head of NegP is ruled out in Arabic, where cliticization and prosodic rebracketing (as in the 
Construct State) seem to require a sequence where the head is to the left, possibly due to a c-
command requirement.
13. Cliticization would then be another way to satisfy the requirement that negation be paired 
with a subject. The options are (i) a subject in the Spec of negation, (ii) a pronoun that moves 
into the head position of negation, or (iii) a pronoun that cliticizes onto the negative head. 
Clearly, the relation between the subject and negation and the difference between lexical and 
pronominal subjects require further research. 
14. The cliticization option may also be available for maa in Classical Arabic, which can pre-
cede the subject and seems to be adjacent to it. 

NegP

Neg pronoun

T′

TPNeg

Neg′

pronoun
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4. Conclusion

Arabic varieties provide fertile grounds for testing current linguistic approaches. 
This is clearly the case in the context of sentential negation. In one variety, such as 
Standard Arabic, negation carries subject agreement on a par with verbs; in an-
other variety, particularly San’ani Arabic, the pronominal subject may follow 
the sentential negative and cliticize onto it; and in yet a third variety, such as 
Moroccan Arabic, the pronominal subject can merge with negation or precede it 
on a par with lexical subjects. In this paper, we have put forward an analysis that 
maintains a uniform structure for the Arabic varieties, particularly San’ani Arabic 
and Moroccan Arabic, but each deploys different options that the grammar makes 
available within the limits of the configuration, the operations that can be carried 
out, and the constraints on those operations. San’ani opts for the cliticization route 
and derives negative pronominal paradigms where the pronoun is clearly encliti-
cized onto negation and ultimately becomes an agreement affix as is the case in 
San’ani and Standard Arabic. Moroccan Arabic opts for the movement option and 
ends up with the pronoun inside the negative head. 

Obviously, a number of questions remain, chief among them the question 
about the reason for the movement of the subject, lexical and pronominal, to the 
specifier of the negative head. We suggested an analysis, along current minimalist 
lines, that negation requires a specifier or a subject, but this account must remain 
tentative because there is no independent reason why this should be the case. An-
other question is why the cliticization option is not available in varieties such as 
Moroccan Arabic and why the head movement option is not available in San`ani. 
In other words, it is unclear why the two varieties make different choices and what 
is behind those choices. These questions remain open for now.
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1. Introduction: Patterns of sentential negation in Cairene Egyptian Arabic

Many of the Arabic dialects spoken today exhibit a two-pattern negation system: 
A discontinuous pattern, where a predicate appears between two negative elements 
forming a single prosodic word, and an independent pattern, where the predicate 
follows the negation marker without them forming a unit. In Cairene Egyptian 
Arabic (CEA, henceforward), for example, perfective verb forms are negated in 
the discontinuous pattern, as shown in (1) below, where the verb appears between 
the proclitic maa and the enclitic -š, both of which are glossed as neg.1

 (1) maa-nim-t-i-š
  neg-sleep.perf-1sg-ev-neg
  ‘I did not sleep.’

By contrast, the predicate in a copular verbless sentence like (2) is negated by the 
independent marker miš.2 

 (2) ʔanaa miš muhandis
  I neg engineer
  ‘I am not an engineer.’

In this paper, I will occasionally refer to the discontinuous pattern in (1) as the 
maa...š pattern, and to the independent pattern in (2) as the miš pattern.

The study of sentential negation patterns in CEA and other modern Arabic 
dialects has received considerable attention in the generative literature over the 
past twenty-five years or so, because of its theoretical and empirical implica-
tions for linguistic analysis (see, for example, Eid 1993; Shlonsky 1997; Benma-
moun 2000; Ouhalla 2002; Hoyt 2007; Aoun et al. 2010; among others). In par-
ticular, one can identify three major questions in this literature, as formulated 
in (3). 

1. The following abbreviations are used in the glosses of data: 1, 2, 3 for first, second, and third 
person, respectively; sg = singular; pl = plural; m = masculine; f = feminine; neg = negation; 
fut = future; asp = aspect; perf = perfective; ipfv = imperfective; ptcp = participial; q = ques-
tion-particle; acc = accusative; ind = indicative; ev = epenthetic vowel. Arabic emphatic conso-
nants are marked by symbols with dots underneath them in the transcription of the data. I will 
also consistently transcribe the negation marker in EA as maa, under the assumption that it has 
an underlying long vowel that undergoes shortening in actual pronunciation. While nothing 
hinges on this phonological assumption at all, it does gain some support from the fact that the 
negation marker is pronounced with a long vowel when occurring in ʕumr (= ‘ever’) construc-
tions, which are illustrated in Section 4 of this paper. 
2. For some speakers, miš may also be pronounced as muš. As far as I can tell, there are no 
morphosyntactic consequences of this phonological difference. For consistency, I will use miš in 
the examples throughout the paper. 
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 (3) a. What conditions regulate the distribution of the two negation patterns? 
  b. Where is Neg located in Arabic clause structure; i.e., is it higher or 

lower than T(ense)? 
  c. What is the grammatical status of the -š enclitic of the negation mor-

pheme? 

In this paper, I revisit previous answers to the questions in (3) with reference to 
sentential negation patterns in CEA, pointing out some empirical and theoretical 
problems with these earlier approaches. Instead, I propose an analysis of the dis-
tribution of the two negation patterns in CEA, whereby the negative domain is 
split into two heads, both of which are placed higher than T in the clausal hierar-
chy, and where the distribution of the two negation patterns follows from head 
movement (or lack thereof) in the mapping from the syntax to the morphology. 
Implications of the proposed analysis are then discussed with regard to facts re-
lated to (i) the interaction between negation and polarity-sensitive items in CEA, 
(ii) variation in the negation strategies utilized across Arabic dialects, and (iii) 
negative disjunction and negative concord structures, where a third pattern of sen-
tential negation is occasionally used. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, I discuss the distribution of the 
maa...š and miš patterns in CEA, showing that an analysis in terms of head move-
ment applying in the mapping from the syntax to the morphology is to be theo-
retically and empirically preferred over one where such movement is assumed to 
take place exclusively in the syntax. Section 3 discusses two possible structures for 
the position of Neg on the clausal hierarchy: The low-Neg analysis, where Neg is 
projected lower than T, and the high-Neg analysis, where Neg is located above T. 
Based on attested negation patterns from Egyptian Arabic dialectal variation and 
child language, I conclude in this section that the high-Neg analysis is more em-
pirically adequate. In Section 4, I discuss two previous analyses of the grammatical 
status of the -š enclitic of the negation morpheme, showing that they both fail to 
capture certain empirical facts from contexts with polarity-sensitive items in CEA. 
Section 5 presents an analysis of sentential negation in CEA whereby the Neg-
domain is argued to be split between two heads, both of which occupy a position 
higher than T. The distribution of the two negation patterns is then argued to fol-
low from a morphological algorithm of head movement applying in the mapping 
from the syntax to the morphology. In Section 6, I explore three types of empirical 
consequences for the proposed analysis. In particular, I revisit the facts from po-
larity-sensitive item contexts that have been argued in Section 4 to be problematic 
under previous analyses, showing that they can receive a principled account under 
the split-Neg analysis proposed here. I then explore the empirical implications of 
a split-Neg analysis for the study of variation in negation strategies across Arabic 
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dialects in light of the Jespersen’s cycle. Finally, a third pattern of negation, where 
sentential negation is marked by means of the particle laa and the term walaa, is 
illustrated by examples from negative disjunction and negative concord structures 
in CEA, and an account for this pattern is sketchily explored within the proposed 
analysis. Section 7 sums up the conclusions of the paper. 

2. Distribution of discontinuous and independent negation in CEA

In the relevant literature on sentential negation in Arabic dialects, the first question 
typically discussed has to do with how each one of the two negation patterns 
illustrated earlier in (1) and (2) is derived and why each appears in certain contexts 
but not in others. One influential approach in this regard, first proposed in 
Benmamoun (2000) and later adopted in Aoun et al. (2010), is based on positing a 
fundamental distinction between [+Past] and [–Past] contexts within a feature-
checking framework along the lines of Chomsky’s (1995) Minimalist Program. 
More specifically, under this analysis, past tense T is specified for both a [+D] and a 
[+V] feature, whereas present tense T is specified only for a [+D] feature. Under 
minimalist assumptions, the [+V] feature will attract V in past tense contexts, as in 
the partial structure in (4a) below, but no such attraction takes place in present tense 
contexts for the simple reason that there is no [+V] feature on T, as shown in (4b). 

 (4) a. [TP T[+Past, +D, +V] [VP ...V...]]
   
  b. [TP T[–Past, +D] [VP ...V...]]

If Neg were located lower than T, as assumed under this analysis, it follows that 
past tense verb forms will always appear in the discontinuous negation pattern, 
since V has to pick up Neg on its way to T, per the Head Movement Constraint 
(HMC; Travis 1984), as shown in (5a). By contrast, when T is [–Past], no verb rais-
ing takes place, and Neg is spelled-out as the independent negation marker in this 
case, as shown in (5b).3 

 (5) a. [TP T[+Past, +D, +V] [NegP Neg [VP ...V...]]]
   
  b. [TP T[–Past, +D] [NegP Neg [VP ...V...]]]

3. Notice that this analysis crucially rests on the assumption that NegP is lower than TP in 
Arabic, a claim that will be empirically contested in the next section. Notice further that this 
analysis treats maa and -š as one composite element generated under the Neg head, an issue that 
will be also discussed in Section 3. 
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Under this approach, surface negation patterns reflect operations of head move-
ment (or lack thereof) taking place in the syntax.

Despite its ability to account for a good range of sentential negation facts in 
Arabic dialects, a syntactic analysis along the above lines will always face an em-
pirical problem accounting for the wide range of variation in sentential negation 
patterns that are attested in Arabic dialects. The main challenge has always been 
the fact that the distribution of the two negation patterns does not seem to follow 
a verbal-nonverbal or a past-nonpast contrast, and this is true both within the 
same dialect as well as across different dialects. 

On the one hand, each negation pattern occurs in a variety of different 
grammatical contexts within the same dialect. For example, in CEA, in addition 
to occurring with perfective verb forms, as in (1), discontinuous negation also 
occurs with the present tense aspectual imperfective (6a), pronominals (6b), 
the existential expletive fii(h) (6c), and PPs whose complement is a pronominal 
clitic (6d). 

 (6) a. maa-bi-y-ruħ-š ʔil-gamʕa
   neg-asp-ipfv-go.3sgm-neg the-university
   ‘He doesn’t go to the university.’
  b. maa-huu-š/maa-huwwa-a-š muhandis
   neg-he-neg/neg-he-ev-neg engineer
   ‘He is not an engineer.’
  c. maa-fii-š ħadd hinaa
   neg-in.it-neg someone here
   ‘There is nobody here.’
  d. maa-ʕand-uu-š ʕarabiyya
   neg-at-him-neg car
   ‘He doesn’t have a car.’

Similarly, in addition to copular structures like (2), the independent negation 
marker miš may occur optionally with the present tense aspectual imperfective 
(7a), obligatorily with future verb forms (7b), and quite marginally with copular 
structures with predicate PPs (7c). 

 (7) a. miš bi-y-ruuħ ʔil-gamʕa
   neg asp-ipfv-go.3sgm the-university
   ‘He doesn’t go to the university.’
  b. miš ħa-saafir ʔitaalya taanii
   neg fut-ipfv.travel.1sg Italy again
   ‘I will not travel to Italy again.’
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  c. ?? miš ʕand-u ʕarabiyya
    neg at-him car

   ‘He doesn’t have a car.’

On the other hand, cross-dialectal variation shows that certain categories are able 
to host negation in some dialects, but not in others. For example, nouns and adjec-
tives in CEA cannot host negation, but they can do so in Moroccan Arabic (MA), 
as discussed in Benmamoun (2000), and in Siʕiidi Egyptian Arabic, a dialect main-
ly spoken in southern Egypt (cf. Khalafallah 1969). Compare the ungrammatical 
negation patterns from CEA in (8) to the grammatical negation patterns from MA 
in (9), the latter taken from Aoun et al. (2010: 101). 

 (8) a. *Ahmad maa-doktoor-š
   Ahmad neg-doctor-neg
  b. *Ahmad maa-taʕbaan-š
   Ahmad neg-tired-neg
 (9) a. huwa maa-fǝllaħ-š
   he neg-farmer-neg
   ‘He is not a farmer.’
  b. huwa maa-twil-š
   he neg-tall-neg
   ‘He is not tall.’

Given the lack of complementary distribution between the two negation pat-
terns as well as the variation with regard to which categories may host negation 
across Arabic dialects, it is reasonable to conclude that the distribution of the 
two negation patterns is morphologically, rather than syntactically, condi-
tioned. Under what I will refer to in this paper as the morphological approach, 
the negation morpheme is an affix in need of a host, which, in turn, needs to be 
adjacent to the affix for word-formation to take place.4 Certain categories 
can serve as hosts for the negation affix, whereas others cannot, depending on 
the dialect. 

At the same time, from a theoretical perspective, this approach to the dis-
tribution of negation patterns in Arabic dialects is compatible with a theory 

4. While I will use the term ‘morphological approach’ to describe the analysis presented here 
for lack of a better term, it should be clearly understood that the main assumption of the pro-
posal is that the head movements responsible for the Spell-out of negation patterns take place in 
the mapping from the syntax to the morphological component. As will be seen later in the paper, 
the syntactic structure of negative sentences handed over to the morphology is still an essential 
part of the proposed analysis. 
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that takes head movement to be an operation of the morphological component, 
as has been suggested in Chomsky (2001) and Boeckx and Stjepanović (2001). 
Such an approach has the advantage of avoiding the recalcitrant theoretical 
problems that have been typically raised with regard to the status of head move-
ment in the minimalist literature (e.g., its failure to satisfy the extension condi-
tion, its violation of the condition on chain uniformity, and the fact that it does 
not have semantic effects at LF).5 Furthermore, relegating sentential negation 
in Arabic dialects to the morphological component saves us the trouble of hav-
ing to invoke a set of ad hoc features in the syntax to generate the attested pat-
terns, and filter out the unacceptable ones. Instead, such movements can take 
place in the mapping from the syntax to the morphology driven by the affixal 
properties of the heads involved, giving rise to the observed surface negation 
patterns. In Section 4 of this paper, I provide an implementation of such a post-
syntactic analysis of CEA negation. Before we do that, however, we need to 
discuss two further issues in the morphosyntax of negation in CEA: The posi-
tion of Neg in clause structure and the status of the enclitic -š. I do that in the 
next two sections. 

3. The position of NegP on the clausal hierarchy in Arabic dialects 

The second major issue in the syntax of negation in Arabic dialects has to do with 
the position of Neg in clausal structure. In this regard, one can identify two main 
approaches: (i) The low-Neg analysis, adopted in Benmamoun (2000), Ouhalla 
(2002), and Aoun et al. (2010), whereby Neg occupies a position lower than T; and 
(ii) the high-Neg analysis, assumed in Diesing and Jelinek (1995) and Soltan (2007), 
whereby Neg is located higher than T. Both approaches are diagrammatically rep-
resented in (10a,b) below, respectively.

5. Another problem with head movement is the so-called ‘traffic rule’ problem, as pointed 
out in Chomsky (2001). To illustrate, if T has both a [+D] and [+V] feature, the standard way 
of licensing these features is for a DP to move to SpecTP to license the [+D] feature, and for a 
verb to move to T to license the [+V] feature. There is nothing in principle, however, that pre-
vents the checking of the categorial features of T from proceeding as follows: Move a VP to 
SpecTP to check the [+V] feature, coupled with a movement of a D head to T to check the [+D] 
feature. Further stipulations are needed to make sure that this ‘traffic rule’ violation does not 
occur. If head movement is relegated instead to the morphological component, no such prob-
lem arises. For a more recent discussion on the status of head movement in minimalist syntax, 
see Roberts (2010).
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 (10) a. Low-Neg approach
  

  b. High-Neg approach
  

While a good range of negation facts can be accounted for under either structure in 
(10), there are two main empirical facts from attested negation patterns in Egyptian 
Arabic that pose a problem to the low-Neg analysis. I discuss each in turn. 

The first empirical argument against the low-Neg analysis is that it fails to ac-
count for dialects where the independent negation marker miš actually appears 
with perfective verb forms, a pattern that is predicted to be unattested under a 
low-Neg analysis, due to the HMC. One such dialect is spoken in some areas of the 
Sharqiyyah province in northern Egypt, where sentences like (11) readily occur.

 (11) ʔanaa miš liʕib-t
  I neg play.perf.1sg
  ‘I did not play.’

If Neg were lower than T, the negation pattern in (11) cannot be derived without 
V first skipping over Neg on its way to T, followed by Neg moving over the T com-
plex, to generate the right word order. Both movements violate the HMC.6 In ad-
dition, it is not clear how to motivate Neg-movement in that context. In brief, the 
negation pattern in (11) is simply underivable under standard assumptions, if Neg 

6. I follow the standard assumption in the literature on Arabic syntax that perfective verbs 
have to move to T. For a full discussion of the issue as well as a range of empirical arguments in 
support of this assumption, see Benmamoun (2000) and Aoun et al. (2010). 
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were indeed projected below T. By contrast, under the high-Neg analysis, this ne-
gation pattern follows if in this particular dialect past tense T is not required to 
raise to Neg, hence giving rise to the miš pattern instead.7

A second related empirical fact in favor of the high-Neg analysis and against 
the low-Neg analysis comes from Egyptian children’s speech, where the pattern of 
negation exemplified in (11) is rather common among children early on in their 
acquisition of negation in Egyptian Arabic (cf. Omar 1967). This means that there 
is a stage in negation acquisition where children overgeneralize the use of the miš 
pattern to all verb forms. If Neg were lower than T by default, as it is assumed un-
der the low-Neg analysis, these utterances by children would be very hard to ex-
plain, given the standard assumption that the HMC is a universal principle of 
grammar. Under the high-Neg analysis, a possible explanation is available if chil-
dren first assume that T, no matter what its tense specification is, does not need to 
raise to Neg; hence the use of the independent negation marker miš in such early 
utterances. Later on, based on positive evidence in the primary linguistic data, 
children realize that Neg has to conflate with past tense T (among other heads), 
and the discontinuous negation pattern emerges to replace these early non-adult-
like miš pattern utterances.8 

To sum up the discussion in this section, there is strong evidence from nega-
tion patterns in Sharqiyyah Egyptian Arabic as well as negative utterances pro-
duced by Egyptian children in the early stages of language acquisition that Neg has 
to be higher than T in CEA clause structure, and presumably in other Arabic dia-
lects that exhibit similar negation patterns. A low-Neg analysis cannot account for 
such empirical facts.9 

7. Note that, for most EA speakers, (11) is not a grammatical sentence, since Neg is always 
required to conflate with an adjacent T that is specified for past tense.
8. A reviewer points out that the acquisition facts regarding negation in EA may still be 
compatible with a low-Neg analysis, if we assume that a child’s syntactic structure does not 
have TP at this stage yet. In the absence of a TP layer, the reviewer argues, the emerging pattern 
would not be surprising. This would have been a possible explanation if EA child language 
shows the occurrence of root infinitives, for example. But this is not the case, given the way 
Semitic verbal morphology works in terms of tri-consonantal roots and patterns (McCarthy 
1979 and subsequent works), and the fact that both the perfective and imperfective patterns 
occur early in the acquisition process, thereby suggesting the presence of both the T and Asp 
layers in early child language. There is no infinitive category in the language that would occur 
if TP were missing. So, the acquisition evidence cited in (11) does show that there is indeed a 
TP layer in EA child speech at (if not prior to) the stage where children produce this particular 
form of negation.
9. An implicit assumption here, familiar from Ouhalla (1991) and Zanuttini (1997), is that the 
position of Neg is parametric: Some languages place Neg higher than T (e.g., CEA); others proj-
ect T lower than Neg (e.g., Germanic). 
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4. The grammatical status of the -š enclitic of the negation morpheme 

A typical surface property of the negation morpheme in CEA (and in other dia-
lects with similar bipartite negation) is that it includes a -š segment, which appears 
as an enclitic in the maa...š pattern, and as a subpart of the negation marker in the 
miš pattern. A question arises as to the grammatical status of -š. One potential 
analysis is to treat -š as a Spec of the Neg head maa, similar to what has been sug-
gested for bipartite negation in languages like French (cf. Pollock 1989; Ouhalla 
1990; Moritz and Valois 1994). An alternative analysis, argued for in Benmamoun 
(2000) and Aoun et al. (2010), treats the negation morpheme as a discontinuous 
Neg head, under which the two negative segments are generated.10 The two analy-
ses are represented in (12a,b), respectively. 

 (12) a. 

  b. 

Aoun et al. argue that the discontinuous head analysis allows us to account for the 
variation attested in negation patterns in Arabic dialects (e.g., the fact that some 
dialects mark negation with maa only, while others use -š only). It is possible, 
however, for the analysis in (12a) to do the same. For example, dialects that mark 
negation with maa only can be argued to not project an inherent SpecNegP, while 
those that mark negation with -š only can be argued to have lost maa as a negative 
head and have instead come to treat -š as the head of NegP.11

10. Ouhalla (2002) proposes to treat -š as a variable bound by the negation operator. Syntacti-
cally, this analysis is more in the spirit of the SpecNegP analysis discussed in the text. In this 
paper, I adopt the standard assumption that negation does not create an operator-variable de-
pendency. 
11. Cross-dialectal variation in negation strategies in Arabic dialects reflects the workings (or 
lack thereof) of the Jespersen’s cycle (Jespersen 1917). I will get back to this issue with illustrating 
data from different Arabic dialects in Section 6. 
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On the other hand, there is one grammatical context that seems to favor treat-
ing -š as SpecNegP rather than as part of a composite Neg head, namely, structures 
with so-called Negative Polarity Items (NPIs).12 More specifically, it has been not-
ed that in some Arabic dialects the -š enclitic is in complementary distribution 
with NPIs (Benmamoun 1997, 2006; Bahloul 1996). Consider, for example, the 
MA examples in (13), cited from Benmamoun (2006: 143). 

 (13) a. ma-qrit(*-š) ħǝtta kitab
   neg-came.1sg even book
   ‘I didn’t read any book.’
  b. ma-ža(*-š) ħǝtta waħǝd
   neg-came.3sgm even one
   ‘No one came.’
  c. ħǝtta waħǝd ma-ža(*-š)
   even one neg-came.3sgm
   ‘No one came.’
  d. Nadya ʕummɔr-ha ma-žat(*-š)
   Nadya ever-her neg-came.3sgf
   ‘Nadya never came.’
  e. Omar baqi ma-ža(*-š)
   Omar yet neg-came.3sgm
   ‘Omar hasn’t come yet.’

This fact can be accounted for under the Spec-analysis of -š, if we assume that an 
NPI and -š both compete for SpecNegP. The discontinuous head analysis, however, 
does not have a natural way of explaining this fact. Rather, it has to assume a rule 
at the sub-morphemic level, and stipulate that such a rule can only target the -š 
enclitic but not the maa proclitic of the composite head.

Even though these NPI facts seem to suggest that treating -š as Spec of NegP 
has direct empirical consequences for MA, the same NPI facts in CEA suggest 
that this analysis cannot be maintained, since NPI licensing in CEA is not always 
in complementary distribution with -š. Rather, the only NPI that induces -š 

12. Benmamoun (1997, 2006) uses the term NPIs in a general sense to refer to lexical elements 
that are sensitive to the polarity of the sentence, for which sometimes the term polarity-sensitive 
items is used instead (cf. Soltan 2014). To avoid any confusion that may result from using both 
terms, I will follow Benmamoun in the rest of the paper in using the term NPIs in its general 
sense, which refers to both elements of the any-type as well as N-words (the latter also called 
negative concord items in the literature). Nothing in the analysis of the relevant empirical facts 
hinges on this terminological distinction. For a discussion of polarity-sensitive items in EA, see 
Soltan (2014). See also footnote 21. 
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deletion is ʕumr (= ‘ever’), and it does so only when it occurs in pre-negative (but 
not in post-negative) position, as shown in (14). The occurrence of other NPIs 
does not induce any such effect, and the surfacing of -š is obligatory in such 
contexts, as the data in (15–16) show for the NPIs lisssah (= ‘yet’), ʔayy (= ‘any’), 
and xaalis (= ‘at all’).13 

 (14) a. ʕumr-ii maa-safir-t(*-š) Masr
   ever-my neg-travel.perf-1sg-(*neg) Egypt
   ‘I have never travelled to Egypt.’
  b. maa-safir-t*(-š) Masr ʕumr-ii
   neg-travel.perf-1sg-*(neg) Egypt ever-my
   ‘I have never travelled to Egypt.’
 (15) a. Mona lissah maa-safir-it-*(š)
   Mona yet neg-travel.perf-3sgf-*(neg)
   ‘Mona has not travelled yet.’
  b. Mona maa-safir-it-*(š) lissah
   Mona neg-travel.perf-3sgf-*(neg) yet
   ‘Mona has not travelled yet.’
 (16) a. ʔanaa maa-šuf-t-i-*(š) ʔayy ħaaga
   I neg-see.perf-1sg-ev-neg any thing
   ‘I didn’t see anything.’
  b. ʔanaa maa-šuf-t-i-*(š) ħaaga xaalis
   I neg-see.perf-1sg-ev-neg thing at all
   ‘I didn’t see anything at all.’

I take the asymmetry in behavior between different NPIs as evidence against the 
SpecNegP analysis of the -š segment.14 I conclude, therefore, that neither the Spec-
head analysis nor the discontinuous head analysis of negation is adequate enough 
to account for the CEA facts, hence the need for an alternative analysis. I propose 
this next. 

13. I follow Benmamoun (1997) in assuming that NPI-licensing in Arabic dialects may take 
place either under a Spec-head relation with Neg or under c-command by Neg. This is needed 
since these dialects allow NPIs to occur in pre-negative as well as post-negative position, as il-
lustrated by the data in (14–15), for example. 
14. Another argument, though a theory-internal one, has to do with whether or not multiple 
specifiers of a single head are allowed. In a framework that permits multiple specifiers (e.g., 
Chomsky 1995), accounting for the complementary distribution between two elements in terms 
of their ‘competing’ for a single Spec is not that straightforward.
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5. Splitting Neg

To account for the morphosyntax of negation in CEA as well as a range of other 
empirical facts, I sketch out a split-Neg analysis in Soltan (2011), whereby maa and 
-š are treated as separate heads, located higher than T, but only maa is specified for 
semantic negation, while -š is marked solely for formal negativity, a property it 
may have acquired diachronically as it developed from the adverbial usage of the 
noun šayʔ (= ‘a thing’) as a minimizer to its usage as a negation marker (cf. the 
discussion in Section 6 below on the diachrony of -š). Under this analysis, maa is 
a (Pol)arity head, the locus of interpretable negation (marked as an [iNeg] fea-
ture), and -š is a Neg(ative) head specified for an uninterpretable negative feature 
(marked as [uNeg]).15 Licensing of [uNeg] takes place under Agree between Pol 
and Neg, in a (modified) sense of Chomsky (2000, 2001), as illustrated in the tree 
in (17), ignoring irrelevant details up and down the tree.16 

 (17) 

15. The split-Neg analysis adopted here is an adaptation of the approach to negation and nega-
tive concord proposed in Zeijlstra (2004, 2008). It should be pointed out that nothing hinges on 
the labels assigned to the two heads here. I follow Zanuttini (1997) in assuming that negation is 
expressed via a Polarity Phrase, and choose to use the standard term Neg for the formally nega-
tive enclitic -š. I find that to be a more convenient labeling than to call one head Neg1 and the 
other Neg2, which would not do a good job of highlighting the inherent lexical difference be-
tween the two heads as proposed here. 
16. This is a modified version of Agree because the so-called Probe is actually an interpretable 
feature looking for a Goal with a matching uninterpretable feature in its c-command domain. 
This has been suggested in a number of places in the minimalist literature on syntactic agree-
ment; see Zeijlstra (2004, 2008) and references cited there. 
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The presence of the formally negative head -š does not induce a double negation 
reading since its [uNeg] feature gets checked off and deleted by the [iNeg] feature 
of Pol, thereby generating only a single negation reading at LF.17 

Given the structure in (17), we are in a position to formulate a morphological 
algorithm to derive the distribution of negation patterns in CEA, one along the 
lines of (18) below, where ‘hosting head’ is the key locus of dialectal variation. 

 (18) a. In contexts where Neg is adjacent to a hosting head H, H moves to Neg 
and then to Pol, and the discontinuous maa-H-š pattern arises. 

  b. Otherwise, Neg incorporates into Pol, giving rise to the miš pattern. 

To illustrate from the contrast between perfective verb forms and prospective im-
perfective forms (cf. the two sentences in 1 and 7b), the two negation patterns are 
derived as in (19a,b), respectively, irrelevant details aside. 

 (19) a. [PolP Pol [NegP Neg [TP T[+past] [vP v [VP V ...]]]]] → [maa-nim-t-i-š]
   

  b. [PolP Pol [NegP Neg [TP T[–past] [AspP Asp [vP v [VP V ...]]]]]] 
          → [miš ћa-saafir]

Similar derivations can be given for each structure associated with one of the two 
negation patterns, where the presence of a hosting head gives rise to discontinuous 
negation (cf. the examples in 6), or, otherwise, the independent pattern surfaces 
(cf. the data in 7). Thus, structures where Neg is adjacent to T[+past], a pronominal, 
the existential expletive fii(h), and PPs whose complement is a pronominal clitic 
are derived under step (18a).18 By contrast, structures where Neg is adjacent to 
T[–past] in a verbless sentence or to a prospective aspectual head are derived under 
step (18b).19 Structures where Neg is adjacent to other non-prospective aspectual 

17. This is comparable to what happens in negative concord sentences, where the presence of mul-
tiple negative elements does not lead to a double negation interpretation, under the assumption that 
negative concord items are formally, but not semantically, negative (see, for example, Zeijlstra 2008).
18. To be more explicit, overt pronominal and expletive subjects occupy SpecTP, hence are 
adjacent to Neg and Pol. Similarly, PPs host negation only when they occur as fronted predi-
cates, hence, they are also assumed to occupy SpecTP in such cases via predicate inversion, and 
are, therefore, a closer host to Neg and Pol than T is. These three categories, thus, behave like 
XPs for theta-assignment purposes and as X0’s for the purpose of head movement, comparable 
to clitics in other languages (e.g., Romance). 
19. T[–Past] is always null in Arabic dialects, as evidenced by the absence of a present tense form 
of the copula, giving rise to so-called verbless sentences (see Benmamoun 2000 and references 
cited there for a discussion). It is no surprise, therefore, that it cannot function as a host for nega-
tion in such contexts, hence the occurrence of the miš pattern. 
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heads (e.g., habitual or progressive Asp) may be derived under either step in (18), 
thereby giving rise to the compatibility of either negation pattern with these par-
ticular verb forms (cf. 6a and 7a). 

Similarly, under this analysis, dialectal variation with regard to which syntac-
tic categories may host negation is a purely morphological fact about each dialect. 
For example, at Spell-out, nouns and adjectives adjacent to Neg and Pol behave 
under step (18a) in MA, but under step (18b) in CEA, thereby explaining the con-
trast in negation between the examples given earlier in (8) and (9). By the same 
token, the proposed analysis allows us to account for the range of dialectal varia-
tion noted earlier with regard to the occurrence of discontinuous negation with 
perfective verb forms, as in Sharqiyyah Egyptian Arabic and child language (cf. 
11). Under this analysis, V in such dialects raises all the way to T[+past], but does 
not act as a hosting head, forcing step (18b) to apply. In Section 6 below, I discuss 
further cross-dialectal implications of the analysis proposed in this section.

In sum, a split-Neg analysis of sentential negation allows us to derive the dis-
tribution of the two negation patterns in CEA in the mapping from the syntax to 
the morphology, where notions such as affixality, adjacency, and hosting heads 
play a central role. It remains to see if the proposed analysis can also account for 
empirical facts outside the core facts of negation patterns. I explore three types of 
such empirical consequences in the next section. 

6. Empirical consequences of the split-Neg analysis 

In this section I explore the implications of a split-Neg analysis of negation in CEA 
in three empirical domains: The behavior of the -š enclitic in NPI contexts, the 
cross-dialectal variation in negation strategies in Arabic dialects in terms of the 
Jespersen’s Cycle, and constructions in CEA where sentential negation is marked 
by (wa)laa. I discuss each in turn. 

6.1 Empirical consequences I: Revisiting the behavior of -š in NPI contexts

In Section 4, I pointed out the morphosyntactic discrepancy in the behavior of 
different NPIs in CEA with regard to their interaction with the -š enclitic: When 
the NPI ʕumr (= ‘ever’) occurs in pre-negative position, -š is obligatorily deleted 
from the verbal complex. By contrast, the occurrence of the NPI lissah (= ‘yet’) in 
pre-negative position does not induce a similar effect, and the -š enclitic has 
to obligatorily surface on the verb. One advantage of the split-Neg analysis, as I 
argue in Soltan (2012), is that it allows us to provide a principled account for this 
morphosyntactic fact by targeting -š for deletion under certain conditions, a 
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solution that is not readily available under either the SpecNegP or the discontinu-
ous head analyses, as pointed out earlier in Section 4. In this subsection, I present 
a summary of the account in Soltan (2012) as one example of the kind of empirical 
consequences that the analysis presented here can have. 

As it turns out, the key to the solution of the puzzle of -š deletion in CEA has 
to do with the ‘formal negativity’ (or lack thereof) associated with different NPIs. 
In particular, I argue, on the basis of diagnostic tests, that some NPIs are for-
mally marked as negative, while others are not so marked, and that the overt re-
alization of -š is only compatible with NPIs that have matching formal features.20 
Formal negativity can be determined by an item’s synchronic behavior in the lan-
guage and possibly by considering its diachrony as well. Below, I discuss this with 
regard to the two NPIs ʕumr and lissah, as well as the -š enclitic of the negation 
morpheme.

One test to determine the formal negativity of a lexical item has to do with 
whether or not it is compatible with nonnegative environments such as interroga-
tives or the protasis of a conditional. As it turns out, the NPI ʕumr may indeed 
occur in such contexts, as (20) shows, which suggests that it is nonnegative. By 
contrast, the NPI lissah cannot appear in questions, except in the presence of the 
overtly negative morpheme wallaa (21a), nor in conditionals (21b), which sug-
gests that it is lexically negative.

 (20) a. ʔinta ʕumr-ak safir-t Masr?
   you ever-you travel.perf.2sgm Egypt
   ‘Have you ever traveled to Egypt?’
  b. law ʕumr-ak safir-t Masr laazim tǝ-zuur
   if ever-you travel.perf.2sgm Egypt must.ptcp ipfv-visit.2sgm
   ʔaswaan
   Aswan
   ‘If you ever travel to Egypt, you must visit Aswan.’
 (21) a. Ahmad gih *(wallaa) lissah?
   Ahmad come.perf.3sgm or.not yet
   ‘Has Ahmad come or not yet?’
  b. *law Ahmad gih lissah ...
   if Ahmad come.perf.3sgm yet
   ‘*If Ahmad arrived yet, ...’

20. The proposal is familiar from work on negative concord items, which have been argued to 
be ‘negative,’ as opposed to NPIs of the any-type, which are typically assumed to be nonnegative. 
For a recent discussion of negative concord, see Penka (2011) and references cited there. 
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A second diagnostic for the formal negativity of an NPI is whether it may occur as 
a fragment answer. As it turns out, while ʕumr does not occur in that function 
(22b), lissah does (23b).21

 (22) a. ʔinta safir-t Masr ʔabl kida?
   you travel.perf-1sgm Egypt before this
   ‘Have you traveled to Egypt before?’
  b. *ʕumr-ii
   ever-my
   ‘Never.’

 (23) a. huwwa Mona wasal-it?
   Q Mona arrive.perf.3sgf
   ‘Has Mona arrived?’
  b. lissah
   yet
   ‘Not yet.’

Consider now the distribution of the -š enclitic. Like lissah, but unlike ʕumr, the -š 
enclitic may not occur in questions or conditionals, as the ungrammaticality of the 
examples in (24) shows, thereby suggesting that it is also an element lexically 
marked for formal negativity. 

 (24) a. *šuft-i-š Ahmad ʔin-nahaar-da?
   see.perf.2sgm-ev-neg Ahmad the-day-this
   Intended reading: ‘Did you see Ahmad today?’

  b. *law šuft-i-š Ahmad ʔin-nahaar-da ...
   if see.perf.2sgm-ev-neg Ahmad the-day-this
   Intended reading: ‘If you saw Ahmad today, ...’

On the other hand, when we consider the diachrony of the three items, we also 
arrive at the same conclusions regarding the negativity status of each. ʕumr is his-
torically derived from the noun ʕumr (= ‘life/age’), and is, thus, nonnegative in 
origin. The origin of lissah, by contrast, is not as clear, but it may have been 
derived from laysa, a negation marker from Classical Arabic, or from the phrase 

21. A reviewer points out that since lissah can function as a fragment answer, it should be treated 
as an N-word (in the sense of Laka 1990), not an NPI. Recall from footnote 12 that I am using the 
term NPI in its general sense of polarity-sensitive items. That terminological issue aside, the re-
viewer’s observation is in full conformity with the analysis proposed in the text: Some elements that 
are licensed in the scope of negation induce -š deletion, but others do not. The proposed analysis 
accounts for this by appeal to the featural negativity (or lack thereof) of such terms, a property that 
can be empirically tested via the diagnostics used and illustrated in this section of the paper.
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li-s-saaʕah (literally, ‘to the hour’) when used in negative contexts. As for -š, it is 
generally assumed to be a phonological reduction of the Classical Arabic noun 
šayʔ (literally = ‘a thing’) in its accusative adverbial NPI function, as in the Quran-
ic verse in (25) below, hence its origin is also probably negative (Lucas 2010).

 (25) ʔinna ʔallah-a laa ya-ð̣lim-u ʔan-naas-a šayʔ-an
  comp Allah-acc neg ipfv-be.unjust-ind the-people-acc thing-acc
  wa-laakinna ʔan-naas-a ʔanfus-a-hum
  and-but the-people-acc selves-acc-their 
  ya-ð̣lim-uun
  ipfv-be.unjust-ind (Qur’an 10: 44)
  ‘Allah is not unjust to people one bit; it is they who are unjust to themselves.’

To sum up the discussion so far, given the synchronic and diachronic evidence 
presented above, we may conclude that while the NPI ʕumr is nonnegative, both 
the NPI lissah and the -š segment of the negation morpheme appear to be for-
mally negative. Adding the negation marker maa, which is the locus of semantic 
negation, to the list, we can summarize the grammatical properties of the four 
items as in the table in (26).

(26) -š lissah ʕumr maa
Diachronic origin Noun used 

as an NPI
Perhaps from a 
negative usage

Noun mean-
ing ‘age/life’

Negative 
morpheme

Compatibility with 
nonnegative 
contexts

No No Yes

Occurrence as a 
fragment answer

N/A Yes No

Negativity status Formal Formal Nonnegative Semantic

Given (26), we are in a position to restate the empirical fact regarding the surfac-
ing of -š (or lack thereof) in CEA NPI contexts, as follows: The -š enclitic, a for-
mally negative element, disappears in the presence of a nonnegative NPI such as 
ʕumr, but is retained in the presence of a negative NPI such as lissah. The phenom-
enon, however, is sensitive to locality: -š disappears only when ʕumr is ‘close by’ 
(i.e., in pre-negative position), but not when it is relatively distant (i.e., in postver-
bal position), as shown earlier by the contrast between (14a) and (14b).22 We may 

22. Notice that ʕumr still has to be semantically licensed under c-command by an appropriate 
operator, either downward entailing in the sense of Ladusaw (1979), or nonveridical in the sense 
of Giannakidou (1998). Polarity-sensitive items like lissah, by contrast, have to be both formally 
and semantically licensed given their featural make-up. 
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thus restate this morphosyntactic fact in the form of the descriptive generalization 
in (27), where Neg is used to refer to -š, as it is narrowly defined in this paper. 

 (27) Within a local domain, Neg is not Spelled-out in the presence of an NPI 
that is formally nonnegative; otherwise it is phonologically realized.

In Soltan (2012), I propose to derive the generalization in (27) from a general 
interface condition on the Spell-out of formal features licensed in the syntax, as 
in (28), where ‘local domain’ is taken to correspond to ‘a phase,’ in the sense of 
Chomsky (2001), i.e., CP and vP.23 

 (28) Minimize Formal Feature Mismatch (MFFM): At Spell-out, minimize formal 
feature mismatch on licensees of the same licenser within a local domain.

If this analysis is on the right track, it provides an empirical argument in support 
of a split-Neg analysis, since only by splitting the Neg-domain into two heads, we 
are able to formulate a rule to target -š for deletion. Such a possibility is not straight-
forwardly available under non-split-Neg analyses of CEA negation.24 In the rest of 
this section, I discuss two other grammatical contexts where -š deletes, showing 
that they also follow from the MFFM principle in (28).25

The phenomenon of -š deletion discussed in this section also takes place in 
some other restricted syntactic environments in CEA. Two idiomatic expres-
sions that induce -š deletion are ʕannak and ʔinšallah. As an idiom, ʕannak, 
which is literally a PP meaning ‘about you,’ roughly translates as ‘I don’t give a 
damn [if you don’t do X],’ when used in negative contexts. Similarly, ʔinšallah 
(which is a phonologically modified form of ʔin shaaʔa llaah, the common 
expression meaning ‘God’s willing’ in Arabic dialects), when used in negative 

23. One advantage of the formulation of MFFM in (28) is that it predicts -š deletion in contexts 
where the mismatch has to do with other features than just formal negativity, as will be dis-
cussed later in this section. 
24. A question arises regarding the behavior of -š in MA NPI contexts discussed earlier in 
Section 4 (cf. the examples in 13). There are two possibilities to consider here. One is that, unlike 
in CEA, principle (28) in MA is not sensitive to locality, hence forcing -š to delete nonlocally. 
Another potential explanation is that perhaps MA developed a French-style Spec-head configu-
ration for its bipartite negation rather than a split-Neg structure, thereby explaining the comple-
mentary distribution between -š and NPIs in the dialect. At this point, I have no evidence to 
favor one explanation over the other. 
25. There seems to be cross-linguistic evidence for the feasibility of MFFM, since multiple li-
censing configurations discussed in the minimalist literature are typically characterized by fea-
ture match, e.g., multiple nominative structures in Japanese derived via Multiple Agree (Hiraiwa 
2001) and multiple negative concord structures in West Flemish derived via Binary Agree 
(Haegeman and Lohndal 2010). Such facts suggest that MFFM is on the right track as a general 
condition on multiple licensing configurations. 
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sentences, also has the admonishing interpretation ‘I don’t give a damn [if you 
don’t do X].’ The following two examples illustrate the usage of ʕannak and 
ʔinšallah in CEA.

 (29) a. ʕann-ak maa-geet(*-š)
   about-you neg-come.perf.2sgm-(*neg)
   ‘I don’t give a damn if you don’t come.’
  b. ʔinšallah maa-geet(*-š)
   God’s willing neg-come.perf.2sgm-(*neg)
   ‘I don’t give a damn if you don’t come.’

It is reasonable to assume that both expressions have some feature that needs to be 
licensed by negation in such contexts. No matter what the exact nature of that 
feature may be, the presence of such expressions will always create a grammatical 
context where -š is in the vicinity of an XP with a mismatching feature, thereby 
forcing -š to delete, as observed in (29). 

The same can be said about the oath expression wallaahi (= ‘by God’), which, 
when used in negative contexts, is typically incompatible with -š, particularly when 
it is phonologically stressed, and/or syntactically modified by the adjective ʔil-
ʕaziim (= ‘the great’), to signal a more emphatic denial.26 

 (30) a. wallaahi l-ʕaziim maa-ʔaxad-t(*?-š) minn-uh ħaaga
   by God the-great neg-take.perf.1sgm-(*?neg) from-him thing
   ‘I swear I did not take anything from him.’
  b. wallaahi l-ʕaziim maa-ʕraf(*?-š) ʕann-uh ħaaga
   by God the-great neg-ipfv.know.1sgm-(*?neg) about-him thing
   ‘I swear I do not know anything about him.’

Under the analysis adopted in this section, this follows if, in those contexts where 
wallaahi carries an emphasized denial feature, it has to be licensed by semantic 
negation (Pol in our terms), which, in turn, creates feature mismatch with -š at 
the point of Spell-out, leading to -š deletion. What is interesting, however, is 
that, unlike the idiomatic expressions in (30), wallaahi may actually appear in 
post-negative position. When that happens, -š has to obligatorily surface, as 
shown by (31), whether or not wallaahi is phonologically and/or syntactically 
marked for emphasized denial, which is what we expect given that principle (28) 
is sensitive to locality. 

26. As the ‘*?’ indicates, the occurrence of -š in such contexts is not totally ungrammatical; it is 
definitely less preferable, though. I have no explanation at the moment for this case of gram-
maticality gradation. 
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 (31) a. maa-ʔaxad-t-i-*(š) minn-uh ħaaga wallaahi l-ʕaziim
   neg-take.perf-1sgm-ev-*(neg) from-him thing by God the-great
   ‘I swear I did not take anything from him.’
  b. maa-ʕraf-*(š) ʔann-uh ħaaga wallaahi l-ʕaziim
   neg-ipfv.know.1sgm-*(neg) about-him thing by God the-great
   ‘I swear I do not know anything about him.’

In sum, I have argued in this section that an explanation for the morphosyn-
tactic puzzle of -š deletion in polarity-sensitive contexts in CEA follows from a 
(potentially general) interface principle that regulates Spell-out in multiple li-
censing configurations. I have also shown that the principle proposed can nat-
urally extend to account for other grammatical environments where -š 
gets deleted. I take that as evidence for the empirical adequacy of the split-Neg 
analysis.

6.2 Empirical consequences II: Dialectal variation and the Jespersen’s cycle

In this section, I consider the empirical consequences of a split-Neg analysis for 
the study of negation variation across modern Arabic dialects. Since a full discus-
sion of such variation is beyond the scope of this paper, the section mainly aims to 
provide the general implications of the proposed analysis for the major negation 
strategies used in today’s Arabic dialects. 

One tacit assumption of the analysis presented here is that splitting of Neg 
in CEA must have occurred at one point in the historical development of the 
dialect, reflecting the workings of the Jespersen’s cycle (Jespersen 1917), which is 
typically posited in accounts of diachronic changes in negation marking in hu-
man languages. This predicts that dialects with no discontinuous negation will 
not have -š (or some similar morpheme) in the make-up of their independent 
negation marker. This is indeed the case in Syrian and Kuwaiti Arabic, for ex-
ample, as discussed in Brustad (2000), who provides a comparative account of 
negation strategies in four Arabic dialects: Egyptian, Moroccan, Syrian and 
Kuwaiti. Since I have already illustrated sentential negation patterns in CEA in 
this paper, I only provide examples of sentential negation in Moroccan, Syrian, 
and Kuwaiti below.

 (32) a. Nadia ma-ža-t-š (Moroccan; Benmamoun 2000: 69)
   Nadia neg-come.perf.3sgf-neg
   ‘Nadia didn’t come.’
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  b. Nadia ma-ši fǝ-l-madrsa (Moroccan; Benmamoun 2000: 73)
   Nadia neg-neg in-the-school
   ‘Nadia is not at school.’
 (33) a. maa b-tu-fruq maʕ-u (Syrian; Brustad 2000: 280)
   neg asp-ipfv-differ.3sgf with-him
   ‘I doesn’t make any difference to him.’
  b. muu muʕallme (Syrian; Brustad 2000: 280)
   neg educated
   ‘(She’s) not educated.’
 (34) a. maa yi-ħibb-ha (Kuwaiti; Brustad 2000: 280)
   neg ipfv-love.3sgm-her
   ‘He doesn’t love her.’
  b. muu ħilwa (Kuwaiti; Brustad 2000: 280)
   neg pretty
   ‘(She’s) not pretty.’

Brustad gives Table 1 to illustrate the contrasts in negation markers between the 
four dialects.27 

Under the analysis proposed here, the negation marker distribution shown in 
Table 1 follows straightforwardly: Dialects like Moroccan and Egyptian, which 
underwent the Jespersen’s cycle, created a split-Neg structure, where Pol is maa 
and Neg is -š. As we should expect, this -š head will typically show in both nega-
tion patterns, as the Moroccan and Egyptian cells in the table show. By contrast, 
dialects like Syrian and Kuwaiti, which have not undergone the Jespersen’s cycle, 

Table 1. Sentential negation markers in four Arabic dialects (Brustad 2000: 282).28

Verbal negation Predicate negation

Moroccan maa...š(i) maaši
Egyptian maa...š(i) miš
Syrian maa muu
Kuwaiti maa muu

27. Brustad’s ‘verbal negation’ and ‘predicate negation’ for the most part correspond, 
respectively, to what we have called ‘discontinuous negation’ and ‘independent negation,’ in 
this paper. 
28. I have adjusted the phonetic transcription in Brustad’s table to conform to the transcription 
system used in this paper.
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have no split-Neg structure, and as a result, show no -š segment in any of their 
negation patterns, which is what we expect if the analysis given here is correct.29

Furthermore, given the Jespersen’s cycle, we should predict that some Arabic 
dialects would eventually convert a split-Neg configuration back into a non-split-
Neg structure. In other words, we should expect some dialects to drop the maa 
proclitic entirely and promote -š to be the semantic negation operator. This has 
been reported to have happened already in the Lebanese dialect of Baskinta, cited 
in Abu Haidar (1979), and in one Jordanian dialect reported in Palva (1972). Il-
lustrating examples are given in (35), as cited in Benmamoun (2000: 70). 

 (35) a. bi-t-ħibb-š šuɣl il-bayt
   asp-ipfv-like.3sgf-neg work the-house
   ‘She doesn’t like housework.’
  b. bǝdd-ii-š
   want-my-neg
   ‘I don’t want.’

Similarly, Hoyt (2007) and Lucas (2010) discuss evidence that, for some speakers 
of Palestinian Arabic, a transition is occurring from discontinuous negation to a 
pattern of negation where only -š is used. While these speakers still produce dis-
continuous negation, it has become customary for them to drop the maa head in 
certain contexts, subject to certain grammatical restrictions. Lucas (2010: 191) 
speculates that ‘successive generations of children acquiring this system will grad-
ually fail to learn and apply this restriction, and the postverbal construction will 
thus be extended throughout the whole of the verbal paradigm.’ In our terms, 
speakers of this dialect are currently alternating between a split-Neg and a non-
split-Neg structure in their grammar. If this grammatical trend continues to be 

29. It should be noted here that I am assuming that a split-Neg is only one manifestation of the 
Jespersen’s cycle. Another manifestation, which is more commonly assumed in the relevant lit-
erature, is that bipartite negation arises due to an element becoming a Spec of the original Neg 
head in a language, as is generally assumed for the development of French ne…pas, for example. 
This leaves it as an open possibility that negation in some Arabic dialects may have developed 
along the French-style Spec-Neg configuration. The NPI facts cited in Section 4 from Moroccan 
Arabic seem to suggest that this may have been the case in this dialect. Another possibility is that 
the two strategies, splitting Neg or creating a Spec for Neg, are not mutually exclusive, but can 
develop at different stages in the history of a language. Another interesting question still is 
whether dialects that complete the cycle and end up with postverbal negation only also change 
the position of NegP hierarchically from higher than TP to lower than TP. Hopefully, future in-
vestigations of negation strategies in Arabic dialects as well as their historical development can 
shed more light on these questions and others. For a detailed study of linguistic cycles, including 
the negative cycle, see Gelderen (2008, 2011); for a recent discussion of the history of negation 
in Arabic and Afro-Asiatic, see Lucas (2013).
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robust in the primary linguistic data, new generations of children acquiring the 
dialect are more than likely to end up taking the dialect in the direction of a non-
split-Neg, where maa disappears and -š becomes the marker for semantic nega-
tion, which would complete the Jespersen’s cycle in this dialect. 

Reasons of space as well as lack of knowledge of other relevant facts in a vari-
ety of Arabic dialects do not allow me to provide a full discussion of negation 
variation between more Arabic dialects here. However, it is clear that the proposed 
split-Neg analysis has the potential to explain how contrasts in the negation sys-
tems of these dialects can be accounted for, including how the Jespersen’s cycle has 
manifested itself differently across dialects. It is hoped that this topic will continue 
to garner more interest in future research on Arabic negation. 

6.3 Empirical consequences III: Sentential negation with (wa)laa in CEA

In this section, I discuss a third pattern of negation in CEA that has not received 
much attention in the literature, offering a tentative analysis for its occurrence within 
the current proposal. This pattern, which is rather limited in its usage, occurs in 
negative disjunction (ND) and negative concord (NC) structures only. It is charac-
terized by sentential negation being marked by either laa or walaa in ND structures, 
and by the term walaa in NC contexts. The use of this negation pattern is also seman-
tically marked in the sense that it is felt to express an emphatic type of negation. I 
provide illustrating examples for its usage in both ND and NC constructions below. 

Laa is a negative marker from Classical Arabic, but is not as commonly used to 
mark sentential negation in the modern dialects as maa is. Laa is still used, however, 
for other negative functions. For example, in CEA, laa is still productive in the gram-
matical context of negative disjunction, where it marks disjuncts in the scope of nega-
tion. In such contexts, laa also appears in free alternation with walaa, as illustrated in 
the sentences in (36) below. (For convenience, in the data below, I mark the free alter-
nation between laa and walaa as (wa)laa, per the standard bracketing convention).30

 (36) a. Ahmad maa-šrib-š (wa)laa ʔahwa walaa šaay
   Ahmad neg-drink.perf.3sgm-neg (and)-no coffee and-no tea
   ‘Ahmad drank neither coffee nor tea.’
  b. Ahmad miš ħa-yi-šrab (wa)laa ʔahwa walaa šaay
   Ahmad neg fut-ipfv-drink.3sgm (and)-no coffee and-no tea
   ‘Ahmad will drink neither coffee nor tea.’

30. Notice that while either laa or walaa can be used to mark the first disjunct, only walaa can 
be used before the second disjunct, as the ungrammaticality of (i) below shows.
 (i) *Ahmad maa-šrib-š (wa)laa ʔahwa laa šaay
  Ahmad neg-drink.perf.3sgm-neg (and)no coffee and-no tea
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What is relevant to the topic of this paper is that, in addition to using the regular 
maa...š and miš patterns in ND contexts, as in (36), a marked pattern in these con-
structions obtains when the laa or walaa itself is used as the sentential negation 
maker, as illustrated in (37).31

 (37) a. Ahmad (wa)laa širib (walaa) ʔahwa walaa šaay
   Ahmad neg drink.perf.3sgm and-no coffee and-no tea
   ‘Ahmad drank neither coffee nor tea.’
  b. Ahmad (wa)laa ħa-yi-šrab (walaa) ʔahwa walaa šaay
   Ahmad neg fut-ipfv-drink.3sgm and-no coffee and-no tea
   ‘Ahmad will drink neither coffee nor tea.’

Notice that when (wa)laa is used in this function, the verb may not appear with 
the -š enclitic, as (38) shows.

 (38) *Ahmad (wa)laa šrib-š (walaa) ʔahwa walaa šaay
  Ahmad neg drink.perf.3sgm-neg and-no coffee and-no tea
  ‘Ahmad drank neither coffee nor tea.’

A very similar pattern of negation also appears in negative concord structures, 
where the negative concord item (NCI) walaa can be used to mark negation.32 
Compare (39a), a typical NC sentence, with (39b), where the NCI walaa appears 
as the sentential negation marker in pre-predicate position, and again crucially 
without the -š enclitic appearing on the verb, as shown by the ungrammaticality 
of (39c). 

 (39) a. ʔanaa maa-fhim-t-i-š walaa ħaaga min
   I neg-understand.perf.1sg-ev-neg no thing from
   kalaam-u-h
   speech-ev-his
   ‘I did not understand anything from his speech.’
  b. ʔanaa walaa fhim-t ħaaga min kalaam-u-h
   I neg understand.perf.1sg thing from speech-ev-his
   ‘I did not understand anything from his speech.’
  c. *ʔanaa walaa fhim-t-i-š ħaaga min
   I neg understand.perf.1sg-ev-neg thing from
   kalaam-u-h
   speech-ev-his 

31. I gloss (wa)laa as Neg when used to mark sentential negation, and in its literal meaning ‘and-
no,’ when used to mark negative disjunction, just to distinguish the two functions of the term.
32. For a discussion of NC in both Egyptian and Moroccan Arabic, see Ouali and Soltan (2014).
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Given that an account of these facts requires a full study of negative disjunction 
and negative concord in CEA, I will only speculate here on how this marked pat-
tern comes to emerge in these particular contexts, hoping that more research on 
these constructions will provide us with a less speculative analysis. 

It has been proposed that NC should be analyzed as a case of syntactic agree-
ment in terms of feature licensing in the minimalist sense (Zeijlstra 2004, 2008; 
Watanabe 2004; Kuno 2007; Ouali and Soltan 2014). Let us also assume that ND 
involves a similar operation, especially in languages like CEA where the ND 
operator and the NCI are (almost) identical. This means that ND (wa)laa and 
NC walaa are licensed via Agree with the head encoding semantic negation, Pol 
in our split-Neg analysis. If nothing more than long-distance Agree takes place, 
the usual negation patterns will emerge, giving rise to structures such as (36) 
and (39a). 

The question that arises here is: How do we derive sentences like (37) and 
(39b)? Recall that such sentences are felt to be more emphatic in their negation 
than their counterparts in (36) and (39a). Suppose that in such emphatic contexts, 
Pol carries an uninterpretable focus feature, call it [uFoc], which has to get li-
censed by a matching interpretable feature [iFoc] on the ND marker (wa)laa or the 
NCI walaa via an Agree relation, as in (40).33

 (40) [PolP Pol[uFoc] [NegP Neg [TP T [vP v [VP ... (wa)laa[iFoc] ...]]]]]
   Agree
  

Suppose further that, at the PF interface, a Pol-Neg complex marked with a checked 
[uFoc] is spelled-out as a copy of the Agreed-with Goal. This would account for 
the observed negation pattern in structures such as (37) and (39b), including the 
fact that the -š enclitic may not surface with this pattern. 

While a number of questions remain to be answered for the syntax of ND and 
NC in general, all of which are beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth pointing 
out again that the particular pattern of negation discussed in this section is rather 
marked in the language, and, therefore, it is plausible to expect its derivation to 
involve some ‘marked’ operation like Goal-copying. Whether such an operation 
can be independently motivated in this language and others is an empirical 
question that will hopefully be elucidated by further research within Agree-based 
approaches. 

33. I assume here that the ND and NC items also carry a [uNeg] feature by virtue of them being 
polarity-sensitive items, which is licensed in the process of Agree-ing with Pol.
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7. Conclusions 

In this paper, I have proposed an analysis of the distribution of negation patterns 
in CEA in terms of head movement taking place in the mapping from the syntax 
to the morphology, where the relevant notions are affixality, hosting heads, and 
adjacency. I have also provided empirical evidence showing that placing Neg above 
T in the clausal hierarchy allows us to account for attested patterns of negation that 
are problematic under a low-Neg analysis. I have also shown that by splitting the 
negative domain into Pol and Neg, we are able not only to derive the distribution 
of negation patterns in CEA, but also to formulate a rule (which can potentially be 
reduced to the effects of a general interface principle) to target -š for deletion in 
certain NPI contexts, but not in others, hence allowing us to explain away a mor-
phosyntactic puzzle from CEA negation contexts. In addition, I have discussed the 
empirical implications of the proposed analysis for variation among Arabic dia-
lects in negation strategies, showing that a split-Neg analysis is compatible with 
trends in the historical development of negation as defined by the Jespersen’s cycle. 
Finally, I illustrated a marked negation pattern occasionally used in negative dis-
junction and negative concord structures in CEA, offering a tentative answer as to 
why the grammar allows such a pattern. While a set of questions about the mor-
phosyntax of negation in Arabic dialects have been answered here, a new set of 
questions also emerge, and will hopefully continue to garner more interest among 
Arabic scholars in future research.
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Multiple agreement in Arabic

Hamid Ouali*
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

This article analyzes multiple subject verb agreement in complex tense clauses 
in light of the Feature Inheritance (FI) approach (Chomsky 2008, 2013). 
After establishing that these complex tense clauses are bi-clausal with two TP 
projections and one CP, I argue that they present a challenge to FI according to 
which C is the locus of φ-features. I propose an analysis where I maintain that 
T is lexically specified for φ-features and show how this view can account for all 
the multiple agreement facts.

Keywords: Agreement, Multiple Agreement, Agree, Complex Tense, Feature 
Inheritance 

1. Introduction

Agreement has been a central concept in the syntactic theory of human language. 
Within Government and Binding (GB) framework, agreement was a result of the 
structural relation of Government; within Principles & Parameters and early 
Minimalism it was a result of Spec-Head relations; and within recent Minimalism, 
agreement is a result of an Agree operation.

Under the Agree analysis, the head bearing agreement features establishes an 
Agree relation with an argument. Subject-verb agreement in English, for example, 
results from T, which bears φ-features, establishing an Agree relation with the sub-
ject as schematized below:

* I would like to thank Karen Froud and Reem Khamis-Dakwar for all their help and for 
their patience during the editorial process of this volume. I also thank Abbas Benmamoun, 
Usama Soltan, and the audience at the Arabic Linguistics Symposium at Columbia University 
for very useful comments and suggestions. Needless to say that I bear sole responsibility for 
any errors.
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 (1) 

Chomsky (2007, 2008, and 2013) has proposed, for conceptual and empirical rea-
sons, that T is not the locus of φ-features but inherits these features from C. 
Richards (2007) provides further conceptual arguments for Feature Inheritance 
under the Phase theory (see also Miyagawa, 2010 and Ouali, 2008 and 2011). The 
Feature Inheritance approach seems to account for simple finite clauses and finite 
embedded clauses in English, which presumably have a single C and a single T. 
However, there are contexts in Arabic which seem to present a puzzle for this ap-
proach. These are cases of complex tense clauses that involve a copula and a main 
verb, both of which inflect for subject agreement as shown in (2):1

 (2) Kan-a l-walad-u j-aktub-u r-risalat-a
  be.perf-3s the-boy-nom 3s-write.imperf-ind the-letter-acc
  ‘the boy was writing the letter’

Complex tense clauses, such as (1) exhibit subject-verb agreement on both the 
copula and the main verb but seem to involve structurally two T heads and one C. 
The goal of this paper is to examine the clause structure in complex tense con-
structions and its implication on the C-T feature inheritance. I will argue that the 
structure of clauses denoting complex tense involves two T heads and one C, and 
that agreement in Arabic does not involve feature inheritance from C to T as was 
proposed for English (Chomsky, 2008, 2013). I will argue that T is inherently spec-
ified for φ-features and demonstrate that agreement in these clauses is result of a 
multi-Agree relation between the matrix T, the lower T, and the DP subject. This 
paper is organized as follows: section two discusses the Feature Inheritance ap-
proach and the challenges it faces regarding the Arabic facts, section three presents 
the properties of complex tense clauses, section four details an analysis of multiple 
agreement found in complex tense clauses in Arabic , and section five concludes.

1. I use complex tense clauses to refer sentences with verb complex forms that involve the 
copula kana and a main verb in Arabic. The copula can be in either the perfective form or 
imperfective form and can combine with a main verb in either perfective form or imperfective. 
These combinations can yield different tenses that span from past progressive as in (2) to com-
pound tenses such as future in the past.

TP

T′

T vP

Subj …
Agree

farukakkus
Highlight

farukakkus
Highlight
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2. Feature Inheritance and multiple agreement in Arabic

Chomsky (2007, 2008, and 2013) proposes that Agreement features are associated 
with C, the phase head, and that T inherits these features in the course of the 
derivation prior to establishing an Agree relation with the subject (see also 
Carstens, 2003 and Richards, 2007 among many others). Chomsky (2013) writes:

... there is good reason to suppose that the φ-features of T are in fact inherited 
from C and ... the tense feature as well. The system is simplified if features of an 
LI cannot move independently of the feature bundle to which they belong. That 
would entail that all the features of C should be inherited by T, including not only 
tense (as is overt) but also Q. (p.15)

Chomsky (2008) also writes:

It seems problematic for T to fail to define a phase boundary along with C, since 
on the surface it seems to be T, not C, that is the locus of the φ-features that are in-
volved in the Nominative-agreement system, and raising of the external argument 
subject or unaccusative/passive object to SPEC-T. There is, however, antecedent 
reason to suspect otherwise.... The antecedent reason is that for T, φ-features and 
Tense appear to be derivative from C. In the lexicon, T lacks these features. T 
manifests them if and only if it is selected by C... if not, it is a raising (or ECM) 
infinitival, lacking φ-features and tense. So it makes sense to assume that Agree- 
and Tense-features are inherited from C, the phase head. (p. 143)

 (3) 

There are conceptual reasons that necessitate Chomsky’s C-T feature inheritance 
proposal and empirical facts that lend support to it. Regarding the conceptual rea-
sons, Richards (2007) argues that grammatical features that are responsible for 
computations such as movement show up solely on the phase heads C/v. It is there-
fore conceptually reasonable to assume that C, being the upper phase head, is the 
locus of φ-features.

CP

C´

T

C
φ-features

TP

T´
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Empirical evidence for feature inheritance comes from ECM constructions 
such as (3) in English (Chomsky, 2008), where nonfinite embedded clauses can 
never begin with a complementizer because complementizers are associated with 
finiteness:

 (4) Bill wants (*that) her to win

 Also, in some West Germanic languages and dialects such as Limburgian (below) 
and West Flemish, C inflects for agreement (Carstens, 2003, Haegeman, 1993, and 
recently Haegeman & von Koppen, 2012).

 (5) Ich denk de- s doow Marie ontmoet- s. (Limburgian)
  I think that-2sg you.sg Marie meet-2sg
  ‘I think that you will meet Marie’ (Haegeman & von Koppen, 2012, p. 441)

In English, lack of subject-verb agreement indicates the absence of C in the deriva-
tion, as is the case in nonfinite clauses. Conversely, subject-verb agreement 
indicates the presence of C in the derivation hence the C-T φ-features yielding 
agreement, as is the case in finite clauses. In Arabic, however, this is not always 
true. That is, if we examine the sentence in (6), a case of multiple agreement from 
MA, one could argue that the higher T in the structure of the clause is selected by 
C and therefore inherits the φ-features from it, prior to establishing an Agree rela-
tion with the subject:

     Agree

 (6) [CP C Tɣa j-kun-u l-wlad T ka j-akl-u 
    fut 3-be.imperf-p the-boys T asp 3-eat.imperf-p 
  ‘the boys will be eating’

This would explain the full subject-verb agreement on the copula kana. The 
question that we would need to answer is: How do we get agreement on the 
main verb? This agreement is presumably a result of an Agree relation between the 
lower T and the subject.2 However, since the lower T is not selected by C, it cannot 
inherit the φ-features. In fact, T cannot be selected by C, since overt Complemen-
tizers are prohibited in that context as shown by the ungrammaticality of (7):

2.  The subject could either be the lexical argument l-wlad “the boys”, assuming that it is first 
merged as an argument of the main verb in lower vP:
  a. ɣa j-kun-u l-wlad ka [vP l-wlad j-akl-u]
 or be a null pronoun if the lexical argument is merged higher in the structure:
  b. ɣa j-kun-u l-wlad ka [vP pro j-akl-u]
 In Section 3, I will argue for the latter.
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 (7) *ɣa j-kun-u l-wlad bəlli ka j-aklu-u
  fut 3-be.imperf-p the-boys Comp asp 3-eat.imperf-p 

This leads us to conclude that C-T φ-feature inheritance must be parameterized. 
In English-type languages, C is inherently specified for φ-features, and T acquires 
these features through inheritance in the course of the derivation. In Arabic-type 
languages, however, T is lexically specified for φ-features. How can we account for 
multiple agreement in complex tense clauses? I will argue that these clauses are 
bi-clausal and their structures have two Tense projections. Both T heads establish 
an Agree relation with the closest DP. Before detailing this analysis, we will.

3. Properties of complex tense clauses

In both SA and the Arabic dialects, the simple past tense is expressed by using the 
perfective form of the verb, the present tense (continuous or habitual) by using the 
imperfective form, and the future tense by using the imperfective form combined 
with a future marker.

 (8) katab-a ʕalijj-un r-risalat-a (SA)
  write.perf-3s ali-nom the-letter-acc
  ‘Ali wrote the letter’
 (9) ja-ktub-u ʕalijj-un r-risalat-a (SA)
  3m-write.imperf-ind ali-nom the-letter-acc
   ‘Ali is writing the letter’
 (10) sa ja-ktub-u ʕalijj-un r-risalat-a (SA)
  fut 3m-write.imperf-ind ali-nom the-letter-acc
  ‘Ali will write the letter’ 

There is almost a consensus that the clause structure of the sentences above in-
volves one Tense projection (Benmamoun, 2000 and Soltan, 2007 among many 
others).3

 (11) 

3. See Fassi Fehri (2012) for a different analysis.

CP

TP

vP/VP

T AspP
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Complex tenses, such as the past perfect for example, are expressed by combining 
the copula kana and a main verb as illustrated by the SA example in (12) and the 
MA example in (13): 

 (12) kan-a katab-a r-risalat-a lamma daxal-tu (SA)
  be.perf-3s write.perf-3s the-letter-acc when enter.perf-1s
  ‘He had written the letter when I entered’ (Fassi Fehri, 2004, p. 238)
 (13) kan-u kla-w (MA)
  be.perf-3pl eat.perf-3pl 
  ‘They had eaten’

As we can see in (12) and (13) above, the past perfect is expressed by using the 
perfective form of kana combined with a main perfective verb. The past progres-
sive and habitual past are expressed by combining the copula kana in the perfec-
tive form and a main verb which must be in the imperfective form, as illustrated 
by (14) from SA, (15) from JA, and (16) from MA below: 

 (14) ka:n-a l-walad-u j-aktub-u r-risa:lat-a (SA)
  be.perf-3s the-boy-nom 3s-write.imperf-ind the-letter-acc
  ‘the boy was writing the letter’ Continuous
 (15) ka:n l-walad b-j-əktub r-risa:lə (JA)
  be.perf-3s the-boy-boy asp-3-write.imperf the-letter
  ‘the boy was writing the letter’ 
 (16) ka:n l-wəld ka-j-ktəb r-risa:la (MA)
  be.perf-3s the-boy-boy asp-3sm-write.imperf the-letter
  ‘the boy was writing the letter’

Future in the past is denoted by the perfective form of ka:na and a main verb in the 
imperfective form combined with the future marker, as illustrated by the MA 
example in (17):

 (17) ka:n-u ɣa j-akl-u
  be.perf-3p fut 3-eat.imperf-p
  ‘They were going to eat’

These facts have been described and discussed extensively in the literature. Haak 
(2006, pp. 219–220) provides a full paradigm of this verb complex. What is lacking 
is an analysis of agreement in these clauses in light of recent developments in the 
theory of agreement in Minimalism.

As we can see in all the examples listed above and the example in (18) below, 
both the auxiliary and the main verb are marked for tense and inflected for agree-
ment. For example the auxiliary kana is preceded by the future maker sa denoting 
future, and the main verb is in the perfective form denoting past.
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 (18) sa-ja-ku:n-u ʕali katab-a r-risa:lat-a ɣadan (SA)
  fut-3sm-be. imperf-ind ali write.perf.3s the-letter-acc tomorrow 
  ‘Ali will have already written the letter tomorrow’ 

Agreement with the subject is also marked on both the auxiliary and the main 
verb, a fact that I refer to as multiple agreement. These facts are attested in all 
Arabic dialects and raise a question about the structure of complex tense clauses. 
Ouali and Fortin (2007) have argued that these complex tense sentences are bi-
clausal with two Tense projections in the structure as shown in (19), a position I 
take here as well (see also Soltan, 2007, 2011, and Fassi Fehri, 2004, 2012).

 (19) 

Having two T projections explains the complex tense paradigm in Arabic where 
the auxiliary can be marked for past, present, or future and combine with a main 
verb marked for any of these tenses. The multiple agreement facts also follow from 
the assumption that both the lower T and the higher T enter into an agreement 
relation with the subject, as will be detailed in the next section. 

These facts, however, raise a challenge to the Feature Inheritance approach 
(Chomsky, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2013), according to which the subject-verb agree-
ment (in finite clauses) is a result of T inheriting φ-features from C and then enter-
ing into an Agree relation with the subject. C is specified for φ-features in the 
lexicon but T is not. The next section discusses this topic further. 

4. Multiple agreement and the subject positions

Considering the subject position in complex tense clauses, one could argue that 
both the higher T and the lower T establish an Agree relation with the same the-
matic subject. A Multiple Agree relation has been proposed in the literature where 

TP

VPT
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a probe F can establish multiple (Simultaneous) Agree relations with more than 
one goal as schematized in (20) (see e.g. Hiraiwa, 2001, 2005; Henderson, 2007).

 (20) [CP Tφ VP [TP Tφ [ vP DPφ V          ]]]
  

For complex tense clauses with kana such as (21), one could argue that matrix T 
Agrees with both the lower T and the DP subject as shown in (22):

 (21) ɣa j-kun-u kla-w l-wlad
  fut 3-be.imp-pl eat.imp-3pl the-boys
  ‘the boys will have eaten’
 (22) [CP C T ɣa [VP j-kun-u [TP T kla-w [vP l-wlad kla-w] ] ]]
            Agree      Agree

This would account for examples such as (21) where the DP subject is in a post-ver-
bal position. However, the picture is not as simple as it seems. The Subject can oc-
cupy different positions in such constructions as illustrated in (23), (24), and (25):

 (23) ɣa j-kun-u ka j-akl-u l-wlad
  fut 3-be.imperf-p asp 3-eat.imperf-p the-boys
   ‘the boys will be eating’
 (24) ɣa j-kun-u l-wlad ka j-akl-u
  fut 3-be.imperf-p the-boys asp 3-eat.imperf-pl
  ‘the boys will be eating’
 (25) l-wlad ɣa j-kun-u ka j-akl-u
  the-boys fut 3-be.imperf-p asp 3-eat.imperf-p
  ‘the boys will be eating’

In SA, it is known that the position of the subject affects subject-verb agreement. 
For example, in (26) below where the subject precedes the main verb and follows 
the auxiliary, the main verb must be marked for full agreement and the auxiliary 
must be marked for person and gender agreement only; otherwise the sentence 
would be ungrammatical, as in (27).

 (26) ka:n-a l-ʔawla:d-u j-aktub-u:-na r-rasa: ʔil-a
  be.perf-3s the-boys-nom 3-write.imperf-p-ind the-letter-acc
  ‘the boys were writing/ used to write letters’
 (27) *ka:n-u: l-ʔawla:d-u j-aktub-u:-na r-rasa:ʔil-a
  be.perf-3ps the-boys-nom 3-write.imperf-p-ind the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys were writing/ used to write letters’
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When the subject precedes both the auxiliary and the main verb, both verbs must 
be marked for full subject-verb agreement as shown in (28); otherwise the sen-
tence would be ungrammatical as shown in (29).

 (28) l-ʔawla:d-u ka:n-u: j-aktub-u:-na r-rasa: ʔil-a
  the-boys-nom be.perf-3pm 3-write.imperf-p-ind the-letter-acc
  ‘the boys used to write/were writing letters’
 (29) *l-ʔawla:d-u ka:n-a j-aktub-u:-na r-rasa: ʔil-a
  the-boys-nom be.perf-3sm 3-write.imperf-p-ind the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys used to write/were writing letters’

The position of subjects in simple SVO vs. VSO sentences is highly debated in the 
Arabic syntax literature (see for example Fassi Fehri, 1982, 1988, 1993, 2012; 
Mohammad, 1990, 2000; Benmamoun, 2000; Aoun, Benmamoun & Chouieiri, 
2010; Eid, 1991; Bahloul & Harbert, 1993; Aoun, Benmamoun & Sportiche, 1994; 
Shlonsky, 1997; and recently Soltan, 2007, 2011 – to cite just a few). The analyses 
of the subject position in Arabic could be summarized in two major approaches: 
the so-called Movement Analysis and the Topic/Left Dislocation Analysis. Ac-
cording to the movement analysis, SVO and VSO sentences have the same under-
lying structure. SVO sentences are derived my moving the subject out of vP to 
Spec, TP. The Subject enters in a Spec-Head agreement relationship with T, which 
then results in full subject-verb agreement. This is schematized in (30):

 (30) [TP DPSubj [vP DPSubj V DPObj]] (full agreement)

  

The VSO order is derived by moving the verb to T, whereas the subject stays in situ 
as schematized in (31):

 (31) [TP proExp V [vP DPSubj V DPObj]] (partial agreement)
  

Partial agreement is a result of the Spec-Head relation between T and the null ex-
pletive pro.

According to the Topic/Left Dislocation Analysis, the derivations of SVO and 
VSO involve two different underlying structures. In SVO sentences, the thematic 
subject is a null pro base-generated in Spec-vP. The full DP on the other hand is 
merged as a Topic. This analysis is schematized in (32): 

 (33) [TP DPTop [vP proSubj V DPObj]] (full agreement in SA)

The underlying structure of VSO involves an overt DP subject, which stays in situ. 
The verb moves to a higher T as schematized in (33):
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 (33) [TP T V [vP DPSubj V DPObj]] (partial agreement in SA)
  

For detailed reviews of the Movement analysis and the Left Dislocation/Topic 
analysis see Benmamoun (2000), Aoun, Benmamoun & Chouieiri (2010), and 
Soltan (2007) among others.

Soltan (2007, 2011) adopts the second analysis and argues that the subject-
verb agreement in sentences such as (34) is a result of an Agree relation between T 
and the thematic subject pro. The DP l-ʔawla:d-u ‘the boys’ is not the thematic 
subject but a Topic merged directly in the Topic position, which he argues could 
be Spec,TP as illustrated in (35):

 (34) l-ʔawla:d-u j-aktub-u: r-rasa:ʔil-a
  the-boys-nom 3-write.imperf-pm the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys are writing /write the letters’

 (35) [TP l-ʔawla:d-u T [vP pro j-aktub-u: r-rasa: ʔil-a]]
           Agree

According to Soltan (2007, 2011), there are two main advantages of such an analy-
sis. First, it accounts for the topic interpretation of the preverbal DP. Second, it 
accounts for the case form of the preverbal DP when embedded under the comple-
mentizer ʔinna, for example, as in (36):

 (36) ʔinna l-ʔawla:d-a j-aktub-u: r-rasa:ʔil-a
  Comp the-boys-acc 3-write.imperf-p the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys are writing /write letters’

Soltan’s analysis makes the important prediction that if full agreement is associated 
with a null pronoun, then it would also be expected with a regular pronoun. That 
is exactly what we find in SA as shown in (37) and (38), where full subject-verb 
agreement is obligatory with overt personal pronouns:

 (37) katab-u: hum r-rasa:ʔil-a
  write.perf-3p they the-letters-acc
  ‘they wrote the letters’
 (38) *katab-a hum r-rasa:ʔil-a
  write.perf-3sm they the-letters-acc 

In (39), as discussed previously, only partial agreement is obligatory with full DPs.

 (40) katab-a l-ʔawla:d-u r-rasa: ʔil-a
  write.perf-3sm the-boys-nom the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys wrote the letters’
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Why is agreement with full DPs partial? There are no convincing answers to this 
question in the literature, but some stipulations have been put forward. For ex-
ample, Soltan (2007, 2011) suggests that partial agreement could be a result of the 
properties of the T head. He suggests that the T head itself is impoverished. 
Benmamoun (2000) and Aoun, Benmamoun & Choueri (2010) suggest that it 
could be a post-syntactic process. In other words, the full agreement gets lost once 
the derivation reaches the Morpho-Phonology component. A couple of possibili-
ties could also be added to these previous stipulations. One possibility is that DPs 
are opaque and their φ-features are not visible to higher probes. Another possibil-
ity is that DPs have a complex structure where each φ-feature heads its own pro-
jection. Agree establishes a relation between T and the outer layer of the DP, which 
could be Gender Phrase (GenP). All of these will remain speculative answers. Fur-
ther research is needed to determine which of them is on the right track, but that 
is beyond the scope of this paper.

 Returning now to the complex tense clauses, I argue, extending Soltan’s 
(2007, 2011) analysis, that the underlying structure involves merging a null 
pro in Spec, vP as the thematic subject. The full DP is externally merged in 
Spec, TP. Given the bi-clausal structure of these sentences, the lower T estab-
lishes an Agree relation with the closest Goal, which is the thematic subject 
pro. The higher T establishes an Agree relation with the full DP. This is illus-
trated in (40):

 (40) [T .ka:na [VP ka:na [TP /-ʔawla:d-u [T [vP pro j-aktub-uu-na r-rasa: ʔil-a]]]]]

      Agree Agree

  be.perf.3sm the-boys-nom 3-write.imperf-3pm-ind the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys were writing/used to write the letters’

How can we extend this analysis to sentences where the subject is in a post-verbal 
position as in (41) or pre-copula position as in (42)? 

 (41) ka:n-a j-aktub-u l-ʔawla:d-u r-rasa: ʔil-a
  be.perf-3pm 3-write.imperf-p-ind the-boys-nom the-letter-acc
  ‘the boys used to write/were writing letters’
 (42) ʔal-ʔawlad-u Kan-uu j-aktub-uu-na r-rasa: ʔil-a
  the-boys-nom be.perf-3pm 3-write.imperf-p-ind the-letter-acc
  ‘the boys used to write/were writing letters’

I argue that the derivations of examples (41) and (42) involve multiple-Agree with 
the subject as schematized in (43) and (44) respectively:
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 (43) [TPT ka:n-a [VP ka:na [TP T j-aktub-u [vP l-ʔawla:d-u j-aktub-u r-rasa:ʔil-a]]]]
    Agree

  
 Agree

 (44) [TP ʔal-ʔawla:d-u T Kan-u: [VP Kan-u: [TP T... j-aktubu:na [pro j-aktubu:na r-rasa:ʔil-a]]]]
          Agree

  
 Agree

In (43) both T heads establish an Agree relation with the lexical thematic subject 
l-ʔawla:d-u, and in (44) the two T heads establish an Agree relation with the the-
matic subject pro. This analysis inherits the same problem of why we get partial 
subject agreement with the overt lexical post-verbal subjects and full agreement 
with the null pro in the same position. I do not have any solution to this problem.

The analysis can be extended to MA (and presumably other dialects). Sen-
tences such as (45) from MA, are derived in the same fashion as (40). This is shown 
in (46):

 (45) ɣa j-kun-u l-wlad kla-w
  fut 3-be.imp-pl the-boys eat.imp-3pl
  ‘the boys will have eaten’

 (46) [TP ɣa [VP j-kun-u [l-wlad T kla-w [vP pro kla-w]]]]
   Agree Agree

To conclude this section, I will discuss briefly the properties of complementi-
zers, mainly null complemetizers, in Arabic. I have argued that Feature Inheri-
tance is not active in deriving Arabic clauses. T in Arabic is lexically specified for 
Tense and φ-features. The question then arises: How about complementizers in 
this language? If C in English is inherently specified for φ-features, what about C 
in Arabic? I argue that at least null complementizers are not specified for 
φ-features. Null complementizers do not enter in an Agree relation with any 
argument and therefore no feature interpretability issues arise. In a sentence 
such as (39) above [repeated as (47) below], null C does not bear any φ-features, 
but the two T heads do: 

 (47) [C [Tφ [VP ka:na [TP ʔa-wlawla:d-u [Tφ j-aktub-u: [vP pro r-rasa:ʔil-a]]]]]]
     Agree                Agree

  be.perf.3sm the-boys-nom 3-write.imperf-3pm the-letters-acc
  ‘the boys were writing/used to write the letters’
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5. Conclusion

In this paper I argued that complex tense clauses are structurally bi-clausal involv-
ing two TP projections. I also argued that Arabic agreement facts in these clauses 
seem to indicate that C-T Feature inheritance must be parameterized. In languag-
es such as English, C is inherently specified for φ-features, and T inherits these 
features from C in the course of the derivation prior to establishing an Agree rela-
tion with the DP subject. In languages such as Arabic, I argued that null C is not 
specified φ-features. T is inherently specified for φ-features and therefore does not 
acquire these features by inheritance. This explains why agreement is manifested 
in contexts where there could be no complementizers. I adopted Soltan’s (2007, 
2011) analysis of simple SVO and VSO sentences and argued that the agreement 
facts in complex tense clauses are a result of two Agree relations, the first between 
the lower T and the thematic subject pro and the second between the higher T and 
the full DP. In cases where the subject is in post-verbal position, both the higher T 
and lower T establish a simultaneous Agree relation with the subject.
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Cyclic AGREE derives restrictions  
on cliticization in classical Arabic*

Martin Walkow
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Person based restrictions on clitic combinations serve as testing grounds for 
theories of syntactic locality and the means of avoiding them as windows 
into last resort mechanisms. Clitic restrictions in the verbal domain in 
Classical Arabic can be derived by Cyclic AGREE, rather than (defective) 
intervention. This offers a unified, syntactic analysis of the ultrastrong Person 
Case Constraint and restrictions on combinations of third person clitics. The 
alternative structures used when cliticization is blocked are the PF realization 
of independently established syntactic relations, not a last resort mechanism. 
Several properties of person restrictions are shown to follow from the causative 
structure of double object verbs in Classical Arabic.

Keywords: Person Case Constraint, restrictions on third person, locality of 
AGREE, cliticization, causatives.

1. Person based restrictions and the workings of agree

Person based restrictions on combinations of clitics or agreement markers have 
assumed great prominence as testing grounds for theories of the operation agree, 
the only non-structure building operation assumed in the framework of Chomsky 
(2000, 2001). Anagnostopoulou (2003, 2005) and Béjar (2003) show that such 
restrictions arise when two goals are in the domain of one probe and syntactic 
locality restricts the probe’s ability to agree with both of them. Two major pro-
posals have emerged of how syntactic locality leads to person based restrictions. 
On the one hand there is intervention based locality. In a structure [Probe > x > 
y], where > is c-command, x may interfere with agree between the probe and y, 
if x has the right features. On the other hand, there is Cyclic agree (ezáč, 2003; 
Béjar, 2003; Béjar and ezáč 2009), where probes agree with one goal when they 
are first merged and gain access to the second one through the expansion of the 
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phrase marker via Merge. As opposed to intervention, where the features of the 
higher goal bleed agree with the lower one, here, the lower goal can bleed AGREE 
with the higher one. Variation in person restrictions has served as a testing ground 
for the two proposals. Languages differ with respect to which combinations of 
person on the two arguments they ban. Intervention based proposals have mostly 
been applied to variation of the Person Case Constraint (PCC), a restriction on 
combinations of two internal argument clitics or agreement markers (Bonet 1991, 
1994). Anagnostopoulou (2005) and Nevins (2007) locate this variation in the 
operation agree itself. Nevins (2007) in particular shows that multiple Multiple 
agree, an operation that allows agree between one probe and multiple goals in 
one step, can be parameterized to account for four different kinds of PCC. In this 
context, he presents an analysis of the clitic restrictions in Classical Arabic (CA) 
(e.g. Fassi Fehri, 1988), which he calls the ultrastrong PCC. Cyclic agree analyses 
of variation have focused on restrictions between subjects and objects (Béjar, 
2003; Béjar and ezáč, 2009). Variation is located more conservatively in the 
properties of the functional lexicon, in particular the feature specification of 
probes. Walkow (2011) shows, though, that the logic of cyclic expansion can also 
derive the so called strong PCC, which bans local person direct objects in the pres-
ence of all indirect objects. This paper contributes to this debate in three respects. 
The first concerns the scope of what syntactic analyses of person restrictions can 
and should explain. I show that CA has restrictions on combinations of third per-
son pronouns in addition to the PCC, leading to the overall picture of person re-
strictions in (1).

 (1) The Classical Arabic Person Constraint: Two pronouns cliticize if
  a. The syntactically higher one is more local than the lower one,
  b. where: 1 > 2 > 3
    local local

Restrictions on combinations of third person pronouns are typically argued to be 
morphological, rather than syntactic, and are sidelined in discussions of the PCC 
(Anagnostopoulou, 2003; Nevins, 2007; ezáč, 2008). Continuing the argument in 
Walkow (2011, 2012a,b) on Catalan and Spanish, the parallelism between the PCC 
and restrictions on third person are shown to follow naturally, if third person is 
represented in the syntax and participates in the same interactions of AGREE as 
other person categories. Secondly, I present a Cyclic AGREE analysis of (1) dem-
onstrating the wider applicability of Cyclic AGREE to the PCC and its ability to 
deliver an account of variation based in the properties of the functional lexicon 
rather than the parameterization of syntactic operations. Thirdly, I address how 
the syntactic structure that gives rise to (1) relates to the strategies used when 
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cliticization of both arguments is blocked. Previous work on alternative strategies 
for realizing banned clitic combinations has focused on how the observed repair 
strategies avoid the PCC (Anagnostopoulou, 2003; ezáč, 2007, 2008, 2011), and 
how the last-resort character of these strategies arises (ezáč, 2007, 2011). I argue 
that the alternate realization of banned clitic combinations in CA neither avoids 
the PCC nor is the result of a last resort mechanism. Rather, it is the derivational 
byproduct of AGREE relations that happen independently, but do not lead to clit-
icization. Core aspects of the analysis are motivated by the fact that (1) arises in 
causative structures.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data about cliticiza-
tion in CA and motivates (1). Section 3 shows that a central class of predicates that 
allow clitic combinations are causatives. Section 4 presents the analysis of (1) for 
causatives, and Section 5 shows how this explanation may extend to non-causative 
contexts that allow clitic combinations. Section 6 shows how the analysis here 
compares to the Multiple AGREE analysis.

2. Restrictions on cliticization in classical arabic

The clitic restrictions in CA are an instance of a family of restrictions on marked 
person specifications on arguments in low syntactic positions known as the Per-
son Case Constraint or PCC. After a brief introduction of the system of clitics and 
free pronouns in CA, Section 2.1 will present the restrictions on combinations 
containing local person pronouns as they have been discussed in previous analy-
ses (Fassi Fehri, 1988; Nevins 2007).

Section 2.2 shows that the full picture of person restrictions in CA includes 
both the ultrastrong PCC and the ban on combinations of third person pronouns. 
Section 2.3 formulates two questions about the alternative realization of banned 
clitic combinations: Why is it always the direct object that is realized as a free pro-
noun, and why is it realized as a free pronoun, rather than a PP? The data are taken 
from the grammar by Amr ibn Uthmn Sibawayh written in the late 8th century, 
the seminal book on Arabic grammar. It will be cited as ‘Sibawayh (1881)’ with 
page numbers from Derenbourg’s (1881) critical edition, and occasionally accom-
panied by the corresponding page numbers in Jahn’s (1900) translation to allow 
easier access.
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Table 1. Inventory of pronominal clitics in Classical Arabic (Wright, 1874, vol. 1: 100).

1: 2: 3:

SG: M: -iːgen/-niːacc –ka –hu

F: –ki –hæː
Dual: n/a –kumaː –humaː
PL: M: –naː –kum –hum

F: –kunːa –humːa

Object pronouns in CA come in two morphological forms: clitic pronouns, which 
attach to a host, and free pronouns, which do not. Clitic pronouns morphologi-
cally distinguish three persons, two genders and three numbers, Table 1. Case dis-
tinctions are only present in the first person singular. The genitive is -[iː]. The 
accusative -[niː] has an additional /n/ (nun al wiqaaya in the traditional grammar, 
e.g. Wright, 1874, vol. 1, p. 101).

Free pronouns on the other hand consist of the genitive forms of the clitics 
plus the accusative marker [ʔɪjːaː]-, as illustrated in example (2).

The choice between clitic and free pronouns is not free. Similar to what 
Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) observe for a variety of Indo-European languages, 
clitics must be used unless their use is blocked (e.g. Sibawayh, 1881, §206ff; How-
ell, 1880, pt i, vol 2, p. 253; de Sacy, 1905, p. 377). The use of clitics is blocked, for 
example, when a pronominal object is fronted to the left of the verb as in (2), when 
it is separated from the verb as in the second position in a conjunction (3) (pro-
nouns in initial conjuncts can cliticize, e.g. Reckendorf 1895, p. 395), or when a 
clitic combination would violate (1). In the examples here and below, the relevant 
pronouns will be underlined.

 (2) ʔɪjːaː-ka nɑ-ʕbudu
  acc-2sg 1pl-worship
  ‘Thee we worship’
 (3) fa allah-u
  prt Allah-nom
  ja-rʕaː [abaː ħarb-in wa ʔɪjːaː-naː]
  3sg.M-protect father.acc war-gen and acc-1pl
  ‘Thus Allah protects a warrior and us’
   (Sibawayh, 1881, p. 332, §207, translation after Jahn, 1900, vol. 2, p. 95)

Against this backdrop, (1) is a person- based alternation between clitics and free 
pronouns.
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The Person case constraint

Clitic combinations arise with predicates that take two non-nominative argu-
ments. A core class of contexts are verbs like [ʔaʕtʕaː], ‘give,’ in (4), that take two 
accusative arguments. Section 5 will discuss some other contexts.

 (4) ʔaʕtʕaɪ-tu zaɪd-an dɪrham-an
  gave-1sg Zaid-acc.ind Dirham-acc.in
  ‘I gave Zaid a Dirham’ (Howell, 1880, pt i, vol 2, p. 536)

For now I will refer to arguments like [zaɪd-an] as the first accusative and those like 
[dɪrham-an] as the second accusative. Section 3 will show that they are the causee 
and direct object of a causative predicate. When both accusative arguments are 
pronouns, Sibawayh (1881, p. 335) reports, the possibility of clitic combinations 
depends on the person specification of the pronouns: a less local person pronoun 
must not precede a more local one, where first person is more local than second 
person, and second person is more local than third:

 (5) Sibawayh’s Generalization:
  a. *CL1 > CL2,    

local

  b. where: 1 > 2 > 3    local local

The effect of (5) is illustrated in (6) and (7). Person combinations where cliticiza-
tion of both accusatives is banned, as in (7), are realized by introducing the second 
accusative as a free pronoun (see Sibawayh, 1881, p. 336; Jahn, 1900, pt i, p. 98; 
Wright, 1874, vol. 1. p. 104; Howell, 1880, pt i, vol 2. p. 540; Reckendorf, 1895, p. 
394; Brockelmann, 1960, p. 59).

 (6) Possible clitic combinations:
  a. ʔaʕtʕaː -nɪː -ka
   gave.3sg-cl. 1sg -cl.2sg.m
   ‘He gave me you’
  b. ʔaʕtʕaː -nɪː -hɪ
   gave.3sg -cl. 1sg -cl.2sg.m
   ‘He gave me him/it’
  c. ʔaʕtʕaː -ka -hu
   gave.3sg-cl. 1sg -cl.3sg.m
   ‘He gave you him/it’
    (Sibawayh, 1881, p. 336; Wright, 1874, vol 1. p. 103)
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 (7) Banned clitic combinations:
  a. ʔaʕtʕaː -ka {*-nɪː / -ʔɪjːaː-ja }
   gave.3sg -cl.2sg.m {-cl.1sg.m / acc-1sg.m}
   ‘He gave me to you’ (Sibawayh, 1881, p. 335/6)
  b. aʕtʕaː -huː {*-nɪː / -ʔɪjːaː-ja }
   gave.3sg-cl.2sg.m {-cl.1sg.m / acc-1sg}
   ‘He gave me to him’ (Sibawayh 1881, p. 335/6; Wright 1874, vol 1, p. 104)
  c. aʕtʕaː -huː {*-ka / -ʔɪjːaː-ka }
   gave.3sg -cl.3sg.m {-cl.2sg.m / -acc-2sg.m}
   ‘He gave him you’ (Sibawayh, 1881, p. 336; de Sacy, 1905; p. 378)

The restriction on clitic combinations in (6/7) is not unique to CA. This exact pat-
tern has also been reported for some speakers of Spanish (Perlmutter, 1971) and 
Catalan (Bonet, 1991, p. 179). Nevins (2007) calls it the ultrastrong PCC. I will 
refer to it simply as the PCC, since no other varieties of PCC will be discussed here 
(see Walkow, 2013 on the strong PCC in CA).

Combinations of third person pronouns

Sibawayh reports that the pattern of cliticization with two third person pronouns 
is not as categorical as that of combinations with local person pro nouns. Some 
combinations of third person clitics are possible, (8a), and some attested examples 
are reported in grammars, e.g. (8b) (also de Sacy, 1905, p. 379).

 (8) Possible combinations of two third person clitics:
  a. ʔaʕtʕaː {-huː -haː / -huː -haː }
   gave.3sg {-cl.3sg.f -cl.3sg.m / -cl.3sg.f -cl.3sg.m}
   ‘He gave {her to him/ him to her}’ (Sibawayh, 1881, p. 336)
  b. ʔasmɪʕ -humuː -hu
   caus.hear.Imp -cl.3pl.m -cl.3sg.m
   ‘Make them hear it!’ (Reckendorf, 1895. p. 394)

This is consistent with the generalization in (5), Sibawayh notes, because neither 
pronoun is more local than the other. At the same time, he reports that even the 
possible combinations like (8) are usually avoided. Like the banned clitic combina-
tions with local person in (7), combinations of two third person pronouns are 
typically realized by using a free pronoun for the second accusative, (9).

 (9) Realizing Combinations of third person pronouns:
  a. ʔaʕtʕaː -hu ʔɪjːaː-hu
   gave.3sg -cl.3sg.m acc-3sg.m
   ‘He gave him it’ (Sibawayh, 1881. p. 336; Wright, 1874, vol 1. p. 104)
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  b. zaʊw〈ː〉adʒa -hu ʔɪjːaː-haː
   marry(caus).3sg.m -3sg.m acc-cl.3sg .f
   ‘He made him marry her’ (Brockelmann, 1960, p. 59)
  c. ʔa-nzɪlu -hu ʔɪjːaː-haː
   caus-inhabit.3sg.m -cl.3pl.m acc-3sg.f
   ‘He made them inhabit it’ (Reckendorf, 1895, p. 394)

Wright (1874) furthermore reports that combinations of two masculine singular 
clitics as in (10) are categorically banned.

 (10) *ʔaʕtʕaː -hu -hu
  gave.3sg -cl.3sg.M -cl.3sg.M
  ‘He gave him to him’ (Wright, 1874, vol 1, p. 103)

Combinations of third person pronouns resemble those that violate (5). Cliticization 
of both arguments is (typically) avoided. Instead, the second accusative is realized as a 
free pronoun. When combinations of third person pronouns do surface, the two pro-
nouns tend to differ in their gender/number-specifications. I would like to propose 
that the restriction in (5) and the restrictions on third person pronouns are part of the 
same larger restriction in (1). It is not just that the first accusative must not be less local 
than the second, but that the first accusative has to be more local than the second.

Syntactic analyses of the PCC typically sideline restrictions on combinations 
of third person pronouns arguing that these are morphological (e.g. Anagnosto-
poulou, 2003; Nevins, 2007; ezáč, 2008). This view is supported by the fact that 
restrictions on combinations of third person clitics in Romance and Basque force 
a change in the morphology of one of the clitics, rather than the use of a free pro-
noun as does the PCC. This difference between how restrictions on combinations 
of third and local person are circumvented is absent in CA. When cliticization is 
impossible, the second accusative is always realized as a free pronoun. This paral-
lelism of how the grammar avoids restrictions on third and local person and the 
fact that all person restrictions fall under the same generalization in (1) suggests 
that all of (1) should follow from the same processes in the same module of gram-
mar (for a more general argument to this point, see Walkow, 2012a).

In light of (1), what is to be made of possible third person clitic combinations 
like (8)? I see two interpretations of their grammaticality that maintain (1), but the 
sparsity of data does not allow us to distinguish between the two at this point. The 
first possibility is that (8) is the correct generalization about person, but that its ef-
fect is obscured in the realm of third person by the effect of number and gender. 
Phenomena of this kind are found in some dialects of Catalan (Walkow, 2012a, 
§2.4.3.3/4). Non-Valencian Standard Catalan, for example, imposes restrictions on 
combinations of third person direct and indirect object clitics (DO and IO) as long 
as IO is singular. When IO is plural, no restrictions arise. The effect of number on 
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clitic restrictions, however, is limited to combinations of third person clitics (e.g. 
Walkow, 2012a, §4.3.3.1). CA may illustrate another such interaction of non-per-
son features with cliticization that is limited to third person pronouns. A second 
possibility is to adopt the proposal that there are marked and un- marked instances 
of third person (e.g. Adger and Harbour, 2007; Béjar, 2003; Béjar and ezáč, 2009; 
Ormazabal and Romero, 2007; Walkow, 2012a). It is often observed that some third 
person arguments behave syntactically like local person ones. More specifically, 
third person arguments that are introduced as the specifiers of applicative heads or 
v often behave like marked third person. Section 3 will argue that the first accusa-
tive is the subject of a causativized predicate, making it a prime candidate for being 
marked third person. Combinations of two third person clitics would then be pos-
sible when the second accusative is an unmarked third person and the first one is a 
marked one that shares some property with local person. Such an analysis would 
weaken the letter of (1), but is entirely consistent with how ‘more local’ is imple-
mented syntactically in Section 4 and how marked vs. unmarked third person is 
typically implemented syntactically (in particular Walkow, 2012a, §4.2). Either of 
these lines of analysis would assimilate the CA data in (8) to known phenomena of 
restrictions on agreement and cliticization while maintaining (1) as the fundamen-
tal generalization about the role of person in restricting clitic combinations in CA.

Alternate strategies for realizing banned clitic combinations

Another set of questions concerns the alternative structure used when clitic com-
binations are blocked. As shown in (7/9), the second accusative is realized as a free 
pronoun in such contexts, irrespective of the particular person combination. CA 
differs in this respect from languages like Spanish and Catalan, where banned 
clitic combinations are avoided by changing the properties of IO when it is third 
person, but can be avoided by changing the properties of DO when IO is local 
person (Bonet, 1991). CA’s consistent choice of the second accusative as the argu-
ment to change when when cliticization is blocked needs an explanation. The sec-
ond question concerns what morphosyntactic change the alternative realization 
consists of. A remarkable property of PCC repairs in many languages is that they 
use morphosyntactic strategies that are not otherwise available (Bonet, 1994; ezáč, 
2007, 2011). For example, Spanish requires clitic doubling of strong DO pronouns, 
unless such pronouns are used to avoid the PCC. Similarly, PCC repairs on indi-
rect objects in French have been argued to introduce the recipient as a PP rather 
than a dative, which is not otherwise possible (Postal, 1990; ezáč, 2007). CA fits 
this pattern to the extent that free pronouns are not freely available (§2). The ques-
tion then is why CA chooses the free pronoun over other strategies like introduc-
ing the theme argument with a preposition (possible with some double accusative 
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verbs – e.g., Lane, 1863, vol. 5, p. 2084 for [ʔaʕtʕaː], ‘give’) when realizing pronoun 
combinations where cliticization is impossible.

Summary

This section has outlined the CA phenomena that will be analyzed in the remain-
der of this paper. Clitic combinations in verbal contexts observe the restriction in 
(1) that subsumes both the PCC, (5), and restrictions on third person. Person 
combinations where cliticization of both arguments is impossible are consistently 
realized by introducing the second accusative as a free pronoun. The next section 
shows that a core set of verbs where clitic restrictions arise are causative, and 
Section 4 shows that this derives (1) and the facts discussed in Section 2.3.

3. The structure of causative double accusative verbs

The majority of verbs that take two accusative objects in CA share morphological, 
semantic and syntactic characteristics that indicate that they are causatives 
rather than double object constructions as they are found in English or Romance 
(e.g. Pylkkänen 2002, Cuervo 2003). This section presents evidence that these 
verbs have the underlying structure in (11) with three major properties: (i) Double 
accusative verbs are causatives, (ii) vcaus takes (at least) vag as its complement, and 
(iii) head movement raises V to vag and vcaus . Head-movement is shown here and 
below with dashed arrows.

 (11) [Scauser [ V. vag. vcaus [DPcausee [V.vag [ V DP DO  ]]]]]
   [acc] [acc]
  

Under this analysis, the first and second accusative are the subject and object of a 
causativized verb. This structure will be central to how (1) arises and why struc-
tures like (7) and (9) surface when it is violated. Section 5 discusses non-causative 
contexts where clitic combinations arise and briefly shows how the analysis moti-
vated on the specifics of causatives could extend to these contexts.

The relationship between double accusative verbs and causativity has long 
been noted in grammars of CA. Wright (1874, vol. 2, p. 47) divides the verbs that 
take two accusative complements into “all causatives of the [CCːC] and [ʔaCCC] 
verbal forms” on the one hand and, roughly speaking, verbs that take small clause 
complements. That is, double accusative verbs are derived verbs bearing the CCːC- 
and ʔaCCC- morphemes. Many uses of these morphemes are described as caus-
ative (e.g. Brockelmann, 1960, p. 139; Howell, 1880, pt iii pp. 265–270; Reckendorf, 
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1895, pp. 44–6; Wright, 1874, vol. 2, p. 48). Relatedly, Howell (1880, pt iii, p. 103) 
and Reckendorf (1895, p. 113) observe that the thematic relation between the first 
and the second accusative often mirrors the relation between the subject and the 
object of the verbs that the double accusative verbs are derived from. This is illus-
trated by pairs of derived verbs their bases like [samɪʕa], ‘hear,’ vs. [ʔa-smaʕa], 
‘make hear’ (8c) and [tʕaʕama], ‘eat,’ vs. [ʔa-tʕʕama], ‘feed’ (8d), for ʔaCCC, and 
[ʕalɪma], ‘know,’ vs. [ʕalːama], ‘teach’ (14) below, for CCːC. The give-verb [ʔa-ʕtʕaː] 
in (6/7) is derived from the verb [ʕatʕaː] meaning “reach with the hands (to take)” 
(Lane, 1863, vol. 5, p. 2084).

Syntactic evidence for a causative structure rather than a double object one 
comes from binding. Baker (1988, pp. 210ff) observes that causatives and double 
object constructions differ in their binding possibilities. Objects in double object 
constructions can only corefer with the subject if they are reflexive, (12a). Non-
reflexive pronouns that are objects in causatives can corefer with the matrix sub-
ject, (12b). English data with periphrastic causatives appear here for convenience. 
Baker demonstrates these facts for morphological causatives. Example (13) shows 
that CA double accusative verbs pattern with causatives rather than double object 
constructions.

 (12) a. Johni showed Mary {him*i/ himselfi.}
  b. Johni made Mary see {himi√/ *himselfi.}
 (13) ʔa-qbadʕ-tui -ka ʔijːaː-jai

  caus-take.3sg -cl.2sg.m acc.1sg.m
  ‘I made you take me’ (de Sacy, 1905, p. 378)

The datum in (13) also adds evidence that causatives in CA involve head move-
ment. Baker (1988) argues that the formation of causatives can involve head move-
ment of V or phrasal movement of VP. These two options, he shows, affect the 
binding behavior of the direct objects in causatives. In VP-movement causatives, 
the direct object inside the VP is moved across the causee and placed in the same 
binding domain as the causer. Such causatives only allow coreference of the causer 
and the direct object when the direct object is a reflexive. Causatives where only V 
moves do not change binding relations. Such causatives show the behavior in (13), 
where the causer and the direct object can co-refer while the direct object is a non- 
reflexive pronoun.

Finally, there is evidence that causative heads in CA can take complements as 
large as vag. Pylkkänen (2002, §3.4) shows that causatives differ on how big the 
complement of the causative head is. It can be the only the verbal root, the VP 
containing the verb and its internal argument, or a structure that contains 
the projection that introduces the verb’s external argument (vagP here). Only 
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languages of the third type allow causatives of transitive verbs that result in a struc-
ture with three arguments like in (11). As mentioned above, many double accusa-
tive verbs are transparently related to transitives, suggesting that they are of the 
third type. The structure in (11) also makes a claim about the syntactic relation of 
the causee and the DO: the former is syntactically higher than the latter. No direct 
evidence for c-command between these two arguments is available. Support for a 
position of the causee above the DO comes from clitic order in nominalizations. 
Nominalizations allow combinations of subject and object clitics to a limited ex-
tent (§5) as in (14). In such combinations, the clitic of the subject, here –[iː], pre-
cedes that of the object, -[hɪ].

 (14) ħub: -iː -hɪ
  love.M-cl.1sg.gen -cl.3sg.M
  ‘My love of him’ (Wright, 1874; vol. 2, p. 59)

The leftward position of the subject clitic mirrors its higher syntactic position. In 
the structure in (11), the clitic order of causee and DO would mirror the underly-
ing syntactic structure in the same way.

In summary, the three major features of the structure in (11) can be empiri-
cally supported. This supports the phrasing of (1) in terms of the syntactic relation 
between the two arguments.

Deriving the person case constraint in classical Arabic

This section presents a Cyclic AGREE based analysis of the data in Section 2. 
Section 4.1 introduces the AGREE based system of case and cliticization, and 
the necessary assumptions about the syntactic representation of person. 
Section 4.2 shows how that system combined with the syntactic structure in 
(11) derives (1). Section 4.3 shows how the output of the syntactic computation 
is realized morphologically as either a clitic combination or a free pronoun for 
the second accusative.

AGREE, cliticization and person restrictions

I adopt a system of case and agreement following Chomsky (2000, 2001), where 
the operation AGREE, (15), establishes a relation between the unvalued φ-features 
of probes ([uφ]) and the valued ones of goals ([φ]) that results in the valuation of 
the probe’s uφ– and the goal’s case-features.
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 (15) Matching is a relation that holds of a probe P and a goal G. Not every 
  Matching pair induces Agree. To do so, G must (at least) be in the do-

main D(P) of P and satisfy locality conditions. The simplest assumptions 
for the probe-goal system are shown [below:]

  a. Matching is feature identity. 
  b. D(P) is the sister of P.
  c. Locality reduces to “closest c-command.” (Chomsky 2000, p. 122)

The identity of the probe, T or v, determines whether the case on the goal is nom-
inative or accusative. Valued features on a probe can no longer enter AGREE-rela-
tions and become inactive. The focus of the discussion here will be on objects. As 
an extension of the idea that v assigns case to object, I assume that both of the v 
projections in (11) do so. This leads to the relations of AGREE and case assign-
ment illustrated in Table 2.

In addition to case and agreement, AGREE also drives movement and cliti-
cization (e.g. Anagnostopoulou, 2003, 2005; Béjar and ezáč, 2003; Preminger, 
2011a). The probe responsible for cliticization is often assumed to be v making 
cliticization a byproduct of case assignment (Anagnostopoulou, 2003; Béjar and 
ezáč, 2003). Within this framework, restrictions on cliticization are restrictions 
on successful AGREE. Syntactic analyses of person restrictions (Anagnostopoulou, 
2003, 2005; Béjar, 2003; Béjar and ezáč, 2003, 2009) have shown that they arise 
when two arguments compete to AGREE with the same agreement head. For the 
clitic restrictions under discussion here this is v. When both arguments AGREE, 
both cliticize. When one argument fails to AGREE, it hast to be licensed by some 
other head leading to a different morphosyntactic realization. Otherwise the 
derivation crashes (ezáč, 2007, 2011). Central to this type of analysis is the idea 
that probes carry multiple features that enter AGREE independently of one an-
other. In particular, Béjar (2003) and Béjar and ezáč (2003, 2009) argue that 

Table 2. AGREE relations in a double accusative construction.

AGREE

AGREE

AGREE

V.vag.vcaus.T[ϕi]

Scauser

V.vag.vcaus

V.vag

DPDO

DPcausee

[NOM,ϕi]

[ϕk]
[ACC,ϕi]

[ACC,ϕk]

[ϕj]

V
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Table 3. Person categories as bundles of privative features (Béjar and ezáč, 2009, p. 42).

Person: 3rd 2nd 1st

Feature [π] [π] [π]
Specification: [part(icipant)] [part(icipant)]

[spea(ker)]

person itself is not a monolithic probe, but consists of multiple independent fea-
tures. Their proposal builds on Harley and Ritter’s (2002) work on the structure 
of pronoun inventories. Harley and Ritter observe that pronoun inventories 
across languages show implicational relationships between person categories. 
They model these by morphological structures where more local person catego-
ries (‘1/2’) subsume the structure of third person ones (‘3’). Béjar and ezáč ar-
gue that the implicational relations among person categories that are visible in 
the morphology are also present in their syntactic representation. They model 
this by representing person categories as sets of privative features where subset 
relations reflect the implicational relationships between person categories, Table 
3. The feature specification of more local person categories subsumes the fea-
tures of less local ones. Third person is the person category with the fewest fea-
tures, represented only as [π]. First and second person have an additional 
[part(icipant)] that sets local person categories apart from third. First and sec-
ond person are further distinguished from one another by the feature 
[spea(ker)].

The representations in Table 3 allow a restatement of the ‘more local’ part of 
(1) in terms of subset relations among features. A person category X is ‘more local’ 
than person category Y, if X’s person features are a superset of Y ’s. I will write 
Φ(X) to mean the person features of X. The CA Person Constraint can now be re-
stated as in (16).

 (16) The Classical Arabic Person Constraint:
  Two pronouns x and y, where x > y, cliticize if 
  a. Φ(x) ⊃ Φ(y)
  b. where Φ(1)⊃ Φ(2)⊃ Φ(3) 

The feature bundles in Table 3 represent person on goals. Probes have unvalued 
variants of these features (on valuation in a system with privative features see Béjar 

2003). How many of these features are present on the probe, 
u

u
u


PART
SPEA













 vs. u
u


PART






 

vs. [π], determines how finely the probes distinguish between person categories (see 
Béjar, 2003; Béjar and ezáč, 2009; Walkow, 2013 for the strong vs. ultrastrong 
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PCC in CA). For example, a probe that is specified as 
u

u
u


PART
SPEA













 can distinguish 

between first and second person, because first person values all of its features, but 
second person leaves [uspea] active. A probe that is only specified for on the other 
hand is fully valued after Agreeing with either first or second person, and only 
distinguishes between third and local person. CA distinguishes between all three 
person categories, (5). Accordingly, I assume that its probes are specified as.

The more complex syntactic representation of person requires a refinement 
of the notions of Matching and valuation. Matching as defined in (15a) re-
quires that the features of probe and goal be identical. In the system here, this 
would disallow AGREE between a probe specified as [π, PART, SPEA] and third 
or second person arguments that would only be specified as [π] and [π, PART], 
respectively (Béjar, 2003, §2.6). Instead, Béjar and ezáč (2009) define Match-
ing in terms of subset relations between the features (‘segments’) of the probe and 
the goal.

 (17) Match Requirement:
  For a probe segment [uF], a subset [uF′] of [uF] must match.
   (Béjar and ezáč, 2009, p. 45)

A probe has Matched a goal, if at least one of its features has matched. In the 

example above, a probe that is specified as 
u

u
u


PART
SPEA













can match a goal specified as 


PART




because the [uπ]- and [upart]-features of the probe have matched the 

[π]- and [part]-features of the goal. Activity, valuation and inactivity are refined 
as in (18). 

 (18) Assumptions for AGREE
  a. Each feature that seeks to AGREE is active upon being inserted into 

the derivation.
  b. When a feature [uF] matches with a goal [F′], AGREE copies the 

feature structure containing [F′] (i.e., all features that entail [F′]) to 
[F]; this constitutes valuing.

  c. An active feature that is locally related to a nonactive feature (i.e., a 
feature that stands in the configuration created by [(18b)]) is no longer 
active. (Béjar and ezáč, 2009, p. 45)

Condition (18a) regulates activity. All φ-features enter the derivation active for 
AGREE. This differs from (17) in that there, φ-features on arguments are not per se 
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active, but are visible to AGREE due to the unvalued case features that they are associ-
ated with. Béjar and ezáč move away from independent case features and try to re-
duce the effects of the case filter to the need for φ-agreement. I will not take a position 
on the necessity or desirability of case features here. For the core proposal about dou-
ble accusative verbs, all that is necessary is that accusative case is the result of a rela-
tion between an argument and v, and that person AGREE regulates cliticization. 
Condition (18b) regulates valuation. Valuation is still copying of features, but it is not 
limited to the features that have been Matched. For example, when a probe agrees 
with multiple goals, it can happen that a probe has the unvalued features [uPART, 
uSPEA] and Matches a goal specified as. [π, part]-features of probe and goal, but 
valuation will also copy the goal’s [π]-feature, because it is contained in the feature 
structure that has been Matched. Inactivity, (18c), works much as before: Any fea-
ture that has MatcheD and AGREED becomes inactive. In addition, features that 
have contributed to valuation via being contained in a feature structure that has 
Matched and AGREED also become inactive. So in the example just discussed, the 
goal’s [π]-feature, which is copied in valuation due to its relation to a [part]-feature 
that AGREES, also becomes inactive.

The final question for this section is how AGREE between one probe with 
multiple goals comes about derivationally. ezáč (2003) and Béjar and ezáč (2009) 
argue that this happens in a two step process they call cyclic expansion. The first 
step of probing happens when the probe is first merged. In accordance with (15), 
it can probe anything in its complement in this step. A second opportunity for 
probing arises in the next cycle of the derivation from the interaction of projection 
and the merger of the specifier. When the head and its complement are merged, a 
label for the resulting projection is created. According to Chomsky (2000), this 
label is identical to the head. The label of the projection accordingly contains the 
probe with its unvalued features. When the specifier is merged, it is the sister of 
this new projection and thereby in its c-command domain. This allows probing 
into the specifier. Cyclic Expansion derives the probe’s ability to AGREE with 
higher arguments from the cyclic construction of syntactic structure. Under the 
logic of (in)activity, only features of the probe that did not AGREE in the first step 
can probe in the second one. Combined with the feature structures in Table 3, this 
means the second AGREE is possible when the first goal has a subset of the fea-
tures on the probe, and the second goal has a superset of the first goal’s features. 
Put differently, one probe can AGREE with two goals when the second goal is 
more local than the first. Whenever the first goal has the same or a superset of the 
features of the second goal, the second step of AGREE will be impossible.

Comparing this derivational logic to (1′) and (11) suggests that the probe re-
sponsible for clitic restrictions in CA is the one on vag. It is the only probe that is local 
enough to both DO and the causee to AGREE with them via Cyclic Expansion.
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The syntax of person restrictions

I begin with the derivation of possible clitic combinations where the causee is 
more local than the direct object. Due to the structure of person categories in 
Table 3, any such derivation will leave active features on vag after AGREE with the 
object that the causee can value. Thus vag can AGREE with both arguments allow-
ing them to cliticize.

This is illustrated in Table 4 with the derivation for (6a), where a second per-
son object and a first person causee cliticize. The second person of the object is 

represented as 
PART






, the first person causee as 


PART
SPEA













. In Step 1, V has already 

undergone movement to vag. vag’s [uπ]- and [u PART]- features AGREE with the 
corresponding features on the object. The object’s φ -features are copied to the 
probe (not shown), rendering [(u)π] and [(u)part] on probe and goal inactive 
(indicated by crossouts in Step 2). The probe’s [uspea]-feature on the other hand 
remains unvalued and active. In Step 2, vag’s features have been projected to the 
label of the projection consisting of it and VP. When the causee has been merged 

with this projection, it becomes the sister of v 


PART
SPEAu













, allowing vag’s [uspea]-

feature to probe the cause and AGREE with its [spea]-feature. In accordance with 
(18), this leads to the copying of all of the causee’s features to the probe, and their 
deactivation. In this person combination, vag has AGREED with both arguments 
allowing both of them to cliticize.

Two more remarks are in place about unvalued features on probes. In combina-
tions of third person direct objects and second person indirect ones, vag will have an 
unvalued [uspea]-feature left at the end of the derivation. More generally, in all pos-
sible clitic combinations, the probe on vcaus does not AGREE at all. Both of these po-
tential concerns are put to rest by recent work arguing that probes have rather

Table 4. Derivation for ʔaʕtʕaː -nɪː -ka, ‘He gave you to me’ (6a).

vag

vag

V

V

vDP

Step 1: vag agrees with 2-DO. Step 2: vag agrees with 1-causee.

DP

DPV.vag
tVAGREE A

G
RE

Eπ
πuPART

uSPEA

u π
PART
SPEA

PART

π
PART
uSPEA

PART
π
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Table 5. Derivation for ʔaʕtʕaː -ka ʔɪjːaː-ja, ‘He gave me to you’ (7a).

vag

vag

V

V

DP
DP

DP
π

uPART
uSPEA

u π
uPART
uSPEA

u

Step 1: vag  Agrees with 1-DO. Step 2: vag Agrees with 2-causee.

π
PART
SPEA

π
PART
SPEA

π
PART
SPEA

π
PART

vcaus

vcaus
V.vag

V.vag
A

G
RE

E tV

A
G

RE
E

modest licensing needs. Béjar and ezáč (2009) propose that probes are licensed if 
at least one of their features has successfully AGREED. Preminger (2010, 2011a) 
more generally argues that a probe’s failure to AGREE successfully never leads to 
ungrammaticality. Within that proposal, vcaus’s failure to AGREE is entirely un-
problematic.

Let us now turn to clitic combinations where cliticization of both pronouns is 
not possible. In all clitic combinations where the direct object is not less local than 
the causee, the direct object will deactivate any features on vag that the causee could 
value. As a result vag can never AGREE with both the direct object and the causee. 
This is illustrated in Table 5 for example (7a), a combination of a first person direct 
object with a second person causee. This time the direct object has all three person 
features, while the causee has only [π, PART]. In Step 1, vag AGREES with DO in 
all of its features leaving it entirely inactive. When vag’s specifier is merged and vag 
becomes the label of the new structure, no second AGREE is possible, because vag 
is inactive. In Step 2, vcaus is merged and probes the causee. The two AGREE in all 
of the causee’s features. Since neither probe has AGREED with both arguments, 
they cannot both cliticize.

The ban on combinations of third person pronouns, where DO and causee 
have the same features, is derived in the same way. DO deactivates vag’s [uπ]. Since 
this is the only feature the causee has, AGREE between it and vag is impossible 
even though vag has active features left. The analysis for restrictions on clitic com-
binations involving local person pronouns thus naturally extends to those between 
third person ones.

The morphological realization of pronoun combinations

Section 4.2 showed under which conditions one probe can AGREE with two goals. 
This section turns to how the syntactic structures in Tables 4 and 5 are mapped to 
the morphological forms in (6/7), in particular why person combinations that 
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disallow cliticization are realized by cliticizing the causee and using a free pronoun 
for the direct object. I identify two factors that govern cliticization in CA: (i) Cliti-
cization spells out the syntactic dependencies of the highest valued probe in the 
v-domain and (ii) Cliticization and realization as a strong pronoun are two differ-
ent ways of spelling out the syntactic relation between the probe and the goal: 
Clitics are the morphological realization of the goal’s properties on the probe, 
while free pronouns are the realization of the probe’s properties on the goal. The 
proposal is phrased in a late insertion model (e.g. Distributed Morphology, Halle 
and Marantz, 1993) where the nodes manipulated by syntax do not contain pho-
nological material and such material is inserted in the post syntactic component, 
sensitive to the output of the syntactic computation.

The syntactic dependencies in the v domain are spelled out as two clitics when 
vag has AGREED with both DO and the causee, in Table 4, and vcaus does not 
AGREE at all. This means that PF interprets a complex head of the form 

‘ v v
u

u
caus ag
 














PART

SPEA
v

( )
. ’ by mapping the syntactic dependencies of vag with both DO 

and the cause into the pair of clitics like -niː-ka. The unvalued probe on vcaus is 
ignored. The major difference between this and person combinations where only 
the causee cliticizes is that the complex head in the vP domain contains two valued 

probes as in Table 5: v v Vcaus ag

u

 
PART
SPEA

PART
SPEA

























. . .  This syntactic structure is spelled 

out by cliticizing only the causee. Taken together, this suggests that when faced 
with a complex head with multiple valued probes, PF spells out the dependencies 
of only the highest, valued probe in the v-domain as a clitic. I have no explanation 
why this would be so, but a similar pattern is reported for the phenomenon of 
double agreement in Dutch dialects by van Craenenbroeck and van Koppen 
(2002). The reason then why in the causee cliticises rather than DO when clitic 
combinations are impossible is that the interaction of two probes and head move-
ment bleeds the realization of vag ’s dependencies as cliticization.

The use of a free pronoun for DO when it cannot cliticize can be understood 
in analogy to PCC repairs in Romance languages. PCC re-pairs in Romance lan-
guages often consist of a preposition or case marker a plus a non-nominative 
pronoun (e.g. Spanish and Catalan: Bonet 1991; French: ezáč 2008, p. 98; Ital-
ian: Cardinaletti and Starke, 1999, p. 169). The pronoun forms with a also appear 
when pronouns are topicalized or coordinated (Cardinaletti and Starke 1999). 
ezáč (2007) suggests that a in PCC repairs is the morphological realization of a 
probe that is added to avoid a crashing derivation and license an argument that 
has failed to AGREE with v. This last-resort addition of a probe accounts for the 
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fact that PCC repair strategies are not freely available elsewhere and sometimes 
morphosyntactically unusual (§2.3). [ʔɪjːaː]- resembles a both in its distribution, 
see (2/3), and in its association with case. Analogous to ezáč’s (2007) proposal 
for a, I propose that [ʔɪjːaː]- is the realization of the probe that licenses the direct 
object. Unlike in his proposal, however, this probe is not added to avoid a crash-
ing derivation, but is the independently present probe of vag spelled out on the 
object, rather than vag .

In conclusion, the realization of banned clitic combinations with strong pro-
nouns can be attributed to an alternate way of spelling out syntactic dependencies 
that are independently established. The ungrammaticality of the clitic combina-
tions in (7) then is not the result of a crashing derivation, but rather there is no 
derivation that leads to a clitic combination in these person combinations. A deri-
vation that contains the relevant lexical items in the numeration will always lead to 
a morphological realization of the direct object as a free pronoun rather than a 
clitic. In this respect the proposal here resembles Preminger’s (2011a) proposal 
about ungrammaticality in other agreement restrictions.

4. Clitic combinations in other contexts

In addition to the causative verbs discussed so far, there are at least four contexts 
where combinations of pronominal clitics are possible: (i) some underived verbs, 
(ii) nominalizations like (14), (iii) some verbs with small clause complements, and 
(iv) prepositional imperatives. Sibawayh (1881, p. 336) reports that clitic combina-
tions of the second and third type are rather marginal, and the status of (iv) is 
somewhat unclear (Sibawayh, 1881, p. 334/§208). I will only discuss (i) and (ii), 
and outline how the analysis in Section 4.2 could extend to them.

There are some underived verbs that take two accusative complements and 
allow cliticization, e.g. (19). Wright (1874, vol 2, p. 47) reports that these are verbs 
with meanings similar to fill, satisfy, give, deprive, forbid, ask or entreat.

 (19) Clitic clusters on non-causative double object verbs:
  a. na-biːʕu-ka -hu
   1pl-sell-cl.2sg.M -cl.3sg.M
   ‘We sell you it’ (Reckendorf, 1895, p. 111)
  b. sal -niː -haː
   ask for.imp.M.sg -cl.1sg -cl.3sg.F
   ‘Ask me (about) it!’ (de Sacy, 1905, p. 379)
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 (20) dʕaraba zaid-an ʔa ðʕːahr-a 
  beat.3sg.M Zaid-acc def.back-acc
  ‘He slapped Zaid (on) the back’ (Reckendorf, 1895, p. 113)

In addition, normally transitive verbs like dʕaraba, ‘beat,’ in (20), can take two 
objects when one is a body part of the other. Reckendorf (1895, p. 113) reports that 
the construction in (20) typically involves an animate first accusative and that the 
whole individual denoted by the first accusative is affected by the action performed 
on its part. The construction is reminiscent of possessive datives in Romance lan-
guages that require a similar part-whole relation between two internal arguments 
(e.g. Spanish: Cuervo, 2003, §2.2.2/3). I was unable to find information on wheth-
er constructions like (19)/(20) are subject to (1). If they are, they could be inte-
grated into the analysis here by treating them as true double object constructions 
similar to English, and adopting an applicative analysis along the lines of Pylk-
känen (2002) and Cuervo (2003). In applicative double object constructions, the 
non-theme argument is introduced as the specifier of an applicative head (APPL) 
that can be in several positions below v (Cuervo 2003). To derive the clitic restric-
tions from the interactions of head movement and two probes, APPL0 would have 
to bear a φ-probe just like v (e.g. Adger and Harbour, 2007) and undergo head 
movement. To fully motivate such an analysis one would have to show that con-
structions like those in (19/20) have the properties of associated with applicatives, 
which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Clitic combinations are also possible in nominalizations as in (14): [ħubː -iː 
-hɪ]. Sibawayh reports that they observe (5), but a strong pronoun is commonly 
used for the second clitic even in person combinations that obey (5) (Sibawayh, 
1881, p. 333, §207; Jahn, 1900, pt ii, p. 95; also Howell, 1880, pt i, vol. 2, p. 542). The 
proposal here derives cliticization in nominalizations in the same way as in the 
verbal domain. Subjects and objects are introduced by vag, and vag ’s probe can 
AGREE with both of them under the same conditions as elsewhere. The presence 
of (1) in nominalizations and with verbs follows without additional stipulation. 
An important difference between (14) and other clitic combinations, however, is 
case. The subject clitic in (14) bears genitive, rather than accusative as would be 
expected from case assignment by vag. The case of the object clitic is not morpho-
logically marked, but the case assignment patterns with non-pronominal argu-
ments in nominalizations show that genitive subjects appear together with 
accusative objects (Wright, 1874, vol 2., p. 58). If both subject and object AGREE 
with vag to cliticize and receive case, the two arguments should not have different 
case values. PCC between arguments with different cases is quite common. In 
Romance languages the PCC typically arises between dative and accusative argu-
ments. A preliminary proposal for these contexts is that they are further evidence 
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for separating restrictions on cliticization from case assignment. I have argued in 
previous work on Catalan (Walkow, 2012a,b) that the assignment of dative an ac-
cusative case is separated from person agreement. Preminger (2011a, b) makes a 
more general argument for separating person licensing from the case filter. Inde-
pendently, there is a long line of work on deriving case from syntactic configura-
tions of arguments rather than by assignment via functional heads (Marantz, 1991; 
McFadden, 2004; Bobaljik, 2008; Preminger, 2011a; Pesetsky, 2012). Extending 
this division of φ-AGREE and case to CA, one could say that the mechanism of φ 
-AGREE developed here accounts for the possibility of cliticization, but other as-
pects of the syntactic structure determine the case of the arguments.

A multiple AGREE analysis

The only extant analysis of the clitic restrictions in CA as restrictions on AGREE is 
in Nevins (2007) where it is part of a larger proposal about variation in person 
restrictions. The proposal differs from the one here in several points. It is built on 
Multiple AGREE, which allows one probe to AGREE with multiple goals in one 
step. Person restrictions arise from restrictions on the operation Multiple AGREE. 
Different kinds of PCC arise from how the restrictions on Multiple AGREE are 
parameterized. The system uses binary rather than privative features. I will begin 
by presenting the Multiple AGREE analysis for (5), and then go on to show how it 
falls short at accounting for restrictions on third person clitics.

The Multiple AGREE analysis relies on representations of person categories 
using two binary features [±PART(ICIPANT)] and [±AUTH(OR)]. The three per-
son categories are represented as 1: [+PART, +AUTH], 2: [+PART, –AUTH] and 3: 
[–PART, –AUTH]. The binary status of the features is key to how Multiple AGREE 
is restricted. The Multiple AGREE proposal also differs in its assumptions about 
syntactic structure. The probe that is responsible for deriving clitic combinations 
is always above both arguments. In the syntactic structure argued for in Section 3, 

it would be v caus
u  







DP ...DPcausee DO .

Person restrictions arise from two restrictions on Multiple AGREE called 
Contiguous Agree and Matched Values. Matched Values will not be discussed here 
as it does not contribute to the restrictions in CA. Informally, Contiguous Agree 
requires that when a probe P AGREES in some feature with an argument x in a 
structure P > y > x, y also has to have that feature. The feature sensitivity of Con-
tiguous Agree is parameterized and the different parameterizations derive differ-
ent patterns of PCC. Nevins (2007) proposes that Contiguous Agree in CA is 
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parameterized to [+AUTH] and [+PART], leading to the definition of Contiguous 
Agree in CA in (21).

 (21) Parameterization of Contiguous Agree in Classical Arabic:
  For the value {+} of the features [±PART] and [±AUTH] on a Probe P,
  If x is [+AUTH], ¬∃y, such that y > x and P > y and y is not [+AUTH]

and

  If x is [+PART], ¬∃y, such that y > x and P > y and y is not [+PART]
  There can be no interveners between P and x that are not valued {+}
  for whichever of [+PART] and [+AUTH] x has.
   (based on Nevins, 2007, pp. 291, 298)

Contiguous Agree as in (21) derives the clitic restrictions as follows. -niː-ka,1ACC-
2ACC, satisfies (21), because the lower 2 has a [+PART] that is shared by the high-
er 1. *-huː-niː, 3ACC-1ACC, and *-huː-ka, 3ACC-2ACC, are ruled out, because 
the lower arguments’ [+PART] and [+AUTH] features are not shared by the high-
er 3. Similarly, *-ka-niː, 2ACC-1ACC, is ruled out because the probe could AGREE 
with the lower 1 in both [+AUTH] and [+PART], but the higher 2 lacks [+AUTH]. 
Finally, -niː-hɪ, 1ACC-3ACC, and -ka-hu, 2ACC-3ACC, are ruled in, because they 
satisfy (21) vacuously. Contiguous Agree is operative only when the lower argu-
ment is specified for [+AUTH] or [+PART]. Since third person lacks both of these 
specifications, any combination that contains a 3-DO satisfies it and Multiple 
AGREE can target both internal arguments.

The multiple AGREE account does not deliver restrictions on third person 
pronouns. Since third person lacks the features that Contiguous Agree is parame-
terized for, combinations of third person pronouns vacuously satisfy it and can 
enter Multiple AGREE. The proposal predicts that combinations of third person 
pronouns should be generally possible, which is not the case. Nevins (2007) dis-
cusses restrictions on third person pro-nouns in Basque and Spanish, and attri-
butes them to post-syntactic processes. As argued in Section 2.2, this type of 
explanation is not plausible for CA.

In conclusion, the Multiple AGREE system cannot account for the full set of 
person restrictions in (1). The Cyclic AGREE proposal presented here gives a uni-
fied analysis of (1) while conservatively locating variation in the functional lexicon.
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Secondary stress exist in Cairene Arabic?

Rajaa Aquil

In this paper I demonstrate that secondary stress in Cairene Arabic (CA) 
exists, and that is by invoking Optimality Theoretic (OT) constraints of 
FootBinarity, Align-Head/R, Trochaic, Wsp, *Clash, and *Lapse. There 
is no dispute in the literature over the place of primary stress, on one of the 
rightmost three syllables. However, very few studies support the presence of 
secondary stress (Harms, 1981; Welden, 1980), while more research suggest 
that secondary stress does not exist (Aljarah, 2008; De Lacy, 1998; Halle & 
Vergnaud, 1987; Hayes, 1995; Kenstowicz, 1994; McCarthy, 1979; Watson, 
2002). Although I agree with research (Gairdner, 1926; Harms, 1981; Welden, 
1980) that secondary stress exists in CA, I refute the data and analysis proposed 
by this research. 

Keywords: Cairene Arabic, primary stress, secondary stress, rhythm, Optimality 
Theory, segmental rule-based, metrical phonology tree and grid.

1. Introduction

Cairene Arabic (henceforth referred to as CA) is classified in the literature as a 
stress language (Hayes, 1995). In some stress languages, the distance between a 
stressed syllable and another is equal. The distance is the number of syllables inter-
vening between a stressed syllable and another stressed syllable, and is usually 
limited to one or two syllables (Selkirk, 1984).

The literature, to my knowledge, does not explicitly indicate that CA stress is 
rhythmic; nor has CA secondary stress been tackled, except by Welden (1980) and 
Harms (1981). The working definition of rhythm in this paper is the distribution 
of primary and secondary stress within a word and the distance between a stressed 
syllable and another. Secondary stress in Arabic has long been debated in the lit-
erature. No known studies make the claim that Arabic in general has secondary 
stress. Very few studies (cf. Harms, 1981; Mitchell, 1956; Welden, 1980) contend 
that CA does, while Halle and Vergnaud (1987) Hayes (1995) and McCarthy (1984, 
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reported in Halle and Vergnaud, 1987, personal communication, p. 60 footnote 5)1 
maintain that CA does not have secondary stress. Welden (1980), for example, 
states that secondary stress is present in long words of six or more syllables, spe-
cifically words that have affixes added to them.

In this paper, I motivate the notion of rhythm in CA by invoking the presence 
of secondary stress in CA. Through an Optimality Theoretic (OT) representation, 
I demonstrate that the constraint Trochaic secures that the default rhythmic pat-
tern is followed in words of four or more syllables, particularly when the appropri-
ate conditions are present. This occurs, for example, when an [L L] syllable starts a 
word of four syllables or more (such as [bàrabánd] ‘fluent’, [ʕàsaliyyáaya] ‘kind of 
candy’, or in long words that have affixes added to them (such as [mà.ka.ta.bit.hal.
náaʃ] ‘she didn’t write it for us’). Also, by appealing to The Principle of Rhythmic 
Provisions as in Anti-clash Provision, and Anti-lapse Provision (Selkirk, 1984), in 
conjunction with Optimality Theory stress constraints, I demonstrate that it is 
plausible that CA has a secondary stress motivated by bimoracity (enforced by 
FootBinarity), and stress-related constraints Align-Head/R, Trochaic, Wsp, 
*Clash, and *Lapse. 

The point of this paper is purely theoretical. There is no intention in this paper 
to discuss surveys of native speakers’ judgments, acoustic evidence, empirical 
studies or experiments with synthesized words. The aim is to compare earlier the-
ories, e.g., rule-based, metrical phonology and OT in accounting for secondary 
stress. The inclusion of OT constraints is primarily to show that secondary stress 
can be motivated. A detailed OT study, comparing analyses to demonstrate that 
the analysis which predicts secondary stress is less complex and plausible than one 
that does not, is saved for future papers, as is a study based on “diagnosing Stress 
Patterns” following Hayes’s (1995) paradigm.

2. Stress in CA

Primary stress

There is no dispute over the place of primary stress in CA, namely, it is on one 
of the rightmost three syllables (Gairdner, 1926; Halle & Vergnaud, 1987; 
Harms, 1981; Harrell, 1957; Hayes, 1995; McCarthy, 1979; Mitchell, 1956, 1960; 
Welden, 1980). The description of stress placement in CA was first formulated 

1.  Halle and Vergnaud (1987) reported on p. 60 footnote 5, that McCarthy (1984) person-
ally communicated that his phonetic studies of CA speech did not reveal any trace of second-
ary stresses.
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by McCarthy (1979), and cited by Halle and Vergnaud (1987), then Hayes (1995). 
It is as follows (Halle & Vergnaud, 1987, p. 61).

 1. a. Stress the penult whether light or heavy.
   i. bána2 ‘he built’
   ii. fíhim ‘he understood’ (3rd sg, m)
   iii. mibáħbaħ ‘easy going’ 
  b. Stress the final if superheavy.
   i. barabánd ‘one who talks very fast’
   ii. mutaʕalliqáat ‘belongings’
   iii. baraníitʕ ‘hats’
  c. Stress the antepenult or the penult, whichever is separated by an even 

number of syllables from the immediately preceding heavy syllable or 
the beginning of the word (where zero separation is counted as even).3

   i. ʃágara ‘a tree’
   ii. ʔibtádaʕ ‘invented’
   iii. sabahlála ‘haphazardly’

Formulations of primary stress have had different representations, e.g., rule-
based stress assignment (Chomsky & Halle, 1986, 1991), metrical phonologi-
cal trees (Liberman & Prince, 1977), or metrical phonological grids (Halle & 
Vergnaud, 1987).

 2. Segmental Rule-Based (Welden, 1980, p. 20).
  S is either a heavy syllable (H) or a light syllable (L)
  S<L> → [+stress]/ 〈# (X H)〉 ____ (〈L〉 L) ##
  i. The rules abbreviate the following environments. Stress the antepenult 

if it is a light syllable, right after a heavy syllable or starting the word, 
as in (a) and (b).

  ii. Or stress the penult as in (c) or the final elsewhere as in (d).
   a. L → [+stress]/ # X H ___ L L ## ʔimbásʕatʕu
    ‘they became happy’
   b. L → [+stress]/ # ___ L L ## kátabu
     ‘they wrote’

2. These data are from the author, who is a native speaker of CA. The data in this paper are the 
author’s except for Welden’s (1980). 
3. Generalizations in (1c) are particularly important because they demonstrate how impor-
tant a heavy syllable is in demarking the site of primary stress. In fact, in the absence of a heavy 
syllable in the word, the edge of the word or zero separation from the edge or beginning of the 
word is very important. This correctly explains why a word like [šágara] has the primary stress 
on the antepenult and not the penult.
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   c. S → [+stress]/ ___ L ## ráma
     ‘he threw’
     maktába
     ‘library’
   d. S → [stress]/ ___ ## ʃáaf
     ‘he saw’
     katabúu<h>
     ‘they wrote it’
     kitáab
     ‘book’

I would like to acknowledge the anonymous reviewer of the paper who drew my 
attention to the fact that when Welden’s formula in (2) is unpacked, it would pro-
duce [ʃaafú], [ʃagaraatú], [ʔistafadná], or perhaps [ʃáafú], [ʃšagráatú], and 
[ʔistafádná], all of which are ungrammatical. 

The following metrical phonological tree and metrical phonological grid 
structures (3) demonstrate the representation of the primary stress in the word 
[ʕasaliyyáaya] ‘kind of candy’.

3. a. Metrical Phonology Tree b. Metrical Phonology Grid

s

s s s

s
�a.sa.liy.yáa.ya

w s w s w w

2 (*) Prosodic word 
1 (*.)(*.)(*.) Foot
0 ** ** ** * 

  μ μ μμ μμ μ Mora 
  ʕa.sa.liy.yáa.ya

In metrical tree theory of stress, nodes of the tree are labeled strong S and weak W 
to mark relative prominence. In (3a), light syllables (e.g., [ʕa.sa]) are formed into a 
foot and in accordance with stress being Trochaic; prominence is on the left syl-
lable represented in the structure as S. The rimes of the heavy syllables (e.g., [liy] 
and [yáa]) are branched to S and W. The remaining stray material (e.g., [ya]) is 
gathered and connected to the tree. The right node is strong (i.e., carries stress) 
only if it branches. As seen in the structure, the right node branches and, accord-
ingly, is strong and carries the main stress of the word. 

Metrical phonological grid theory of stress represents stress as a hierarchically 
organized rhythmic structure where the grid depicts the temporal structure repre-
sented as beats. The grid shows a sequence of beats vertically aligned in grid col-
umns. Beats are equally spaced in time but vary in strength according to their 
height in the grid columns. Rows in the grid refer to layers 0–2. Following Halle & 
Vergnaud (1987, pp. 35–47) in structure (3b), each mora [μ]is a weight-bearing 
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unit; therefore, it gets a beat. Beats are represented by asterisks in layers 0–2. 
Stressed syllables get an extra beat in layer 1, and finally, due to End Rule Right, the 
rightmost foot gets the extra beat in layer 2. 

Based on the literature on primary stress of CA, some constraints are found to 
be at play. These constraints are: (1) Foot binarity (Ftbin), which stipulates that 
a foot be bimoraic (McCarthy, 1979; Watson, 2002), (2)Trochaic (Tr), 
which stipulates that a left syllable in a bisyllabic word be stressed, (Hayes, 1995; 
McCarthy, 1979), and (3) Align Head Right (Alignhead/r), which stipulates 
that primary stress is on one of the rightmost three syllables (McCarthy, 1979). 

An Optimality Theoretic analysis of primary stress in CA has been formulat-
ed. However, I find the point of contention in these studies to be the data being 
analyzed. Formulations by Aljarah (2008) and De Lacy (1998) are based on data 
from Cairene Classical Arabic, which is a variety of Classical Arabic pronounced 
by Azhar-trained Egyptians or Cairene Arabic native speakers. In my opinion, 
analysis of primary stress of CA based on data that is Classical Arabic falls short of 
capturing the prosodic changes and alternations that take place in CA. Data in 
(Welden, 1977, p. 6) are Classical Arabic words: (ka.ta)(BA).ha ‘he wrote it’, (ka.ta) 
BAA).ha, ‘they wrote it’, (mak)(TUU)bun, ‘a letter’, (mar)(suu)(MAA)tun, ‘they 
are drawn’. The same applies to the data used in De Lacy (1998, footnote 1, p.1), 
where he states that the data are from Mitchell (1960) – a study on words as pro-
nounced by Azhar-trained Egyptians of Classical Arabic. 

There are studies in the literature that show that there is a difference between 
CA and Classical Arabic, particularly in prosodic structures, for example vowel 
shortening in closed syllables and vowel lengthening before suffixes (Harrell, 1957; 
Mitchell, 1960; Watson, 2002).

 4. MSA input CA output4 
  a. saaħiba saħ.ba
   ‘friend’ (f.sg.)
  b. taaxudi tax.di
   ‘you take’ (f.sg.)

 5. Cairene Arabic v̌ ~ v: alternation5

  ʔábu ʔabúuya 
  ‘father’ ‘my father’

In this section, I translate the literature on CA primary stress into an OT represen-
tation (see Tableau 1). The tableau illustrates the constraints mentioned above, as 

4. The following data are from (Harrell, 1957, p. 30).
5. The following data are from (Watson, 2002 cited in McCarthy 2005, p. 1).
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well as the following constraints. (1) weight to stress (Wsp), which stipulates 
that a heavy syllable must carry stress, (2) Parse syllable (Parseσ), which stipu-
lates that all syllables be parsed into a higher prosodic hierarchy, namely the foot, 
and (3) Align all feet left (Afl), which stipulates that the formation of all feet 
must be on the left side of the word. I will not delve into a detailed OT analysis for 
primary stress; however, a paper on secondary stress would not be complete if an 
account of primary stress is not provided. Therefore, I present OT tableaux of pri-
mary stress in a subsequent section.6 At this juncture of the paper and based on 
the literature, it is sufficient to posit that Ftbin, Alignhead/r, and Tr, are highly 
ranked. The interaction between these constraints is discussed in 3.2 below. 

Secondary stress

As mentioned earlier, there is no dispute over primary stress of CA; however, there 
is one over secondary stress. Only a small number of studies (Harms, 1981; Welden, 
1980) contend that CA has secondary stress, while others (Halle and Vergnaud, 
(1987); Hayes, (1995) maintain that it does not. Gairdner (1926, p. 137) in a foot-
note implied the presence of secondary stresses: “Where more than one accent 
appears to fall on a single word-group, it will be found that the last is the strongest, 
and the rest secondary.”

Tableau 1. Constraints involved in primary stress.7 

Optimal forms Ftbin Alignhead/R Tr Wsp Parseσ Afl

(ʕasa) (liy) (yáa)ya
(bara) (níi)<tʕ>8

mu(sal) (sála) * * **
(fíhi)<m>
(ʔid) (dal) (ʕádi) * ***
(šága)ra *
(mùta) (ʕal)li(qáa)<t> * **

6. For a detailed analysis of primary stress on CA spoken Arabic data, I refer the interested 
reader to (Aquil, 2012).
7. In OT the use of dotted lines to show that there is no ranking between the constraints yet.
8. Following (Kiprasky, 2003: p. 156) and (Vaux, 2004) I consider < tʕ> in [baraníi tʕ],] 'hats', 
the <m> in [fihim], 'he understood' and the < tʕ> in [mùtaʕalliqáat] 'belongings' to be extra-
syllabic, extra prosodic, or extra metrical (Hayes, 1995), hence, not calculated metrically. This 
renders the final syllable light and not heavy.
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As established, primary stress in CA, as discussed in the previous section, is pre-
dictable and derived by phonological rules and constraints, rather than free and 
lexically determined. Phonological constraints are related to foot form and direc-
tionality, syllable weight, and edge of the word (i.e. rightmost). Furthermore, I 
posit that Trochaic constraint, which controls the rhythm of the language, is high-
ly ranked. Although the literature never explicitly states that rhythm in CA is alter-
nating, the interaction between stress-related constraints such as Align head/r, 
Trochaic, Wsp, and *Lapse, *Clash (discussed below) demonstrates that CA 
stress is a rhythmically bounded-system, where the distance between a stressed 
syllable and another is determined by some prosodic constituent, and that is one 
mora. By invoking OT constraints (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004), the Principle 
of Rhythmic Provisions, and the Anti-lapse Provision (Selkirk, 1984) I motivate 
the presence of secondary stress in CA below (see Section 3). 

Segmental rule-based theory

Few studies have investigated secondary stress in CA; those include work by 
Welden (1980) following the rule-based theory, and Harms (1981) following the 
metrical tree theory. Both Welden’s (1980) and Harms’s (1981) formulations are 
based on a different set of data than the one I have in this paper. 

Welden (1980) theorized that CA has a rhythmic secondary stress. According 
to her analysis, secondary stress is iterative and works backward toward the left of 
the word counting from the primary stress syllable and onward. 

 6. Rhythmic Stress (RS) (left-iterative) (Gairdner, 1926, p. 35)
  S → [+stress]/ 〈## (S S)0〉 ____〈L〉S S
    [+ stress]

The rule abbreviates the following environments. (Gairdner, 1926, p. 36)
 7. a. S → [+stress]/ ##____L S S 
    [+ stress]
    ## SS ____L S S
    [+ stress]
    ## SS SS ____L S S
    [+ stress]
  b. S → [+stress]/ ____ S S 
    [+ stress]

According to the analysis, the rule accounts for environments in which the preced-
ing syllables are even-numbered as well as odd-numbered. In some environments 
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both (7 a and b) account for the secondary stress in the word. For example, (7a) 
applies with three syllables as in (8a), but (7b) applies in (8b).

 8. Three syllables before primary stress 
  a.  màkătăbúuʃ
    ‘they (pl) didn’t write’
  b.  mistàʕ milíin
    ‘they're using’

When it comes to words with five syllables before the primary stress both rules (7a 
and b) are applied but in a different order as in (9a and b). 

 9. Five syllables before primary stress
  a. SSSLS matărgimtuhalíiʃ
    ‘you didn’t translate it for me’
 8. a.  gìmtŭhălíiʃ
  b.  màtărgìmtŭhălíiʃ
  b. SLSHSX mastalamithalháaʃ
    ‘she didn’t receive it for her’
 8. b.  mìthălháaʃ
  a.  màstălămìthălháaʃ

According to the analysis, environment (7b) accounts for the words in (10a and b).

 10. a. Two syllables
    sànătéen
    ‘two years’
    ʔìstăʕmílu
    ‘they used’
    kàtăbtáha
    ‘I/you wrote it’
    kàllimíthɑ
    ‘she called her’
  b. Four syllables
   X màkătàbŭháaʃ
    ‘they didn’t write it’
   X bìtirmìhŭmláha
    ‘she is throwing them to her’
   X bìttărgìmhŭmláha
    ‘she is translating them to her’
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As observed, Welden’s (1980) analysis does not capture rules of primary and sec-
ondary stress assignment in one formula. Because rules are ordered, clarity and 
ease of explanation could be compromised. In addition, I refute the presence of a 
secondary stress on the first L syllable of the following words: /màkătàbŭháaʃ/ and 
/bìtirmìhŭmláha/. According to OT, these syllables are not parsed because they are 
not bimoraic. Bimoracity of a foot is a requirement the language faithfully obeys.9

We note here that Welden’s (1980) analysis does not make any specific differ-
entiation between heavy and light syllables when the preceding syllables are even 
numbered or when there are three syllables. However, the analysis makes a distinc-
tion between the light and heavy syllables in words of six syllables. Following Allen 
(1969), she proposes that a light syllable L has one light element (e) and a heavy 
syllable H has two light elements (e.e), however she does not specify what these 
elements are or which prosodic constituents they belong to. She also incorporates 
some informal metrical principles justifying for secondary stress, which are:

 11. Metrical principles
  a. Maximize trochaic rhythm
  b. SˈSˈ (two stressed σ) is not permitted
  c. When the number of syllables preceding a stressed syllable is odd, stress 

falls on the syllable containing the ante-penultimate light element.

Principle (11) does not specify whether the antepenult syllable is the antepenult of 
the word or the antepenult syllable counting leftward from the primary stressed 
syllable. Also, according to Welden (1980), the rule in (6) and the principles in 
(11) should account for secondary stress in example (13). Welden (1980) counts 
the syllables from the final or primary stressed syllables towards the left, and there-
fore claims that the syllable [gim] takes secondary stress because it is the third after 
the primary stressed syllable (liiš). She then applies the iterative aspect, meaning 
that counting starts over again after the first secondary stressed.

 12.       
  màtărgìmtŭhăliišʃ
  ‘you (plu) didn’t translate it for me’

Metrical tree theory

Harms (1981) formulates Welden’s (1980) data and segmental rule-based analysis 
into a metrical phonological tree and counts for secondary stress by positing that 
the construction of the tree is leftward, as in (13) below. 

9. For more on this, see Watson (2002, p. 72) and Broselow (1992, p. 10).
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 13. Backward Metrical Approach
Right Branching Left Branching

s
s

w s w w
ku tu b na

s
s

w s w w
ku tu b na

In this formulation, no claims are made regarding syllable internal structure. 
Heavy syllables and light syllables are grouped as a stress group. According to 
Harms, primary stress can be described using either tree, i.e., light branching or 
left branching. In fact, he asserts that a left-branching tree gives a more correct 
secondary stress placement, as in (14).

 14. Right Branching Left Branching

s

s ws

w s

w w
ma k ta baa t

w

s
s

s w w s w
ta baa tma k

Backward counting (as in Welden’s segmental rule-based theory) and Harms’ met-
rical tree are interesting, but I find them implausible if a language learner is taken 
into consideration. How could a learner know in advance that the primary stress 
is on the final syllable and then count backward for secondary stress? Also, as ob-
served, neither formulations make a distinction between the light and heavy syl-
lables in terms of attracting stress; nor do they pay attention to internal syllable 
weight or bimoracity. Within the analyses, accounting for primary and secondary 
stress cannot be integrated into a singular schema or formulation, therefore com-
promising economy and clarity of explanation. 

Optimality Theoretic formulation based on constraints ranking, on the other 
hand, demonstrates a representation of one schema for both primary and secondary 
stress, a property Welden’s (1980) and Harms’ (1981) formulations lack. My contri-
bution agrees with (Harrell, 1957), considering word internal heavy syllables as the 
dock of secondary stress, but also does not differ from Welden’s (1980) in terms of 
the trochaic default stress as an explanation for secondary stress. I agree that the 
Trochaic principle is at play but disagree that internal heavy syllables are not promi-
nent. Additionally, as a native speaker of CA I dispute the secondary stress on some 
of the words in Welden’s study; primarily, the stress on the first syllable illustrated in 
(15). I have checked with a number of native speakers of CA and they also confirmed 
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that the initial syllable does not have any prominence.10 I show subsequently that the 
initial syllable is not parsed because Footbinarity (Ftbin) is an undominated in-
violable constraint while Alignfeet/left (AFL) is ranked low and violated in CA. 

 15. Welden (1980) data But rather
  a. màkatabúuʃ makàtabúuʃ
   ‘they didn’t write’
  b. bìtirmìhumláha bitìrmihùmláha
   ‘she is throwing them to her’ 
  c. màtargimtuhalíiʃ matàrgimtuhalíiʃ
   ‘you (plu) didn’t translate it (fem) for me’

3. Optimality theoretic formulation

The importance of the mora 

The mora is a very important prosodic constituent in CA. Following Hayes’s (1995) 
Moraic Trochee model, a single heavy syllable forms metrical units of moraic 
weight that is equal to that of two light syllables, as in (16).

 16. Moraic Trochee (x .) (x)11

   ᵕ ᵕ or –

The mora is also important in the Minimal Word Requirement (Kenstowicz, 1994). 
Well established phonological analyses in the literature demonstrate that some 
languages require content words to consist of some minimal size, often two sylla-
bles or two moras (Kenstowicz, 1994). In CA, a monosyllabic content word must 
be superheavy, CVVC or CVCC, because a final consonant does not add to the 
weight of a syllable, so only superheavy syllables reach the minimum size of two 
moras; for example, [bonn] ‘coffee beans’, [diib] ‘wolf ’, and [bint] ‘girl’. Also fol-
lowing (Watson, 2002), I posit that feet in CA should be bimoraic, and a degener-
ate foot (of one mora) must be forbidden.

I also appeal to the Metrical Phonological Theory Grid representation 
(Liberman, 1975; Liberman & Prince, 1977) where, since each mora is a weight-
bearing unit, it gets a beat.

10. This is an intuitive impressionistic inquiry. I read to four native speakers of CA the words 
in data (16) and asked them to tell me which syllable they hear as the most prominent. Then I 
read the words again and asked them whether the first syllable is prominent or not.
11. Following Hayes (1995) notations, a light (CV) stressed syllable is / ᵕ /. A light (CV) un-
stressed syllable is a dot /. /, whereas a stressed syllable is /x/ whether it is a heavy syllable (CVC 
or CVV) / – / or a light (CV) stressed syllable / ᵕ /. 
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 17. 2 (  ̀ ̀ * ) Prosodic word level
  1 (*) (*) (*)  Foot level
  0 ** ** ** *  Mora level
   μμ μμ μμ μ
   ʕàsa lìy yáa ya

The grid demonstrates that, on the mora level, each mora receives a beat. However, 
on higher levels between every beat and another, there is an element (i.e., a mora) 
that does not have a higher asterisk on the higher layer. In [ʕàsalìyyáaya] neither the 
second mora, [a] nor the mora of coda [y] in [lìy], or the mora for [a] in the penult 
[yáa] have asterisks on higher levels. These moras are represented by dots. Moras 
are units of weight; therefore, I posit that they constitute the distances between an 
asterisk and another, i.e., between a stressed syllable and another. Distances are 
controlled by principles. One of these is the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation 
(Selkirk, (1984) which stipulates an anti-clash as well as an-anti lapse provision. 

 18. The Principle of Rhythmic Provision
  a. Anti-clash Provision
   Every strong position12 on a metrical level n should be followed by at 

least one weak position on that level.
  b. Anti-lapse Provision
   Any weak position on a metrical level n may be preceded by at most 

one weak position on that level. 

Based on the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation by Selkirk (1984), I posit that the 
weak position intervening between two strong positions is a weight-bearing unit 
– i.e., a mora. 

Finally, to secure prosodic hierarchy, I invoke the Weak Layering theory of Ito 
& Mester, 1992 and propose that the foot dominates both the mora and the syllable 
in CA, as in structure (19A), contrary to the Strict Layering in (19B).

 19. Weak Layering
A. Foot

Mora Syllable

B. Foot

Mora

Syllable

By following both the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation and the Weak Layering 
premise, I claim that the distance between a stressed syllable and another in CA is

12. Strong positions are represented by asterisks and weak positions are represented by dots in 
the grid. 
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a mora, as illustrated in the grid, and that the presence of this distance provides the 
suitable environment for a secondary stress to exist in CA.

Constraints of stress in CA

Primary stress
In OT parlance, the account for stress in CA, as mentioned above, is explained 
through the interaction and competition between stress-related constraints, e.g., 
Trochaic, Weight to Stress Principle, and Align-head/right. For primary 
stress, the competition is won by the un-dominated constraint of Footbinarity, 
Align-head/right followed by Trochaic.13

Tableau 2. Ftbin>> Parseσ, Parse-Sg.14 

/mutaʕalliqaat/ ‘belongings’ Ftbin Parse-σ Parse-Sg15

a. (muta) (ʕal)li(qáa)<t> * *
 b. (muta) (ʕal) (li) (qáat) *W L L
 c. (múta) (ʕal)li(qaat) **W *

13. For space consideration, I present only tableaux (2–10) illustrating the constraints of pri-
mary stress in CA and their interaction, however I summarize the text under each tableau in 
notes below. (See Aquil, 2012 for the detailed analysis). 
14.  This tableau is a combination tableau adapted from McCarthy (2008, pp. 46–47). According 
to McCarthy, the tableau ensures that the first two requirements of a valid ranking are met, which 
are constraint conflict and a winner. The cells with W and L show that these constraints compete 
over the choice of the winner. For the winner to win the constraint with the W must be higher than 
the one with the L. According to McCarthy: “The comparative or combination format is best for 
the ranking problem” (2008, p. 48). McCarthy advocates the combination tableau since it includes 
violations as well as W and L annotations of the comparative tableau.
15.  PARSE SG, specifies that all the segments of a syllable should be parsed. The tableau shows 
that there is a direct ranking between FTBIN and PARSE-σ. No ranking is evident between 
PARSE-σ and PARSE SG, as the two are in a stringency relationship, i.e., every violation of 
PARSE-σ is also a violation of PARSE SG, but the reverse is not the case. In the tableau, candi-
date (a) is the optimal candidate because it does not violate FTBIN. Candidates (b & c) lose be-
cause they violate FTBIN. Candidate (b) satisfies PARSE-σ by parsing all the syllables, and it also 
satisfies PARSE SG by parsing the last consonant in the word. However, by satisfying these two 
constraints, candidate (b) violates FTBIN when it parses a degenerate foot that is not of two 
moras (i.e., [li]) and when it parses the last consonant. By parsing the last consonant, the final 
syllable becomes trimoraic.
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Tableau 3. Ftbin >> Trochaic (Tr), Parseσ16

/banaa/ ←/banaa<h>/ 
‘he built it’

Ftbin Tr Parseσ

a. ba (náa) *
 b. (ba) (náa) *W *W L
 c. (banáa) *W *W L
 d. (bánaa) *W L L

Tableau 4: Ftbin, Align-head/r>> Trochaic (Tr).17

/ʔistiratijiyya/ ‘strategy’ Ftbin Align-head/r Tr

 a. (ʔis) (tira)ti(jíy)ya
 b. (ʔis) (tira)ti(jiy) (yá) *W
 c.(ʔís) (tira)ti(jiy)ya *W
 d.(ʔis) (tíra) (tijiy)ya *W *W L

Some CA words of LLL syllable structure have the primary stress placed on the 
penult rather than the antepenult – e.g., [libísa] ‘underwear’ or borrowed words 
such as [gatóo] ‘pastry’. In CA, ranking Align foot l (Afl) low, while ranking 
the undominated Footbinary (Ftbin) high accounts for stress placement in the 
mentioned words. The ranking of these constraints also explains the stress place-
ment on the following words: [nisíi ← nisíi<h>] ‘he forgot it’ or [miʃíi ← miʃíi<h>] 
‘he walked it’.

Consider Tableau (5) for [ʃágara] and Tableau (10) for [nisíi].

16. This tableau demonstrates that Ftbin dominates both Parse-σ and Trochaic. The most 
optimal candidate is (a) since it obeys Ftbin Trochaic and Parse-σ. Candidate (b) loses be-
cause it parses a degenerate foot (i.e., [mi]), whereas candidates (c) and (d) lose because a foot 
exceeds two moras. Candidate (d) loses in spite of the fact that it follows the default stress pat-
tern of disyllabic words, namely trochaic. 
17. The winner in this tableau is (a) because it obeys Ftbin, Align-Head/R and Trochaic . 
Other candidates incur crucial violations with the relevant constraints. For example, candidate 
(b) does not obey Ftbin, because it contains a degenerate foot [yá]. Candidate (c) on the other 
hand, loses because it violates Align-Head/R by having the stress fall on the first syllable [ʔís] 
and not on one of the three rightmost ones. Candidate (d) loses because it violates both FtBin 
and Align-Head/R, even though it satisfies Trochaic.
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Tableau 5. Align-foot-l (afl) >> Align-foot-r (afr).18

/šagara/ ‘tree’ Ftbin Tr Afl Afr Parseσ

a. (šága)ra * *
 b. (šága) (ra) *W *W L L
 c. (ša) (gára) *W *W L L
 d. ša(gára) *W L *
 e. ša(gará) *W *W L *

Tableau 6. Parseσ >> Afl.19

ʕàsaliyyáaya 
‘kind of candy’

Parseσ Afl

 a.(ʕàsa) (liy) (yáa)ya * **
  b. (ʕàsa) liyyaaya ***W L

Tableau 7. Wsp >> Parseσ.20

/ʔiftitaħiyya/ 
‘inauguration’ 

Wsp Parseσ

 a. (ʔif) (tita) (ħíy)ya *
 b. (ʔif) (títa) (ħiy) (ya) *W L

18. The Tableau provides evidence that foot construction in CA is aligned at the left edge of the 
word. Candidate (a) wins, as it obeys high-ranked constraints namely, Ftbin, Troachiac, and 
it does not violate Afl. Other candidates (b, c, and e) violate Afl and the highly ranked Ftbin 
and Troachiac constraints. Candidate (d) does not obey Afl. It constructs the foot on the right 
and has the stress on the left syllable of the final disyllabic syllable.
19. Candidate (a) is the optimal one because it minimally violates Parse- σ. Candidate (b) 
loses to candidate (a) because, by satisfying Afl and aligning all feet to the left edge of the word, 
three violations of Parse σ occur.
20. The optimal candidate is (a) because it does not violate Wsp, whereas candidate (b) does. 
Candidate (a) obeys WSP while minimally violating Parse σ, a low-ranked constraint. Although 
candidate (b) fulfills Parse-σ by parsing all syllables of the word, it loses because it does not obey 
Wsp; stress is assigned to a light syllable (i.e., [títa]).
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Tableau 8. Align-head/r >> Wsp.21

/ʔiddalʕadi/
 ‘term used by women in reference to men as dudes’

Align-head/r Wsp

 a. (ʔid) (dal) (ʕádi) *
 b. (ʔid) (dál) (ʕadi) *W L

Tableau 9. Ftbin, Align-head/r>> Trochaic (Tr).22

/ʔistiratijiyya/
 ‘strategy’

Ftbin Align-head/r Tr

 a. (ʔis) (tira)ti(jíy)ya
 b. (ʔis) (tira)ti(jiy) (yá) *W
 c. (ʔís) (tira)ti(jiy)ya *W
 d. (ʔis) (tíra) (tijiy)ya *W *W L

Secondary stress

As for secondary stress in CA, I explain it through the interaction between pri-
mary and secondary stress-related constraints, namely, Trochaic, Wsp, and 
Align-head/right interacting with two other stress-related constraints men-
tioned in the literature, *Lapse and *Clash. 

 20. Secondary stress constraints
  *Clash
  Avoid stress on adjacent syllables, (Prince & Smolensky, 1993& 2004).
  *Lapse 
  Prohibits stress lapse, (Prince & Smolensky, 1993& 2004).

21. Candidate (a) wins, although it does not fulfill Wsp, since stress falls on a light syllable 
(i.e.,[ʕádi] instead of the preceding antepenultimate heavy syllable [dal]. Candidate (b) obeys 
Wsp, but violates a higher-ranked constraint, Align-Head/R, and hence loses to the winner (a). 
The tableau illustrates the domination of Align-Head/R over Wsp. 
22. The winner is (a) because it obeys Ftbin, Align-Head/R and Trochaic . Other candi-
dates incur crucial violations with the relevant constraints. For example, candidate (b) does not 
obey Ftbin, because it contains a degenerate foot [yá]. Candidate (c), on the other hand, loses 
because it violates Align-Head/R by having the stress fall on the first syllable [ʔís] and not on 
one of the three rightmost ones. Candidate (d) loses because it violates both FtBin and Align-
Head/R, even though it satisfies Trochaic. Based on the principles of combination tableaux, 
both Ftbin and Align-Head/R dominate Trochaic because there are two (Ws) on the left of 
the (L) which is in the Trochaic column of candidate (d). 
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Tableau 10. Primary Stress constraint hierarchy.23

Ftbin, Align-head/r >>Tr >>Wsp >> Parseσ,Parse Sg >>Afl

Optimal forms Ftbin Align-
head/r

Tr Wsp Parseσ Parse-
Sg

Afl

 (bàra) (níi)< tʕ> *
 mu(sal) (sála) * * **
 (fíhi)<m> *
 (ʔis) (tira)ti(jíy)ya ** ** ***
 (ʔid) (dal) (ʕádi) * ***
 (ʔif) (tita) (ħíy)ya * ***
 (šága)ra *
 sa(bah) (lála) * ****
 ni (síi) * *
 (mùta) (ʕal)li(qáa)<t> * * **

To capture the importance of the mora as a weight unit in CA, I parameterize the 
*Lapse constraint to be more sensitive to the mora than the syllable, hence, 
*Lapseμ.

 21. Lapseμ
  Prohibits stress lapse, (Prince & Smolensky, 1993& 2004)
 22. *Lapseμ >> *Clash

Note the low ranking of *Clash in tableaux (11) to (15). Tableau (11) demon-
strates the domination of *Lapseμ over *Clash. Note the low ranking of *Clash 
in Tableaux 11 to 15. Tableau 11 demonstrates the domination of *Lapseμ over 
*Clash. 

Candidate (a) in Tableau (11) wins even though it violates *Clash, as there are 
two stressed syllables adjacent to each other (i.e. (lìy) (yáa)). On the other hand, 
when candidate (b) satisfies *Clash by un-stressing one of the syllables, it loses 
because it violates *Lapse μ. 

 23. Trochaic >>*Clash
  *Clash is ranked low in relation with Trochaic. Consider Tableau (12), 

which demonstrates Trochaic dominating *Clash. 

23. In summary, a direct ranking is found between the Align-Head/R and Trochaic con-
straints and between Wsp and Parse-σ. But the ranking relationship between Align-Head/R 
and Afl still needs to be established. I propose that Align-Head/R dominates Afl transitively. 
I propose the same for the interaction between Wsp and Afl by means of transitivity.
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Tableau 11. *Lapseμ >> *Clash.

ʕàsaliyyáaya
‘kind of candy’

*Lapse μ *Clash

 a. (ʕàsa) (lìy) (yáa)ya
 `μμ `μμ ́μμ

*

 b. (ʕàsa) (liy) (yáa)ya
 `μμ `μμ ́μμ

*W L

Tableau 12. TR>>*Clash.

/sabahlala/ 
‘haphazardly’

Tr *Clash

 a. sa(bàh) ́(lála)
 `σ  ́σσ

*

  b. sa(bàh) ́(lalá)
 `σ σ  ́σ

*W L

Here Trochaic and *Clash are in direct competition and ranking. Candidate (a) 
wins even though it violates *Clash by having two stressed syllables adjacent to 
each other (e.g., bàhlála). However, when candidate (b) rectifies this violation by 
distancing one of the (LL) stresses, it crucially violates a higher-ranked constraint, 
Trochaic. 

As for interaction between Wsp and *Clash, we observe that Wsp also domi-
nates *Clash.

Tableau (13) confirms the domination of Wsp over *clash. Wsp prefers can-
didate (a), which is the winner. By comparison, candidate (b) loses because it vio-
lates Wsp. Candidate (b) obeys *clash by imposing a distance between the two 
adjacent stressed syllables; only the first syllable (ʔìd) is stressed while the antepe-
nult does not have a stress, although it is heavy. 

Tableau 13. Wsp >>*Clash.

/ʔiddalʕadi/ 
‘term used by women in reference to men as dudes’

Wsp *Clash

a. (ʔìd) (dàl) (ʕádi)
 `σ ` σ ́σ σ

**

 b. (ʔìd) (dal) (ʕádi)
 `σ σ ́σ σ

*W L
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Tableau 14. Secondary stress.
Ftbin, Align-head/r>>Tr>>Wsp>>*Lapseμ>>*Clash

Optimal forms 
Rule based vs. OT constraints

Ftbin Align-
head/r

Tr Wsp *Lapseμ *Clash 

a. makàtabùu<ʃ>
 b. màkatabùu<ʃ> * *
 a. matàrgìmtùhalíi<ʃ> ***
 b. màtargìmtuhalíi<ʃ> * * *
a. katàbtáha *
 b. kàtabtáha * *
a. bitìrmihùmláha *
 b. bìtirmìhumláha ** **

If we filter data from (Gairdner, 1926; Welden 1980) through the proposed OT 
constraints we find that the data incurs many violations to inviolable constraints 
such as FootBinariy, as well as violations to high-ranking constraints like Tro-
chaic and Wsp. See Tableau (14). 

Tableau 15. Summary tableau.24

Ftbin, Align-head/r>>Tr>>Wsp>>Parseσ, Parse Sg >>Afl; *Lapseμ >>*Clash

Optimal forms Ftbin Align 
Head/R

Tr Wsp Parseσ Afl *Lapseμ *Clash 

 (bàra) (níi)<tʕ>
 mu(sàl) (sála) * ** *
 (fíhi)<m>
 (ʔìs) (tìra)ti(jíy)ya ** *** *
 (ʔìd) (dàl) (ʕádi) *** **
 (ʔìf) (tìta) (ħíy)ya *** **
 li(bísa) * *
 (šága)ra *
 sa(bàh) (lála) * **** *
 ni (síi) * *
  (mùta) (ʕàl)

li(qáa)<t>
* ** *

 ma(kàta)búuʃ * ****
  bi(tìr)mi(hùm) 

(láha)
** ****

**

24. Since I have not yet come across data in CA which can illustrate the interaction between the 
following constraints Parse σ, Parse Sg >>Afl and *Lapseμ I opted to use the convention of 
using two lines to separate the constraints.
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All in all, by invoking OT constraints of stress, we observe that accounting for 
secondary stress in CA is not complex and does not propose any challenges to the 
theory. Moreover, the studies conducted on CA used mixed data (Classical Cairene 
Arabic), which I find confusing and not representative of CA prosodic informa-
tion. Tableau (15) demonstrates the constraints relevant for stress placement in 
CA. Observe that I did not use the constraints and the ranking arrived at in the 
aforementioned studies (McCarthy, 1984; Welden, 1977) as their findings are ir-
relevant to the data in this paper. 

Hence, the presence of secondary stress in CA can be theoretically motivated. 
We can motivate the presence of secondary stress through Trochaic and Wsp 
constraints acting independently. The role of *Lapse-μ postulated so far, motivates 
some rhythmic pattern in CA where the distance between one stressed syllable 
and another is a weak mora. 

3. Conclusion

Theoretically, the existence of secondary stress in CA is well-supported. We ac-
count for secondary stress by employing externally motivated high-ranked con-
straints, Trochaic and Wsp interacting with *Lapse μ and *Clash. However, 
such a claim needs to be validated phonetically, through acoustically and percep-
tually based studies. Such studies are warranted in order to prove or disclaim the 
presence of secondary stress in CA. 
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Paradoxical paradigms! Evidence 
from Lebanese Arabic phonology

Youssef A. Haddad and Caroline Wiltshire

Examinations of Optimal Paradigms (McCarthy, 2005) suggest that only 
phonological outputs of inflectional paradigms obey Optimal Paradigm 
constraints, whereby each member of a given paradigm strives to resemble 
the phonological structure of each other member of that paradigm. Words 
that are derived from “base” words, on the other hand, are claimed to obey 
Base-Output constraints which require all members of the paradigm to 
conform to the structure of one member selected as a Base. In this study, we 
examine Lebanese Arabic paradigms of sound regular, sound geminate, weak 
hollow, and weak defective verbs. Lebanese Arabic verbal paradigms show that 
while Base-Output constraints do play a role in determining the phonological 
structure of related words derived from a base, Optimal Paradigm constraints 
also participate in such morphology. The outcome is paradoxical paradigms 
in which members strive to resemble a Base while at the same time trying to 
resemble each other phonologically.

Keywords: Optimal Paradigms constraints, base-output constraints, Lebanese 
Arabic.

Introduction

McCarthy (2005), building on Benua’s (1997) Transderivational Correspondence 
Theory and on Kenstowicz’s (1996) Uniform Exponence, puts forth a theory of 
Optimal Paradigms (OP) in which he argues that output-output correspondence 
is a necessary part of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004). More 
specifically, McCarthy argues that individual members in inflectional para-
digms take into account the phonological structure of all paradigm members and 
that each member strives to conform to the structure of the majority even if this 
means that the phonological form of some members will end up being opaque 
and/or violating some input-output constraints. For example, the English word 
lightening is pronounced with a syllabic n – and not like lightning – in conformity 
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with the co-members of its paradigm, namely lighten, lightens, and lightened 
(McCarthy, 2005, p. 170). 

While illustrated with examples from inflectional paradigms, the above out-
put-output constraint is claimed not to apply to words derived from a base, which 
are called “derivational paradigms” (McCarthy, 2005, p. 174). Derivational para-
digms seem to work differently in that the relation among the members is asym-
metric: All members conform to the structure of one member selected as a base, 
while the base need not conform to the structure of any other member. To illus-
trate, in Palestinian Arabic, a high vowel that would appear as unstressed in a non-
final syllable normally undergoes syncope. For example, /fihimna/ ‘we understood’, 
a member of the inflectional paradigm of the verb /fihim/ ‘he understood’, sur-
faces as [f<i>.'him.na].1 Surprisingly, a segmentally identical input with a different 
morphological structure, /fihim-na/ ‘he understood us’, is realized as [fi.'him.na]; 
that is, without syncope. The latter is a member of the derivational – rather than 
the inflectional – paradigm of /fihim/ ‘he understood’. Several researchers argue 
that this is the case because members of such derivational paradigms obey a base-
identity constraint that requires all members to resemble a morphologically related 
base (e.g. Kenstowicz, 1996; Kager, 1999). In the case of [fi.'him.na] ‘he under-
stood us’, no syncope takes place in order for the verb to conform to the structure 
of the base ['fi.him] ‘he understood’. Kager (1999, p. 216 [15]) calls this constraint 
Head-Max (B/O): 

 (1) Head-Max (B/O)
  Every segment in the base prosodic head has a correspondent in the output. 

Note that [f<i>.'him.na] ‘we understood’, which is also morphologically related to 
['fi.him], does not have to obey this constraint because it is a member of the inflec-
tional rather than the derivational paradigm of ['fi.him]. The relation among the 
members of an inflectional paradigm is symmetrical: There is no base; every mem-
ber tries to resemble the structure of the majority. 

The focus of this paper is on Lebanese Arabic (LA) verbs that take on dative 
and accusative pronominal clitics.2 Accusative and dative clitics are level-two mor-
phemes introduced at the “word level” of lexical phonology (Kiparsky, 2002).3 
Thus, these clitics are attached to a word that counts as a base.

1.  The angled brackets indicate that the segment is not pronounced in the surface form.
2. Unless otherwise specified, the LA data come from the variety of suburban Beirut of which 
one of the authors is a native speaker.
3. Subject agreement is also level-two morphology, but it is inserted at the stem level rather 
than at the word level of lexical phonology.
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The paradigms under examination seem to obey the aforementioned base-
output constraint Head-Max (B/O) with respect to syncope; that is, all members 
of the paradigm strive to be structurally similar to a base. However, we witness an 
unexpected case of majority rule with regard to the assignment of stress. In this 
case, the base form does not determine the output, and an Optimal Paradigm con-
straint that we will call OP-Iden-Stress is obeyed. As (2) indicates, the constraint 
requires each member of the paradigm to resemble the majority of the members 
with respect to stress assignment.

 (2) OP-Iden-Stress
  Each member of a paradigm has stress on the same syllable as each other 

member of that paradigm.

We will consider four types of verbs: sound regular, sound geminate, weak hollow, 
and weak defective. Sound verbs are based on triconsonantal roots C1C2C3, none 
of which is a semi-vowel /w/ or /j/. Sound regular (hereafter sound) verbs are 
based on roots in which C2 and C3 are distinct; [kasar] ‘he broke’ is an example, as 
it is based on the root K-S-R. Sound geminate (hereafter geminate) verbs are based 
on roots in which C2 and C3 are identical; for example, [madd] ‘he stretched’ is 
based on the root M-D-D. 

Weak verbs are based on triconsonantal roots, one consonant of which is a 
semi-vowel /w/ or /j/. Weak hollow (hereafter hollow) verb roots have a semi-
vowel as C2, for example N-W-M. The semi-vowel is not realized in the output 
of pattern I verbs; thus, /nawam/ – or /newem/ as it would probably be pro-
nounced if realized faithfully in LA – surfaces as [ne:m] ‘he slept’. Weak defec-
tive (hereafter defective) verb roots have a semi-vowel as C3, for example Ħ-K-J. 
Again, the semi-vowel is not part of the output of the verbs in question, resulting 
in [ħike:] or [ħaka:] ‘he spoke/said’. (For a detailed overview of the different 
types of verbs in Standard Arabic see Ryding, 2008, chapter 22 or Alhawary, 
2011, chapter 13).4 Since the location of stress will be involved in the analysis, 
we briefly introduce the generalizations here. Stress falls on the ultimate syllable 
if superheavy, on the penultimate if heavy, and otherwise on the antepenulti-
mate, thereby landing two or three moras from the right edge of the word. While 

4. There are other types of verbs that we do not discuss separately because their behavior is 
identical to the behavior of one or more of the types we discuss here. These are hamzated, as-
similated, and doubly weak verbs. Hamzated verbs are based on roots that contain a glottal stop 
as one of its consonants. Weak assimilated verbs are based on roots that contain a semi-vowel as 
C1. Neither the glottal stop nor a semi-vowel as C1 adds an extra dimension to the behavior of 
the paradigm of verbs under examination. Doubly weak verbs are based on roots that contain 
two semi-vowels; they can be assimilated defective or hollow defective. Both types may be treat-
ed as otherwise defective verbs for the purposes of this paper.
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these generalizations could clearly be stated in terms of competing constraints 
in OT, for ease of presentation we will use a single cover constraint we will call 
StressLocation.

 (3) StressLocation:
  Stress falls on the ultimate syllable if superheavy, on the penultimate if 

heavy, and otherwise on the antepenultimate.

In the following section we will first introduce the derivational paradigms of verbs 
with dative clitics followed by a presentation of the derivational paradigms of verbs 
with accusative clitics. These analyses show that these derivational paradigms 
strive to obey not only the base-output constraint Head-Max (B/O), as expected, 
but also the OP constraint OP-Iden-Stress, which is unexpected based on cross-
linguistic investigations (e.g., McCarthy, 2005). Following these analyses, we pres-
ent the analysis of sound verbs plus accusative clitics and attempt to provide a 
possible explanation to its unusual paradigm structure.

2. Verbs plus dative clitics

We start with the paradigm of geminate 3rd Sg Mas perfective verbs because it 
presents most clearly the satisfaction of both the OP constraint OP-Iden-Stress 
as well as the base-output constraint Head-Max (B/O). We next show that the 
sound and defective paradigms of perfective 3rd Sg Mas pattern I verbs satisfy 
OP-Iden-Stress vacuously, after which we generalize over verbs of different as-
pects (e.g., imperfective), agreement (e.g., 1st Sg), and patterns (e.g., pattern IX). 
The final section focuses on hollow verbs. These also satisfy OP-Iden-Stress; 
however, they do so indirectly.

Geminate verbs with dative clitics

Table (4) presents the paradigm of the verb ‘to return (sth)’ with dative pronomi-
nal clitics. The verb may take two surface forms in different paradigms: the de-
geminated form [rad] or the geminate [radd]. The former is usually realized in a 
pre-pausal position or if the verb is followed by CV, where the CV can be the onset 
of a new word or of a suffix; the latter is usually realized pre-vocalically, where the 
vowel can be in the input or epenthetic. 
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 (4) Geminate verb radd ‘he returned (sth)’ + dative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘returned sth’ Sub-optimal Output
a. /radd-l-i/ rad.'d-al.li ‘~ to me’ * 'rad.d-a.li, * 'rad.-li
b. /radd-l-na/ rad.'d-al.na ‘~ to us’
c. /radd-l-ak/ rad.'d-al.lak ‘~ to you (M)’ * 'rad.d-a.lak, * 'rad.lak
d. /radd-l-ik/ rad.'d-al.lik ‘~ to you (F)’ * 'rad.d-a.lik, * 'rad.lik
e. /radd-l-kun/ rad.'d-al.kun ‘~ to you all’
f. /radd-l-o/ rad.'d-al.lo ‘~ to him’ * 'rad.d-a.lo, * 'rad.lo
g. /radd-l-a/ rad.'d-al.la ‘~ to her’ * 'rad.d-a.la, * 'rad.la
h. /radd-l-un/ rad.'d-al.lun ‘~ to them’ * 'rad.d-a.lun, * 'rad.lun

The analysis reveals that all the members of the paradigm obey Head-Max (B/O), 
as they match the base form [radd]. It should be noted, though, that the paradigm 
also strives, in an overkill fashion, to satisfy the OP constraint OP-Iden-Stress. 

The relevant members of the paradigm are (4a), (4c), (4d), (4f), (4g), and (4h), 
in which the dative marker /-l-/ is realized as [–ll-]. To justify the input form of the 
dative marker as a single /-l/ rather than already being /-ll-/, we illustrate in (5a) 
below that the dative marker is normally realized faithfully as [–la-], with no 
consonantal epenthesis, in the case of a sound verb. Note that if the dative marker 
were underlyingly /-ll-/ instead of /-l-/, the surface form in (5a) would be 
*[kataballa] instead of [katabla]. In (5b), an epenthetic [a] is used to break the 
cluster /CCC/, while in (5c) we see that the epenthetic vowel may be [i], as in the 
imperative form. In both these cases, the /-la/ appears as geminated [–lla].5

 (5) a. /katab/ + /-la/ → [katabla] ‘he wrote to her’ 
  b. /radd/ + /-la/ → [raddalla] ‘he returned (sth) to her’
  c. /ridd/ + /-la/ → [riddilla] ‘(you) return (sth) to her’ 

Second, we should justify that the final consonant of the verb /radd-/ is already a 
geminate, and is not being doubled, since the doubling of a consonant as a result 
of level-two morphology is not uncommon in Arabic, both standard and collo-
quial. For example, observe the LA paradigm of the preposition /min/ ‘of/from’ 
with the accusative clitics in the table in (6). The /n/ is doubled before clitics that 
begin with a vowel in (6a), (6c), (6d), (6f), (6g), and (6h), but no doubling takes 
place when the clitic begins with a consonant in (6b) and (6e). The reason is that 
level-two morphemes have a minimal-stem restriction; they cliticize to stems that 

5. The epenthetic vowel matches the preceding vowel. In (5b), the epenthetic vowel is [a] be-
cause the preceding vowel is [a], while in (5c), the epenthetic vowel is [i] to match the preceding 
vowel, which is also [i].
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are at least bimoraic (Watson, 2002, pp. 205–206). By realizing /n/ as [nn], /min-i/ 
may be realized as [minni]. This means that it is syllabified as [min.ni], a bimoraic 
stem + a clitic, instead of [mi.ni], which would be a mono-moraic stem + a clitic. 
This syllabification reflects the system’s use of gemination as a repair strategy to 
satisfy the minimal-stem restriction, since the final /-n/ of the stem would other-
wise become an onset without a mora.

 (6) Preposition min ‘of/from’ + pronominal clitic

Input Optimal Output ‘from’ Sub-optimal Output
a. /min-i/ 'min-n-i ‘~ me’ * 'min-i
b. /min-na/ 'min-na ‘~ us’
c. /min-ak/ 'min-n-ak ‘~ you (M)’ * 'min-ak
d. /min-ik/ 'min-n-ik ‘~ you (F)’ * 'min-ik
e. /min-kun/ 'min-kun ‘~ you all’
f. /min-o/ 'min-n-o ‘~ him’ * 'min-o
g. /min-a/ 'min-n-a ‘~ her’ * 'min-a
h. /min-un/ 'min-n-un ‘~ them’ * 'min-un

It might be argued that the preposition ‘of/from’ is underlyingly /minn/ and that 
it undergoes degemination before clitics that begin with a consonant. Evidence 
that this is not the case comes from cases of juncture with a following word that 
begins with an (epenthetic) vowel. For example, /min + l-madrase/ ‘from the 
school’ is realized is [mi.n il.mad.ra.se] with an epenthetic vowel rather than 
*[min.nil.mad.ra.se]. Compare this to words with a true final geminate, like 
/ʔimm/ ‘mother’. When used in a juncture position followed by a vowel, /ʔimm/ is 
realized as [ʔimm]; for example, /ʔimm + l-walad/ ‘the mother of the child’ sur-
faces as [ʔim.m il-wa.lad]. In both cases, the vowel is epenthetic to save an other-
wise illegal onset/coda.

We maintain that providing a bimoraic stem for a level-two morpheme is not 
why /radd/ has a doubled final consonant; instead, the geminate is present in the 
input. Nor is it the motivation for the doubling of the dative marker in the exam-
ples in Table 1. As illustrated in (7a), the stem radd plus the dative clitic -la may 
not be realized faithfully due to constraints that prohibit complex codas and non-
initial complex onsets. These constraints, however, may be satisfied in at least two 
ways: vowel epenthesis, (7b), and degemination, (7c), both of which are less than 
optimal. In (7b), vowel epenthesis breaks the consonant cluster, resulting in a 
three-syllable word. In (7c), degemination reduces the consonant cluster CCC into 
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CC, with one consonant being syllabified in the coda of the first syllable and the 
other in the onset of the second syllable.6 

 (7) a. /radd/ + /-la/ → *[rad.dla] OR *[radd.la]
  b. /radd/ + /-la/ → *['rad.d-a.-la]
  c. /radd/ + /-la/ → *['rad.-la]

Although vowel epenthesis will prove necessary in the optimal form, it is not suf-
ficient; neither (7b) nor (7c) is considered acceptable. Rather, an apparently less 
than optimal output with both an epenthetic [a] and a doubled [l] surfaces as the 
grammatical form, [rad.'dal.la]. Two OT tableaux will perhaps make the overkill 
clearer. The tableaux will employ the following additional constraints:

 (8) a. *Complex – No consonant clusters in onsets/codas.
  b. Dep IO (V) – No vowel insertion. Vowels in the output correspond to 

vowels in the input.
  c. Dep IO (C) – No consonant insertion. Consonants in the output cor-

respond to consonants in the input.
  d. RealizeMorph – No morpheme deletion. All morphemes in the in-

put must have some exponence in the output.

As the tableau in (9) shows, forms with a C-initial suffix behave unremarkably, and 
are stressed on the penultimate syllable:

 (9) Geminate verb radd + dative clitic without overkill 

Input /radd-l-na/
base prosodic head=[radd]

Stress 
Loc

*Com
plex

Head-Max 
BO

Realize
Morph

DepIO
(V)

a.  [rad.'dal.na] *!

b. ['radd.lna] *!
c. ['rad.lna] *! *!
d. ['rad.da] *!

The tableau in (9) illustrates an example with the minimal necessary changes (one 
Dep-IO(V) violation in the winning candidate (9a)) in order to satisfy higher 
ranked constraints. Candidates (9b) and (9c) lose because the sequence of conso-
nants cannot be syllabified without violating the constraint *Complex, which for-
bids having two consonants in onset or coda. Candidate (9d) solves that problem 

6. Degemination of the type proposed in (7c) is common in many Arabic dialects (see, for 
example, Watson, 2002, pp. 210–211). For example, when /ʔimm/ ‘mother’ takes on a clitic that 
begins with a consonant, it undergoes degemination: /ʔimm + na/ ‘our mother’ surfaces as 
[ʔim<m>-na]. Compare to /ʔimm + ak/ ‘your (Mas) mother’ that is realized as [ʔimm-ak].
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by deleting two consonants, including deleting the dative morpheme altogether, 
resulting in a RealizeMorph violation. With Dep-IO(V) ranking lower than 
these constraints, candidate (9a) wins.

Tableau (10) shows the same ranking, with the added low ranked Dep-IO(C), 
when applied to the input /radd-l-ik/. Note that the actual output form, (10a), vio-
lates both Dep-IO(V) and Dep-IO(C), although, as shown in (10b), it is possible for 
a candidate to satisfy the higher ranked constraints while violating only Dep-IO(V).

 (10) Geminate verb radd + dative clitic with overkill

Input /radd-l-i/ base 
prosodic head=[radd]

Stress 
Loc

*Com
plex

Head-
Max 
BO

Realize 
Morph

De-
pIO
(V)

De-
pIO
(C)

a. L [rad.'dal.li] * *!

b.  ['rad.da.li] *

c. [rad.'da.li] *! *
d. ['rad.dli]/['radd.li] *!
e. ['rad.li] *!
f. ['rad.di] *!

Candidate (10c) is identical to candidate (10b) except for the location of stress, 
which in (10c) falls on the light penultimate syllable and violates StressLoca-
tion. Candidates (10d), (10e), and (10f) have the same kinds of violations as seen 
in the previous tableau in candidates (9b-d), and similarly cannot compete against 
the top candidates. Thus, the actual output (10a), indicated with a L, is harmoni-
cally bound, that is, beaten regardless of the constraint ranking, by the more con-
servative candidate in (10b), indicated with F. The question is: Why?

Closer examination of the paradigm in table (4) above shows that the overap-
plication of consonant insertion in the case of all but two members of the paradigm 
allows all the members to be realized with stress on the same syllable. That is, the 
overkill does not satisfy a base-output constraint or a single phonotactic constraint. 
Rather, it satisfies OP-Iden-Stress, whereby each member of the paradigm strives 
to be similar to every other member of the paradigm, and the outcome is a uniform 
paradigm in terms of the location of stress. The optimal form has stress on the heavy 
penultimate syllable [dal], while without the Dep-C violation, the penultimate syl-
lable would be light and the first syllable would get stress. If an OP-Iden-Stress 
constraint is higher ranked than the Dep constraints limiting epenthesis, and if it is 
satisfied by the real winner and not satisfied by the more conservative candidate, 
then we have an explanation for the overkill, as shown in the tableau in (11).7

7. The violation of StressLocation in (11) will not be the whole story, as we will elaborate 
upon later.
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 (11) Optimal Paradigm effect on geminate verb radd + dative clitic (a snapshot)

Input /radd-l-i/
base prosodic 
head=[radd]

O
PI

de
n 

St
re

ss

St
re

ss
 L

oc

*C
om

p

H
ea

d-
 

M
ax

 B
O

Re
al

iz
e 

M
or

ph

D
ep

IO
 (V

)

D
ep

IO
 (C

)

a. F [rad.'dal.li] * *

b. ['rad.da.li] *! *
c. [rad.'da.li] *! *
d. ['rad. dli]/['radd.li] *! *!
e. ['rad.li] *! *!
f. ['rad.di] *! *!

Tableau (12) shows a fuller evaluation of the whole paradigm. In the winning set 
of candidates, (12a), OP-Iden-Stress is satisfied, since all members of the para-
digm have the same location of stress while also satisfying the constraint Stress-
Loc. However, if only vowel epenthesis without l-doubling applies, the paradigm 
will not be uniform with regard to stress, which makes it less than optimal, as 
(12b) illustrates with two members stressed on the penultimate syllable and six 
on the initial syllable. In (12c), stress will fall uniformly on the first syllable 
throughout the paradigm, but for two members of the paradigm (['rad.dal.na] and 
['rad.dal.kun]), this location violates StressLoc because the penultimate syllables 
are heavy yet not stressed. Resolving that problem by deleting the dative suffix 
fatally runs afoul of the RealizeMorph constraint, in (12d).

 (12) Optimal Paradigm of geminate verb radd + dative clitic (complete)

Input /radd+ l/+{i, na, ak, ik, kun, o, a, un}
base prosodic head=[radd]

O
PI

de
n 

St
re

ss

St
re

ss
 L

oc

Re
al

ze
M

or
ph

H
ea

d-
M

ax
 B

O

D
ep

 IO
(V

)

D
ep

 IO
(C

)

a. F  {rad.'dal.li, rad.'dal.na, rad.'dal.
lak, rad.'dal.lik, rad.'dal.kun, 
rad.'dal.lo, rad.'dal.la, rad.'dal.
lun}

****
****

****
**

b.  {'rad.da.li, rad.'dal.na, 'rad.da.lak, 
'rad.da.lik, rad.'dal.kun, 'rad.da.
lo, 'rad.da.la, 'rad.da.lun}

**! ****
****
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c.  {'rad.da.li, 'rad.dal.na, 'rad.da.lak, 
'rad.da.lik, 'rad.dal.kun, 'rad.da.
lo, 'rad.da.la, 'rad.da.lun}

*!* ****
****

d.  {'rad.da.li, 'rad.da.na, 'rad.da.lak, 
'rad.da.lik, 'rad.da.kun, 'rad.da.lo, 
'rad.da.la, 'rad.da.lun}

*!* ****
****

Any attempt to have stress fall uniformly on the initial syllable results in problems 
for the two members of the paradigm whose affix begins with a consonant. We 
mentioned in the introduction that OP is about the pressure for the majority to 
win. In the case of radd ‘to return (sth)’, the majority does not win. Six members of 
the paradigm in (4) above experience two violations of Input-Output faithfulness 
constraints in order to be more like two members: (4b) rad.'dal.na ‘he returned 
(sth) to us’ and (4e) rad.'dal.kun ‘he returned (sth) to you all’. While this outcome 
goes against majority rule, it is justified. The reason is that (4b) and (4e) do not 
have a way to shift the stress to the first syllable to be more like the more faithful 
alternatives of the other six members.

To elaborate, consider the underlying form of (4b) as presented in (13), along 
with the potential outputs in (13a-d). (13a) is not possible because it violates con-
straints on complex onsets and codas: *[radd.lna]. In (13b) degemination takes 
place; this is possible if the doubled consonant is followed by a consonant-initial 
clitic, which is the case here. Degemination does not solve the problem, however, 
because every possible output would still violate constraints on complex onsets or 
codas; e.g., *[rad.lna] – *[radl.na]. Finally, the deletion of two consonants in (13c) 
and (13d) should be able to solve the problem; however, the deletion of the dou-
bled consonant in (13c) means doing away with two of the three consonants of the 
tri-radical root R-D-D, and the deletion of the dative marker in (13d) means that 
the clitic will now be confused with its accusative counterpart. This is why (13c) 
and (13d) are less than optimal.

 (13) /radd+ lna/ Actual output: [rad.'dal.na]
  a. Faithful output: *[raddlna]
  b. Degeminated output: *[radlna]
  c. Stem consonant deletion: *['ral.na]
  d. Degemination + Clitic consonant deletion: *['rad.na]

Given that there is nothing that (4b) and (4e) can do to satisfy OP-Iden-Stress by 
stressing their initial syllables, the other six members in the table in (4) must be 
the ones to undergo changes in order to match the penultimate stress of the mi-
nority two members. Although this results in additional DepC violations for these 
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six members of the paradigm, the satisfaction of paradigm uniformity in stress is 
achieved at the least overall cost.

Sound and defective verbs plus dative clitics

Both OP-Iden-Stress and Head-Max (B/O) are satisfied in two other paradigms: 
sound and defective 3rd Sg Mas perfective verbs plus dative clitics. However, sat-
isfying OP-Iden-Stress in these paradigms happens vacuously as it follows from 
other high-ranking constraints. We begin with sound verbs plus dative clitics. As 
the paradigm of the verb ‘to hear’ in (14) illustrates, all the members of the para-
digm – except the base, which we do not consider as a member of the paradigm as 
far as stress is concerned – are assigned stress on the same syllable [miʕ].8

 (14) Sound verb simiʕ ‘he heard’[C1iC2iC3] + dative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘heard’ Sub-optimal Output(s)
a. /simiʕ-li/ si.'miʕ.-li ‘~ from me’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-li
b. /simiʕ-lna/ si.'mi.ʕi-l.na ‘~ from us’ *s<i>.'mi.ʕi-l.na, 

*si.mi.'ʕi-l.na
c. /simiʕ-lak/ si.'miʕ.-lak ‘~ from you (M)’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-lak
d. /simiʕ-lik/ si.'miʕ.-lik ‘~ from you (F)’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-lik
e. /simiʕ-lkun/ si.'mi.ʕi-l.kun ‘~ from you all’ *s<i>.'mi.ʕi-l.kun, 

*si. mi.'ʕi-l.kun
f. /simiʕ-lo/ si.'miʕ.-lo ‘~ from him’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-lo
g. /simiʕ-la/ si.'miʕ.-la ‘~ from her’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-la
h. /simiʕ-lun/ si.'miʕ.-lun ‘~ from them’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-lun

In two instances, (14b) si.'mi.ʕ i-l.na ‘he heard from us’ and (14e) si.'mi.ʕ i-l.kun ‘he 
heard from you all’, the ʕ in [miʕ] is syllabified as the onset of the following syllable, 
turning [miʕ] into [mi] and, thus, a light syllable. In principle, stress should fall on 
the heavy syllable [ʕil], contrary to fact. According to Kager (1999, p. 222), the 
reason is that [i] in [ʕil] is epenthetic, and stress avoids syllables whose nuclei are 
epenthetic, even if they fall in the right location to be stressed (that is, in a heavy 
penultimate syllable).

 (15) *StressEpenV: 
  Every vowel in the output prosodic head has a correspondent in the input 

 (named Head-Dep(OI) in Kager, 1999, p. 222 [33])

8. ‘He heard from me’ in (14) means ‘he listened to me/he took my opinion into consideration’.
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Note, that in the paradigm of geminate verbs, as illustrated by [radd] ‘to return 
(sth)’ in (4), stress falls on syllables with epenthetic nuclei: the a and i in [rad.'dal.li] 
‘he returned (sth) to me’ and [rid.'dil.li] ‘(you.Mas) return (sth) to me’ respectively 
are epenthetic. According to Kager (1999, pp. 240–243; see also Kenstowicz & 
Abdul-Karim, 1980), this is possible only when the preceding syllable is heavy, 
which is the case in rad.'dal.li but not in si.'mi.ʕ i-l.na. In other words, to obey the 
constraint in (15), stress may fall on the preceding syllable, but only if the preced-
ing syllable is not heavy; otherwise, it must remain on the penultimate syllable. 
Thus, the constraint in (16) prevents stress from falling too far from the right edge 
of the word; i.e., more than three moras. 

 (16) *'σhσhσ
  Do not stress a heavy antepenultimate syllable when the penultimate syl-

lable is also closed/heavy.

The ranking of the stress constraints reflects the priorities: stress falls on a 
heavy penultimate syllable by StressLocation, unless that would stress an 
Epenthetic vowel (*StressEpenV), unless avoidance of an epenthetic vowel 
results in stress on a heavy antepenultimate syllable followed by a heavy pen-
ultimate one.

 (17) Relative ranking of stress-related constraints:
  *'σhσhσ >>*StressEpenV >> StressLocation

Thus the forms in the table in (14) follow the above regular pattern of stress in LA, 
as reflected in the above constraints and their ranking. Furthermore, note that the 
stressed vowel in the base is realized in every member of the paradigm even when 
it is unstressed and therefore should have been deleted. In this way, the paradigm 
satisfies Head-Max (B/O).

The analysis of sound verbs applies not only to stems in which the vocalic 
melody is [i-i] but also to stems in which the vocalic melody is [a-a], as the table 
in (18) illustrates. Regarding the base-output constraint, and the non-deletion of 
[a], it is worth noting that unlike Palestinian Arabic, which allows i-syncope but 
not a-syncope (see Kenstowicz & Abdul-Karim, 1980), the LA dialect analyzed 
here allows a-syncope, though it is optional. For example, /dafaʃna/ ‘we pushed’ 
may surface as [da.'faʃ.na] or [d<a>.'faʃ.na]. Still, the unstressed [a] is preserved in 
all the members of the derivational paradigm in (18) in order to satisfy Head-
Max (B/O).
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 (18) Sound verb dafaʃ ‘he pushed’[C1aC2aC3] + dative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘pushed (sth)’ Sub-optimal Output(s)
a. / dafaʃ-li/ da.'faʃ.-li ‘~ for me’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-li
b. / dafaʃ-lna/ da.'fa.ʃi-l.na ‘~ for us’ *d<a>.'fa. ʃi-l.na, 

*da.fa.'ʃi-l.na
c. / dafaʃ-lak/ da.'faʃ.-lak ‘~ for you (M)’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-lak
d. / dafaʃ-lik/ da.'faʃ.-lik ‘~ for you (F)’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-lik
e. / dafaʃ-lkun/ da.'fa.ʃi-l.kun ‘~ for you all’ *d<a>.'fa. ʃi-l.kun, 

*da.fa.'ʃi-l.kun
f. / dafaʃ-lo/ da.'faʃ.-lo ‘~ for him’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-lo
g. / dafaʃ-la/ da.'faʃ.-la ‘~ for her’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-la
h. / dafaʃ-lun/ da.'faʃ.-lun ‘~ for them’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-lun

OP-Iden-Stress is vacuously satisfied in defective verbs as well. These verbs are 
realized with a final long vowel, although the semi-vowel may surface in verbs 
with different agreement. For example, the root for the verb ‘to speak/say’ is Ħ K J. 
The perfective 3rd Sg Mas pattern I form is [ħike:] or [ħaka:] ‘he spoke/said’, 
whereas the 1st Pl counterpart is [ħakajna], [ħkajna], or [ħki:na] ‘we spoke/said’. 
As the paradigm in (19) shows, the syllable preceding the dative clitic is always 
heavy CV:, sometimes even superheavy CV:C, and thus will always receive stress, 
satisfying OP-Iden-Stress and resulting in paradigm uniformity. By the same to-
ken, the stressed vowel in the base has a correspondent in each member of the 
paradigm although it is stressed in none. Deletion of the [i] would result in subop-
timal outputs.

 (19) Defective verb ħike: ‘he spoke/said’ + dative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘spoke/said/related’
a. /ħike:-li/ ħi.'ke:.-li ‘~ to me’
b. /ħike:-lna/ ħi.'ke:-l.na ‘~ to us’
c. /ħike:-lak/ ħi.'ke:.-lak ‘~ to you (M)’
d. /ħike:-lik/ ħi.'ke:.-lik ‘~ to you (F)’
e. /ħike:-lkun/ ħi.'ke:-l.kun ‘~ to you all’
f. /ħike:-lo/ ħi.'ke:.-lo ‘~ to him’
g. /ħike:-la/ ħi.'ke:.-la ‘~ to her’
h. /ħike:-lun/ ħi.'ke:.-lun ‘~ to them’

In the following section, we generalize beyond perfective 3rd Sg Mas pattern I verbs.
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Other verbs plus dative clitic

In this section, we show that our analysis applies beyond the narrow sliver of ver-
bal morphology presented in the previous sections. Our analysis makes an impor-
tant prediction: OP constraints are satisfied in an overkill fashion when the dative 
clitics are added to a paradigm in which the base ends with a superheavy syllable, 
such as [radd] ‘he returned (sth)’. These same constraints are satisfied vacuously 
elsewhere. This prediction is borne out. 

Observe the paradigms of pattern I perfective and imperfective verbs plus 
subject agreement in the tables in (20) through (22).9

 (20) Perfective and imperfective geminate verb plus subject agreement

Perfective Imperfective
a. He /radd/ ['radd] ['jridd]
b. She /raddit/ ['rad.dit] ['tridd]
c. They /raddu:/ ['rad.du] ['jrid.du]
d. You (M) /raddt/ [rad.'de:t] [rad.'dajt] ['tridd]
e. You (F) /raddti:/ [rad.'daj.ti] ['trid.di]
f. You (PL) /raddtu:/ [rad.'daj.tu] ['trid.du]
g. I /raddt/ [rad.'de:t] [rad.'dajt] ['ridd]
h. We /raddna:/ [rad.'daj.na] ['nridd]

 (21) Perfective and imperfective sound verb plus subject agreement

Perfective Imperfective
a. He /simiʕ/ ['si.miʕ] ['jis.maʕ]
b. She /simiʕit/ ['sim.ʕit] ['tis.maʕ]
c. They /simiʕu:/ ['sim.ʕu] ['jis.ma. ʕu]
d. You (M) /simiʕt/ ['smiʕt] ['tis.maʕ]
e. You (F) /simiʕti:/ ['smiʕ.ti] ['tis.ma. ʕi]
f. You (PL) /simiʕtu:/ ['smiʕ.tu] ['tis.ma.ʕu]
g. I /simiʕt/ ['smiʕt] ['ʔis.maʕ]
h. We /simiʕna:/ ['smiʕ.na] ['nis.maʕ]

9. Members (20d) through (20h) in the perfective column are reanalyzed in dialects to behave 
like pattern II of defective verbs, rather than pattern I of geminate verbs as expected. This behav-
ior is typical of geminate verbs in dialects (Watson, 2002, pp. 181) and explains the lack of stress 
uniformity detected here. The alternatives in (20d) and (20g) are available in the Lebanese dia-
lect analyzed here as a result of optional monophthongization, whereby [aj] becomes [e:].
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 (22) Perfective and imperfective defective verb plus subject agreement

Perfective Imperfective
a. He /ħikij/ ['ħi.ke] ['jiħ.ke]
b. She /ħikijit/ ['ħik.jit] ['ħi.kit] ['tiħ.ke]
c. They /ħikiju:/ ['ħik.ju] ['ħi.ku] ['jiħ.ku]
d. You (M) /ħikijt/ ['ħki:t] ['tiħ.ke]
e. You (F) /ħikijti:/ ['ħki:.ti] ['tiħ.ke]
f. You (PL) /ħikijtu:/ ['ħki:.tu] ['tiħ.ku]
g. I /ħikijt/ ['ħki:t] ['ʔiħ.ke]
h. We /ħikijna:/ ['ħki:.na] ['niħ.ke]

All the paradigm members in bold in (20) through (22) end with a superheavy 
syllable: CVCC or CV:C. These behave in the same way as [radd] ‘to return’ in (4) 
when they take on dative clitics. In the perfective paradigms in (20), (21), and (22), 
the bold members include (d) and (g) of each paradigm – that is, the members that 
display 2nd Sg Mas agreement and 1st Sg agreement. The two are homophonous. 
The [radd] paradigm has member (20a) as an additional case. To illustrate, verb 
[ħki:t] ‘I spoke’ in (22g) ends with a superheavy syllable. The paradigm of verb 
[ħki:t] plus dative clitics in (23) is similar to the paradigm of verb [radd] ‘he re-
turned sth’ in (4) in that it also involves doubling of the dative marker in order for 
stress to be uniform among all members of the paradigm. 

 (23) Defective verb ħki:.t ‘I spoke’ + dative clitics

Optimal Output ‘I spoke’
a. ħki:.'t-il.li † ‘~ for me’
b. ħki:.'t-il.na ‘~ to us’
c. ħki:.'t-il.lak ‘~ to you (M)’
d. ħki:.'t-il.lik ‘~ to you (F)’
e. ħki:.'t-il.kun ‘~ to you all’
f. ħki:.'t-il.lo ‘~ to him’
g. ħki:.'t-il.la ‘~ to her’
h. ħki:.'t-il.lun ‘~ to them’

  † This is an instance of an ethical dative.

Compare the paradigm in (23) with the paradigm of verb [ħikit] ‘she spoke’ plus 
dative clitics in (24). The verb [ħikit] does not end with a superheavy syllable. 
The paradigm receives uniform stress without resorting to the doubling of the 
dative marker.
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 (24) Defective verb ħiki.t ‘she spoke’ + dative clitics
Optimal Output ‘she spoke’
a. ħi.'kit.li ‘~ to me’
b. ħi.'ki.t -il.na ‘~ to us’
c. ħi.'kit.lak ‘~ to you (M)’
d. ħi.'kit.lik ‘~ to you (F)’
e. ħi.'ki.til.kun ‘~ to you all’
f. ħi.'kit.lo ‘~ to him’
g. ħi.'kit.la ‘~ for her’
h. ħi.'kit.lun ‘~ to them’

The analysis is not limited to pattern I verbs; consider pattern IX for example. This 
is the only Arabic pattern whose template has a double consonant at the right edge 
(i.e., C1C2aC3C3). This pattern is used for colors and bodily defects. For instance, 
[ʔazraʔ] ‘blue’ is based on the root Z-R-ʔ. The perfective, pattern IX, 3rd Sg Mas 
verb meaning ‘he turned blue’ is [zraʔʔ]. When combined with ethical dative clit-
ics, it behaves like the paradigm of [radd], as (25) illustrates.

 (25) Pattern IX verb zraʔʔ ‘he turned blue’ + dative clitics

Optimal Output ‘he turned blue’
a. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.li ‘~ for me’

b. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.na ‘~ for us’

c. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.lak ‘~ for you (M)’

d. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.lik ‘~ for you (F)’

e. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.kun ‘~ for you all’

f. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.lo ‘~ for him’

g. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.la ‘~ for her’

h. zraʔ.'ʔ-al.lun ‘~ for them’

Now we turn to the paradigm of hollow verbs plus dative clitics. Again, we focus 
on 3rd Sg Mas perfective verbs. 

Hollow verbs with dative clitics

Hollow verbs, that is, verbs based on roots with a semi-vowel as C2, satisfy the 
constraint OP-Iden-Stress indirectly by satisfying other constraints. As the para-
digm in (26) shows, all the members of the paradigm receive stress on the initial 
syllable. This is expected in all but two members: (26b) ʒabilna ‘he brought (sth) to 
us’ and (26e) ʒabilkun ‘he brought (sth) to you all’. These are realized as ['ʒa.b-il.na] 
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and ['ʒa.b-il.kun], with stress on the antepenultimate light syllable, rather than as 
*[ʒa.'b-il.na] and *[ʒa.'b-il.kun] with stress on the penultimate heavy syllables. 
This unexpected assignment of stress, however, follows from another constraint; 
as we mentioned in relation to the paradigms in (14) and (18), stress avoids sylla-
bles whose nuclei are epenthetic if these syllables are preceded by a light syllable 
CV, according to Kager (1999, pp. 240–243; see also Kenstowicz & Abdul-Karim, 
1980). The limitation that stress on epenthetic vowels is possible only when the 
preceding syllable is heavy provides cause to rule out the unacceptable forms 
*[ʒa.'b-il.na] and *[ʒa.'b-il.kun], as the [i] in both forms is epenthetic.

 (26) Hollow verb ʒe:b ‘he brought’ + dative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘brought’ Sub-optimal 
Output(s)

a. /ʒe:b-li/ 'ʒab.li ‘~ to me’
b. /ʒe:b-lna/ 'ʒa.bil.na ‘~ to us’ *ʒa.'bil.na, 

*'ʒe:.bil.na
c. /ʒe:b-lak/ 'ʒab.lak ‘~ to you (M)’
d. /ʒe:b-lik/ 'ʒab.lik ‘~ to you (F)’
e. /ʒe:b -lkun/ 'ʒa.bil.kun ‘~ to you all’ *ʒa.'bil.kun, 

*'ʒe:.bil.kun
f. /ʒe:b-lo/ 'ʒab.lo ‘~ to him’
g. /ʒe:b-la/ 'ʒab.la ‘~ to her’
h. /ʒe:b-lun/ 'ʒab.lun ‘~ to them’

However, note that the paradigm in (26) does not completely conform to the 
structure of the base. Whereas the base is of the form CV:C, the members of the 
paradigm surface as CVC. This phenomenon is called Closed Syllable Shortening 
(Watson, 2002, pp. 66–70) and is attested in several Arabic dialects, such as Cairene 
Arabic, usually due to a constraint on superheavy syllables in non-final positions. 
LA, however, allows superheavy syllables of the type CV:C word internally; for 
example, [ħi.ke:l.kun] ‘he said to you all’ from Table 5 and [be:b.kun] ‘your (Pl) 
door’. Thus, Closed Syllable Shortening in the paradigm in (26) is unexpected in 
terms of phonotactic constraints in LA. However, OPIdenStress may offer an an-
swer. A form such as /ʒe:b-lkun/, if realized without shortening, would be forced 
to have stress on the epenthetic vowel as the initial syllable is heavy. The result 
[ʒe:'bilkun] now does not match the other members of the paradigm in terms of 
stress location; the optimal output with shortening allows for stress on the first 
syllable in ['ʒabilkun], parallel to the location in the outputs of forms such as 
/ʒe:b -li/ or /ʒe:b -lik/ in the same paradigm. However, these forms also do not 
surface with a long vowel, though that is phonotactically acceptable; they shorten 
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in order to match their co-members in the paradigm, such as ['ʒabilkun], which 
resorted to shortening in order to match them in stress location. Thus, the short-
ening violates the constraint in (27) while satisfying the OP constraint in (28):

 (27) MaxIO (μV):
  Vocalic moras present in the input are present in the output (no vowel 

shortening).10

 (28) OPIdenQuant:
  Each member of a paradigm has the same weight (initial) syllable as each 

other member of that paradigm.

As the tableau in (29) illustrates, the epenthetic vowel is needed for the resolu-
tion of a phonotactically unacceptable consonant cluster in the two forms with 
a consonant initial affix, leading to a potential violation of OPIdenStress as in 
(29c). Here the usual stress constraints place stress on the initial syllable in six 
cases, and on the penultimate in two cases, resulting in two OPIdenStress viola-
tion marks. The shortening that resolves the stress issues leads to potential OPI-
dentQuant violations in (29b); two marks are assessed for the failure of the 
short vowel in two forms to match the long vowels in the other six forms. Plac-
ing stress uniformly on the initial syllable without shortening would violate 
*'σHσHσ in two forms in (29d). Shortening all vowels, as in the winner (29a), 
allows for initial syllable stress, with all paradigm members matching in quan-
tity as well.

All eight forms of the paradigm are compromised in some (non-phonotacti-
cally-driven) way in order to look similar to other members of the paradigm.

 (29) Optimal Paradigm of hollow verb ʒe:b + dative clitic

Input /ʒe:b+ l/+
 {i, na, ak, ik, kun, o, a, un}
base prosodic head=[ʒe:b] O
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ss
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σ
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)

M
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)

a. F {'ʒab.li, 'ʒa.bil.na, 'ʒab.lak, 
  'ʒab.lik, 'ʒa.bil.kun, 'ʒab.lo, 
  'ʒab.la, 'ʒab.lun} 

** ***
***
**

** ***
***
**

b.  {'ʒe:b.li, 'ʒa.bil.na, 'ʒe:b.lak, 
  'ʒe:b.lik, 'ʒa.bil.kun, 'ʒe:b.lo, 
  'ʒe:b.la, 'ʒe:b.lun}

*!* ** ** ** **

10. We specify vocalic mora here, to keep vowel shortening distinct from consonant degem-
mination. While it is unclear whether the distinction matters in LA, the two are distinct in other 
dialects, as a reviewer pointed out.
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c.  {'ʒe:b.li, ʒe:.'bil.na, 'ʒe:b.lak, 
  'ʒe:b.lik, ʒe:.'bil.kun, 'ʒe:b.lo, 
  'ʒe:b.la, 'ʒe:b.lun}

**! *!* **

d.  {'ʒe:b.li, 'ʒe:.bil.na, 'ʒe:b.lak, 
  'ʒe:b.lik, 'ʒe:.bil.kun, 'ʒe:b.lo, 
  'ʒe:b.la, 'ʒe:b.lun}

*!*

Before we turn to verbs with accusative clitics, and now that we have introduced 
new stress constraints, it is time to revisit the Tableau of Geminate Verbs with 
Dative Clitics in (12), with the verb [radd] ‘to return sth’ as an example. While the 
tableau was complete in terms of paradigms, the fully complete tableau including 
full paradigms and all constraints appears below. 

 (30) Optimal Paradigm of geminate verb radd + dative clitic (complete 
constraints)

Input /radd+ l/ +
 {i, na, ak, ik, kun, o, a, un}
base prosodic head=[radd]

Re
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a. F  {rad.'dal.li, rad.'dal.na, rad.'dal.lak, 
rad.'dal.lik, rad.'dal.kun, rad.'dal.lo, 
rad.'dal.la, rad.'dal.lun}

***
***
**

***
***
**

***
***

b.  {'rad.da.li, rad.'dal.na, 'rad.da.lak, 
'rad.da.lik, rad.'dal.kun, 'rad.da.lo, 
'rad.da.la, 'rad.da.lun}

**! ** ***
***
**

c.  {'rad.da.li, 'rad.dal.na, 'rad.da.lak, 
'rad.da.lik, 'rad.dal.kun, 'rad.da.lo, 
'rad.da.la, 'rad.da.lun}

*!* ** ***
***
**

d.  {'rad.da.li, 'rad.da.na, 'rad.da.lak, 
'rad.da.lik, 'rad.da.kun, 'rad.da.lo, 
'rad.da.la, 'rad.da.lun}

*!*

The paradigm in (30a) wins despite violating a constraint against stressing epen-
thetic vowels. This, however, is possible due to a constraint against stressing a 
heavy antepenultimate syllable when the penultimate syllable is also closed or 
heavy. Otherwise, the paradigm in (30c) would win. However, ['rad.dal.na] and 
['rad.dal.kun], with initial stress, violate the high ranking constraint *'σHσHσ, re-
sulting in a preference for (30a).
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3. Verbs plus accusative clitics

The paradigms discussed in the previous section all involve dative clitics as level-
two morphemes. Another type of level-two morpheme that verbs may take is ac-
cusative clitics. Three of four paradigms discussed in the previous section satisfy 
Head-Max (B/O) when the dative clitics are replaced with their accusative coun-
terparts. Three of the four paradigms satisfy OP-Iden-Stress without much ado. 
These are geminate verbs (31), defective verbs (32), and hollow verbs (33). In all 
three paradigms, all members receive stress on the same syllable, and it is always a 
heavy syllable.11 

 (31) Geminate verb radd ‘he returned’ + accusative clitic

Input Optimal Output ‘returned’
a. /radd-ni/ 'rad.-ni ‘~ me’
b. /radd-na/ 'rad.-na ‘~ us’
c. /radd-ak/ 'rad.d-ak ‘~ you (Mas)’
d. /radd-ik/ 'rad.d-ik ‘~ you (Fem)’
e. /radd-kun/ 'rad.-kun ‘~ you all’
f. /radd-o/ 'rad.d-o ‘~ him’
g. /radd-a/ 'rad.d-a ‘~ her’
h. /radd-un/ 'rad.d-un ‘~ them’

 (32) Defective verb ħike: ‘he talked’ + accusative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘talked to’
a. /ħi'ke:-ni/ ħi.'ke:.-ni ‘~ me’

b. /ħi'ke:-na/ ħi.'ke:.- na ‘~ us’
c. /ħi'ke:-k/ ħi.'ke:-k ‘~ you (Mas)’
d. /ħi'ke:-ki/ ħi.'ke:.-ki ‘~ you (Fem)’
e. /ħi'ke:-kun/ ħi.'ke:.-kun ‘~ you all’
f. /ħi'ke:-o/ ħi.'ke:(-h) ‘~ him’
g. /ħi'ke:-a/ ħi.'ke:.-ha ‘~ her’
h. /ħi'ke:-un/ ħi.'ke:.-hun ‘~ them’

11. The 2nd Sg Fem and Mas accusative clitics have two allomorphs: [–ik] and [–ak] with verbs 
that end with a consonant – e.g., (31) and (33) – and [–ki] and [–k] with verbs that end with a 
vowel – e.g., (32).
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 (33) Hollow verb ʒe:b ‘he brought’ + accusative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘brought’
a. /ʒe:b-ni/ 'ʒe:b.-ni ‘~ me’
b. /ʒe:b-na/ 'ʒe:b.- na ‘~ us’
c. /ʒe:b-ak/ 'ʒe:.b-ak ‘~ you (Mas)’
d. /ʒe:b-ik/ 'ʒe:.b-ik ‘~ you (Fem)’
e. /ʒe:b-kun/ 'ʒe:b.-kun ‘~ you all’
f. /ʒe:b-o/ 'ʒe:.b-o ‘~ him’
g. /ʒe:b-a/ 'ʒe:.b-a ‘~ her’
h. /ʒe:b-un/ 'ʒe:.b-un ‘~ them’

Note that some members of the geminate paradigm in (31) undergo degemina-
tion; for example, (31e) [radkun] ‘he returned you all’ instead of *[raddkun]. As 
the tableau in (34) shows, this violates the Base-output constraint HeadMax (B/O) 
in order to satisfy higher ranking constraints. The paradigm in (34c) shows that if 
the verb remains geminate, the paradigm would be unevenly split between two 
stress patterns. 

 (34) Optimal Paradigm of geminate verb radd + accusative clitic

Input /radd/ +{ni, na, ak, ik, kun, o, a, un}
base prosodic head=[radd]

*Comp OPIden 
Stress

Head-
Max BO

Dep
(V)

Max
(μC)

a. F  { 'rad.ni, 'rad.na, 'rad.dak, 'rad.dik, 'rad.
kun, 'rad.do, 'rad.da, 'rad.dun } 

*** ***

b.  { 'radd.ni, 'radd.na, 'rad.dak, 'rad.dik, 
'radd.kun, 'rad.do, 'rad.da, 'rad.dun } 

*!** **

c.  { rad.'da.ni, rad.'da.na, 'rad.dak, 'rad.dik, 
rad.'da.kun, 'rad.do, 'rad.da, 'rad.dun } 

***! ***

Note that the first syllable in the hollow paradigm in (33) does not undergo Closed 
Syllable Shortening even when the clitic begins with a consonant. In this sense, 
this paradigm contrasts with the minimally different paradigm of hollow verbs 
plus dative clitics in (26). In the case of (33), there is no phonotactic/syllable moti-
vation for the epenthetic vowel to be added, so there is no issue of stress location, 
as in (26). The lack of an epenthetic vowel in the forms in (33) means that OP-
IdenStress can be satisfied without alteration in any of the forms. 

This leaves us with one paradigm: sound verbs. As (35) and (36) show, sound 
verbs ‘to hear’ and ‘to push’ satisfy Head-Max (B/O). However, stress assignment 
is not uniform across all the members of the paradigm, and thus the constraint 
OP-Iden-Stress seems to be violated.
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 (35) Sound verb simiʕ ‘he heard’ [C1iC2iC3]+ accusative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘heard’ Sub-optimal Output
a. /simiʕ-ni/ si.'miʕ.-ni ‘~ me’
b. /simiʕ-na/ si.'miʕ.-na ‘~ us’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-na
c. /simiʕ-ak/ 'sim<i>.ʕ-ak ‘~ you (Mas)’
d. /simiʕ-ik/ 'sim<i>.ʕ-ik ‘~ you (Fem)’
e. /simiʕ-kun/ si.'miʕ.-kun ‘~ you all’ *s<i>.'miʕ.-kun
f. /simiʕ-o/ 'sim<i>.ʕ-o ‘~ him’
g. /simiʕ-a/ si.'mi.ʕ-a, 'sim.ʕ-a ‘~ her’
h. /simiʕ-un/ si.'mi.ʕ-un, 'sim.ʕ-un ‘~ them’

 (36) Sound verb dafaʃ ‘he pushed’[C1aC2aC3] + accusative clitics

Input Optimal Output ‘pushed’ Sub-optimal Output
a. /dafaʃ-ni/ da.'faʃ.-ni ‘~ me’
b. /dafaʃ-na/ da.'faʃ.-na ‘~ us’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-na
c. /dafaʃ-ak/ 'da.fa.ʃ-ak ‘~ you (Mas)’
d. /dafaʃ-ik/ 'da.fa.ʃ-ik ‘~ you (Fem)’
e. /dafaʃ-kun/ da.'faʃ.-kun ‘~ you all’ *d<a>.'faʃ.-kun
f. /dafaʃ-o/ 'da.fa.ʃ -o ‘~ him’
g. /dafaʃ-a/ da.'fa.ʃ-a, 'da.fa.ʃ-a ‘~ her’
h. /dafaʃ-un/ da.'fa.ʃ-un, 'da.fa.ʃ-un ‘~ them’

There is no winner stress pattern in these paradigms, and in two forms, there are 
two options for the location of output stress. The two verbs with the accusative 
clitics for ‘her’ and ‘them’ [(35g) simiʕa ‘he heard her’/(36g) dafaʃa ‘he pushed her’ 
and (35h) simʕun ‘he heard them’/ (36h) dafaʃun ‘he pushed them’] may be pro-
nounced with stressed assigned either to the first syllable – such as (35c) simʕak ‘he 
heard you (Mas)’ and (36c) dafaʃak ‘he pushed you (Mas)’ – or with stress assigned 
to the second syllable – such as (35a) simiʕni ‘he heard me’ and (36a) dafaʃni ‘he 
pushed me’. This may be the case because the accusative clitics for ‘her’ and ‘them’ 
have two allomorphs each: [–a] and [–ha] for ‘her’ and [–un] and [–hun] for ‘them’. 
Note that [–ha] and [–hun] surface when the accusative pronominals cliticize to 
defective verbs that end with a vowel; e.g., (32g) [ħike:-ha] ‘he talked to her’ and 
(32h) [ħike:-hun] ‘he talked to them’ above. Apparently, even when the [h] is not 
realized in verbs like simiʕa ‘he heard her’, simʕun ‘he heard them’, speakers option-
ally treat the verbs in terms of stress as if the [h] is there; thus simiʕ(h)a ‘he heard 
her’, simiʕ(h)un ‘he heard them’. This makes the penultimate syllable optionally 
heavy and accordingly it receives stress.
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As a result of the aforementioned alternation/free variation in stress assign-
ment, the paradigms consist of two equal sets of stress patterns. Five members are 
assigned stress on the left-most syllables (c, d, f, g, h), and five members are as-
signed stress on the second left-most syllables (a, b, e, g, h). Perhaps in terms of 
Optimal Paradigms, this means that each member of the paradigm induces an 
equal number of violations of OP-Stress when compared to the other members. If 
OP-Iden-Stress stops being a decisive factor in stress assignment, as shown in the 
tableau in (37) by the use of ? for candidate (37a), the pressures for antepenulti-
mate vs. penultimate stress are evenly matched while other constraints weigh in 
favor of maintaining the split paradigm.

 (37) Sound verb dafaʃ ‘he pushed’[C1aC2aC3] + acc the full paradigm

Input /dafaʃ/ +{ni, na, ak, ik, kun, o, a, un}
Base prosodic head=[dafaʃ]
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a. F {da.'faʃ.ni, da.'faʃ.na, 'da.fa.ʃak,
  'da.fa.ʃik, da.'faʃ.kun, 'da.fa.ʃo,
  'da.fa.ʃa~da.'fa.ʃa, 
  'da.fa.ʃun ~ da.'fa.ʃun } 

?????

b.  { da.'faʃ.ni, da.'faʃ.na, d.'fa.ʃak, d.'fa.ʃik, 
  da.'faʃ.kun, d.'fa.ʃo, d.'fa.ʃa, d.'fa.ʃun } 

****
*

****
*

c.   { 'daf.ʃa.ni, 'daf.ʃa.na, 'da.fa.ʃak, 'da.fa.ʃik, 
'daf.ʃa.kun, 'da.fa.ʃo, 'da.fa.ʃa, 'da.fa.ʃun } 

*** *** ***

Candidate (37b) attempts to satisfy OPIdentStress by deleting vowels, resulting 
in uniform stress on the penultimate syllable, while candidate (37c) includes in-
serted vowels to result in uniform stress on the initial syllable. Doing neither, can-
didate (37a) has stress in two locations in the paradigm, but each location has an 
equal number of members.

Note that the tableau in (37) raises two counterfactuals possibilities:

 (i) If only da.'fa.ʃa, da.'fa.ʃun were available, then the paradigm could tip to-
wards penultimate stress, violating HeadMax-BO and Max(μ) to accom-
plish it in the forms with antepenultimate stress.

 (ii) If only 'da.fa.ʃa, 'da.fa.ʃun were available, then the paradigm could tip 
towards antepenultimate stress, violating HeadMax-BO, Max(μ), and 
DepIO (V) in the forms with penultimate stress.

However, leaving both options available results in a paradigm balanced between 
penultimate and antepenultimate stress; one solution is to propose that in such cases, 
OpIden constraints are neutralized. However, we leave this case for future research.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we showed that whereas base-output constraints play a role in deter-
mining the phonological structure of the members of derivational paradigms, 
Optimal Paradigm constraints that are normally considered only operative in in-
flectional paradigms may also play a role in derivational morphology, where deri-
vational means ‘derived from a base’. We used evidence from LA verbs. We looked 
at four different types of verbs (sound, geminate, hollow, and defective) and two 
types of clitics (dative and accusative), giving rise to eight paradigms. 

All paradigms satisfy an OP constraint that we called OP-Iden-Stress. The 
constraint requires all the members of the paradigm to be stressed on the same 
syllable. Seven of the eight paradigms we discussed clearly satisfy this OP con-
straint, many vacuously. That is, no Input-Output constraint or any other con-
straint is violated solely to produce a paradigm that satisfies OP-Iden-Stress. 
Three cases stand out, however. These are: 

i. Paradigms of verbs with dative clitics in which the base ends with a super-
heavy syllable (e.g., [radd]): In this case, Input-Output faithful constraints are 
violated in an overkill (non-phonotactically movitated) fashion.

ii. Paradigms of hollow verbs with dative clitics: In this case, HeadMaxBO and 
MaxμV are violated extensively so that the shortened base vowel allows uni-
form stress in the paradigm as well as uniform syllable size throughout the 
paradigm.

iii. Paradigms of sound verbs with accusative clitics. We tentatively suggest that 
this final case appears to be possible only because each member of the para-
digm violates OP-Iden-Stress an equal number of times, leaving the decision 
to other constraints such as HeadMax BO and DepIO (V). 
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The Arabic of Bukhara
A Principal parts analysis of the effects  
of contact influence on morphological typology

Keri Miller
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The Arabic spoken in the Bukhara region of Uzbekistan displays an unusual 
degree of integration between three distinct language families: Semitic, Indo-
Aryan, and Turkic. This paper proposes an analysis of Bukhara Arabic based 
upon data collected between 1935 and 1943. The analysis involves classification 
of the verbal system drawing on the principal parts theory of Finkel and Stump 
(2007a), the purpose of which is to determine the essential parts needed to 
predict the remaining forms in a lexeme’s paradigm. The analysis includes 
an examination of the productivity of the verbal nonconcatenative derivative 
systems to reveal the changes involved in the partial adoption of concatenative 
systems. The results shed further light on the morphological processes of 
Semitic languages under strong contact conditions with other language 
families.

Keywords: Principal Parts Analysis, Arabic of Bukhara, verbal nonconcatenative 
derivatives

1. Introduction

This paper seeks to address the question: How can a principal parts analysis illu-
minate the relationships between the Semitic, Indo-Aryan, and Turkic morpho-
logical elements that Bukhara Arabic incorporates into an essentially consistent 
grammatical system? In order to engage with this question, background familiar-
ity with both the development of Bukhara Arabic and with principal parts theory 
is necessary. 
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Brief historical overview of Bukhara Arabic

Language contact between Arabic and Central Asian languages dates at least as far 
back as the year 676 CE, when the Islamic Khalifate first reached the lands of 
Maverannahr (Arabic maæ wara: ʔ in-nahr) meaning ‘that which is beyond the 
Oxus – or Amu Darya – River’, i.e. Transoxiana). Commander Sayyid bin Othman 
entered the land of Sogdia, consisting of the most fertile land of present day 
Uzbekistan and part of Tajikistan, and transferred 30,000 captives from Bukhara 
to Medina to work on irrigation systems (Chikovani, 2004). Later in the same 
century, at the time that al-Rabi’ ibn Ziyad al-Harithi was ruler of Khorasan in 
Iran, 50,000 Arab families from al-Basra and al-Kufa in Iraq moved to the Khorasan 
region (Mohamed, 1992). Al-Rabi’ later sent a large number of families from 
Bukhara to live in Basra in a special neighborhood which he had built for them, 
known as the Bukharia neighborhood. Between 709 and 712 CE, the Arabs had 
taken Balkh, Afghanistan, as well as the Bukhara, Samarqand and Qashqadarya 
regions of present day Uzbekistan, under the leadership of Qutaiba ibn Muslim of 
the Bahila Arab tribe.

Qutaiba was determined that the Arabs should settle and live in Transoxiana 
once they had established Islamic rule, and he wanted them to live in the big cities 
such as Bukhara and Samarqand, where it would be easier to spread Islam. 
Mohamed (1992) elucidates that from the beginning, the lands taken by the Arabs 
were divided among the Qayisite and Yemeni tribes who had participated in the 
conquest: a portion to Rabi’; a portion to the Mudhari (a North Arabian tribe); 
and a portion to the Yemenites.

At the time of the conquests, the primary language that was spoken in the re-
gions of Transoxiana was Sogdian, a Middle Iranian language written in an 
Aramaic script. During the centuries following the settlement of the Arabs in Cen-
tral Asia, the region experienced many battles for power. The following groups 
(and branches of these groups) held temporary control of the region: Iranian 
Samanids and Ghaznavids, the Turkic Seljuks, the Mongols, and the Russians 
(McChesney, 1998). Throughout the power changes, Samarqand and Bukhara in 
particular managed to maintain strong intellectual Islamic relations with the Arab 
heartland, which from the 14th to the 17th century centered particularly on Sufi 
thought. Though very little appears to be written about the Arab communities that 
Russian Arabists Izmaylova and Burykina discovered in 1930 in Uzbekistan living 
primarily as sheep nomads (Ingham, 1994), some religious intellectual communi-
cation was maintained at least until the nineteenth century, if not until 1917 with 
the separation due to the Bolshevik revolution (McChesney, 1998).

In November 2000, Georgian linguist Guram Chikovani visited Central 
Asia with a team of researchers who confirmed the continued presence of an 
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Arab speech community in the Bukhara region, much as Tsereteli had described 
it in the previous century (Chikovani, 2003). They also gathered additional data 
from the Qashqadarya region, where the Arabic speakers speak a distinctly dif-
ferent dialect. During this expedition, Chikovani discovered an oral tradition 
by which “the ancestors of the Bukhara Arabs were settled in Central Asia by 
Tamerlan” (Chikovani, 2003, p. 2; 2004b, p. 259) otherwise known as Timur the 
Lame, who was recorded to have taken captives from Damascus to Samarqand 
in the year 1401 for the purpose of conscripting them to work on his architec-
tural projects. 

Research carried out in the twentieth century on the Arabic dialects of Central 
Asia indicates interchange and movement throughout the centuries between shep-
herds living in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and Turkmenistan (Ingham, 
1994; Barfield, 1981). It is inevitable that across the centuries at least some of the 
Arab groups had contact with Assyrians and Kurds, and on a rare occasion the 
Arabs of Bukhara mention specifically in their stories intermarriage between Arab 
men and Kazakh and Turkmen women. By all reports the Arabs of Bukhara are 
fluent in Uzbek and/or Tajik.1 

Sources of data

The data examined in this paper come from the stories collected by Tsereteli (1956) 
and Vinnikov (1969) between 1935 and 1943, comprising 288 pages and repre-
senting twenty-one speakers. Of these speakers, the youngest was 20 years old and 
the oldest was 84 at the time of narration. One 30-year-old speaker was a woman; 
the rest were men. Occasionally both Vinnikov and Tsereteli transcribed the same 
story, although clearly at different times due to the differences in the narrative se-
quence and occasionally word choice. The two contrasting descriptions prove use-
ful for determining the level of obligatoriness for certain grammatical structures. 
The stories are taken from two villages within the Bukhara province: Arab-Khana 
and Jogari. 

It should be noted that there are phonological differences between these two 
dialects (see Vinnikov, 1969) as well as a range of pronunciations as with any lan-
guage. However, for the purposes of this paper I am simplifying the phonology of 
each word to the most basic representations with the highest frequencies. No 
significant differences appear in the morphological and syntactic elements of the 

1. In fact it is not certain at the time of this writing whether or not the Arab communities who 
do still reside in Bukhara continue to speak Arabic as a mother tongue, but in a personal visit to 
the Qashqadarya village Jeynov in August of 2012, I was told by the leader of the Arab commu-
nity that approximately 40 speakers in Jeynov, all over the age of fifty, still speak Arabic to some 
degree among one another.
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dialects of these villages insofar as they relate to this study if at all. In contrast, the 
stories Vinnikov collected from the Arabs in the village of Jeynov in the 
Qashqadarya province exhibit a variety that is different enough to require a sepa-
rate analysis outside the scope of this paper.

This study made use of Vinnikov’s (1962) thorough glossary of the Bukhara 
dialect, which lists each verb alphabetically by consonantal root followed by 
each of the templatic patterns in which the verb is found throughout all of the 
stories. This resource has enabled the charting of the relationships between the 
particular root and the productivity across the ten templatic patterns, in order to 
answer the question: To what extent is the nonconcatenative Semitic templatic 
verbal morphology alive and well in the speech of the Arabs documented by 
Tsereteli and Vinnikov?

Principal parts theory

The reader is likely to be familiar with the notion of principal parts from the study 
of other languages such as Latin or German. Principal parts are the forms of the 
verb that a person must know in order to form conjugations across the full system 
of a given language. In Latin the majority of verbs have four principal parts: pres-
ent, infinitive, active perfect, and passive perfect (supine). Some languages are 
lacking any overt expression of one or more of these parts. A student of Latin can 
memorize these four forms of a verb (see Table 1) in order to place the particular 
verb into its matching conjugational paradigm, sparing the effort of learning each 
verb individually.

A similar process is used for the German ‘strong verb’ otherwise known as ‘ir-
regular verb.’ The learner consciously memorizes the irregular forms of each verb 
until the process has been internalized (see Table 2). The so-called ‘regular verbs’ 
essentially fit into one pattern and their internal vowels don’t shift so classes need 
not be memorized – hence the term ‘regular’: for example, ‘to ask’ fragen – fragt – 
fragte – hast gefragt, ‘to search’ suchen – sucht – suchte – hast gesucht. The so-called 
mixed verbs fall in between these paradigms.

Table 1. Principal Parts of Latin Verbs.

Conjugation Present Infinitive Perfect Supine

I love amō amāre amāvī amātum
II be silent taceō tacēre tacuī tacitum
III read legō legere legiī lēctum
IV call acciō accīre accīvī accītum
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Table 2. Principal Parts of Four German Strong Verbs.

Lexeme Present Past Participle

to swear schwören schwor geschworen
to take nehmen nahm genommen
to stand stehen stand gestanden
to read lesen las gelesen

Mailhammer (2007) has identified 42 classes of strong verbs in Modern Standard 
German. Because there are some verbs in which all three stem forms must be 
memorized, the German verbal system is considered to have three principal parts: 
the present stem, the past stem, and the past participle. If speakers of German (or 
computer programs) know this much about any given verb, they know enough to 
conjugate the verb for any person, number, and gender. 

Based on their work in the field of computational linguistics, Finkel and Stump 
(2007a) have observed deeper implications for the relationship of principal parts 
to specific language systems. First, from a morphological point of view, they began 
to critically examine how many lexemes can be stored in a given language, in a 
range from complete storage to the absolute “minimum of forms needed to deduce 
the remaining, unstored forms” (Finkel and Stump, 2007a, p. 40). Their quest was 
for the optimal amount of storage, with a definition of optimal as “both adequate 
and minimum” (p. 41), in which all of the conjugations can be deduced based on 
the knowledge of these parts with no unnecessary storage. 

Finkel and Stump have divided principal parts analyses into three categories. 
The previously described common pedagogical analysis they label a “static princi-
pal parts analysis” (Finkel and Stump, 2007a, p. 42). At a deeper level, they have 
developed an “adaptive principal parts analysis” (p. 42), in which principal part n 
governs which morphosyntactic property set (MPS) identifies the principal part n 
+ 1. This type of analysis relies on a series of if-then relationships: If MPS has vari-
ant X, then it falls into inflection class Y. In this kind of analysis, there is more than 
one possible set of optimal morphosyntactic properties.

To exemplify the benefits of utilizing the adaptive analysis, consider the analy-
sis of German verbs. The static analysis of German would simply elicit three 
principal parts to memorize for conjugating the verbs. However, if we adopt the 
adaptive analysis, the calculation of the average principal parts across the whole 
strong verb system totals 2.14 because some verbs in fact only require knowledge 
of one or two principal parts. For example, schwören ‘to swear’ has /ø/ as a present 
tense stem vowel, and that knowledge is enough to classify the conjugation since 
no other verb shares that present stem vowel (Mailhammer, 2007a). Table 3 is taken 
from Finkel and Stump (2007a, p. 42), illustrating a hypothetical language in which 
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Table 3. Static principal parts (in shaded cells) for a hypothetical system.

W X Y Z
I a e i m
II b e i m
III c f j n
IV c g j n
V d h k o
VI d h l o

there are six conjugations, four morphosyntactic property sets (W-Z) and 
three principal parts (W, X, and Y) by which all conjugations can be deter-
mined. The shaded cells indicate which of the principal parts remain static in 
such a system. 

If the same language is analyzed from a perspective of adaptive principal 
parts, new relationships are revealed (Finkel and Stump, 2007a). As illustrated in 
Table IV, in an adaptive system, conjugations I and II only require one identified 
principal part in order to determine that a given lexeme belongs to them. Conju-
gations III – VI, however, would each require two principal parts, though the de-
termining MPSs vary between III and IV and V and VI.

The third and most complex type of analysis that Finkel and Stump have 
identified is the “dynamic principal parts analysis” (2007a, p. 44). This type of 
analysis is the most flexible and allows for the deepest understanding of the 
relationships between the parts at a structural level. It allows for the smallest 
number of morphosyntactic property sets to be considered principal parts. 
Since optimal MPSs in the dynamic model do not have to share any property 
set (contrary to the other two models), the dynamic principal parts analysis 
enables the perception of more direct relationships between “the pairings of 
word forms with the morphosyntactic property sets they realize” (Finkel and 
Stump, 2007a, p. 45). 

Table 4. Adaptive principal parts (in shaded cells) for the hypothetical system.

W X Y Z
I a e i m
II b e i m
III c f j n
IV c g j n
V d h k o
VI d h l o
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Table 5. Dynamic principal parts (in shaded cells) for the hypothetical system.

W X Y Z
I a e i m
II b e i m
III c f j n
IV c g j n
V d h k o
VI d h l o

Table V illustrates the dynamic principal parts analysis, whereby a lexeme which 
has exponent ‘f ’ in MPS X is conjugation III, and ‘g’ is IV and so on (Finkel and 
Stump, 2007a, p. 44). This analysis may not be transparent to a language learner 
because it requires knowledge about which MPS specifically determines the con-
jugation to which a lexeme belongs.

Finkel and Stump (2007a) hypothesize that principal parts can reveal “a distil-
lation of the implicative relations that exist among the members of a lexeme’s par-
adigm; they reveal an important domain of typological variation in morphology” 
(as cited in Mailhammer, 2007, p. 81). In order to classify languages by morpho-
logical type according to the principal parts analyses, researchers (e.g., Finkel and 
Stump, 2007a, pp. 49–64; Mailhammer, 2007, pp. 84–86) have delineated five basic 
categories that can be examined for comparative purposes, particularly using the 
dynamic analysis. The first of the categories is referred to as Criterion A, address-
ing the number of principal parts needed to determine a lexeme’s paradigm 
(Finkel and Stump, 2007a, p. 66). Criterion B refers to whether or not the principal 
parts differ for various inflection classes according to a dynamic analysis. If they 
are in fact the same, the language can be classified as a parallel system, and if differ-
ent, then a skewed system. All static analyses present parallel systems, but under 
adaptive and dynamic analyses, skewed systems are possible.

Criterion C differentiates between segregated and integrated systems, depend-
ing on whether a lexeme is predicted by more than one principal part (integrated) 
or whether separate principal parts distinctly derive non-principal parts (segre-
gated). This is determined by the number of “dynamically defined principal parts 
needed to determine a given word in a lexeme’s paradigm” (Finkel and Stump 
2007a, p. 66). In the case of the German strong verbs, for example, by a static 
analysis, each of the three principal parts is used to determine each lexeme, so it is 
segregated. However, by an adaptive or a dynamic analysis, there is overlap be-
tween some principal parts in determining the nonprincipal parts. For example, as 
stated previously, only one principal part is needed to determine the conjugation 
with schwören (see Table 2) because in the whole paradigm of German strong 
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verbs it is the only one with /ø/ in the present stem (Mailhammer, 2007, pp. 98–99). 
However, in the case of nehmen, two principal parts – both the present stem and 
the past participle – are needed, because there are several other conjugations with 
/e/ in the present stem. Since there are no other conjugations with /e/ in the pres-
ent stem and /ø/ in the past participle, no other principal parts are required. In the 
case of stehen and lesen, three principal parts are required since other conjugations 
share each of their parts. There is overlap in the number of principal parts needed to 
determine the category of one lexeme, hence by an adaptive analysis, the German 
strong verbal system is integrated (Mailhammer, 2007, p. 100).

Criterion D addresses the morphological relation between a dynamically 
defined principal part and the nonprincipal parts assumed to be deduced from 
it (Mailhammer, 2007, p. 66). The answer distinguishes between a morphologi-
cally coherent system from an incoherent system. This question deals with the re-
lationship between the morphological form of the principal parts versus that of 
the nonprincipal parts. Because the consonantal part of the stem does not change 
with the principal part, the strong German verbal system is coherent. The ques-
tion posed in Criterion E is whether corresponding word forms in distinct para-
digms are determined by the same dynamically defined principal parts. The 
answer leads to the classification as an isomorphic or non-isomorphic system. In 
this case, isomorphic means that the same dynamic parts in a system determine 
corresponding word forms (Finkel and Stump, 2006 p. 20). The static analysis of 
the strong German verbs is isomorphic because all of the principal parts are 
used to determine all of the forms across the various classes. However in the 
adaptive and dynamic analyses, the system becomes non-isomorphic since differ-
ent principal parts can determine forms across the class, sometimes present 
stem, sometimes preterit, sometimes a combination, and so forth. In fact a 
skewed system can never be isomorphic.

These documented advantages of principal parts analysis led to its selection 
for the examination of the morphological structure of Bukhara Arabic in this 
study. The study attempts to answer if such an analysis can reveal how deeply 
the structures of concatenative Turkic and Iranian languages have affected the 
nonconcatenative Semitic structure of Bukhara Arabic, or can shed light on the 
process of language maintenance and change under strong multilingual contact 
conditions.

2. Methodology

In the quest to understand the relationships between various language systems 
and the principal parts they employ, Finkel and Stump (2007b) developed an 
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online tool that is available to the public.2 This online tool requires the user to 
form a plat – a chart of the salient morphosyntactic property sets of a given lan-
guage system – by compiling the paradigms present in the given system which is 
later converted to plain text form (Unicode Tf8) for online analysis. The online 
tool also presents the option to enter a chart of paradigms in order to receive a plat 
that may need some adjusting.3

In this study, a collection of all verbs, infinitives and participles from the data 
were compiled onto a master list of morphosyntactic properties with categories for 
tense, voice, mood, and aspect combined with categories for person, number and 
gender. A verbal paradigm was created based on the compiled list. Cells that were 
not found in the available corpus were filled based on the analysis of the verbal 
paradigms by Fischer (1961) and Vinnikov (1965).4 For transcriptions IPA was 
used except for the emphatic /sʕ/, /zʕ/, /tʕ/, and /dʕ/, which were denoted using 
capital letters.5

Table 6 was first constructed based on a total of nine distinct inflection 
classes. Three of these classes were omitted from the table due to their irregu-
lar nature.

Table 6. Six productive inflection classes in Bukhara Arabic. 

1. Sound verb with three consonantal roots qasam ‘divide’
2. First consonantal root is semi-vowel ‘waw’ wazan ‘weigh’
3. First vowel is underlying ‘waw’* kala: ‘eat’
4. Hollow verb with a semi-vowel in the middle qo:l ‘say’
5. Final consonantal root is a semi-vowel or alif baka: ‘cry’
6. Final consonantal root is a geminate shadd ‘tie’

*The ‘waw’ appears in forms II and VII of the plat.

2. This tool is located on the web at: http://www.cs.uky.edu/~raphael/linguistics/analyze.html.
3. I am considerably indebted to Raphael Finkel for his assistance in developing the plat for 
Bukhara Arabic, as well as to Gregory Stump for his insights in analyzing the results
4.  In his 1965 article, Vinnikov has created elaborate inflection charts for the Qashqadarya 
Arabic dialect, and I was able to make some inferences based on what I observed in the Bukhara 
Arabic data and what is happening in the QA data. The information in Fischer’s (1961) article 
was also of enormous value for filling in gaps and double checking my comprehension of the 
verb forms.
5.  I have also opted to simplify Vinnikov and Tsereteli’s transcriptions, aiming to choose the 
most frequently occurring variants of any alternations. Again I have leaned on the descriptions 
of Fischer (1961) and Vinnikov (1965) to guide my choices. For a more detailed description of 
the Bukhara Arabic phonological system see Tsereteli’s Foreword (1956:XX-XXIV).

http://www.cs.uky.edu/~raphael/linguistics/analyze.html
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The three irregular types of verbs that were not included in the analysis due to 
their exceptional nature (see also Fischer, 1961, p. 257), are some of the highest 
frequency verbs in the language. One is sawa ‘to do’, a type of verb called in Stan-
dard Arabic lafi:f maqru:n ‘clustered together’ because there are a vowel and a 
semi-vowel next to each other in the root. No other similar lexemes were detected 
in the BA corpus. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, even were these lexemes 
added to the plat, the fundamental results would remain unchanged. The second 
is anTa ‘to give’, a Form IV (causative) verb that does not appear in Form I of 
Bukhara Arabic verbs. Fischer elaborates on the phonological variations and the 
probable connection with Aramaic (1961, p. 257, note 3).

The other irregular verb forms are ɣada: and ʤa: ‘to go’ and ‘to come’. In pret-
erit form they usually take a ‘k’ at the end that has several variations and some-
times extends to ‘kən’ (ɣadak, ɣadakən). Johnstone (1968) suggests that this 
feature may be a remnant of a deictic particle found in some Northern and Eastern 
Arab tribes. Again, including these on the plat will not change the number of prin-
cipal parts, and since it is a category completely restricted to two verbs with no 
distinct semantic or grammatical meaning attached to the suffix it was excluded 
from analysis in this study.6

In order to fully consider the morphosyntactic properties of BA, the Semitic 
verbal derivative patterns also need to be taken into account. In the data exam-
ined, all of the ten common patterns in Standard Arabic were exemplified. Form 
I is the basic form. Form II, which has a distinct transitive/causative/intensifica-
tion connotation, is the second most frequent form, and there is a very high 
number of roots that appear both in Form I and Form II (see Table VIII, p.17). 
This can be considered evidence that Form II has a productive derivational 
property and it was included in the plat. The other causative, Form IV, only ap-
pears with the lexeme anTa ‘to give’, as mentioned above. Form VII, which has a 
passive meaning, is found throughout the stories frequently and consistently in 
combination with words that were used in Form I, though unlike Form II, it is 
seldom found with verbs that have no Form I counterparts in the stories. The 
occurrence of roots used in more than three pattern templates was observed for 
two roots only: qaʕad ‘he sat’ – qaʕʕad ‘he set (s.thing) down’ – itqaʕʕad ‘he sat’ 
– inqaʕad ‘he sat’7 with a root meaning ‘to sit’ (I, II, V, VII), and Tab ‘to be nice, 

6. For a quick overview of these irregular verbs, see Fischer 1961 p.257 under Unregelmäßig 
gebildete Verbalformen
7.  Vinnikov (1962: 172) provides two examples of uses of form V and VII that appear to be 
interchangeable: 
 (1) min Harr fi bejt ma: yitqaÀÀad (2) min Harr arun bejt ma: yinqaÀad
 Both carry the impersonal meaning: “Due to the heat one doesn’t sit at home”
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to like’ – Tayyab ‘to clean up, repair’ – iTTayyab’ to be garnished, cleared out, 
brushed’ – inTayyab (same as Form V) with a root meaning ‘to be good’ (also I, 
II, V, VII). Notably in neither of these cases does Form V differ in meaning from 
Form VII.

The rarity of the instances of roots used in multiple patterns and the fact 
that most often the roots in the higher forms did not also show up in Form I 
leads me to the conclusion that perhaps many of the patterns are no longer pro-
ductive in BA but rather the lexemes have been memorized without referral to 
the root and pattern combination. For this reason they were excluded from the 
morphosyntactic property sets to be analyzed, which included only forms I, II 
and VII.

Table 7 shows the breakdown of patterns as they are found in Vinnikov’s glos-
sary in terms of how many occurrences of verbs in each form are found through-
out the whole glossary, in comparison with the number of instances of verbs in 
one form not appearing in any other form. For this study, word frequency was not 
measured, though the results of such a test would surely be pertinent, begging fu-
ture treatment. Table 8 illustrates the number of times that each verb form is found 
in combination with other forms. If a verb is listed in the category ‘Single Verb 
Form’ then no other form is listed for it in the glossary.

Table 9 illustrates the plat for preterit Form I across all six verb classes and all 
conjugations,8 singular and plural. The full plat is listed in the Appendix. The con-
jugations for Bukhara Arabic person/number/gender are to a large extent the same

Table 7. Verb patterns found in Vinnikov’s Glossary (1962).

Form Total occurrences Single verb form

I 231 87
II 132 48
III   4  0
IV   1  0
V   3  3
VI   2  1
VII  79  3
VIII  15  6
IX   6  3
X   5  4

8.  Here the KATR output is included below each line of the plat in the singular for ease of 
reading. The plural can be inferred in the same manner. KATR is the name of a set-based com-
putational language used for representation of morphological systems. 
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Table 8. Occurrences of Verb Pattern Combinations.

Combination of forms Total occurrences in Glossary

I, VII 58
I, II 48
II, V 12
I, II, VII 10
I, II, V  6
I, VIII  5
I, V, VII  4
I, V, VIII  3
II, IX  2
I, II, V, VII  2
I, II, VI  1
I, VII 58

as those of the majority of Arabic dialects. TEMP stands for template, for which ‘1A’ 
equals the tri-consonantal root.9 If the verb only exhibits two consonants, such as 
baka: ‘cry’, a zero-morpheme is placed in the slot exhibiting the third consonant (each 
dash line represents a consonant). The morphosyntactic property sets (MPSs) run 
across the top; they are the combination of the semantic, lexical, and grammatical 
morphemes that conjugate variously in the language system, such as preterit Form I 
first person singular. Of the 10 MPSs in the preterit pattern I, nine are unique, because 
1sg and 2msg are the same across all conjugations. Every box in which the conjuga-
tion of a lexeme corresponds with a given MPS is called an exponence, so the complete 
plat for the preterit pattern I includes a total of 66 exponences. Form II and Form VII 
have fewer exponences, because some of the lexemes are not used in those patterns; 
for example, there is no form II of qoːl ‘say’ or form VII of baka:. Table 10 follows up 
with a complete list of the MPSs following the singular forms of qasam ‘divide’.

From the MPS chart, I omitted three properties because they do not change 
across the conjugations: negative (formed with la or ma interchangeably; see 
Fischer, 1961, p. 258), optative (always formed with a /ta-/ prefix attached to the 
subjunctive form), and past continuous (always formed with a variation of kən pre-
ceding the imperfective or participle and sometimes assimilated to the first pho-
neme of the verb itself). According to Finkel (personal communication, December 
7, 2011), even if included in the plat, those MPSs “will not show up as separate 
distillations (a distillation is an MPS whose pattern differs from all other MPSs)”. 

9.  According to Finkel, another way to set up the plat would be to have separate templates; 
one for tri-consonantal roots (sound verbs) and one for the other types. However the single 
template is a more straight-forward option. (Personal communication, 12/7/2011).
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Table 9. Preterit Form I.

CONJ pretI1Sg pretI2mS pretI2fS pretI3mSg pretI3f

TEMP 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A
qasam(divide) -a-a-t -a-a-t -a-a-ti -a-a- -a-a-et

qasamt qasamt qasamti qasam qasamet
wazan(weigh) -a-a-t -a-a-t -a-a-ti -a-a- -a-a-et

wazant wazant wazanti wazan wazanet
kala (eat) -a-ej-t -a-ej-t -a-ej-ti -a-a- -a-∅-et

kalejt kalejt kalejti kala kalet
qol (say) -u-∅-t -u-∅-t -u-∅-ti -o-∅- -o-∅-et

qult qult qulti qol qolet
baka (cry) -a-ej-t -a-ej-t -a-ej-ti -a-a- -a-∅-et

bakejt bakejt bakejti baka baket
shadd (tie) -a-ej-t -a-ej-t -a-ej-ti -a-a- -a-∅-et

shaddejt shaddejt shaddejti shadda shaddet

CONJ pretI1Pl pretI2mPl pretI2fP pretI3mPl pretI3fP

TEMP 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A
qasam(divide) -a-a-na -a-a-tu -a-a-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in
wazan(weigh) -a-a-na -a-a-tu -a-a-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in
kala (eat) -a-ej-na -a-ej-tu -a-ej-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in
qol (say) -u-∅-na -u-∅-tu -u-∅-tin -o-∅-u -o-∅-in
baka (cry) -a-ej-na -a-ej-tu -a-ej-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in
shadd (tie) -a-ej-na -a-ej-tu -a-ej-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in

Table 10. Bukhara Arabic Morphosyntactic Property Sets: qasam ‘divide’.

MPS 1 singular 2 feminine singular 3 masculine singular

preterit I qasamt qasamti qasam
preterit II qasamt qasamti qasam
preterit VII inqasamt inqasamti inqasam
imperfect I maqsum tuqsumi:n muqsum
imperfect II maqussum mitqussumi:n muqussum
imperfect VII minqasam tinqasami:n minqasam
imperative I _______ uqsumi: uqsum
imperative II _______ qussumi: qussum
subjunctive aqsim tiqsimi:n jiqsim
inflected infinitive qosmaha:ni qosmaha:nki qosmaha:nak
inflected participle qo:sminni qo:smetinni qo:sminnak

3masculine singular 3 feminine singular
active participle I ________ qo:sim qo:sma
active participle II ________ miqussum miqussuma
active participle VII ________ minqusum minqusma
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3. Results

The synopsis of the principal parts analysis online tool demonstrates that the com-
bination of MPSs and inflectional classes in BA yields 385 distinct exponences, 
105 MPSs, 100 unique MPSs, and 14 distillations. The distillations, the distinct 
patterns that are different from all other MPSs on the plat and therefore crucial to 
deduction of the paradigm, are listed in Table 11.

Understanding distillations is the key to understanding the predictive rela-
tionships analyzed by Finkel and Stump’s (2007b) online tool. The program ana-
lyzes the patterns of each conjugation in order to determine which patterns can be 
predicted based on each morphosyntactic property set, marking each new series of 
predictions as a new distillation. For example, the first morphosyntatic property 
set in this plat, preterit Form I first person singular, is by default a distillation be-
cause it is the first pattern of predictability that the computer program encounters. 
This becomes visible on the output by selecting ‘predictiveness’ from the menu of 
possible computations provided with the online tool. The level of predictiveness is 
marked with a binary code: Either the pattern can be distinguished in X conjuga-
tion for Y set of morphosyntactic properties (1) or it cannot (0). So MPS 1 shows 
the following pattern, as compared to the input given in the plat. As the compari-
son in Table 12 indicates, the input for the conjugation of qoːl ‘say’ is the only input 
that can be consistently predicted in this set. Comparing this information with 
Table 9, one can see that qasam ‘divide’ and wazan ‘weigh’ share the same conjuga-
tional pattern, and kalaː ‘eat’, bakaː ‘cry’, and shadd ‘tie’ share another one which is 
reflected in the binary codes of the distillation pattern. The next distillation is the

Table 11. MPS distillations for Bukhara Arabic (the full plat is given in the Appendix).

 1. preterit 1 singular
 2. preterit I 3 masculine singular
 3. preterit I 1 singular
 4. preterit II 3 masculine singular
 5. preterit VII 1 singular
 6. preterit VII 3 masculine singular
 7. imperfect I 1 singular
 8. imperfect II 1 singular
 9. imperfect II 1 plural
10. imperative II 2 masculine singular
11. subjunctive 3 masculine plural
12. active participle I 3 feminine singular
13. inflected active participle I 3 masculine singular
14. inflected infinitive 1 plural
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third masculine singular of preterit Form I, which Table 9 displays with no distinc-
tions between any of the conjugations except qoːl ‘say’.

As is visible in Table 14, Distillation 7, the Form I imperfect first person singu-
lar is the only distillation that is completely filled with (1) and no (0); therefore, 
every lexeme is predictable and is recognized as the principal part in this language 
system. Table 15 shows the full layout of the Form I imperfect singular MPSs with 
the KATR output beneath each exponent for clarity. Distillation 7 is highlighted in 
bold for contrast. Therefore, in this distillation, all of the classes show their unique 
characteristics that enable a learner of the language to place them in the correct 
inflection class and thereby deduce the rest of the paradigm.

Table 12. Predictiveness of distillation 1 (preterit I 1Sg). Overall predictiveness  
of (pretI1Sg): 0.423.

Lexeme Predictiveness across all |average 14 distillations
qasam X 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 0.538
wazan X 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 | 0.538
kala X 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 | 0.154
qol X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
baka X 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 | 0.15
shadd X 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 | 0.154

Table 13. Predictiveness of distillation 1 (preterit I 3mSg). Overall predictiveness  
of (pretI3mSg): 0.167.

Lexeme Predictiveness across all |average 14 distillations
qasam 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0.000
wazan 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0.000
kala 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0.000
qol 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
baka 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0.000
shadd 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0.000

Table 14. Predictiveness of Distillation 7 (imperfI1cSg). Overall predictiveness  
of (imperfI1cSg): 1.000.

Lexeme Predictiveness across all |average 14 distillations
qasam 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
wazan 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
kala 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
qol 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
baka 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
shadd 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | 1.000
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Table 15. Plat View of Distillation 7 in bold print. 

CONJ impfI1Sg impf2mSg impfI2fSg impfI3mSg impfI3fSg 

TEMP 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam ma-∅-u-  tu-∅-u- tu-u-∅-i:n mu-∅-u- tu-∅-u- 
divide maqsum  tuqsum tuqsumi:n muqsum tuqsum
wazan ma-∅-a- tu-∅-i- tu-∅-i-i:n mu-∅-i- tu-∅-i- 
weigh mawzin tuzin tuzini:n muzin tuzin 
kala mo-e-∅- to-e-∅- to-∅-∅-i:n mijo-e-∅- to-e-∅- 
Eat mokel tokel tokli:n mijokel tokel 
qol ma-u-∅- mit-u-∅- mit-u-∅-i:n me-u-∅ ti-u-∅- 
Say maqul mitqul mitquli:n mequl tiqul
baka ma-∅-∅-I ti-∅-∅-I ti-∅-∅-i:n mi-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i
cry mabki* tibki tibki:n mibki tibki 
shadd ma-i-∅- mit-i-∅- mit-i-∅-i:n me-i-∅- mit-i-∅-
tie mashidd mitshidd mitshiddi:n meshidd mitshidd

*The full form of mabki: is mab ∅ k ∅ ∅ i:, in which the three root consonants are represented by b, k, ∅.

The program enables the computer to recognize all of the classes in this distilla-
tion, and it does not need any other information to place verbs into classes. This 
means that for this plat, Distillation 7 is the optimal amount of information storage 
necessary for completing all of the conjugations for the given linguistic system.

For the adaptive principal parts analysis, again only one principal part is re-
quired, which the program translates into an if-then statement. In other words, if 
Distillation 7 takes variation 1, the inflection class is qasam. If it takes variation 2, 
the inflection class is wazan, and so on. The computer program reads as follows: 

  We need 1 adaptive principal parts:
  ... if distillation 7 (imperfI1Sg) has variant e31_3 (mo1Se2S3S)
  the inflection class is kala
  ...if distillation 7 (imperfI1Sg) has variant e31_5 (ma1S2S3Si)
  the inflection class is baka
  ...if distillation 7 (imperfI1Sg) has variant e31_1 (ma1S2Su3S)
  the inflection class is qasam
  ... if distillation 7 (imperfI1Sg) has variant e31_6 (ma1Si2S3S)
  the inflection class is shadd
  ... if distillation 7 (imperfI1Sg) has variant e31_2 (maw1S2Si3S)
  the inflection class is wazan
  ... if distillation 7 (imperfI1Sg) has variant e31_4 (ma1Su2S3S)
  the inflection class is qol
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As for the dynamic analysis, the computer program calculated all of the distilla-
tions in which each class appears then calculated the average principal parts need-
ed to deduce the exponence of each class. The average for each class and for each 
distillation is one; therefore the total average is one, which holds to the rule that 
the dynamic analysis cannot have more principal parts than the static analysis.

5. Language classification implications

Knowing that the system has exactly one principal part puts it in one of the simpler 
morphological classes in terms of the amount of information needed to deduce the 
whole verbal paradigm. Looking at the other four criteria by which Finkel and 
Stump classify typologies, Bukhara Arabic also falls consistently into the most 
regularly predictable types. The fact that there is only one principal part means 
that by default the part has to be the same for all inflection classes – there is no 
alternative, so it is a parallel system according to Finkel and Stump’s Criterion B. 
Since it only has one principal part, Criterion C (segregated versus integrated) 
does not apply. As for Criterion D, the BA system is very much a coherent system 
because all of the forms of the verbs are based on the same tri-consonantal system 
(Template 1A in the plat). In answer to Criterion E, logically BA must be isomor-
phic because there is only one principal part to determine the corresponding word 
forms. This analysis would determine that BA is a language with one principal part 
that is parallel, coherent and isomorphic according to static, adaptive, and dy-
namically defined principal parts analyses.

During the process of gathering the data and classifying words into inflec-
tional classes for the purpose of the principal parts analysis, it has become evident 
that the BA verbal system is organized into three morphological levels. Though 
syntactically BA takes Subject Object Verb word order, which is rare for Arabic 
varieties, morphologically at its base level it is a verbal system that closely resem-
bles that of the majority of Arabic varieties. The second level is specific to the ac-
tive participles in the third person singular and plural forms. In the event that they 
do not take an object there is nothing unusual in the world of Arabic varieties 
about their taking either progressive or past perfect verbal force. For example the 
verb qoːl ‘he said’ becomes qo:jil as the active participle ‘he who is (or has been) 
saying’. However, if an object is added to this participle, an /-in(n)-/ buffer mor-
pheme is inserted between the participle and the clitic object suffix, so qo:jlinnu 
means ‘he said it (masculine) ‘. Likewise, qo:jli:n ‘they said’ becomes qo:li:nnu ‘they 
said it (masculine)’.

Owens (2006) has traced this buffer /-in(n)-/ extensively in Arabic varieties 
that essentially form a path from Nigeria to Uzbekistan (for details on the debate 
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regarding the origins of this morpheme see also Retsö (1988), Blau (1981), Brusted 
(2000), Eksell (1984), and Fischer (1961)). However, apart from some dialects of 
Arabic found in Central Asia such as BA, such an /-in(n)-/ morpheme is always 
followed by an object suffix, across the inflectional paradigm. This differs from the 
Arabic in the dialects of Uzbekistan and Afghanistan (see Barfield (1981) and In-
gham (2003) for more information on the connections between these speech com-
munities). The Arabs in these regions share the unusual innovation of inflecting 
the participle with the /-in(n)-/ morpheme with a subject pronoun, but only in the 
first and second person singular and plural paradigms. Additionally, the Arabs of 
Uzbekistan inflect a copula in a similar manner (see Windfuhr 2004, Versteegh 
1984 and Ratcliffe 2004).

Both the inflected participle and another unusual feature specific to Central 
Asian Arabic, the inflected infinitive, show up very distinctly in the plat for the 
principal parts online tool. It is logical that they are concatenatively attached to the 
end of the Arabic participial forms, and so the innovation does not interfere with 
the base Semitic root and template morphology. Tables 16 and 17 illustrate this 
process. See Appendix for the full plat.

Table 16. Singular distillations of inflected participles.

CONJ inflAP1mSg inflAP1fSg inflAP2mSg inflectedAP2fSg

TEMP 1A 1A 1A 1A
qasam -o:-∅-inni -o:-∅-etinni -o:-∅-innak -o:-∅-inki
wazan -o-∅-inni -o-∅-etinni -o-∅-innak -o-∅-inki
kala -a:-∅-inni -a:-∅-tinni -a:-∅-innak -a:-∅-inki
qol -oj-∅-inni -oj-∅-etinni -oj-∅-innak -oj-∅-inki
baka -a:-∅-inni -a:-∅-etinni -a:-∅-innak -a:-∅-inki

Table 17. Plural distillations of inflected infinitives.

CONJ inflInfin1Pl inflInfin2mPl inflInfin2fPl

TEMP 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin
wazan -o-∅-aha:na -o-∅-aha:nkum -o-∅-aha:nkin 
kala -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 
qol -oj-∅-aha:na -oj-∅-aha:nkum -oj-∅-aha:nkin 
baka -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 
shadd -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 
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6. Conclusions

The principal parts analyses place the Bukhara Arabic verbal system in essentially the 
simplest combination of the criteria which Finkel and Stump use to categorize lan-
guages by morphological typology. Mailhammer (2007) suggests a hierarchy of com-
plexity based on correlations for principal parts systems. A system with fewer principal 
parts is a simpler system. A parallel system is simpler than a skewed one. A morpho-
logically incoherent system is more complex than one that is coherent. Isomorphic 
systems are not as complex as those that are non-isomorphic. Moreover Mailhammer 
suggests that a complex system may be “more difficult to learn than a less complex 
one” (p. 85), noting that such a claim would require further examination.

Finkel and Stump (2007a, p. 65) also consider that, “Although language learn-
ers may not rely directly on principal parts as a basis for inferring unencountered 
members of a paradigm, there is an important sense in which principal parts pro-
vide a measure of a paradigm’s learnability.” The higher the predictability accord-
ing to a language’s dynamically defined principal parts, the more easily learnable 
they expect the language to be.

The study revealed that in regards to the question of the productivity of the 
root and pattern systems, it appears that only the most salient elements (Form II 
as transitive/causative/intensifying and Form VII as passive) in the Arabic verb 
pattern system have been productively retained. Clearly the root and pattern deri-
vation processes are less salient in the verbal system than the intrinsic stem conju-
gational morphology of this ‘peripheral’ form of Arabic. 

It appears plausible to suggest that the nomadic peoples who developed and 
maintained over the centuries the Arabic variety which became BA distilled the 
language to a very basic form – more easily transferable through generations faced 
with multilingualism and severely restricted contact with the Arabic heartland. 
The fact that none of the more ‘innovative’ inflections specific to BA that show up 
in the infinitives or the inflected active participles even appear as a distillation il-
lustrates that they are very predictable in their use and they bear no relation to the 
stems, in a similar manner to the other forms I omitted like the optative and the 
past continuous. Apparently in order to preserve the nature of their highly consis-
tent system, the Bukhara Arabic speakers found ways to work the most complex 
changes in their language into the morphosyntax external to the core of the stem, 
treating the differences in a fundamentally similar manner to clitic suffixes. 

The results of this study provide an examination of the elements inherent to 
the BA verbal system and their relation to each other in terms of complexity and 
conjugational predictability. A comparison of principal parts analyses of other va-
rieties of Arabic would generate useful further study on one hand, as would fur-
ther historical analysis of Bukhara Arabic on the other, in order to establish more 
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distinctly the morphological aspects of the diachronic process of language change 
under intense multilingual contact conditions.
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Appendix: Bukhara Arabic Plat

% Bukhara Arabic Paradigm 

% Keri Miller 

  % qasam wazan kala qol baka shadd
  % ‘he divided’ ‘he weighed’ ‘he ate’ ‘he said’ ‘he cried’ ‘he tied’ 

ABBR 1 1C1S2C2S3C3S4C % use 1A for forms with all three stem consonants

CONJ pretI1Sg pretI2mSg pretI2fSg pretI3mSg pretI3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -a-a-t -a-a-t -a-a-ti -a-a- -a-a-et 
wazan -a-a-t -a-a-t -a-a-ti -a-a- -a-a-et 
kala -a-ej-t -a-ej-t -a-ej-ti -a-a- -a-∅-et 
qol -u-∅-t -u-∅-t -u-∅-ti -o-∅- -o-∅-et 
baka -a-ej-t -a-ej-t -a-ej-ti -a-a- -a-∅-et 
shadd -a-ej-t -a-ej-t -a-ej-ti -a-a- -a-∅-et 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199290826.001.0001
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CONJ preteritI1Pl preteritI2mPl preteritI2fPL preteritI3mPl preteritI3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -a-a-na -a-a-tu -a-a-tin -a-a-u -a-a-in 
wazan -a-a-na -a-a-tu -a-a-tin -a-a-u -a-a-in 
kala -a-ej-na -a-ej-tu -a-ej-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in 
qol -u-∅-na -u-∅-tu -u-∅-tin -o-∅-u -o-∅-in 
baka -a-ej-na -a-ej-tu -a-ej-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in 
shadd -a-ej-na -a-ej-tu -a-ej-tin -a-∅-u -a-∅-in 

CONJ pretII1Sg pretII2mSg pretII2fSg pretII3mSg pretII3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -aD-a-t -aD-a-t -aD-a-ti -aD-a- -aD-a-et 
wazan -aD-a-t -aD-a-t -aD-a-ti -aD-a- -aD-a-et 
kala waD-a-∅-t waD-a-∅-t waD-a-∅-ti waD-a-∅- waD-a-∅-et
qol !none !none !none !none !none 
baka -aD-ej-t -aD-ej-t -aD-ej-ti -aD-a- -aD-et- 
shadd -aD-a-dit -aD-a-dit -aD-a-dti -aD-a-d -aD-a-det 

CONJ preterII1Pl preterII2mPl preterII2fPL preterII3mPl preterII3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -aD-a-na -aD-a-tu -aD-a-tin -aD-a-u -aD-a-in 
wazan -aD-a-na -aD-a-tu -aD-a-tin -aD-a-u -aD-a-in 
kala waD-a-∅-na waD-a-∅-tu waD-a-∅-tin waD-a-∅-u waD-a-∅-in
qol !none !none !none !none !none 
baka -aD-ej-na -aD-ej-tu -aD-ej-tin -aD-u- -aD-in- 
shadd -aD-a-dna -aD-a-dtu -aD-a-dtin -aD-a-du -aD-a-din 

CONJ pretVII1Sg pretVII2mSg pretVII2fSg pretVII3mSg pretVII3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam in-a-a-t in-a-a-t in-a-a-ti in-a-a- in-a-a-et 
wazan in-a-a-t in-a-a-t in-a-a-ti in-a-a- in-a-a-et 
kala inwa-a-∅-t inwa-a-∅-t inwa-a-∅-ti inwa-a-∅- inwa-a-∅-et 
qol !none !none !none in-o-∅- in-o-∅-et 
baka !none !none !none !none !none 
shadd in-a-ej-t in-a-ej-t in-a-∅-ti in-a-a- in-a-∅-et 
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CONJ preterVII1Pl preterVII2mPl preterVII2fPL preterVII3mPl preterVII3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam in-a-a-na in-a-a-tu in-a-a-tin in-a-a-u in-a-a-in 
wazan in-a-a-na in-a-a-tu in-a-a-tin in-a-a-u in-a-a-in 
kala inwa-a-∅-na inwa-a-∅-tu inwa-a-∅-tin inwa-a-∅-u inwa-a-∅-in 
qol !none !none !none in-o-∅-u in-o-∅-in 
baka !none !none !none !none !none 
shadd in-a-∅-na in-a-∅-tu in-a-∅-tin in-a-∅-u in-a-∅-in 

CONJ imperfI1Sg imperfI2mSg imperfI2fSg imperfI3mSg imperfI3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam ma-∅-u- tu-∅-u- tu-∅-u-i:n mu-∅-u- tu-∅-u- 
wazan maw-∅-i- tu-∅-i- tu-∅-i-i:n mu-∅-i- tu-∅-i- 
kala mo-e-∅- to-e-∅- to-∅-∅-i:n mijo-e-∅- to-e-∅- 
qol ma-u-∅- mit-u-∅- mit-u:-∅-i:n me-u-∅- ti-u-∅- 
baka ma-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i:n mi-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i 
shadd ma-i-∅- mit-i-∅- mit-i-∅-i:n mi-i-∅- mit-i-∅- 

CONJ imperfI1Pl imperfI2mPl imperfI2fPl imperfI3mPl imperfI3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam nu-∅-u- tu-∅-u-u:n tu-∅-u-in mu-∅-u-u:n mu-∅-u-in 
wazan new-∅-i- tu-∅-i-u:n tu-∅-i-in mu-∅-i-u:n mu-∅-i-in 
kala no-e-∅- to-∅-∅-u:n to-∅-∅-in mijo-∅-∅-u:n mijo-∅-∅-in 
qol min-u-∅- mit-u-∅-u:n mit-u-∅-in me-u-∅-u:n me-u-∅-in 
baka ni-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-u:n ti-∅-∅-in mi-∅-∅-u:n mi-∅-∅-in 
shadd min-i-∅- mit-i-∅-u:n mit-i-∅-in mi-i-∅-u:n mi-i-∅-in 

CONJ imperfII1Sg imperfII2mSg imperfII2fSg imperfII3mSg imperfII3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam ma-uD-u- mit-uD-u- mit-uD-u-i:n mu-uD-u- mit-uD-u- 
wazan ma-uD-u- mit-uD-u- mit-uD-u-i:n mu-uD-u- mit-uD-u- 
kala ma-uD-u- mit-uD-u- mit-uD-u-i:n mu-uD-u- mit-uD-u- 
qol !none !none !none !none !none 
baka ma-iD-∅-i mit-iD-∅-i mit-iD-∅-i:n mi-iD-∅-i mit-iD-∅-i
shadd ma-iD-∅-id mit-iD-∅-id mit-iD-∅-idi:n mi-iD-∅-id mit-iD-∅-id 
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CONJ imperfII1Pl imperfII2mPl imperfII2fPl imperfII3mPl imperfII3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam min-uD-u- mit-uD-u-u:n mit-uD-u-in mu-uD-u-u:n mu-uD-u-in 
wazan min-aD-a- mit-aD-a-u:n mit-aD-a-in mi-aD-a-u:n mi-aD-a-in 
kala min-uD-u- mit-uD-u-u:n mit-uD-u-in mi-uD-u-u:n mi-uD-u-in 
qol !none !none !none !none !none 
baka min-iD-∅-i mit-iD-∅-u:n mit-iD-∅-in mi-iD-∅-u:n mi-iD-∅-in 
shadd min-iD-∅-id mit-iD-∅-idu:n mit-iD-∅-idin mi-iD-∅-idu:n mi-iD-∅-idin 

CONJ imprfVII1Sg imprfVII2mSg imprfVII2fSg imprfVII3mSg imprfVII3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam min-a-a- tin-a-a- tin-a-a-i:n min-a-a- tin-a-a- 
wazan min-a-a- tin-a-a- tin-a-a-i:n min-a-a- tin-a-a- 
kala minwa-a-∅- tinwa-a-∅- tinwa-a-∅-i:n minwa-a-∅- tinwa-a-∅- 
qol !none !none !none min-o-∅- tin-o-∅- 
baka !none !none !none !none !none 
shadd min-a-∅- tin-a-∅- tin-a-∅-i:n min-a-∅- tin-a-∅- 

CONJ imprfVII1Pl imprfVII2mPl imprfVII2fPl imprfVII3mPl imprfVII3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam nin-a-a- tin-a-a-u:n tin-a-a-in min-a-a-u:n min-a-a-in 
wazan nin-a-a- tin-a-a-u:n tin-a-a-in min-a-a-u:n min-a-a-in 
kala ninwa-a-∅- tinwa-a-∅-u:n tinwa-a-∅-in minwa-a-∅-u:n minwa-a-∅-in 
qol !none !none !none min-o-∅-u:n min-o-∅-in 
baka !none !none !none !none !none 
shadd nin-a-∅- tin-a-∅-u:n tin-a-∅-in min-a-∅-u:n min-a-∅-in 

CONJ imperativeI2mSg imperativeI2fSg imperativeI2mPl imperativeI2fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam u-∅-u- u-∅-u-i u-∅-u-u u-∅-u-in 
wazan i-∅-i- i-∅-i-i i-∅-i-u i-∅-i-in 
kala u-u-∅- u-∅-∅-i u-∅-∅-u u-∅-∅-in 
qol -u-∅- -u-∅-i  -u-∅-u -u-∅-in 
baka i-∅-∅-i i-∅-∅-i i-∅-∅-u i-∅-∅-in 
shadd -i-∅- -i-∅-i -i-∅-u -i-∅-in 
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CONJ imperativeII2mSg imperativeII2fSg imperativeII2mPl imperativeII2fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -uD-u- -uD-u-i -uD-u-u -uD-u-in 
wazan !none !none !none !none 
kala !none !none !none !none 
qol !none !none !none !none 
baka -iD-∅-i -iD-∅-i -iD-∅-u -iD-∅-in 
shadd -i-∅-id -i-∅-idi -i-∅-idu -i-∅-idin 

CONJ subCnd1Sg subCnd2mSg subCnd2fSg subCnd3mSg subCnd3fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam a-∅-i- ti-∅-i- ti-∅-i-i:n ji-∅-i- ti-∅-i- 
wazan aw-∅-a- tiw-∅-a- tiw-∅-a-i:n jiw-∅-a- tiw-∅-a- 
kala o-e-∅- to-e-∅- to-e-∅-i:n jo-e-∅- to-e-∅- 
qol a-u-∅- it-u-∅- it-u-∅-i:n ji-u-∅- it-u-∅- 
baka a-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i:n ji-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-i 
shadd a-i-∅- it-i-∅- it-i-∅-i:n ji-i-∅- it-i-∅- 

CONJ subCnd1Pl subCnd2mPl subCnd2fPl subCnd3mPl subCnd3fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam ne-∅-i- ti-∅-i-u:n ti-∅-i-in ji-∅-i-u:n ji-∅-i-in 
wazan ne-∅-i- ti-i-∅-u:n ti-i-∅-in ji-i-∅-u:n ji-i-∅-in 
kala no-e-∅- to-e-∅-u:n to-e-∅-in jo-e-∅-u:n jo-e-∅-in 
qol ne-u-∅- it-u-∅-u:n it-u-∅-in ji-u-∅-u:n ji-u-∅-in 
baka ni-∅-∅-i ti-∅-∅-u:n ti-∅-∅-in ji-∅-∅-u:n  ji-∅-∅-in 
shadd ni-i-∅- it-i-∅-u:n it-i-∅-in ji-i-∅-u:n ji-i-∅-in 

CONJ actPrtImSg actPrtIfSg actPrtImPl actPrtIfPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -o:-i- -o:-∅-a -o:-∅-i:n -o:-∅-a:t 
wazan -o:-i- -o:-∅-a -o:-∅-i:n -o:-∅-a:t 
kala -a:-i- -a:-∅-a -a-∅-i:n -a-∅-a:t 
qol -o:ji-∅- -oj-∅-a -oj-∅-i:n -oj-∅-a:t 
baka -a:-i:- -a:-∅-a -a:-∅-i:n -a:-∅-a:t 
shadd -o-∅- -o-∅-a -o-∅-i:n -o-∅-a:t 
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CONJ actPrtIImSg actPrtIIfSg actPrtIImPl actPrtIIfPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -uD-u- -uD-u-a -uD-u-i:n -uD-u-a:t 
wazan -uD-u- -uD-u-a -uD-u-i:n -uD-u-a:t 
kala wuD-u-∅- wuD-u-∅-a wuD-u-∅-i:n wuD-u-∅-a:t 
qol !none !none !none !none 
baka -iD-∅-i: -iD-∅-a -iD-∅-i:n -iD-∅-a:t 
shadd  -iD-i-d -iD-i-d -iD-i-di:n -iD-i-da:t 

CONJ actPrtVIImSg actPrtVIIfSg actPrtVIImPl actPrtVIIfPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam mun-u-u- mun-u-∅-a mun-u-∅-i:n mun-u-∅-a:t 
wazan mun-u-u- mun-u-∅-a mun-u-∅-i:n mun-u-∅-a:t 
kala munwu-u-∅- munwu-∅-∅-a munwu-∅-∅-i:n munwu-∅-∅-a:t 
qol min-u:ji-∅- min-u:j-∅-a min-u:j-∅-i:n min-u:j-∅-a:t 
baka !none !none !none !none 
shadd min-i-∅- min-i-∅-a min-i-∅-i:n min-i-∅-a:t 

CONJ inflectedAP1mSg inflectedAP1fSg inflectedAP2mSg inflectedAP2fSg 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -o:-∅-inni -o:-∅-etinni -o:-∅-innak -o:-∅-inki 
wazan -o-∅-inni -o-∅-etinni -o-∅-innak  -o-∅-inki 
kala -a:-∅-inni -a:-∅-tinni  -a:-∅-innak -a:-∅-inki 
qol -oj-∅-inni -oj-∅-etinni -oj-∅-innak -oj-∅-inki 
baka -a:-∅-inni  -a:-∅-etinni -a:-∅-innak -a:-∅-inki 
shadd -o-∅-inni -o-∅-etinni -o-∅-inna  -o-∅-inki 

CONJ inflectedAP1Pl inflectedAP2mPl inflectedAP2fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -o:-∅-inna -o:-∅-inkum -o:-∅-inkin 
wazan -o-∅-inna -o-∅-inkum -o-∅-inkin 
kala -a:-∅-inna -a:-∅-inkum -a:-∅-inkin 
qol -oj-∅-inna -oj-∅-inkum -oj-∅-inkin 
baka -a:-∅-inna -a:-∅-inkum -a:-∅-inkin 
shadd -o-∅-inna -o-∅-inkum -o-∅-inkin 
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CONF inflInfin1Sg inflInfin2mSg inflInfin2fSg inflInfin3mSg inflInfin3fSg 

TEMP 1A 1A 1A 1A 1A 
qasam -o-∅-aha:ni -o-∅-aha:nak -o-∅-aha:nki -o-∅-aha:nu -o-∅-aha:na 
wazan -o-∅-aha:ni -o-∅-aha:nak -o-∅-aha:nki  -o-∅-aha:nu -o-∅-aha:na 
kala -a-∅-aha:ni -a-∅-aha:nak -a-∅-aha:nki -a-∅-aha:nu  -a-∅-aha:na 
qol -oj-∅-aha:ni -oj-∅-aha:nak -oj-∅-aha:nki -oj-∅-aha:nu -oj-∅-aha:na 
baka -a-∅-aha:ni -a-∅-aha:nak -a-∅-aha:nki -a-∅-aha:nu -a-∅-aha:na 
shadd -a-∅-aha:ni -a-∅-aha:nak -a-∅-aha:nki -a-∅-aha:nu  -a-∅-aha:na 

CONJ inflInfin1Pl inflInfin2mPl inflInfin2fPl 

TEMPLATE 1A 1A 1A
qasam -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 
wazan -o-∅-aha:na -o-∅-aha:nkum -o-∅-aha:nkin 
kala -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 
qol -oj-∅-aha:na -oj-∅-aha:nkum -oj-∅-aha:nkin 
baka -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 
shadd -a-∅-aha:na -a-∅-aha:nkum -a-∅-aha:nkin 

CLASS consonant b c d f g j k l m n p q r s t v z 

SANDHI w [:consonant:] => $1 

SANDHI D [:consonant:] => $1 $1 % doubling

LEXEME divide qasam 1:q 2:s 3:m 
LEXEME weigh wazan 1:w 2:z 3:n 
LEXEME eat kala 1:k 2:l 3:∅ 
LEXEME say qol 1:q 2:l 3:∅ 
LEXEME cry baka 1:b 2:k 3:∅ 
LEXEME tie shadd 1:sh 2:dd 3:∅
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Terms of endearment and anger  
in Levantine Arabic
Praying for and against someone*

Mohammad A. Mohammad
University of Texas at Austin

This article provides a detailed description of a specific structure in Arabic 
referred to as “God-wishes” by Fergusson (1997). In spite of their singular third 
person agreement features, the article argues that they are actually imperatives in 
disguise. Evidence supporting this conclusion is cited across the paper. The data 
described is derived from hundreds of hours of television series in Levantine 
Arabic broadcast in Ramadan over the last fifteen or so years.

Keywords: God-wishes, Palestinian Arabic, Levantine Arabic, imperative, 
negation.

Introduction

In a phenomenon probably unique to Arabic, two interlocutors in a discourse use 
a kinship title that establishes a hierarchy between the two. To clarify, consider (1) 
and (2) in which a grandson gives his grandmother something:

 (1) a. Child:
   ya sitti xuði
   ya grandma take...
   ‘Grandma, here it is.’

* I am grateful to the audience at the Arabic Linguistics Symposium XXVI, especially 
Elabbas Benmamoun, Reem Khamis-Dakwar and Hamid Ouali for their insightful comments. I 
am particularly grateful for Enam Al-Wer for her patient and careful reading of the manuscript. 
Her suggestions and corrections were numerous and valuable. Remaining errors are mine. My 
biggest debt, however, goes to the editors of this volume and to the anonymous reviewers.
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  b. Grandmother:
   ya sitti ʔallah yeʕtīk
   ya grandma Allah give.you
   ‘Sweetie, may Allah give you (whatever you wish’).’

In (1) the grandmother is happy with the grandson. Her response shows this in 
two ways: (a) by repeating the exact form of address that the grandson uses; and 
(b) by praying for the grandson. Consider (2):

 (2) a. Child:
   ya sitti xuði
   ya grandma take...
   ‘Grandma, here it is.’
  b. Grandmother: 
   hāt ʔallah yōxðak
   give Allah take.you
   ‘Hand it over, may Allah take you.’

In (2) the grandmother is angry with the grandson. Her response shows her dis-
pleasure with him in two ways: (a) by not repeating the exact form of address that 
the grandson uses; and (b) by praying against the grandson. 

The kinship forms of address typically used are yamma/yamu/mama/yāmu 
‘mother’, etc.; yaba/baba/yabi ‘father’, etc.; ʕam ‘paternal uncle’; ʕammeh ‘paternal 
aunt’; xāl ‘maternal uncle’; xāleh, ‘maternal aunt’; sitt/ʤiddah ‘grandmother; and 
sīd/ʤidd ‘grandfather.’ These forms clearly exhibit a hierarchy between the two 
interlocutors. The more interesting part, however, is the form of prayer used in the 
(b) examples. 

Ferguson (1997) refers to the forms exhibited in (1) and (2) above as “God-
wishes.” To the best of my knowledge, Ferguson’s paper is the first and only paper 
to discuss these expressions. Noting the complexity of these forms, he stated that 
it would take years to write their grammar. After nearly four years of ‘fieldwork’, 
the present paper provides a grammar of these expressions.

The paper is organized into three parts. In part one, I provide some prelimi-
nary remarks on the grammar needed for the discussion to follow. In part two, the 
bulk of the paper, I provide a detailed description of God-wishes and propose their 
grammar. In the third and last part, I suggest an explanation for the unique gram-
mar of God-wishes. 

A note on the data 

All the data reported in this paper, except for the ungrammatical examples, are 
authentic and attested. The majority of the examples cited come from Palestinian 
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Arabic, taken from personal observation in which I was a witness to the exchange. 
The phenomena are consistent in a large number of Arabic varieties. The facts were 
confirmed from viewing approximately two thousand episodes of TV series broad-
cast during Ramadan over the last fifteen years. The Arabic varieties used in these 
videos insofar as I was able to establish are: Modern Standard Arabic, rural and urban 
Palestinian Arabic, Damascene Arabic, Aleppo Arabic, Bedouin Jordanian Arabic, 
Jordanian Arabic (mixture of Ammani and regional varieties), Syrian Bedouin 
Arabic, Emirati Bedouin Arabic, Emirati urban Arabic, Saudi Arabic, Cairene Arabic, 
Saʕīdi Arabic (Upper Egyptian), Syrian Coast Arabic (presumably around Latakia 
and Tartous), Syrian Horani Arabic, Syrian Druze Arabic, Lebanese Arabic and Iraqi 
Arabic. I have been unsuccessful in securing TV series from Libya, Tunisia and 
Morocco. I did, however, consult with speakers of these dialects and I was assured 
that the data reported in this paper are identical in these Arabic varieties. 

2. Verb types in Arabic

In order to set the stage for this paper, I classify the Arabic verb into the following 
classes, leaving aside any issues of tense, aspect and mood (for a detailed discus-
sion and description see Brustad, 2000 and Holes, 2004):

a. verbs that show morphological changes by suffixes only (referred to in gram-
mar books of Arabic as past tense verb);

b. verbs with both prefixes and suffixes (referred to in Arabic grammar books as 
almuDāreʔ almarfūʔ);

c. verbs that occur in environments in which a lexical item requires a specific 
form of the verb (referred to in Arabic grammar books as almuDāreʔ 
almansūb);

d. verbs in which a prefix is deleted accompanied by some other changes de-
pending on a form of the verb after the prefix is deleted (referred to as the 
imperative alʔamr).

Past tense verbs

There are small differences in this form across Arabic dialects. The differences 
among these dialects bear no effect on the issues raised by this paper. What is 
needed here is data on how these verbs are negated. Of all the dialects that I am 
familiar with and in all the published work, I am not aware of a single Arabic dia-
lect that negates this form with a simple lā. They all use ma in the negative here. 
Some dialects use the suffix -ʃ together with ma. The rarest among the dialects are 
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those that negate with -ʃ without the ma. That is, we have the following paradigm 
(see Brustad, 2000 and Benmamoun, 1992, 1997, 2000 for details):

 (3) a. ʔaʤa
   came.3sm
   ‘He came.’
  b. ma-ʤā-ʃ
   neg-came-neg
   ‘He did not come.’
  c. ma-ʔiʤa
   neg-came
   ‘He did not come.’
  d. ʔaʤā-ʃ
   came,neg
   ‘He did not come.’
  e. *la-ʔiʤa
   neg.come
   ‘He did not come.’

Example (e) is ungrammatical in all the dialects as a simple negative sentence. 
However, it is grammatical in extremely rare cases, when a God-wish is expressed 
in Bedouin Arabic, as we will see below. 

AlmuDāreʔ almarfūʔ

Modern Arabic dialects can be divided into two types: those with a prefix such as 
b- or ka- and those with no such prefix. For ease of reference, I refer to the first 
group as the baka (which means in some Palestinian varieties ‘still’, ‘remains’) dia-
lects and the second group will be referred to as the bala (which means in some 
Palestinian varieties ‘without’) dialects. To illustrate, consider:

 (4) bedrus
  studies.3sm
  ‘He is studying’
 (5) kayudrus
  studies.3sm
  ‘He is studying’
 (6) yadrus
  studies.3sm
  ‘He is studying’
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(4) and (5) are of the baka type while (6) is of the bala type. The crucial point here 
is that the forms in (4)–(6) are the forms that require no lexical trigger.

The negation patterns with present tense verb follow the same pattern briefly 
outlined above. As far as I know, all Arabic dialects have the same negation forms 
both in past tense and present tense verbs. Some may exhibit a different pattern in 
the imperative in that lā is permitted or required.

Word order

Unlike Classical Arabic or Modern Standard Arabic, modern Arabic dialects tol-
erate less word order variation. Not counting Wh-questions where OVS is permit-
ted or required in some Arabic dialects, they all have SVO, some permit VSO, and 
fewer others also permit VOS.

3. God-wishes

As noted earlier, I follow Ferguson (1997) in naming the phenomena under dis-
cussion in this paper ‘God-wishes’. As Ferguson noted, these expressions come in 
pairs. I will term the first member of the pair trigger and the second response. The 
trigger may be verbal or an event not verbally or overtly articulated.

While Ferguson focused his attention on pairs that are usually found in social 
exchanges that may give the impression that the speakers are almost on automatic 
pilot. This paper goes beyond social niceties and provides a detailed description of 
a larger array of God-wishes. Consider first some typical expressions that one 
might encounter on a daily basis:

 (7) a. maʕ essalāmeh
   with safety
   ‘(Proceed) with safety (goodbye).’
  b. ʔallāh ysallmik
   Allah grant safety.you.fs
   ‘May Allah grant you (too) safety.’
 (8) a. mabrūk
   blessed (lit.)
   ‘Congratulations!’
  b. ʔallāh  ybārek fīk
   Allah bless.you.sm
   ‘May Allah bless you (too). (Thanks)’
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 (9) a. ʔallāh yeʕtīk lʕāfyeh
   Allah give the.health
   ‘May Allah give you good health.’
  b. ʔallāh yʕāfīk
   Allah give good health.you.sm
   ‘May Allah give you (too) good health.’

In the above examples the trigger is verbally expressed in (a) with response using 
the root used in the trigger (slm in (7), brk in (8) and ʕfw in (9)). Consider now the 
following where the trigger is an event given in (a) and the verbal response given 
in (b):

 (10) a. Someone sympathetically responds to a person who loses a valuable 
item:

  b. ʔallāh yʕawweðʕ ʕaleik
   Allah compensate on.you
   ‘May Allah compensate you.’

 (11) a. A beggar asks for money:
  b. ʔallāh yyasser lak
   Allah provide for.you.sm
   ‘May Allah provide for you.’ 

 (12) a. A person is about to ask someone for a favor:
  b. ʔallāh yerðʕa ʕaleik +request
   Allah be pleased on.you.sm
   ‘May Allah be pleased with you. (would you do ...)’

While the above forms are taken from Palestinian Arabic, they are universal across 
the Arabic dialects I checked. The verbs and/or their pronunciation obviously may 
vary, but the forms are the same. The crucial point here is that the form of the verb 
is identical in both the baka and the bala dialects.

Consider now the following where the verb is in the past tense form:

 (13) a. taqabbal ʔallāh
   accepted Allah
   ‘May Allah accept (your prayers).’
  b. minna waminkum sʕāleħ ilʔaʕmāl
   from.us and.from.you.p good deeds
   ‘May Allah accept good deeds from both of us.’
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 (14) a. la tiʕibt
   not tired
   ‘May you not be tired.’
  b. la nidimt
   not regretted
   ‘May you never regret anything!’

The above examples, unlike the ones preceding them, are rare, not productive and 
tend to have a Classical Arabic flavor. Example (14), however, is a greeting expres-
sion found in Jordanian Bedouin Arabic. I found this example in two separate 
Jordanian Bedouin Ramadan series: Biyareg Alʕarba ‘The Biyaregs of Alʕarba’ and 
Qabāʔel Aʃ-ʃarq ‘Tribes of the East.’

Beyond social niceties

The examples described in the previous section are used on specific social situa-
tions. In this section, I describe the phenomena outside the confines of social eti-
quette. I begin with kinship terms. We look at exchanges in which (a), the junior 
member of the pair, provides the trigger and the senior member provides the re-
sponse. Consider first the following:

 (15) Junior: yāba ...
   Dad
  Senior: naʕam yāba

  Yes Dad
 (16) Junior: yamma
    Mom
  Senior: xeir yamma 
    good Mom
 (17) Junior: xāli hatlak nusʕ leira
   uncle give half dinar

   ‘Uncle, give me half a dinar.’
  Senior: wallah ya xāli mfalles 
   by.allah ya uncle.my penniless

   ‘I swear, I am penniless.’

The interesting thing to note about the above exchanges is that both parties use the 
same form of address belonging to the senior member. In these examples the se-
nior member is happy with the junior member. Consider now the following when 
the senior member is unhappy with the junior member:
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 (18) Junior: yāba ... yāba ... yāba ... 
   Dad Dad Dad
  Senior: walak baw lli yexlaʕ nīʕak. ∫u biddak
   walak baw which break jaw.your what want.you
    ‘walak, may a baw break your jaw. What do you want?’1

 (19) a. marћaba yaxālti 
   hello ya aunt.my
   ‘Hi, aunt’
  b. ya mi:t marћaba ya xālti 
   ya hundred hello ya aunt.my
   ‘One hundred hellos to you!’
  c. xill yxill ʕðʕāmak 
   xill loosen /break bones.your.ms
   ‘May a xill loosen your bones!’
  d. *xill beyxill ʕðʕāmak 
   xill loosen /break bones.your.ms
   ‘May a xill loosen your bones!’

The above examples I heard from Palestinians living in Jordan. Note five interest-
ing things here regarding (c). First, unlike (b), the adult did not repeat the form of 
address, thus, indicating her displeasure. Second, she took the form of address 
xālti and derived from it a non-existing and nonsensical verbal noun, masʕdar, xill 
and a verb ‘yxill’ that also does not exist in the dialect. Third, she uses an indefinite 
noun as a mubtadaʔ ‘subject of a verbless sentence’ where a definite noun is typi-
cally expected. Fourth, she uses the bala form of the verb by dropping the b-prefix, 
in a baka dialect. Fifth, if the baka form is used, the outcome is unacceptable as a 
wish (see (d) above). 

Consider the following example from Upper Egyptian ‘sʕaʕi:di’ Arabic taken 
from the TV series Sheikh Alʕarab Hammam ‘Hammam, the Sheik of the Arabs.’ 
Example (20) is said by Hammam’s first and older wife to his second and younger 
wife when the latter addressed the former using the form xālti ‘my aunt’:

 (20) xulxāl yxalxel ʕdʕāmik ʕan laħmik
  anklet (lit.) loosen bones.your.fs from flesh.your.fs
  ‘May an anklet separate your bones from your flesh!’ 

1. The word ‘baw’ is non-existent and nonsensical. The context provides the interpretation 
that it refers to something that can break a jaw. The expression ‘walak’ can be used as a form of 
insult or as a form of affection, depending on the context. 
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Unlike (19), (20) contains lexical items that exist in the dialect. However, their 
literal meaning is somehow suspended or expanded. An anklet is not known to 
separate bones from the flesh. With this proviso in mind, it seems that all five re-
marks on the Palestinian Arabic example in (19) equally apply to (20). 

Fully fledged God-wishes

In this section I provide a description of God-wishes in which the first member of 
the pair provides the trigger and the lexical base for the response.

Proper names as sources
Most Arabic proper names are derived from meaningful roots with the word used 
as a proper name maintaining its dictionary meaning. Consider the following ex-
ample where the source is the proper name tawfīq ‘success’:

 (21) ʔallah ywafgak ya tufīg
  Allah grant.you with success ya Tawfiq
  ‘Tawfiq, may Allah grant you success.’

In (21), the response in the pair responds to something that Tawfiq, the trigger, 
did. Here, the response is derived from the name of the trigger.

Consider now the following example taken from the Syrian TV series AlKhirbeh 
‘The Village’ in which the character also named Tawfiq does something deemed 
objectionable by the speaker. The speaker takes the root wfq as his base:

 (22) ʔallah lā ywafqak ya tufīq
  Allah not grant.you with success ya Tawfiq
  ‘Tawfiq, may Allah never grant you success.’ (alxirbeh, Syrian Druze 

Arabic in a village presumably in the Suwaida area)

In the same series, a character commenting on a woman whose name is raħmeh 
‘mercy’ says:

 (23) hadi raħmeh ʔallah lā yirħamha
  this Rahmeh Allah not have mercy.her
  ‘This is Rahmeh (mercy), may Allah not grant her mercy.’

Example (23) is an instance where the speaker’s tone of voice expresses extreme 
sarcasm which is also encoded in the God-wish. The speaker takes the root rħm as 
his derivational base.

The following example from Palestinian Arabic uses the sʕd root from which 
the proper name is derived as the base:
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 (24) wein rāħ saʕīd ʔallah lā yisiʕdo
  Where went Said Allah not make happy.him
  ‘Where did Said (lit. happy) go? May Allah never grant him happiness.’ 

The last example of this category is the comment about a prostitute named 
Radiyyeh (lit. content):

 (25) radʕiyyeh ʔallah lā yirdʕa ʕaleiki mnein
  Raddiye Allah not be pleased on.you how

  biddu yerdʕa ʕaleiki wʕendek kul hazzabayen
  want be pleased with.you and.you have all these.customers

  ‘Radiyyeh, may Allah never be pleased with you. How can he be pleased 
with you when you have all these customers?’ (from the TV series Asad 
Alwarraq, Damascene Arabic)

The above examples show us how the response is based on taking a proper name, 
the trigger, and derives from its root a verbal God-wish response.

Nouns and verbs sources

Consider the following example from ‘Tribes of the East, (Jordanian Bedouin 
Arabic)’ in which the younger sister is reprimanding her sister over her socially 
unacceptable behavior:

 (26) a. wallāhi inneč msʕībah ya bint abūy
   By Allah you disaster ya daughter father.my
   ‘I swear you are a catastrophe, sister.’
  b. msʕībah tsʕībeč
   Catastrophe strikes.you
   ‘May a catastrophe strike you.’

In (26) (b) the response repeats the noun provided by the trigger and uses the cor-
responding verb as a comeback.

In the following example, a husband and wife are discussing a problem their tribe 
is facing. The problem is that there is a lone warrior raiding the tribe in search of ven-
geance. The husband, referring to the warrior as ‘the night wolf ’, states that the wolf is 
about to be captured by one of the many ambushes put in place. The wife responds:

 (27) a. ʕugub mā daraʕ bilγanam
   after when burped.3sm with.the.sheep
   ‘Now that he is burping (after he devoured the sheep) (i.e. isn’t it too 

late?)’
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  b. wiʤaʕ yedraʕ iθmeč
   pain burps.3sm mouth.your
   ‘May pain break your mouth.’ (Biyāreg Alʕarba ‘The Biyreqs of Alarba’, 

Jordanian Bedouin Arabic)

The husband shows his displeasure with his wife’s sarcasm in (b). Both husband 
and wife use the same verb: The wife uses it in its dictionary meaning, and the 
husband adds a twist to the verb meaning.

The event as the source

Consider now the following examples where the trigger is an event with the God-
wish acting as a commentary on the event:

 (28) ʔallah yzillhon
  Allah humiliate.them
  ‘May Allah humiliate them.’ (Syrian TV series Xān Alharīr ‘The Silk 

Market’, Aleppo Arabic)
 (29) ʔallah yiblāk bʕaglak

  Allah afflict.you brain.your
  ‘May Allah afflict you with your brain.’ (Jordanian Bedouin TV series Rās 

ɣleis ‘Ghleis’ Head’, Part 1)
 (30) ʃofto ʔallah yugsʕof ʕomro
  saw.1s.him Allah cut short life.his
  ‘I saw him. May Allah cut his life short.’ (From the TV series Finjān Add-

am ‘The Cup of Blood’, Jordanian Maani Arabic).
 (31) xiðha ʔallah lā yruddak inta wayyāha
  take.her Allah not bring.you you and.her 
  ‘Take her and to Hell with both of you!’ (from the TV series Toug, Syrian 

Bedouin Arabic). 
 (32) ya rabb ykūn māt
  ya Lord be dead
  ‘I pray to the Lord that he is dead.’ (from the TV series Asad alwarraq, 

Damascene Arabic).

By looking at the above examples and hundreds like them, the following general-
izations can be made: 

  a. word order used is always SVO;
  b. The tense of the verb in the response is always in the bala form, where 

the prefix b- is dropped.
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Word order in God-wishes

As remarked above, word order in God-wishes is always SVO in all the dialects 
investigated, regardless of whether the dialect permits VSO or not. Consider the 
following paradigm from Palestinian Arabic:

 (33) a. ʔallah yifriʤhā
   Allah provide a way out
   ‘May Allah provide a way out.’
  b. *yifriʤhā ʔallah
   provide a way out Allah
   ‘May Allah provide a way out.’

  c. ʔallah bifriʤhā
   Allah provide a way out
   ‘Allah will provide a way out.’
  b. bifriʤhā ʔallah
   provide a way out Allah
   ‘Allah will provide a way out.’

The above paradigm demonstrates two things: Word order is rigid in God-wishes 
and using the bala form in a VSO order results in an ungrammatical output. By 
contrast, the baka form allows both word orders. Consider now the same para-
digm in Jordanian Bedouin Arabic where the examples occur in the TV series 
Biyareg alarba:

 (34) a. ʔallah yafriʤhā
   Allah provide a way out
   ‘May Allah provide a way out.’
  b. yafriʤhā ʔallah 
   provide a way out Allah
   ‘May Allah provide a way out.’

The dialect in question is a bala dialect and freely permits VSO. In the TV se-
ries, SVO order always occurs in a God-wish with VSO allowing the reading 
where the speaker is making a statement, not a God-wish. Thus, it seems each 
dialect has its own strategy: rely on word order and/or the form of the verb to 
avoid ambiguity. Palestinian Arabic and the majority of Levantine dialects rely 
on both word order and the bala form to encode the God-wishes whereas 
Bedouin Arabic and presumably other bala dialects rely on word order to en-
code them. 
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On the nature of bala verbs

The bala form in the baka dialects is not reserved for these constructions. It is abun-
dant in Arabic dialects (for an extensive discussion of these forms, see Brustad 2000). 
The bala form in Levantine is required when preceded by one of the following:

 (35) biddi ‘I want;’ lāzem ‘must;’ Darūri ‘necessary;’ mumken ‘possible;’ raħ 
‘will;’ rāyeħ ‘on his way;’ masmūħ ‘permitted;’ mamnūʕ ‘prohibited;’ ħābeb 
‘I feel like;’ and many verbs expressing wishing, telling, permitting, etc. 
(for details, see Brustad, 2000).

Brustad (2000) notes one further use of the bala form. Consider the following 
from Palestinian Arabic:

  (36) a. teʃrab gahweh
   drink coffee
   ‘Would you like some coffee?’
  b. bteʃrab gahweh
   drink coffee
   ‘Are you drinking coffee?’

Note that if the baka form is used as in (b) above, the question force shifts to asking 
a person already drinking something with the speaker asking to find out whether 
the person is drinking coffee or something else.

The obvious question, then, is whether the bala form used in God-wishes and 
the those used in contexts mentioned in (35) is the same or different (for details 
see Brustad, 2000). The answer is that they are different. The God-wishes, as seen 
in the negative examples cited so far, use lā. If ma is used instead, the sentences 
become ungrammatical. If, on the other hand, lā is used with bala forms triggered 
by any member of the list in (35), the output is ungrammatical or marginal at best. 
Consider what happens if (36) is negated:

 (37) a. lā tiʃrab gahweh
   not drink coffee
   ‘Do not drink coffee.’
  b. ma tiʃrab gahweh
   not drink coffee
   ‘Why don’t you drink coffee?’
  c. ma tiʃrabeʃ gahweh
   not drink.neg coffee
   ‘Do not drink coffee.’
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Negation with lā renders the sentences imperative. Negating it with ma without 
the suffix -ʃ changes the sentence into some kind of a suggestion. Negating it with 
both ma and the -ʃ suffix provides an imperative sentence synonymous with the (a) 
sentence. This puts the God-wishes in a class of their own.

Are they idioms?

Now that I have established that God-wishes are a class by themselves, one may 
wonder if they are actually idioms. Typically idioms have the following properties: 
(a) they are not productive; (b) the meaning of the idiom cannot be deduced from 
its component parts; and (c) the idiomatic portion consists of the verb and its ob-
ject (for a detailed discussion see Mohammad, 2000, and Aoun, Benmamoun and 
Chouerie, 2010). God-wishes do not exhibit any of these properties; they are very 
productive, their meaning can be determined from the meaning of their compo-
nent parts and they never involve the verb and object as a single unit. Therefore, it 
can be safely concluded that God-wishes are not idioms.

Toward identifying God-wishes

In the preceding sections, I have established that God-wishes are different from 
what Brustad (2000) called subjunctive verbs. While the latter do share the physi-
cal form with God-wishes, they differ in two crucial properties: (a) subjunctive 
verbs are a consequence forced by the presence of Brustad’s semi verbs; and (b) 
subjunctive verbs cannot be negated with lā. By contrast, God-wishes have no 
lexical trigger present and can only be negated with lā.

In order to identify God-wishes, let us take a closer look at their structure. 
Obviously on the surface they seem as if they are expressing a wish of the 
speaker. This impression is created due to the fact that the verb is in the third 
person singular with Allah as the subject, whether the subject is lexically pres-
ent or not. To show that this is actually a false impression, consider the follow-
ing examples:

 (38) ʔallah yyesserlak bʤāh errasūl
  Allah provide.you for.sake the.prophet
  ‘May Allah provide you (a living, with success), for the Prophet’s sake.’
 (39) ʔallah yfikk ʔasirna karāmeh lamuħammad ya rabb
  Allah undo captivity. our for.honor Muhammad ya Lord
  ‘May Allah free us from captivity, in honor of Muhammad, oh dear Lord’ 

Rjāl lʕez, Damascene Arabic).
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 (40) ʔallah yensʕurkun bʤāh elʕadra
  Allah grant victory.you for the sake the-Virgin 

  ‘May Allah grant you victory, for Virgin Mary’s sake.’ Rjāl Lʕez ‘Men of 
Glory’, Damascene Arabic).

 (41) ʔallah yrayyeħ balak bʤāh ʔallah min fōg 
  Allah put at ease mind for the sake Allah from above
  ‘May Allah grant you peace of mind, for Allah’ sake (who is) above.’

The sentences above consist of two parts: The first part contains the prayer/wish, 
and the second part contains a name for whose sake the speaker is soliciting Allah, 
the subject of the first part, to grant the wish. The most interesting and telling ex-
ample is (41). At first glance, it sounds and looks like blasphemy. The speaker 
seems to imply that there are two Gods. Given the culture of the speaker (a Sunni 
Muslim), that cannot possibly be the case. The only explanation consistent with 
above assumptions is to assume that the above examples, and all forms of God-
wishes, are, in reality, imperatives in disguise. Making this assumption explains 
the above facts and explains the appearance of the negative particle lā.

In support of the above conclusion, consider the following (probably rare) 
examples that I recorded from the Syrian TV series Xān Elħarīr (Aleppo Arabic), 
Part Two and from the Jordanian Bedouin series Biyāreg Alʕarba, respectively.

In the first example, the local imam is talking about someone whose only fault 
is that he drinks. In all other respects, he is not bad.

 (42) ya rabb ya ʔimma tesʕelħu ya imma tuʔsʕuf ʕumru
  ya God ya either repair.him.2sm ya or chop.2sm life.his
  ya allah yesʕelħu ya imma yuʔsʕuf ʕumru
  ya God repair.him.3sm ya or chop life.his
  ‘Oh Lord, either lead him to the right way or cut his life short. May Allah 

either lead him to the right way or cut his life short.’

The rarity of the above example stems from the use of the vocative form ya and the 
use of the third person form of the verb. The expected form in all the verbal forms 
in the example above is second person singular. Thus, in spite of the example’s rar-
ity, it provides direct evidence in support of our conclusion that we are dealing 
with an imperative verbal form, albeit in the unexpected third person. 

The second example is from the Jordanian Bedouin TV series Biyāreg Alarba. 
The characters are standing by the grave of a brutal sheikh’s father. The sheikh asks 
them to recite AlFāteHa ‘The Opening Chapter of the Holy Qur’an’ for the benefit of 
his father’s soul. One of the people present, an enemy of the sheikh, says (with the 
actor using voice over) the following prayer:
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 (43) allahumma lā terħam waldeihum madām 
  Lord neg have mercy.2sm parents.their for as long
  lana arðʕ ʕindahum lamma yruddūnha ʔallah
  for.us land with.them until return.3mp.it Allah
  lā ywaffighum allahumma unsʕurna 
  neg grant success.3sm.them Lord grant victory.2sm.us
  ʕaleihum beddunya wbelʔāxrah
  over.them in.this world and.in.the.hereafter
  ‘Dear Lord, never have mercy on their parents until they return our land 

they are holding. May Allah never grant them success. Lord grant us the 
upper hand over them both in this world and in the hereafter.’ 

Example (43) is a fascinating example in that it contains two instances of direct 
imperative: one negative and the other positive. In between these imperatives a 
God-wish is intercalated. It makes a great deal of sense to interpret the God-wish 
as an indirect imperative as previously suggested.

In order to explain the surprising conclusion above, we need to leave syntax 
and seek an explanation elsewhere. It is my claim here that the explanation can 
probably be stated best in functional terms. But before offering my explanation, it 
is perhaps useful to take a closer look at the wishes (in this case, a better word is 
prayer) when an imperative form is used. Consider:

 (44) a. ya ʔallah ʔerħmna braħemtak
   ya Allah have mercy.us with.mercy.your
   ‘Dear Allah, have mercy on us.’
  b. ʔerħmna braħemtak ya ʔallah
   have mercy.us with.mercy.your ya Allah
   ‘Dear Allah, have mercy on us.’

In (44) a direct imperative form of the verb is used. Note further that the name of 
Allah can occur either in sentence initial position or in sentence final position. 
Consider now a different form of imperative:

 (45) a. ya ʔallah terħmna braħemtak
   ya Allah have mercy.us with.mercy.your
   ‘Dear Allah, have mercy on us.’
  b. *terħamna braħemtak ya ʔallah
   have mercy.us with.mercy.your ya Allah
   ‘Dear Allah, have mercy on us.’
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The form of the verb in (45) is the bala form in second person singular. The pres-
ence of the vocative ya and Allah’s name must occur sentence initially to license 
this form of the verb. Note further that, as far as I know, no one but Allah may oc-
cupy the subject position of this type of imperative. I believe it is used as a softened 
imperative, more of a request than a command. I submit that the use of this soft-
ened imperative is dictated by politeness and respect for Allah. 

We are now in a position to suggest an explanation for the use of third person 
verbs in God-wishes. This form of the verb is dictated by the fact that Allah is ad-
dressed indirectly since the direct addressee is someone else. Thus, this form is 
motivated by the two factors of politeness toward Allah and that the addressee is 
someone else. Put differently, there are two addressees in God-wishes: Allah and 
the listener.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have met Ferguson’s challenge and provided a grammar of God-
wishes. Ferguson was right in that it indeed took years to come up with a descrip-
tion. I have shown that God-wishes have the following properties:

 i. Word order used is always SVO;
 ii. The verb is always in the bala form; 
 iii. Unlike Standard Arabic, the past tense form of the verb is nearly totally 

missing;
 iv. Only lā can be used to negate them;
 v. Unlike idioms, they are productive; and, finally,
 vi. They are imperatives in disguise.
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On the L1 development of final consonant 
clusters in Cairene Arabic*

Marwa Ragheb and Stuart Davis
Indiana University

This study presents data on the first language development of final consonant 
cluster acquisition in Cairene Arabic. We compare the production of final 
consonant clusters of two siblings (an older brother and a younger sister) 
acquiring Cairene Arabic in a monolingual setting when both were 2 years, 8 
months (2;8). Since one child had more target-appropriate clusters than the other 
at that age, we get a glimpse of the developmental path of final consonant cluster 
acquisition in Cairene Arabic. Our findings include that pharyngeal-initial final 
clusters are acquired early and that gemination is the common “repair” strategy 
for clusters not yet acquired. We conclude by relating our findings to theories 
regarding the nature of first language phonological acquisition. 

Keywords: Phonology, child language acquisition, consonant clusters, Cairene 
Arabic, geminates.

1. Introduction

While there have been an increasing number of studies on Arabic phonological 
acquisition, certain areas of such research have not been addressed. Many of the 
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available studies focus on the normative ages of acquisition of consonants 
(e.g., Amayreh, 1994, 2003; Amayreh and Dyson, 1998; Omar, 1973; Saleh, Shoeib, 
Hegazi and Ali, 2007). Few studies, though, have examined the acquisition of con-
sonant clusters. The only documented work on the acquisition of final consonant 
clusters in any Arabic dialect that we are aware of is our own preliminary (unpub-
lished) work on one child acquiring Cairene Arabic (Ragheb, 2010; Ragheb and 
Davis, 2010). The aim of the current paper is to present and describe data collected 
from two children who are siblings (an older brother and a younger sister) acquiring 
Cairene Arabic (CA) in a monolingual setting when both were 2 years, 8 months 
(2;8) with a focus on their final consonant cluster acquisition. Because these two 
children were at somewhat different stages of cluster development, the comparison 
of the two children allows us to begin to understand the developmental path of 
cluster acquisition in Arabic. An additional aim of our paper is to relate our findings 
to the larger debate in acquisitional phonology as to the very nature of the acquisi-
tion process: One view holds that phonological acquisition is essentially reducible to 
articulatory development reflecting performance factors and not the phonological 
grammar (Hale and Reiss, 2008; Blevins, 2009), while a competing view maintains 
that phonological development reflects language competence that entails knowl-
edge of the phonological structure of the language being acquired (e.g., Fikkert, 
1994; Demuth, 1996; see also Rose and Inkelas, 2011 for a recent overview).

This paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we present background briefly 
mentioning some previous work on Arabic phonological acquisition and relevant 
information on Cairene Arabic phonology. In Section 3, we summarize and dis-
cuss our preliminary findings of the production of final clusters in CA of one child 
at the age of 2;8. In Section 4, we present data on final cluster acquisition from a 
second child, the younger sibling of the first, acquiring CA when she was also at 
the age of 2;8. In Section 5, we outline a predicted trajectory or developmental 
path for consonant cluster acquisition in CA, based on the described and analyzed 
production of the two children. We are able to get a glimpse at the trajectory since 
one child had more target-appropriate clusters than the other, even though both 
were at the same age when data were collected. In Section 6, we discuss the major 
findings of our work as it relates to the ongoing debate on the nature of L1 phono-
logical acquisition.

2. Background

In this Section, we briefly discuss previous work on Arabic acquisitional phonol-
ogy and then present some aspects of Cairene Arabic phonology that are relevant 
for our current study.
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2.1 Arabic acquisitional phonology

As both Dyson and Amayreh (2007) and Khattab (2007) specifically note, there is a 
lack of studies on the acquisition of consonant clusters in Arabic. Nonetheless, there 
have been observations such as that of Dyson and Amayreh (2000) that there are 
low percentages of coda deletion or consonant cluster simplification in normally 
developing 2–4 year olds (based on Jordanian Arabic). These observations are con-
sistent with a finding of Khattab and Al-Tamimi (2011) who note that the Lebanese 
Arabic children of their study did not go through a CV stage or even a CVC stage. 
Their first content words were already minimally bimoraic (e.g., CVCC or CVVC). 
What emerges from these reports on Jordanian and Lebanese phonological acquisi-
tion is the absence of the simple deletion of a consonant to avoid complex syllables. 
By simple deletion, we mean deletion that has no noticeable compensatory effects 
such as gemination or vowel lengthening. This differs from English phonological 
acquisition where the simple deletion of a consonant to avoid complexity in syllable 
structure is commonly observed (McLeod, van Doorn and Reed, 2002). 

Most previous work on the acquisitional phonology of Arabic dialects has 
largely focused on examining the age of the mastery of production for each conso-
nant, distinguishing between consonants that are acquired early from those that 
are acquired late (cf. for Jordanian Arabic: Amayreh, 1994, 2003; Amayreh and 
Dyson, 1998; for Egyptian Arabic: Omar, 1973 and Saleh et al., 2007). For example, 
with respect to Jordanian Arabic, Amayreh (1994, 2003) and Amayreh and Dyson 
(1998) studied the ages of acquisition of consonants concentrating on which indi-
vidual consonants were acquired early and which were acquired later. In a similar 
study of Egyptian Arabic by Saleh et al. (2007), 30 Cairene-speaking children 
ranging in age between 12 to 30 months were examined. While Saleh et al. did not 
provide a detailed description on consonant cluster development, they report the 
occurrence of glottal stop replacement (that is, the use of a glottal stop as replace-
ment for other consonants), which has been similarly observed in our study, too.

A final report that we will mention, by Ayyad and Bernhardt (2009), presents 
data from a normally developing (bilingual) child aged two years, four months 
(2;4) who was acquiring Kuwaiti Arabic in an English-speaking environment 
(North America). Based on the production of 38 words, the child had already ac-
quired labials, dorsals, the uvular and pharyngeal fricatives and the emphatic /tʕ/ 
with 100% accuracy. The child had not yet acquired the other emphatics, the inter-
dentals, /∫/, and /r/. Moreover, the data analysis shows that the child’s productions 
included medial geminates and some consonant clusters in all positions (initially, 
medially, and finally). While this study is in some ways relevant for our own work, 
since we also observe the late acquisition of /r/ and the early acquisition of gemi-
nates and pharyngeal fricatives, the data did not report on certain structures such 
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as words with final geminates. Also, Kuwaiti Arabic does not have the range of fi-
nal consonant cluster types that are witnessed in Cairene Arabic.

2.2 Consonant clusters in Cairene Arabic

One of the main characteristics of Cairene Arabic in comparison to other Arabic 
dialects is that it allows for final clusters consisting of any two consonant pho-
nemes. While a word-final syllable in CA can end in (maximally) two consonants, 
a non-final syllable can end in at most one consonant. On the other hand, CA lacks 
word-initial and syllable-initial consonant clusters generally, although [kw] occurs 
marginally in words like [kwajjis] ‘good’. Examples of final clusters are given in (1). 
Cairene Arabic allows word-final clusters of any sonority profile (falling, level, ris-
ing). In addition, words with final geminates are common, such as [nusʕsʕ] ‘half ’ 
and [sitt] ‘woman’. (Note, transcriptions are essentially phonemic: low-level allo-
phonic changes are not indicated.)

 (1) Final consonant clusters in Cairene Arabic 

Cairene Gloss
a. bint daughter 
b. ∫ams sun
c. ʔism name 
d. ʔult I said
e. ʔatl killing
f. ʕaks opposite
g. misk musk
h. ʕabd slave 
i. kidb lies
j. masʕr Egypt
k. ʔursʕ tablet, pill

The data in (1) a., b., d., and k. exemplify words where the final consonant cluster 
has falling sonority going from a sonorant consonant into an obstruent. Such final 
clusters are fairly common in Arabic dialects. The final clusters in (1) c., e., and 
j. show rising sonority with an obstruent followed by a sonorant. In many dialects, 
an epenthetic vowel would occur at least optionally to break up such clusters so 
that these words would be pronounced as two syllables. In CA, the words in (1) c., 
e., and j. are pronounced as monosyllables with some degree of phonetic devoicing 
of the word-final sonorant. They cannot be pronounced with an epenthetic vowel, 
not even optionally. The words in (1) f.–i. end in two obstruents and can be con-
sidered as displaying level sonority of the final cluster. Again, such words are pro-
nounced as single syllables.
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Our study focuses on consonant cluster development in children acquiring 
CA. Given the range of final consonant clusters in CA as exemplified in (1) along 
with the difficulty that children acquiring English have in mastering final clusters 
(McLeod et al., 2002), it could be hypothesized that final clusters would be difficult 
for children acquiring CA to master. Moreover, if they are difficult to master, a 
sonority effect can be assumed in which clusters of falling sonority should be more 
easily mastered (i.e., occur earlier in acquisition) than clusters of rising sonority, 
given that they are much more common across languages. Furthermore, it could 
be hypothesized that typically developing CA-speaking children might delete one 
consonant of the final cluster or insert a vowel into the cluster, similar to typically 
developing English-speaking children. Before turning to our acquisition data that 
bear on these matters, we briefly discuss the prosodic nature of CA word-final syl-
lables since this will be of importance in understanding the acquisition data. 

The prosodic nature of word-final syllables in CA is reflected by the stress pat-
tern of the language. Any word in which the final syllable ends in two consonants 
will have stress on the final syllable as exemplified in (2) a. Similarly, any word that 
ends in a geminate consonant will have final stress as indicated in (2) b. On the 
other hand, a word that ends in a CVC syllable with a single word-final consonant 
does not have stress on the final syllable. It will normally have stress on the penul-
timate syllable (2) c. or the antepenultimate syllable in longer words (2) d. (spe-
cifically when the antepenultimate syllable is CV or light), unless the penultimate 
syllable is heavy (e.g., CVC), in which case the penultimate syllable attracts stress 
as in (2) e.

 (2) Representative stress patterns of Cairene Arabic (period indicates syllable 
boundary, the stress syllable is in bold)

  a. ka.tabt ‘I wrote’
  b. ʔa.xaff ‘lightest’
  c. ka.tab ‘he wrote’
  d. ku.tu.bak ‘your (masc.) books’
  e. mu.han.dis ‘engineer’

The CA stress pattern, especially as it relates to final syllables, can be understood 
through the notions of moraic weight and final consonant extraprosodicity 
(see Hayes, 1995 and Watson, 2002 concerning CA). Essentially, a coda consonant 
(but not a word-final consonant) adds weight to the syllable. That is, a coda conso-
nant is moraic except if it is at the end of the word. Given that short vowels also 
add a mora to the syllable, we see that in comparing (2) a. with (2) c., a final syl-
lable receives stress if it is bimoraic. If the final syllable is not bimoraic, then the 
penultimate syllable receives stress if it is bimoraic, as illustrated by a comparison 
between (2) e. and d. Words ending in a geminate always receive stress on the final 
syllable ((2) b.) thus suggesting that a geminate consonant always adds a mora to 
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the syllable (see Watson, 2002 on this point). In (3), the mora structure of the word 
[muhandis] ‘engineer’ is illustrated, and in (4) and (5) we show the mora structure 
of the final syllable of [katabt] ‘I wrote’ and [ʔa.xaff] ‘lightest’, respectively.

 (3) Moraic representation of [mu.han.dis] ‘engineer’ (σ indicates syllable; µ 
indicates mora)

  

 (4) Moraic representation1 of the final syllable of [ka.tabt] ‘I wrote’
  

 (5) Moraic structure of the final syllable of [ʔa.xaff] ‘lightest’
  

The examples in (2) and the illustrations in (3)–(5) show that a final syllable re-
ceives stress if it is bimoraic. What will be important for our study is the parallel 
prosodic structure shown in (4) and (5) between words ending in two consonants 
and a final geminate. Both types of words end in a bimoraic syllable that attracts 
stress. We now turn to our acquisition data.

3. Child 1: Word list MG 

In this section we report on the data and observations from our previous (unpub-
lished) study (Ragheb, 2010; Ragheb and Davis, 2010). For that study, the first 
author elicited data in July 2008 from one male child, MG, aged two years, 8 
months (2;8), who was typically developing and was acquiring Cairene Arabic in a 
monolingual environment in Cairo. Data were gathered using pictures that elicited 
word responses from a pre-designed word-list (focused on clusters) and spontane-
ous speech, which was recorded and later transcribed. The pictures used to gather 

1. For (4) and (5), only the moraic elements are shown.

σσ σ

µµ

hm u a n d i s

µ µ

σ

at tb

µ µ

(bimoraic, receives stress)

(Final)

σ

ax f

µ µ

(bimoraic, receives stress)

(Final)
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data were specifically chosen to elicit target words ending in consonant clusters.2 
The first author used a book that had different pictures or scenes in it and which 
was generally aimed at increasing a child’s vocabulary. The researcher would ask 
MG to identify or search for certain objects, animals, and actions in the book in 
order to elicit the target words. Another task that relied more on spontaneous 
speech involved the researcher and MG engaging in telling stories or recounting 
certain events. Data were collected at multiple times over a one-month period, 
resulting in 10 sessions of about one hour in length. In (6), we see a representative 
sample of MG’s production of word-final consonant clusters. The first column in 
(6) shows the target adult pronunciation of the CA word, and the second column 
demonstrates MG’s pronunciation of the target CA word. 

 (6) A representative sample of MG’s pronunciation of CA target words with 
final consonant clusters 

Target pronunciation MG’s pronunciation Gloss
a. nusʕsʕ ʔusʕsʕ half
b. ward wadd flowers
c. bint bitt girl
d. kalb kabb dog
e. ʃiribt ʔitt I drank
f. miʃtʕ ʔitt comb
g. naml ʔall ants
h. ħabl ʔall rope
i. ʔism/ʔismu/ʔismi ʔimm/ʔimmu/ʔimmi name/his name/ my name
j. malħ ʔall salt
k. ʔamħ ʔamm wheat
l. taħt taħt under
m. bɑħr bɑħl sea
n. ʃɑʕr/ʃɑʕru sɑʕl/sɑʕlu hair/his hair

2. In the process of elicitation, multiple tokens of each target words were collected over the 
different recording sessions. The spontaneous speech recorded also included multiple tokens of 
different target words over different points in time. The researchers only included for analysis 
those tokens that the children produced without any help from adults. Any tokens resulting 
from repetition after an adult modeling were disregarded, as imitation is not a reliable method 
of getting at a child’s phonological knowledge. The data presented here for both children consti-
tute a representative sample of the gathered data. The initial probe (word list) both changed and 
expanded according to the individual knowledge of the child. For example, the word [ʔɑtʕr], 
‘train’ was initially on the list, but one of the children called it by another name, thus resulting in 
replacing this word by another target word with a final CC cluster that the child knew.
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The present paper is focused on the production of final clusters, so we will not 
discuss MG’s use of onset glottal replacement, especially common in words where 
the final clusters are more marked. (6) a. shows that MG had target-appropriate 
final geminates. These seem to be acquired very early in the acquisition process. 
(6) b.–d. shows that in a target word where the final cluster has falling sonority, 
MG deleted the first consonant of the cluster and geminated the second (i.e., the 
word-final consonant geminates). Similarly, in words where the target final cluster 
has level sonority (as in the obstruent clusters of (6) e.–f.) or rising sonority (as in 
(6) g.–i.), MG deleted the first consonant of the cluster and geminated the second 
or final consonant. Thus, (6) b.–i. shows no effect of the level of sonority on target 
cluster production. However, in producing pharyngeal final target clusters, a dif-
ferent pattern emerged, as illustrated in (6) j.–k. Here, MG deleted the final pha-
ryngeal consonant and geminated the first consonant of the cluster. Importantly, 
from our more comprehensive set of data on MG at 2 years 8 months, we know 
that he did not have geminate pharyngeals in his system (though he clearly had 
pharyngeal consonants as singletons). Consequently, final gemination for the tar-
get words in (6) j.–k. was not a possible outcome. He nonetheless still geminated, 
but it was the initial consonant of the cluster that geminated rather than the final. 
Thus, the data in (6) b.–k. show a pattern of gemination for final target clusters. It 
is interesting to note that such a gemination pattern has not been reported as a 
manifestation of target final clusters in English L1 acquisition.

We now consider the data in (6) l.–n. These CA words contain final consonant 
clusters where the first consonant of the cluster is a pharyngeal fricative and the 
second is either an obstruent or a sonorant. Essentially, MG produced these clus-
ters as target-appropriate.3 This is most clearly seen with the data item in (6) l., 
/taħt/, which MG pronounced correctly. (6) m.–n. are almost pronounced target 
appropriately, with the word-final /r/ being pronounced as [l]. However, a more 
complete examination of MG’s data shows that he had not acquired /r/ at this stage 
and normally substituted [l] for target-appropriate /r/. Consequently, we conclude 
that MG acquired a final cluster in (6) m.–n. where the first consonant is a pharyn-
geal and the second is a liquid. 

MG’s final consonant cluster data in (6) raises two issues. First, assuming that 
MG’s language acquisition was normal, why do the first types of final clusters 
acquired include a pharyngeal-initial cluster? Is this related to sonority? Second, 
why is final gemination the common “repair” strategy for clusters that are not yet 

3. It is crucial to point out that, with both children, the consonant clusters produced target-
appropriately were done so every time they were elicited or when they occurred in spontaneous 
speech. Thus, even with the most stringent of measures of L1 acquisition, they are considered to 
have been acquired.
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acquired appropriately, especially in light of the fact that this strategy has not been 
noted generally in the literature on L1 final cluster acquisition? In considering the 
first issue, it is important to mention that phonetic work on Egyptian Arabic 
by Elgendy (2001) has shown that pharyngeal fricatives have phonetic character-
istics of glides. This characterization of pharyngeals has also been espoused by 
McCarthy (1994) and Halle (1995). Given this, we maintain that the final clusters 
acquired earliest by MG are those in which the first consonant of the cluster has 
the highest sonority, namely a glide. It should be noted that while CA has both the 
palatal glide /j/ and the labiovelar glide /w/, they do not appear in consonant clus-
ters for independent reasons: CA underlying sequences with final glide clusters 
such as /bajt/ ‘house’ and /lawn/ ‘color’ surface as [beet] and [loon], respectively, 
because of the independent process of monophthongization. (See Youssef, 2010, 
for specific argumentation justifying that [ee] and [oo] derive from /aj/ and /aw/, 
respectively, in a synchronic analysis of the phonology of CA). Thus, we maintain 
that MG’s final cluster acquisition is constrained by sonority preferences in that 
the first member of a final cluster should be of highest sonority so that there will 
be a sonority fall in the first clusters acquired. In other words, while CA final clus-
ters often violate preferred sonority sequencing (i.e., clusters can be of rising 
sonority), the L1 acquisition of such clusters may reflect markedness consider-
ations whereby preferred final clusters with falling sonority are acquired earlier.

With respect to the second issue as to why MG always manifested final gem-
ination for the clusters that were not yet acquired target appropriately as seen by 
the data shown in (6) b.–k., we have argued in our previous work (Ragheb, 2010; 
Ragheb and Davis, 2010) that gemination reflected MG’s knowledge of the pro-
sodic structure of Cairene Arabic, since by gemination MG was able to preserve 
the prosodic structure (i.e., mora structure) of the target word without having to 
pronounce two adjacent consonants that have two different articulations. Recall 
from the discussion in Section 2 that, as seen in (4), a final syllable that ends in 
a consonant cluster (or a monosyllabic word of the shape CVCC) is bimoraic. 
Further, as seen in (5), a final syllable that ends in a geminate is also bimoraic. 
This means, as we show in (7) below, that both the target pronunciation of words 
like [bint] in (6) c. and MG’s pronunciation of it as [bitt] have the same pro-
sodic structure.

 (7) Moraic structure of target syllable [bint] and MG’s pronunciation of it as 
[bitt]

  

ib nt

µ µ

(bimoraic)

Target [bint] ‘girl’:  a.  Syllable

ib t

µ µ

(bimoraic)[bitt]

Syllableb. MG:
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Note that simply deleting one of the final consonants without geminating is prob-
lematic because the final syllable would be prosodically different from the target as 
shown in (8).

 (8) Mora structure of target [bint] being pronounced as [bit]
  [bint] ‘girl’ (Final)Syllable
   |
   µ
   |
   b i t 
   (monomoraic, no preservation of prosodic structure)

Moreover, it should be noted that CA lacks content words that are CVC, so the 
potential pronunciation of [bit] for target [bint] ‘girl’ would be in violation of the 
phonotactics of the language. Consequently, MG’s gemination reflected his tacit 
knowledge of the prosodic structure of CA. By gemination he preserved the pro-
sodic structure of the target word. MG’s tendency to geminate the word-final con-
sonant (as opposed to the first consonant of the final cluster) may just reflect the 
saliency of the right edge of the word. We now consider a second child whose 
cluster data provide more insight into the developmental path of cluster acquisi-
tion in CA.

4. Child 2: RG

In this Section, we report on the data and observations of a second child, a female, 
RG, also 2 years 8 months of age (2;8) at the time of data collection, who is acquir-
ing Cairene Arabic as her L1 in a monolingual setting. She is the sister of MG, 
three years younger. In the course of 12 sessions during May 2011, the first author 
elicited target data through several picture-naming tasks, as well as through spon-
taneous speech. The data collection procedure and instruments were similar to 
those in MG’s study, except for allocation of more time to spontaneous speech 
production. Thus, the same book was used, and RG was asked to perform the same 
tasks (e.g., search for, or identify, an object, animal, etc.). Data were recorded and 
then broadly (i.e., phonemically) transcribed. 

In (9), we present a representative sample of RG’s production of word-final 
consonant clusters. The first column shows the target adult pronunciation of the 
CA word and the second column indicates RG’s pronunciation of the target CA 
word. We can initially observe from RG’s data in (9) that she has produced more 
types of target-appropriate final clusters in comparison to the final clusters pro-
duced by MG at the same chronological age as was seen in (6).
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 (9) A representative sample of RG’s pronunciation of CA target words with 
final consonant clusters 

Target Pronunciation RG’s pronunciation Gloss
a. taħt taħt under
b. bɑħr bɑħd sea
c. ʃibiʕt ʃibaʕt I’m full
d. ʃɑʕr ʃɑʕd hair
e. ʕuʔd ʕuʔd necklace
f. issubħ issuħħ (in) the morning
g. malħ laħħ salt
h. jaʕʕ jaʕʕ yuck!
i. ʃams sans sun
j. kinz tinz treasure
k. bint mint girl
l. miʃtʕ miʃtʕ comb
m. mɑsʕr mɑsʕd Egypt
n. ʔirʃ ʔiʃʃ shark
o. ʔird ʔidd monkey
p. durg dudd drawers
q. furn funn oven
r. mɑltʕ mɑtʕtʕ naked/scantily dressed
s. kalb tabb a dog
t. libs liss (i) beet, liss clothes, indoor clothes
u. ʔakl ʔatt food
v. naml namm ants
w. ħabl ħabb rope
x. ʔismu (ʔism) ʔissu (ʔiss) his name (name)

Examination of the data in (9) reveals the following observations on RG’s final 
consonant cluster development. First, as a general observation, RG had target ap-
propriate word-final geminates. Unlike MG, this also included geminate pharyn-
geals, as indicated by the target appropriate form in (9) h. Second, like her brother 
at this age, RG had target-appropriate pharyngeal-initial consonant clusters in 
word-final position, as seen in (9) a.–e. This is most clearly seen in data items (9) 
a., c., and e., where the target cluster is a pharyngeal followed by an obstruent. The 
target pharyngeal-rhotic final clusters in (9) b. and d. were realized with the rhotic 
consonant as [d]. It should be noted that at this stage, RG did not have /r/ in any 
position. While MG frequently substituted [l] for target /r/, we observed that RG 
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did not have [l] in coda position; thus she substituted [d] for target /r/ in (9) b. and 
(9) d. We consider her pronunciation of the clusters in (9) b. and d. as target-ap-
propriate in the sense that she pronounces two different consonants in a pharyn-
geal-initial final cluster, with the first consonant being accurately produced as a 
pharyngeal.

In addition to the pharyngeal-initial clusters, RG had more target-appropriate 
final clusters than MG at this age. This includes Nasal + Obstruent final clusters as 
in (9) j.–k., but note instances of non-target-appropriate place assimilation as in 
(9) i., where the bilabial nasal of /∫ams/ ‘sun’ was assimilated in RG’s pronunciation 
to the coronality of the word-final /s/, resulting in [sans]. It should be noted that 
Nasal + Sonorant clusters were not yet acquired target-appropriately by RG at this 
stage, as demonstrated by her pronunciation of the target form [naml] ‘ants’ in (9) 
v. as [namm] with gemination. Also, as indicated in (9) l.–m., Sibilant + Obstruent 
final clusters were also target-appropriate. This is clearly seen in (9) l., but can also 
be observed in 9 m., where the word-final rhotic was treated as the obstruent [d], 
just as in (9) b. and d. This should be compared with (9) x., where the rising sonor-
ity Sibilant + Nasal cluster shows gemination in RG’s pronunciation rather than 
the target appropriate sequence of consonants. To summarize, at 2 years 8 months, 
RG had acquired three types of final clusters target appropriately: pharyngeal-ini-
tial final clusters, Nasal + Obstruent clusters, and Sibilant + Obstruent clusters. 

With respect to the other clusters shown in (9) that RG has not yet acquired 
target appropriately, RG displayed a gemination strategy similar to her brother for 
the target final clusters, though her specific pattern of gemination was somewhat 
more complicated. In falling and same sonority clusters as in (9) n.–t., which had 
not yet been acquired target appropriately, RG deleted the first consonant of the 
final cluster, geminating the second. This should be contrasted with rising sonor-
ity final clusters as exemplified in (9) u.–x., where RG deleted the final consonant 
of the cluster, geminating the first. The specific example of target [ʔakl] ‘food’ in (9) 
u., which RG realized as [ʔatt], reflected her independent manifestation of velar 
stop fronting where the velar stops /k/ and /g/ were realized as coronal stops. This 
can be seen by her pronunciation of target /kinz/ ‘treasure’ in (9) j. as [tinz]. The 
important observation is that, like MG, RG showed gemination as the “repair” 
strategy for final clusters that had not yet been acquired target-appropriately. We 
maintain that this reflected her tacit knowledge of the prosodic (i.e., moraic) struc-
ture of Cairene Arabic, as was shown in (7) with respect to MG’s pattern of gemi-
nation. Moreover, RG’s choice of which consonant to geminate for the most part 
reflected the sonority of the consonant, namely, that the consonant with lower 
sonority in the cluster tends to geminate. This is most clearly seen in (9) n.–s., 
where gemination is applied to the lower sonority final consonant in the cluster, 
and in (9) v.–x., where the initial consonants of the clusters have lower sonority 
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and are geminated. The data item (9) t. seems to suggest that in final clusters con-
sisting of two obstruents, it is the second one that geminates. The only exceptions 
to this pattern of gemination are the clusters in (9) f. and g. that end in pharyngeal 
consonants. Since these clusters have rising sonority, they were not yet acquired 
target-appropriately by RG. Yet she geminated the more sonorant pharyngeal con-
sonant, rather than the preceding consonant. This perhaps has to do with the sa-
liency of pharyngeals in CA (or, restated from an optimality-theoretic perspective, 
the constraint requiring faithfulness to pharyngeal consonants was highly-ranked 
in her system). 

Having presented the final consonant cluster systems of both RG and MG, we 
now turn to a discussion of a predicted trajectory or developmental path for con-
sonant cluster acquisition in CA. 

5. Developmental path

In the previous sections, we have described the pattern of word-final consonant 
clusters of two siblings at the same age (2;8) acquiring Cairene Arabic in a mono-
lingual setting. While the children were at the same age when the data were col-
lected, RG seemed to be further ahead in her cluster acquisition than MG. By 
comparing the productions of the two children, we can hypothesize a develop-
mental path for CA cluster acquisition. Recall from Section 2 that CA allows for 
words to end in any two consonant phonemes regardless of their sonority relation. 
This is different from languages like English as well as other dialects of Arabic such 
as Lebanese (Haddad, 1984), which, while allowing for word-final clusters, do not 
normally permit such clusters with rising sonority. Given the general rarity of ris-
ing sonority final clusters in the world’s languages and the more frequent occur-
rence of falling sonority clusters, one might hypothesize that a developmental path 
for final cluster acquisition in CA would entail that falling sonority clusters (and 
level sonority clusters) are acquired before rising sonority clusters. Although this 
hypothesis is generally true for both children in this study, since neither child had 
accurately acquired rising sonority clusters at 2 years 8 months, the comparison of 
the productions of these two children suggests that the developmental path of 
cluster acquisition is more nuanced in that certain falling sonority clusters are ac-
quired before others. More specifically, it is of note that both children had acquired 
pharyngeal-initial final clusters. Since these are the only clusters that MG pro-
duced target-appropriately, it may be that these are the earliest clusters acquired. If 
we assume that the pharyngeals of Cairene Arabic have the phonetic properties of 
glides, as has been argued for by Elgendy (2001), then we would maintain that the 
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cluster type that is acquired first is the one in which the first consonant of the clus-
ter is of the highest sonority among consonants.

In addition to the pharyngeal-initial final clusters, RG had acquired a second 
type of falling sonority cluster by the age of 2 years 8 months: Nasal + Obstruent 
clusters. Compare for example, RG’s pronunciation of /bint/ ‘girl’ in (9) k., where 
the cluster was pronounced target-appropriately, with MG’s pronunciation of the 
same word shown in (6) c., in which there is gemination ([bitt]). The comparison 
of the two children suggests that RG was further along in her acquisition of final 
clusters and that Nasal + Obstruent clusters are acquired relatively early in the fi-
nal cluster developmental path. The reason for this should be clear in that as seen 
in a word like [bint], there is only one place of articulation (coronal) in the cluster; 
thus, in an articulatory sense, these clusters are “easier” than clusters where the 
two consonants are not homorganic. That this is at issue can be seen in RG’s pro-
nunciation of target [ʃams] ‘sun’ in (9) i. as [sans], where she showed exceptional 
assimilation of the bilabial nasal to the coronal fricative so that the final cluster 
surfaced as homorganic. Importantly, sonority fall is still a factor since a rising 
sonority target cluster with an initial nasal consonant as in [naml] ‘ants’ ((9) v.) was 
pronounced with gemination, [namm], and so is distinct from the falling sonority 
Nasal + Obstruent clusters which are acquired earlier.

A third type of final consonant clusters that RG had acquired by 2 years 8 
months was the Sibilant + Obstruent variety. From a certain perspective, the early 
acquisition of this type of obstruent-obstruent cluster is somewhat striking since 
in many languages, including English, Sibilant + Obstruent clusters are special 
because they can occur as onset clusters (or coda clusters), even though other 
types of obstruent-obstruent clusters are disallowed or restricted. In English, for 
example, the clusters [sp], [st], and [sk] are the only obstruent-obstruent clusters 
permitted in complex onsets. With respect to codas, [sp] and [sk] are the only 
obstruent-obstruent codas that end in a non-coronal consonant. While the special 
nature of Sibilant + Obstruent clusters for languages like English is well-known 
(Goad, 2011), these clusters are typically not treated as special in Arabic. Thus, it 
is of note that RG treated them as a distinct type in her acquisition of final clusters. 
Goad (2011) points out that for languages like English and Dutch, the acquisition 
of s-clusters is often independent of the acquisition of other cluster types with 
respect to sonority. We suggest that for RG the early acquisition of Sibilant + Ob-
struent clusters was independent of the acquisition of other clusters based on 
sonority, and we leave it as just an observation that RG distinguished Sibilant + 
Obstruent clusters from other cluster types even though these do not seem to have 
unique properties in Arabic phonology.

Finally, with respect to the final consonant clusters that neither MG nor 
RG had acquired target appropriately, we can divide them into three types: other 
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falling sonority clusters such as liquid-obstruent and liquid-nasal clusters; level 
sonority clusters; and rising sonority clusters. These clusters were all realized with 
gemination of one of the last two consonants for both children, though the gemi-
nation pattern applied by RG differed slightly from that applied by MG. While 
MG typically geminated the final consonant of these clusters as long as it was not 
a pharyngeal (seen in (6) d.–h.), RG geminated the final consonant in a falling 
sonority cluster ((9) n.–s.) and the initial consonant in a rising sonority cluster 
((9) v.–x.). Given that RG was distinguishing between rising and falling sonority 
in these cluster types, we speculate that, in the further developmental path for 
final cluster acquisition, other falling sonority clusters would be acquired before 
rising sonority clusters (abstracting away from the difficulty that both children 
have with the phoneme /r/). Although we leave for future research a more de-
tailed examination of longitudinal data, it appears that, in general, falling sonor-
ity final clusters are acquired before rising ones even though both cluster types 
are common in CA. 

6. Major findings and conclusions

As far as we are aware, this detailed presentation of final consonant cluster acquisi-
tion data of two children (aged 2;8) who are acquiring Cairene Arabic in a mono-
lingual setting, is the first study that has a specific focus on the acquisition of such 
clusters. As previously mentioned, examining clusters in CA is particularly inter-
esting because of the full range of consonant clusters allowed in word-final posi-
tion in CA. Thus, we find it significant that cluster acquisition seems to be sensitive 
to sonority considerations, and, for RG, to the special status of Sibilant + Ob-
struent clusters even though neither of these is apparent in the adult phonology 
(which allows for any cluster type). However, what we consider to be our most 
important finding is the evidence that gemination is the major “repair” strategy 
attested in L1 acquisition of final consonant clusters for Cairene Arabic for both 
children at this early stage of development. This strategy has not been documented 
in languages like English and Dutch, where the simple deletion of a consonant or 
even of the final cluster can occur (e.g., Fikkert, 1994). In fact, as seen in work like 
that of McLeod et al. (2002), gemination is not even considered as a possible strat-
egy in the development of final consonant cluster acquisition. McLeod et al., for 
example, list processes like deletion, epenthesis, and metathesis in cluster develop-
ment, but not gemination. However, we suspect that gemination is a common 
strategy for target final clusters in Arabic dialects in general, given that all Arabic 
dialects seem to have final geminates and that they seem to be learned very early 
in the acquisition process. 
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There are other findings in our study, not necessarily related to consonant 
cluster development, that are worth mentioning. First, both children had acquired 
pharyngeal consonants early, a finding that is consistent with Ayyad and 
Bernhardt’s (2009) work on Kuwaiti Arabic, though not consistent with the work 
on Jordanian Arabic (Amayreh, 1994, 2003; Amayreh and Dyson, 1998). An im-
portant difference regarding pharyngeals between our two subjects is that MG 
lacked geminate pharyngeals, but RG had them. Second, /r/ was acquired late for 
both children. However, the replacement strategy of target /r/ was quite different 
for each of these two children. MG tended to replace /r/ with [l]. RG often treated 
target /r/ as [d], and sometimes /r/ underwent consonant harmony. Further, RG 
also seemed to only have /l/ in onset position; she did not have /l/ in coda position. 
MG did not demonstrate difficulty with coda /l/. Third, RG had across-the-board 
velar fronting for /k/ and /g/, as seen by the data items in (9) j. and p., in which 
these target sounds were realized as [t] and [d], respectively. RG also showed oc-
casional instances of consonant harmony of initial onsets, as in (9) i. and k. MG, on 
the other hand, showed no signs of velar fronting or consonant harmony. Instead, 
MG had extensive glottal replacement in word-initial position, which RG did not 
have. We suspect that these phenomena may be common in Arabic developmental 
phonology. For example, Saleh et al. (2007) reported glottal replacement in chil-
dren acquiring Egyptian Arabic, and there is some consonant harmony in the 
Kuwaiti data reported by Ayyad and Bernhardt (2009). Future research is needed 
for the investigation of these processes in Arabic developmental phonology.

Finally, we would like to relate our findings to the ongoing debate in the litera-
ture on acquisitional phonology as to the very nature of the acquisition process 
(Rose and Inkelas, 2011). In the relevant literature on acquisition, two contrasting 
viewpoints can be found. One is the view that phonological acquisition is just ar-
ticulatory development (Hale & Reiss, 2008; Blevins, 2009). Blevins (2009, p. 328) 
maintains that, “A wealth of data illustrate that the majority of recurrent features 
of child phonology (e.g., CV syllable stage, cluster reduction stage, consonant har-
mony) are reflections of articulatory developmental stages, indicating develop-
mental constraints on performance, not on language competence.” This can be 
interpreted as implying that children across different languages should manifest 
very similar strategies in phonological acquisition, since all children have essen-
tially the same articulatory apparatus. The other view is that the nature of develop-
mental errors is dependent on the structure of the language being learned. That is, 
errors in development reveal the linguistic competence that the child has with re-
spect to the language (Fikkert, 1994; Demuth, 1996). This implies that children 
learning different languages will manifest different strategies in acquisition, 
reflecting the structures of the languages being acquired. Our claim is that the 
Cairene Arabic L1 cluster acquisition data presented in this paper support the 
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second position. The structure of the phonological grammar plays an important 
role in the nature of the child’s performance. This is most clearly seen by the pre-
dominance of gemination for the target final cluster. As noted earlier, gemination 
as a strategy in L1 acquisition for the pronunciation of final clusters has not been 
witnessed in other languages such as English, where children often delete conso-
nants or insert vowels in final clusters. The strategy of word-final consonant gemi-
nation seen with both MG and RG can be understood as a means of preserving the 
prosodic moraic structure of the bimoraic final syllable in words that end in two 
consonants without the need for making two distinct consonantal gestures. This is 
seen by the parallel moraic structure in (7) for target /bint/ ‘girl’ and MG’s pronun-
ciation [bitt] with a geminate. Moreover, our acquisition data is consistent with the 
observation of Khattab and Al-Tamimi (2011), that children acquiring Lebanese 
Arabic do not seem to go through a CV (or CVC) stage. Such word forms would 
be monomoraic in Arabic, and many Arabic dialects (including Cairene) require 
content words to be minimally bimoraic (e.g., CVCC). Neither MG nor RG seem 
to have gone through a CV stage nor do they really have a process of consonant 
cluster reduction. This is surprising, given a view like that espoused by Hale and 
Reiss (2008) and Blevins (2009) who contend that acquisition is largely reducible 
to articulatory development. We thus conclude that the Cairene Arabic acquisition 
patterns evident in data from RG and MG provide insights into their linguistic 
competence, showing tacit knowledge of the moraic structure of the language. We 
would contend that knowledge of the nature of the grammar, that is, linguistic 
competence, plays an important role in determining the specific manifestation of 
the performance. The nature of the child’s performance seems to be controlled by 
the higher-level linguistic structure. It is not reducible to just articulatory develop-
ment.4 Finally, although our two case studies are not longitudinal, we hope that 

4.  A couple of reservations about our analysis have been raised by two anonymous reviewers 
that we address in this footnote. One reviewer has concerns that the two children, MG and RG, 
are siblings. The implication is that since the children are receiving similar input, it would not be 
surprising that they both have gemination. This, then, would make it harder to generalize our 
finding to a larger child Arabic population. To respond to this, we would like to make two 
points: First, as detailed in the second paragraph of Section 2, MG and RG had quite different 
phonologies. For example, RG had across-the-board velar fronting of target /k/ and /g/ and in-
stances of consonant harmony, while MG did not show any velar fronting and has widespread 
glottal replacement of onset consonants. Further, while neither child had target appropriate /r/, 
MG consistently replaced /r/ with [l] while RG frequently replaced it with [d]. Given that these 
two children are quite different in their phonological development, we find it even more telling 
that they both used gemination for target consonant clusters. Second, CA baby talk words often 
display final geminates. By ‘baby talk,’ we mean the way that adults imitate the speech of young 
children. Such words include [kuxx] ‘something bad’, [mɑmm] ‘food’, and [daħħ] ‘something 
good’. This implies that adults perceive that it is common for children to make final geminates.
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these preliminary findings will encourage such studies with larger samples in a 
range of Arabic dialects.
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Neurocognitive modeling of the two language 
varieties in Arabic Diglossia

Reem Khamis-Dakwar and Karen Froud

Diglossia is one distinctive feature of Arabic and other languages, such as Swiss-
German (Ferguson 1959). Neurocognitive studies aiming to understand the 
neural mechanisms of diglossia in general, and Arabic diglossia in particular, 
are sparse. This paper provides a framework for discussing neurophysiological 
approaches to questions concerning the representation and processing of 
languages exhibiting diglossia in the brains of native speakers, as well as 
understanding the potential contribution of such approaches for applied 
linguistics and teaching Arabic as a first or second language. 
The first section introduces electroencephalography (EEG), and some 
event-related potentials (ERPs) known to correlate with aspects of language 
processing. The second section reviews neurophysiological studies of language 
representation and processing in Arabic diglossia to date. Finally, we discuss 
some potential contributions of neurophysiological studies to the fields of 
Arabic linguistics, applied linguistics and teaching Arabic. The review points 
to separateness of the two lexicons in Arabic diglossia and highlights the need 
for further neurophysoplogiocal and behavioral studies to revisit the suggested 
model of mental representation in diglossia.

Keywords: Diglossia, Event related potentials, mental representation.

1. Introduction

Diglossia is a term used to describe a specific sociolinguistic situation in which a 
single speech community shares two language varieties, one used as the spoken in 
everyday communication, and the other, usually highly codified, used for formal 
communication such as literature, education or journalism (Ferguson, 1959). 
Diglossia, a distinctive feature of Arabic, also pertains to several other linguistic 
situations; Ferguson mentions demotic and katharevousa Greek, Creole and 
French in Haiti, and Swiss-German (Schwyzertütsch) and German in Switzerland. 
Despite the exponential increase in neurocognitive studies of language processing 
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and bilingualism in the past decade, neurocognitive studies aiming to understand 
the neural mechanisms of diglossia in general, and Arabic diglossia in particular, 
remain sparse. This paper aims to provide a foundation for discussion and devel-
opment of neurophysiological experimental approaches to questions concerning 
the mental representation of diglossic languages. We suggest that neurocognitive 
approaches are essential for enhancing our understanding of the nature of diglos-
sia and that such understanding in turn provides a valuable underpinning for fu-
ture theoretical and applied studies of Arabic diglossia. 

The first section of this paper provides a short, lay introduction to one neu-
rocognitive methodology, the Event-Related Potential (ERP) method. We will 
briefly describe the methods that are used to track the neurophysiological re-
sponses associated with some aspects of linguistic processing and will provide 
examples of studies that have utilized ERP methods to shed light on neural under-
pinnings of language. The second section reviews neurophysiological studies of 
language representation and processing in Arabic diglossia to date. Finally, we 
outline one way that the neurophysiological findings thus far could map onto a 
mental model of the cognitive inter-relationships between two language varieties 
and discuss the potential contributions of further neurophysiological studies to 
our knowledge about Arabic diglossia. 

1.1 Derivation of event-related potentials

Cognitive neuroscience is the field that is concerned with the neural underpin-
nings of cognitive functions. In this domain, a primary aim is to “understand how 
cognitive functions, and their manifestations in behavior and subjective experi-
ence, arise from the activity of the brain” (Rugg, 1997: 1). In service of such inves-
tigations, various neuroimaging techniques are used to provide information about 
the location and timing of brain activity that can be experimentally associated 
with stimulus processing. Metabolic measures, such as functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (fMRI), track what is referred to as BOLD signal – that is, a 
signal that is Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent. By establishing where oxygen 
is taken up in the brain under controlled conditions, it is possible to determine – 
with millimeter precision – the location of brain activity that is related to a speci-
fied experimental task. Such spatial resolution is valuable in answering questions 
about the specific network of regions that is involved in a task such as the co-rela-
tionships between Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas for language processing. However, 
due to physical constraints on the equipment and the refractory time of the mea-
sure itself, BOLD signal does not permit temporal resolution finer than a few sec-
onds to minutes (Luck, 2005). In the case that we are investigating, processes 
known to unfold on the order of milliseconds, a more direct tracking of neuronal 
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communication is called for. Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive 
means for measuring voltage fluctuations associated with the post-synaptic po-
tentials that are generated as populations of neurons fire together. EEG is typically 
recorded on a millisecond scale, and the recent advent of high density EEG has 
also made it more possible to associate the measurement of task-related neural 
activity with specific brain sources. Therefore, EEG is considered among the best 
neuroimaging techniques for tracking sequences of rapid neural activations that 
are associated with complex mental operations, such as language processing 
(Friedrici, 2002). 

Because EEG provides a continuous measure of voltage change across the 
scalp during the recording epoch, it is necessary to distinguish brain activity that 
is related to the event of interest from background brain activity. This is usually 
achieved through processes of data segmentation and averaging, in order to 
derive the Event-Related Potential (ERP). ERP refers to the average electrical ac-
tivity elicited as a response to the experimental condition. It is obtained by seg-
menting EEG recordings into epochs, which are segments of time linked to the 
event of interest, and conducting several operations to exclude responses that are 
not related to the examined condition/event, such as eye movements, EKG (the 
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Figure 1. Steps in acquisition and derivation of Event Related Potentials in a cognitive 
experiment with EEG recording. 
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electrocardiogram), or skin potentials. The segments of data associated with spe-
cific events are then averaged together, which has the effect of “canceling out” 
information about brain activation that is not associated with experimental ma-
nipulations, ideally leaving behind only information about the brain responses 
associated with the examined task/stimuli – the ERP. Figure 1 above depicts the 
process of eliciting, acquiring and deriving ERPs during a cognitive experiment.

In contrast to the continuous EEG recording, ERPs index changes in electro-
physiological brain responses that are associated with a particular stimulus, pro-
cess or event – that is, ERP waveforms offer “a depiction of the changes in scalp 
recorded voltage over time that reflects the sensory, cognitive, affective, and motor 
processes elicited by a stimulus” (Kappenman & Luck, 2012: 4). In EEG/ERP stud-
ies of language, the main focus is typically on the brain’s responses to a specific 
experimental event presentation, such as processing a word or the structure of a 
sentence. These event-related electrical potentials are referred to and analyzed in 
terms of their characteristics, especially timing, direction of voltage deflection 
(negative or positive), and/or scalp topographies (represented by electrode sites). 

1.2 Key language-related ERP signatures

Certain ERP “signatures” have been shown, experimentally, to be associated with 
different aspects of language processing, and here we provide an introductory 
overview of key language-related ERPs: the Mismatch Negativity (MMN), the 
N400, and the P600. 

The three ERPs that form the basis of this short tutorial segment were selected 
because they index different levels of language processing and representation: 
phonology, lexical semantics, and syntactic integration, respectively. They therefore 
provide a representative sample of the methods that have potential for application 
in the study of different levels of linguistic representation in Arabic diglossia. 
Thanks to ERP studies a greater understanding of cognitive processes supporting 
phonological, lexical semantic and syntactic operational levels of linguistic repre-
sentation has been obtained, over many years of investigation. The reader should 
note that there are many more ERPs known to index different stages or processes 
that are crucially involved in language, and the underlying mechanisms associated 
with some of these remain poorly understood. (For a more detailed review of cog-
nitive components, see Luck & Kappenman, 2012.)

For each ERP described here, we provide an example of a novel application 
or interpretation by way of illustration of the utility of such approaches for com-
plex questions in language acquisition, representation, processing or pathology. 
Examples of applications to Arabic diglossia are discussed in more detail in 
Section 2 below.
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1.2.1 Mismatch negativity (MMN) ERP
The Mismatch Negativity is an ERP component known to be associated with sen-
sory-memory updating and detection of change or of rule violation. Generators of 
the MMN are known to play a central role in attention (Näätänen, Kujala, & 
Winkler, 2010), and MMN has been shown to be elicited in response to changes in 
sound duration, frequency, intensity, and timbre as well as language-specific 
speech-sound changes and grammatical violations (Näätänen & Kreegipuu, 2012). 
MMN is usually elicited using an oddball paradigm – that is, an experimental pro-
cedure in which auditory stimuli are presented in a continuous, repetitive stream 
that is interrupted by occasional (less than one in five) presentations of a deviant 
sound. The MMN is a negative voltage fluctuation that is measured using one or 
more electrodes positioned fronto-centrally, with a peak around 100–250 millisec-
onds post-presentation of a deviant auditory stimulus. 

Experimental studies have revealed that the MMN response can be enhanced 
to deviant stimuli that constitute language-specific phonological contrasts (e.g. 
Cheour, Ceponiene, Lehtokoski, Luuk, Allik, Alho, & Näätänen, 1998; Dehaene-
Lambertz, 1997; Dehaene-Lambertz, Dupoux, & Gout, 2000; Näätänen, Lehtoko-
ski, Lennes, Cheor, Houtilainen, Iivonen, Vainio, Alku, Ilmoneiemi, Luuk, Allik, 
Sinkkonen, & Alho, 1997; Pulvermüller, Kujala, Shtyrov, Simola & Tiitinen, 2001; 
Sharma & Dorman, 2000). For example, in a group of native speakers of Finnish, 
Näätänen et al. (1997) found that a larger MMN response was elicited in response 
to a contrast between two Finnish vowels than for an Estonian vowel contrast in 
spite of the fact that the Estonian vowel contrast incorporated a larger acoustical 
difference. Such findings have suggested that MMN can be used to “probe perma-
nent language-specific speech-sound memory traces” (Näätänen & Kreegipuu, 
2012: 149). 

MMN has been commonly used in language studies due to its ease of elicita-
tion and the lack of need for conscious task participation (since MMN can be 
elicited while individuals are watching a silent movie or even sleeping), as well as 
its robustness as a correlate of language-specific phonological representations 
(Conboy, Rivera-Gaxiola, Silva-Pereyra, & Kuhl, 2008). MMN has been found to 
develop as an index of language-specific speech-sound memory traces within the 
first year of life (around the age of 6–12 months; Näätänen & Kreegipuu, 2012), so 
it is also helpful for experimental paradigms that aim to track the development of 
language-specific phonological representations in young children or in adult L2 
learners. Furthermore, current studies reveal that MMN can be elicited by sensory 
or cognitive violations at different levels of central auditory processing, which 
means that MMN approaches have the potential to contribute to studies of ab-
stract feature analysis, parallel and sequential representations, language learning, 
and therapy effects (inter alia) (Näätänen & Kreegipuu, 2012). 
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In one example of a novel application of the MMN methodology, Froud 
& Khamis-Dakwar (2012) used an oddball task to examine the phonological rep-
resentations of speech sounds in monolingual English-speaking children with 
childhood apraxia of speech (CAS). MMN responses to native and non-native 
speech sound contrasts were compared between monolingual English-speaking 
children with and without CAS. The sounds used for the native contrasts were 
standard /pa/ and deviant /ba/ (this contrast is phonemically significant in Eng-
lish); for the non-native contrast, standard /pa/ was contrasted with deviant /pha/ 
(this contrast is allophonic in English). Children without CAS showed, as expect-
ed, clear MMN responses to the phonemic condition but not to the allophonic 
condition. However, children with CAS did not show an MMN in the phonemic 
condition, and showed some evidence of immature MMN responding to the al-
lophonic contrasts. These findings are suggestive of phonological involvement in 
CAS, so that it cannot be viewed as a primary disorder of motor speech planning, 
contrary to the current prevailing view (e.g., ASHA 2007). By applying the stan-
dard MMN methodology, then, it was possible to determine new (and potentially 
clinically significant) information about speech-sound representations in children 
with disordered speech. Equally, such methods could be applied to shed light on 
whether speakers of Arabic distinguish between speech sounds within and be-
tween diglossic language varieties, when in development children are able to dis-
tinguish between phonological representations that are associated with different 
diglossic varieties, or when adult learners of Arabic are able to internalize speech 
sound representations in the standard and spoken phonological systems. 

1.2.2 N400 ERP
The N400 is considered “the best-studied language-related ERP component” 
(Swaab, Ledoux, Camblin & Boudewyn, 2012: 398). Kutas and Hillyard (1980) 
first reported the N400 effect, showing that semantically inappropriate words in a 
sentential context (e.g., He spread the warm bread with socks) elicited a negative-
going voltage fluctuation over centro-parietal electrodes that peaked around 400 
milliseconds after onset of the unexpected word, relative to the ERPs elicited by 
semantically appropriate words (e.g., It was his first day at work). Since then, typi-
cal language N400 studies utilize presentations of congruent and incongruent con-
ditions at different levels: the word level, sentence level, and during discourse 
(Swaab et al., 2012). N400 is accepted as an index of lexical and semantic process-
ing; however, it is still debated whether the N400 is a general index of semantic 
retrieval of stored conceptual knowledge associated with the presented context or 
semantic integration into the proceeding context. In linguistic presentations, the 
N400 was found to be sensitive to meaning manipulations and to the presentation 
of an unexpected word at both the word and sentence levels, during visual or oral 
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presentations, and with different kinds of anomalies, such as mismatches in pho-
nology, faces, color patches, and pictures (for a review, see Kutas, Van Petten & 
Kluender, 2006; or Lau, Phillips & Poeppel, 2008).

In a study of Arabic diglossic code-switching (described in more detail below), 
Khamis-Dakwar & Froud (2007) presented oral presentations of congruent and 
incongruent sentences in spoken (Palestinian) and Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA). Although this study targeted codeswitching rather than semantic repre-
sentations, N400 components were observed in response to semantic anomalies in 
MSA that were processed auditorily by native speakers of Palestinian Arabic. These 
findings parallel those from other studies that have used N400 to index semantic 
processing in bilingualism, showing that semantic processing can be robust across 
multiple linguistic systems (e.g. Weber-Fox & Neville, 1996; Ojima, Nakata & 
Kakigi, 2005). Moreno and Kutas (2005) showed that changes in N400 latency in 
response to semantic incongruities in a first and second language are sensitive to 
multiple factors, including language dominance, vocabulary proficiency, and age 
of exposure. Hence, N400 can be used to identify the effects of various sociolin-
guistic factors on the relative robustness of semantic processing in different lan-
guage varieties. 

1.2.3 P600 ERP
The P600 is one of a complex of ERP components that reflect different stages in 
syntactic processing (Swaab et al 2012; Hahne & Friederici, 1999). The P600, also 
known as the Syntactic Positive Shift (SPS), is a slow, late, positive-going voltage 
shift observed over posterior electrode sites around 600 milliseconds after the on-
set of a sentence-structure violation (Hahne & Friederici, 1999). The P600 has 
been experimentally shown to correlate with late-controlled grammatical process-
ing and can be elicited by syntactic anomalies (such as violations of phrase struc-
ture or agreement) in either meaningful or meaningless sentences. P600 is also 
elicited by processing of garden path sentences, in which two plausible structural 
configurations are available until a specific resolution point (Osterhout, Holcomb, 
& Swinney, 1994), suggesting that P600 is an ERP index of syntactic reanalysis and 
repair. Moreover, recent reports showed that P600/SPS can be elicited in response 
to lexical code-switching between L1 and L2 (Moreno et al., 2002; Jackson, 
Swainson, Cunnington, & Jackson 2001) or between two language varieties in di-
glossic situations (e.g. Khamis-Dakwar & Froud, 2007). This suggests that P600/
SPS is associated with semantic-syntactic interface violations (Swaab et al., 2012).

1.2.4 Mental chronometry of language
In this section we have provided a brief overview of the methods involved in deriv-
ing event-related potentials from continuous recordings of electrophysiological 
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activity generated by the brain and have provided some background information 
about the nature of specific ERPs known to be associated with aspects of language 
processing. Although partial, this introduction hints at a much broader and more 
fine-grained chronometry of language (Friederici, 2002) involving multiple corti-
cal generators and complex interactions. Although each ERP has its own timing 
and topographical characteristics, it should be made clear that language-related 
ERPs do not necessarily proceed in a stepwise manner, any more than the linguis-
tic processes that are thought to be associated with them. Rather, linguistic 
processes advance cyclically, with feedback and feedforward interactions, and the 
chain of ERP indices provides a reflection of the brain processes supporting this 
complexity. 

In what follows, we provide a summary of the neurocognitive investigations of 
Arabic diglossia reported to date and suggest a possible theoretical framework that 
may be emerging from this small but growing literature. We propose directions for 
continuing the rigorous investigation of the mental representation of diglossia that 
can be catalyzed by the approaches implemented thus far. 

2. Neurophysiological studies of language representation and processing  
in Arabic diglossia

Most of the ERP studies conducted in Arabic have addressed different questions 
than the relationship between the two language varieties, such as the assessment 
of the effects of orthographic transparency on event-related potentials (e.g. 
Simon, Bernard, Lalonda, & Rebaï, 2006) or the neural basis of morphological 
representation of the Arabic consonantal root (Boudelaa, Pulvermüller, Hauk, 
Shtyrov, & Marslen-Wilson, 2010). Moreover, these investigations studied 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) stimuli only and did not attempt to address the 
mental representation of the two language varieties in Arabic diglossia. This pa-
per presents the few neurophysiological studies on the representation of the two 
language varieties in the brain of native Arabic speakers and discusses how in-
novative use of ERP methodologies can meaningfully expand our current and 
future research in this area. 

The first study examining cognitive representation in Arabic diglossia, by 
Khamis-Dakwar & Froud (2007), focused on an examination of brain responses of 
native speakers of Arabic to lexical switching between the two language varieties. 
The two ERP components of interest in this study were the N400 and P600/SPS. 
Previous studies showed that codeswitching between languages elicits P600/SPS 
(Moreno, Federmeier & Kutas, 2002; Jackson, Swainson, Mullin, Cunnington, & 
Jackson, 2004), whereas incongruent and unexpected word presentations within a 
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language were found to be correlated with an N400 response. Hence, Khamis-
Dakwar & Froud hypothesized that, if the cognitive interrelationship between the 
two language varieties of Arabic is underlined by a separation at the lexical level, 
then switching between the two language varieties would elicit a P600/SPS effect, 
similar to brain responses of bilingual Spanish-English speakers to switches be-
tween the two languages. However, if the underlying neural mechanisms of the 
two varieties were unified, then an N400 response, typically observed between 
dialects or registers, would be elicited for codeswitching between the two language 
varieties.

Khamis-Dakwar & Froud (2007) designed a study in which diglossic 
codeswitching, language variety, and congruency were manipulated such that the 
last word of a spoken sentence was either congruent in a specific language variety, 
incongruent in a specific language variety, or congruent but codeswitched between 
language varieties. Examples are provided in (1)–(3) below: 

Thirty-nine sentences in each condition were recorded by a native speaker of 
Palestinian Arabic (Northern dialect) and were presented auditorily to partici-
pants while continuous high density EEG was recorded. Participants were asked to 
press a button to indicate whether the last word of each sentence was presented in 
the same or a different language variety to the rest of the sentence.

 (1) Congruent sentences in spoken and Standard Arabic
  a. Palestinian Colloquial Arabic
   ʔiza bitʃu:f ʔil-ʔahrama:t btinisweħ
   if see-2.sg.masc. the-pyramids astonished-2.sg.masc
   If you see the pyramids you will be astonished.
  b. Modern Standard Arabic
   ʔal-bu:ma taşħa: bi-ððulma
   the owl wake-2.sg.fem at-dark
   The owl wakes at dark.
 (2) Incongruent sentences in spoken and Standard Arabic
  a. Palestinian Colloquial Arabic
   ʔiza bitʃu:f ʔil-ʔahrama:t btifʔar
   if see-2.sg.masc.the-pyramids get poor-2.sg.masc
   If you see the pyramids you will get poor. 
  b. Modern Standard Arabic
   ʔalbu:ma taşħa: bilʕiţr
   the owl wake-2.sg.fem at-perfume
   The owl wakes at perfume.
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 (3) Code-switched sentences
  a. Spoken → Standard
   we:n na:m-at ʔil-: qiţţa? 
   where slept-2.sg.fem the-cat-msa
   Where did the cat sleep?
  b. Standard → Spoken
   la: tukθər mina ʔal-ħaki
   neg. excess-2.sg.masc. from the-talk-pca
   Don’t speak too much.

In the code-switched condition, semantically equivalent words with no phonemic 
correspondence (lexically different items) between the language varieties were 
used in order to minimize word form processing effects. 

Five native speakers of Arabic with a Galilee dialect participated in this study: 
four males and one female with a mean age 30 years, 2 months (range: 25 years 10 
months – 36 years 2 months). Participants were right-handed with normal hearing 
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants had been exposed to 
MSA in Arab schools in Israel starting in first grade. 

The derived ERPs from the continuous EEG recordings obtained during this 
study revealed N400 responses to the semantic anomaly conditions but P600/SPS 
responses to the sentences that involved code-switching between the two language 
varieties. These findings suggest that native speakers of Palestinian Arabic process 
lexical switching between Standard and spoken Arabic in a manner that is similar 
to the processing of cross-linguistic code-switches in speakers of Spanish and Eng-
lish. They did not show evidence that switching into or out of Standard Arabic 
constituted a change in register or a switch between variants of a single linguistic 
system. Khamis-Dakwar & Froud interpret this as preliminary evidence that the 
two language varieties in Arabic require the representation of distinct lexical 
stores, one for each variety. This raised the question whether switching between 
varieties has neurophysiological consequences that are measurable at levels other 
than lexical. 

This question was the focus in a second series of experiments that looked at 
the ERP responses to phonological code-switching between varieties of Arabic 
(Khamis-Dakwar, Froud, & Boudelaa, 2009). For this series, the ERP targeted was 
the MMN, understood as an index of language-specific phonological memory 
traces (Näätänen, 1999). Two different oddball paradigms were used. The first 
switched phonemes within a single language variety, changing only the semantics 
of the stimuli (standard: /ħaʔʔ/ (“right” in Levantine); deviant: /ħadd/ (“border” in 
Levantine)). The second kept the semantics of the stimuli the same, but switched 
between language varieties (standard: /ħaʔʔ/ (“right” in Levantine); deviant: /ħaqq/ 
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(“right” in MSA)). The contrast between brain responses to these two oddball par-
adigms, it was hypothesized, would permit identification of neurophysiological 
consequences over and above the phonemic category change when a switch across 
varieties is involved. 

Study participants were 17 students and affiliates of American universities 
who were native speakers of Levantine Spoken Arabic. All shared a pronunciation 
of the classical Arabic qaf /q/ as glottal stop /ʔ/in their spoken dialect. There 
were 12 females and 5 males, 1 left handed and 16 right handed, 6 Egyptians, 3 
Lebanese, and 8 Palestinians with a mean age of 31 years (range 25 years 7 months 
– 36 years 2 months). All participants reported having no history of neurological 
or psychological disorders, had normal hearing and corrected-to-normal vision, 
and had begun learning MSA at school in their homeland in first grade. They par-
ticipated in a passive listening task, watching a silent movie of their choice while 
the syllables were presented to them through earphones and high-density EEG 
data were recorded. 

Data analysis revealed MMN responses to the deviants in both conditions, but 
the MMN response was significantly enhanced when the phonemic change re-
sulted in a switch between language varieties. Based on the hypothesis that MMN 
is an index of phonological memory traces, these results suggest that switching 
between varieties – even at the phonemic level – does have consequences at the 
neurophysiological level. These data strongly support the view that lexical repre-
sentations are distinct between the standard and spoken language varieties. 

Investigations of the syntactic systems at play in diglossia have not yet been 
undertaken, and no studies have yet been published that use the P600 as a means 
to evaluate the nature of the interactions between Standard and spoken varieties. 
However, in our lab there is pilot work under way that uses P600 as an index of 
morphosyntactic processing with respect to grammaticality violations that are (a) 
shared between MSA and spoken varieties, and (b) specific to MSA (such as word 
order violations, passive structures). This experimental work will focus on the 
grammaticality judgments of Heritage learners of Standard Arabic who speak a 
spoken variety, compared to non-Heritage learners who have had no other expo-
sure to a spoken dialect. It is hoped that this work will permit an examination of 
the interrelationships between the two language varieties at the syntactic level. 

To summarize, there are currently very few papers in existence that make use 
of neurocognitive methodologies for investigation of diglossia in Arabic. We con-
tend that EEG provides a valuable means for examining, objectively and with mil-
lisecond timing resolution, the interplay between different levels of representation 
and processing in native speakers of Arabic. Behavioral measures do not provide 
the same kinds of insight, since linguistic knowledge is preconscious and not avail-
able for introspection. Although much groundwork has been laid for a descriptive 
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framework within which we can examine the richness and variety of Arabic lan-
guage varieties, neurocognitive approaches have the promise and potential to pro-
vide an additional means for rigorous and objective evaluation of hypotheses 
generated within existing theoretical frameworks. 

3. Discussion: Advantages of breaking with tradition

Here we have provided a brief review of neurophysiological studies of code-
switching between the two language varieties, along with some background infor-
mation about the methods involved. It is our hope that this approach will continue 
to grow and develop. Alongside developmental studies of diglossic knowledge 
(e.g. Khamis-Dakwar, Gordon, Froud, 2012; Khamis-Dakwar & Makhoul, 2014), 
and the continuing work from various fields of linguistics, we believe that neu-
rocognitive investigations of diglossia can provide us with evidence that the 
subsystems of the two language varieties are interacting with one another in ob-
servable ways – directly and indirectly – during development and in adulthood. 

The effects of distance between high and low varieties of Arabic in the diglos-
sic situation have been a matter of debate for many years, but without concurrent 
examination of the mental representation of the two language varieties, full under-
standing of the representation and processing of these two language varieties 
would be incomplete. We propose that due to its high temporal resolution, ERP 
has the potential to contribute to studies addressing unresolved issues and to ad-
vance this emerging field of research enabling the study of neural events associated 
with different sub-processes of language comprehension and production. With re-
spect to the broader discussion of representation in Arabic diglossia (e.g., Badawi, 
1973; Eid, 1990; Hary, 1996) we suggest that a reframing of the question is in order. 
It does not seem appropriate to continue to ask whether diglossic language sys-
tems involve one or two (or more) systems. Language is not a monolithic entity, 
and even the subsystems of language are appropriately broken down into compo-
nent parts for rigorous examination and the furtherance of our understanding. 
Any approach to the neural representation of language must be framed at an ap-
propriate level of abstraction. In our preliminary investigative work so far, we have 
asked questions rather broadly since the focus for much work on Arabic to date 
has been the question of how many linguistic systems are represented in diglossia. 
This has meant, for example, that the findings at the level of lexical representation 
have been interpreted to support a view of two distinct systems. A new direction 
for interpretation within a more fine-grained approach is clearly called for, along-
side the integration of different sources of evidence and the interpretation of ex-
perimental data at all levels of linguistic representation and processing. 
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For example, we have reported here on evidence from neurophysiological 
investigations of Arabic diglossia at different levels of linguistic abstraction. 
These findings (the few available to date) reveal that, at the level of lexical repre-
sentations, there appears to be a distinction between the Standard and spoken 
Arabic. If we combine these observations with previously available work on the 
development of diglossic competence (e.g., Khamis-Dakwar, Gordon, Froud, 
2012; Khamis-Dakwar & Makhoul, 2014), we can hope to reveal more informa-
tion about the organization of the two language varieties in native speakers of 
Arabic. The available data suggest a juxtaposition within the cognitive model of 
the two language varieties in which the two lexicons for the two language variet-
ies are separate, but the grammatical system could be shared. In other words, we 
can combine evidence from neurophysiological investigations and studies of di-
glossic language acquisition to generate a view of a system of distinct levels of 
representation that interact with one another in very circumscribed ways 
(see figure 2 below for a highly simplified example). It could be the case that each 
language variety is represented at the lexical level as a distinct system, but that 
these interact with a syntactic component. Other configurations are empirically 
possible, but as a first step, a separate lexicon/shared syntax model could be used 
to catalyze further systematic studies of the interactions between linguistic sys-
tems in Arabic diglossia. 

The idea of a continuum between the different language varieties has often 
been raised and may also have empirical utility as this research direction unfolds. 
However, one consideration should be that an empirically useful hypothesis is one 
that can be falsified (Popper, 1959). Whichever theoretical framework is adopted 
to inform our future investigations, it must be tested systematically through differ-
ent experimental approaches, and validated – or falsified – through converging 
evidence from multiple investigations. 

Further studies are needed to test the suggested model, especially with respect 
to the lack of separateness between the two language varieties at the grammatical 
level, and to evaluate the notion of a distinction between language varieties at the 
lexical level. Experimentally, we can envision methods that would permit elucida-
tion of the unitary structure proposed for the grammatical system – for example,

Lexicon (L) Lexicon (H) 

Grammar

Figure 2. Simplified representational model of the two language varieties in Arabic.
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recording brain responses to code-switched sentences where morphological and 
lexical features of the switched items are manipulated orthogonally. This kind of 
approach could permit us to evaluate whether grammatical code-switching has a 
neurophysiological effect beyond that associated with lexical code-switching, de-
scribed above. We would also recommend the expansion of neurophysiological 
studies in this domain, to support further understanding of the neural processes 
associated with diglossic variation. This approach would supplement behavioral 
findings from language development, aphasia (lesion deficit studies), and code-
switching in adults and children, and could offer a useful unifying research avenue 
for work with multiple populations: Arabic speaking adults in the Arab world, 
monolingual Arabic-speaking children learning MSA, and second language learn-
ers of Arabic who are being trained within different educational approaches. Ulti-
mately, the findings from neurocognitive investigations should be mapped onto 
speech community variables, including language dominance, frequency of use, 
length of exposure, and data that have been collected revealing insights into indi-
vidual and group attitudes towards the different varieties. 

In this paper, we have described the beginnings of a research program that has 
the promise to delineate the neural underpinnings of what appears to be an unusu-
ally complex sociolinguistic situation that has resisted analysis in many ways and 
for many years. We suggest, based on the early findings within this new research 
domain for diglossia, that the diversity of research directions that are currently be-
ing applied to the complex and multilayered issues of linguistic representation and 
processing in Arabic diglossia can ultimately be unified. A deep understanding of 
the representation of, and interactions between, the two language varieties of 
Arabic is crucial, not only for greater understanding of Arabic itself, but because 
diglossia represents an outlier in terms of the human language experience. By de-
lineating the representation and neural underpinnings of diglossia, within a uni-
fied yet diversified research program that incorporates every available research 
domain, we can as a research community make a very real contribution to our 
knowledge of human language, human interaction, and human nature. 
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